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Abstract
The study of the grammar in ‘diglossic speech communities’ in which two or more varieties
of the same language are used in different contexts, raises important questions: How do these
varieties interact? Are there clear-cut boundaries between language varieties in these contexts?
Can we posit that speakers, in certain circumstances, may possess more than one internal grammar
of their language that is associated with different social contexts? If so, how do speakers develop
knowledge of this type of grammar? More importantly, how can we systematically account for the
massive scale of variation that is part of any diglossic speech grammar?
This dissertation demonstrates how the structural phenomena of diglossia can be derived
from domain-general cognitive processes, including memory, attention to frequencies and
similarities, categorization, establishing connections between similar categories, making
generalizations from observed patterns, etc. These processes operate in multiple instances of
language use and create the grammar of diglossic speech. This dissertation uses the diglossic
grammar of Faifi, an Arabic diglossic speech community located in the Faifa mountains in
southwestern Saudi Arabia, to demonstrate the emergent grammar properties. The same principles
should apply to the other diglossic speech communities of Arabic.
The analyses are grounded in the core of a relatively new framework called Emergent
Grammar (EG), which drifts away from using the concept of Universal Grammar and genetic
endowment specific to language as central in driving research questions and the way of interpreting
data (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2012a,b,c; 2013; 2014a,b; 2015a,b,c; 2016; 2017; 2018 among
others). Instead, EG allows abstract symbolic grammatical structures to emerge from the
experience with the language, using the general cognitive capabilities of the language learner. This
idea is not entirely new to the field, considering the long-standing emergentist approach to
language. What is new and appealing about the EG framework is that it accounts for language
through a set of bottom-up regulatory principles (i.e., emerging conditions and relations among
morphemes) that filter out unwanted combinations, resulting in the optimal output.
The dissertation demonstrates how speakers build a holistic grammar system from different
speech contexts such as home, public spaces, school, formal and informal situations that govern
word formation processes (i.e., what is allowed and disallowed regarding the linguistic output).
The dissertation also discusses why Faifi grammar (as a diglossic grammar) must be viewed as a
constantly-updating system shaped by language experience.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The study of the grammar in ‘diglossic speech communities’ in which two or more
varieties of the same language are used in different contexts, raises important questions, such as:
How do these varieties interact? Are there clear-cut boundaries between language varieties in
these contexts? Can we posit that speakers, in certain circumstances, may possess more than one
internal grammar of their language that is associated with different social contexts? If so, how do
speakers develop knowledge of this type of grammar? And, more importantly, how can we
systematically account for the massive scale of variation that is part of any diglossic speech
grammar?
Faifi speech community, located in the Faifa mountains in southwestern Saudi Arabia,
represents a compelling case of language contact and diglossia that can be examined to answer
these questions. Over several decades, Arabic, which has a closely-related linguistic system to
Faifi, came into contact with Faifi. Arabic influence on Faifi has created diglossic variation
patterns that the native speakers of Faifi acquire and use. This dissertation provides evidence that
the diglossic variation patterns attested in Faifi structure are emergent properties that are shaped
by language experience in different social contexts, and, therefore, they can be accounted for
with a substantially reduced component of a priori knowledge as introduced in Universal
Grammar (Chomsky, 1965). This dissertation demonstrates how the structural phenomena of
diglossia can be derived from domain-general cognitive processes, including memory, attention
to frequencies and similarities, categorization, establishing connections between similar
categories, making generalizations from observed patterns, etc. These processes operate in
multiple instances of language use and create the grammar of diglossic speech. This dissertation
uses the diglossic grammar of Faifi for the demonstration of the emergent properties, but the
same principles should be applicable to the other dialects of Arabic.
The analyses are grounded in the core of a relatively new framework called Emergent
Grammar (EG) which drifts away from using the concept of Universal Grammar and genetic
endowment specific to language as central in driving research questions and the way of
interpreting data (Mohanan, Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2010; Archangeli, Baker & Mielke,
2011; Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2012a,b,c; 2013; 2014a,b; 2015a,b,c; 2016; 2017; 2018 among
others). Instead, EG allows abstract symbolic grammatical structures to emerge from the
experience with the language, using the general cognitive capabilities of the language learner.
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This idea is not entirely new to the field considering the long-standing emergentist approach to
language (e.g., Hopper 1987, 1998; Bybee 1998, 1999; Lacerda, 2003; Ellis & LarsenFreeman
2006). What is new and appealing about the EG framework is that it accounts for language
through a set of bottom-up regulatory principles (i.e., emerging conditions and relations among
morphemes) that filter out unwanted combinations, resulting in the optimal output. Chapter 3
includes more details about the regulatory principles of EG namely, Morph Sets, Morph Set
Relations, Phonotactics, Morphotactics, and Morphophonotactics, among other mechanisms used
in EG.
An idea that is emphasized throughout this dissertation is that the regulatory principles of
Faifi grammar exhibit the influence of the interaction between the Faifi and Arabic inputs 1 (i.e.,
“diglossia” as discussed in Section 1.2). The dissertation demonstrates how speakers build a
holistic grammar system from different speech contexts such as home, public spaces, school,
formal and informal situations that govern word formation processes (i.e., what is allowed and
disallowed regarding the linguistic output). In addition, the dissertation discusses why Faifi
grammar (as a diglossic grammar) must be viewed as a constantly-updating system that is shaped
by language experience. This view has implications for the study of language change and how
forms diffuse, compete, and decay across time.
Chapter overview
This introductory chapter is organized into eight brief sections. Section 1.1 defines
diglossia and introduces Arabic diglossia to the reader who is not familiar with the linguistic
satiation in the Arab world. This section also illustrates diglossia with a concrete example taken
from Arabic media. Section 1.2 addresses the distinction between the two notions of diglossia

In this introductory chapter, I label Faifi grammar as (Low) and the grammar of Modern Standard Arabic as
(High), and I keep using the Low/High terminology throughout the dissertation. However, it is essential to mention
that I do not use the terms Low/High in the sociolinguist sense, which may imply that one variety is more
significant, original, or prestigious than the other. I only use the terms Low and High, in this dissertation, to describe
the grammar continuum between Faifi (Low) at one pole of the continuum and MSA (High) at the opposite pole of
it. Low, in this sense, is the language used in a causal speech at home and in public. It is the language acquired from
birth. High, in this sense, is the literary and formal language that is used in schools, parts of the media, and religious
practices, and it is not acquired from birth (as will be discussed in this dissertation). Using the terms “Low and
High” helps me to escape any confusion that other terminologies might create such as “Faifi and Arabic”, “L1 and
L2”, “informal and formal”, “spoken and written”, or “colloquial and standard”, as each one of these terminologies
has its own problems since there are no clear-cut boundaries between the two terms in each pair.
1
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and bilingualism and describes the linguistic situation in Faifa with regard to them. Section 1.3
defines “diglossic variation”, a term that is used extensively in the dissertation. This section
draws a distinction between “diglossic variation” and other types of variations, such as free
variation and regional variation. Section 1.4 introduces the concepts of Universal Grammar (UG)
and Usage-based grammar to the reader, who is not familiar with these two competing ideas in
the field of theoretical linguistics. Section 1.5 briefly introduces the problem under investigation
and explains the significance of the study. Section 1.6 states the general research questions of
this dissertation. Section 1.7 discusses the data. Section 1.8 sets the outline of the dissertation.
1.1 Arabic diglossia
Arabic speech communities are well-known for a linguistic situation called “diglossia”
which can be characterized as the existence of two or more varieties of the same language in one
speech community (Ferguson,1959, 1991; Fishman, 1967; Badawi, 1973; Mitchell, 1986; Kaye,
1994; Albirini, 2016 among many others). Each variety performs different communicative
functions without clear-cut boundaries between the varieties and their functions. The term
diglossia is generally understood by many scholars to describe a continuum (see Figure 1.1)
between the most formal (usually referred to in the literature as the High variety) and the most
colloquial (usually referred to as the Low variety) (Badawi, 1973; Mitchell, 1986; Kaye, 1994,
etc.). Old Arabic (Also known as Classical Arabic) and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) reside at
the formal pole of the continuum. MSA is the standardized and literary variety of Arabic that is
used in writing, in formal speech, and in education throughout the Arab world to facilitate
communication. Therefore, the functional distribution of High and Low is determined by the
circumstances of the speech. In Faifi, for example, formal contexts such as education and public
speech lean toward the use of the MSA (High), and to the exclusion of the Faifi (Low), which
can only be used in situations in which MSA is not generally used such as at home speech and
casual conversations with friends.
As mentioned above, diglossia is generally understood by many scholars to describe a
continuum between the most formal and the most colloquial. Consider, for example, Badawi’s
view on diglossia, which is illustrated by the following figure.
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Figure 1.1 Diglossia continuum as perceived by Badawi (1973)
High

Classical Arabic (i.e., literary heritage and Qur’an)

continuum

Modern Standard Arabic
Colloquial of the cultured
Colloquial of the basically educated
Low

Colloquial of the illiterates

It is, however, important to mention that Badawi’s view on diglossia is one among other
proposals of different levels between the High and Low poles (e.g., Blanc, 1960, as cited in
Albirini, 2016; Meiseles; 1980; Mitchell, 1986; Ryding, 1991; Kaye, 1994). Furthermore,
Badawi’s categories do not indicate separate levels, but rather overlapping categories that people
shift to in their conversation. One person usually possesses more than one level and switches
between them based on contextual demands (Bassiouney, 2009).
Arabic exhibits considerable variation across regions as well as across registers/speech
contexts within each region. Every speech community in the Arab world has at least two
varieties: a spoken (non-written) form that is used in informal speech contexts (home, the streets,
etc.), and MSA which is used in formal settings (schools, parts of the media, political speeches,
etc.), see, among others, Watson (2002), Holes (2004), Bassiouney (2009), and Albirini (2016).
Code-switching between the Low and the High varieties (also known as diglossic-switching, see
Boussofara-Omar, 2003; Sabir & Safi 2008; Bassiouney, 2009) is a widespread phenomenon in
the Arabic speaking world. It is no exaggeration to say that the majority of conversations or
speech in Arabic have some form of code-switching between High and Low, whether at the
phonetic level, word level, or sentence level.
To demonstrate diglossic switching, consider the example in (1) of a monologue I picked
at random from the Arabic Jeopardy game program (Episode 11). The program is hosted by
Ibrahim Abu-Judah, a Lebanese host who performs an opening monologue for each episode in
which he explains how the program works and introduces the contestants. Ibrahim performed
this monologue in MSA, but it is not clear whether it is read from a teleprompter or memorized.
Regardless, the monologue includes several instances of code-switching between MSA and
Lebanese Arabic, which serve the purpose of illustration.
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The example in (1) shows the first four sentences of the monologue, but for the entire
monologue, see Appendix 2 (item 14). The example below includes several instances of codeswitching from MSA to Lebanese that are underlined in the IPA transcription line. Also, for
convenience, the MSA equivalent is offered below each instance of code-switching. For
example, the first word in the IPA line is [taħiyy-e] (Lebanese), and the MSA equivalent is
[taħiyy-a], which is offered in the second line, titled MSA. The IPA and MSA lines are followed
by the line titled Gloss, which indicates the morphemic translation. Finally, the line titled English
provides the English translation for the whole sentence.
(1) Example of diglossic switching
IPA

taħiyy-e

kbe:r-e

MSA

taħiyy-a

kabi:r-a

Gloss

greeting.F

great-F

English

‘greetings to all who are watching us and to the people in the studio’

IPA

wə-?ahla.wsahla

MSA

l-muʃahid-i:n

wi-l-l-ħudˤu:r

bi-l-studu:

to-all

the-viewer-s

and-to-the-attendees

in-the-studio

fi:ku-n

bi-dʒabirdi

ʔal-maħakk

in-jeopardy

the-test (program Arabic name)

wa-s-saʔaafe

ʕal-ʔim.bi:.si:

biku-m

Gloss

and-welcome

English

'and welcome to Jeopardy'

IPA

li-dʒami:ʕ

barnamedʒ

you-PL

l-maʕluma:t

MSA

wa-θ-θaqaafa

Gloss

program

English

‘the program of information and knowledge on MBC'

the-information

and-the-knowledge.F

on-MBC (tv channel)

IPA

bi-ha

l-barnamedʒ

ʔawa:ni:n

l-lʕbe

mixtelf-e

ʃwayy

MSA

bi-haða

l-barnamadʒ

qawa:ni:n

l-luʕba

muxtalf-a

qali:la

Gloss

in-this

the-program

rules

the-game.F

different-F

little.bit

English

'the rules of the game on this program are little different'

(see more in Appendix 2, item 14)
In some Arab regions, such as the southern parts of the Arabian Peninsula where Faifi is
spoken, the local spoken varieties are usually dominated by another politically and economically
powered spoken variety, which creates a complicated multiglossic situation. In this type of
multiglossic situation, three tiers of language forms are clearly distinguished: the local dialect
that is used mostly at home, the dominant spoken dialect that is used in public spaces, and MSA
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that is used in education and other formal settings. In the Faifi speech community, for example,
Faifi is used in intimate settings with family and friends, MSA is used in schools and other
formal settings, and Najdi (the spoken dialect of Riyadh and central Saudi Arabia, see Figure
1.2) is used to some degree in public to communicate with non-Faifi speakers such as at police
stations, city halls, courts and other government buildings (Alfaife, 2018). The proficiency level
of Najdi, however, varies from one person to another depending on people’s exposure to it, but
the proficiency is generally low (see Section 1.2 for more detail on Najdi in Faifa).

Figure 1.2 Map of the areas where Najdi and Faifi are spoken. Najdi includes a group of regionbased varieties such as Northern, Central, and Southern Najdi, and they are located in the central
regions of Saudi Arabia, where Riyadh, Buraidah, Ha’il appear on the map (see Ingham (1994)
for more information about Najdi). Faifi is spoken in the southern region of Saudi Arabia in the
Jizan region (more information about the map of Faifi is in Chapter 2).
This dissertation takes a closer look at the diglossic grammar of Faifi from the standpoint
of a bottom-up approach to language. I argue that diglossic variation (to be defined in Section
1.3) must be taken as a priority, not an afterthought when describing grammatical characteristics
of an Arabic spoken variety (including Faifi) or postulating rules/constraints that predict its
structure. This dissertation rests on the basic assumption that a Faifi speaker learns different
varieties of grammar from different social and interactional contexts (home, media, school, etc.)
and, ultimately, constructs his/her own symbolic grammar system from these different inputs. In
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other words, grammar categories (such as phonemes, allophones, morphemes) and grammatical
properties (such as variation, alternation, etc.) emerge directly from linguistic experience in
different social contexts. The dissertation demonstrates this bottom-up approach with the
analysis of Faifi phonemic and morphemic systems 1.
1.2 Diglossia and bilingualism
Drawing a clear-cut distinction between diglossia and bilingualism is not a goal of this
dissertation and, perhaps, it is not a fruitful approach in general. This is because the two terms
are broad, interchangeable to a large extent, and, most importantly, they are not contradictory but
rather complementary. However, following the long-standing tradition, this study maintains that
there is some distinction between the two concepts and, hence, uses the term ‘diglossia’ to
describe linguistic levels in the Faifi speech community, which is similar to other linguistic
situations in most Arabic speaking communities (Holes 1983, 1987, 2004; Watson, 2002; Haeri,
2003; Bassiouney, 2009; Versteegh, 2014; Albirini, 2016 among others).
Perhaps the best way to represent the distinction between diglossia and bilingualism is by
using Fishman’s taxonomy (1967). Fishman distinguishes the two concepts by means of a
fourfold table shown in (Table 1) in which the horizontal axis indicates (+/- diglossia), and the
vertical axis indicates (+/- bilingualism). In the following paragraphs, I will explain each
quadrant individually with examples, and then, describe the linguistic situation in Faifa based on
this spectrum.

With respect to linguistic competence, grammar under the EG view (as discussed in Chapter 3) is directly based on
linguistic experience and the input patterns that the learner observes. But as the patterns are learned, hypotheses
about the unencountered language are formed based on the observed patterns. This means that grammar construction
under EG is a “bottom-up” cognitive process at the beginning of language acquisition, however, it is also a “topdown” process once the generalizations about the unencountered language are established. We will revisit the
notions of “bottom-up” and “top-down” in different parts of this dissertation.
1
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Table 1. The relationship between diglossia and bilingualism (Fishman, 1967, p. 30)
(+ Bilingualism)
(- Bilingualism)

(+ Diglossia)

(-Diglossia)

1. Diglossia with

2. Bilingualism

bilingualism

without diglossia

3. Diglossia without

4. Neither diglossia

bilingualism

nor bilingualism

According to Fishman, the first quadrant refers to speech communities in which both
diglossia and bilingualism occur. Examples of this type are the linguistic situations in Paraguay
and in the Arab world. In Paraguay, Spanish and Guarani are the two most prominent languages
in the country. However, the two languages are complementary distributed functionally based on
the contextual situation, the degree of formality, and intimacy (Rubin, 1962; Fishman, 1967;
Choi, 2005; Cardona, 2015). Spanish is used in education, religion, government business, and
other formal situations, while Guarani is used for matters of intimacy. The situation is similar
throughout the Arab world. In addition to the spoken vernacular of a given region (e.g., Egypt,
Iraq, etc.), Modern Standard Arabic is used in formal speech contexts such as education,
newscasting, religious practices and other formal situations (Ferguson,1959, 1991; Fishman,
1967; Badawi, 1973; Mitchell, 1986; Kaye, 1994; Albirini, 2016 among many others). The
linguistic situation is also similar in Faifa, the speech community of focus in this study (i.e.,
+diglossia and +bilingualism between Faifi and MSA, but more on this below).
The second quadrant in Fishman’s taxonomy of the relationship between diglossia and
bilingualism is bilingualism without diglossia. This describes speech communities where
bilingualism is essentially a characterization of the individual linguistic behavior but, on the
general socio-cultural level, there is no widely accepted social consensus as to which language is
to be used. Consider the situation in Canada today where English and French have equality of
status and equal rights and privileges as guaranteed by the constitution (Cardinal, Gaspard, &
Léger, 2015). Fishman uses the history of contact in the industrialized Western world and parts
of Africa as an example of bilingualism without diglossia. Business owners were usually from
one speech community, and the workers were from another, which creates separate monolingual
communities at first but eventually becoming bilingual communities.
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The third quadrant is the situation where diglossia is present, and bilingualism is
generally absent. This is when “two or more speech communities are united religiously,
politically or economically into a single functioning unit notwithstanding the socio-cultural
cleavages that separate them” (Fishman, 1967, p. 33). Group boundaries in such a case may
create limited linguistic access from one group to the other, like outsiders in a community. One
of Fishman’s examples is the European society pre-World War I. The elites spoke high tongue in
their intragroup communications while the masses spoke another, perhaps linguistically
unrelated language for their intragroup communications. The intercommunications between the
upper and lower class were usually via interpreters.
The fourth quadrant describes monolingual speech communities with neither diglossia
nor bilingualism. This might have been the case in the past for many speech communities around
the world, but not many examples in today’s globalized world can be found of communities with
absolute isolation and absolute monolingualism, except maybe for the Sentinelese in India and
other few remaining isolated groups in the Amazon or other parts of the world (see, for example,
Endicott et al., 2003; Walker, & Hill, 2015).
If we describe the linguistic situation in Faifa using Fishman’s spectrum, we can
characterize it as a mixture of the first and third quadrants. While the situation of Faifi and MSA
can be described as “diglossia with bilingualism”, the situation of Faifi and Najdi is better
described as “diglossia without bilingualism”. First, regarding Faifi and MSA, people in Faifa
speak Faifi natively, and they are proficient (native-like) in MSA (like most Arabic speaking
communities). Faifi speakers added MSA to their linguistic repertoire around 50-60 years ago in
order to write and talk in formal settings 1. The degree of proficiency in MSA is high among
people in Faifa due to the massive MSA input from various sources such as education, all written
materials, significant parts of the media, religious practices, political speeches, and other formal
settings. The MSA situation in Faifa today is not different from most Arabic speaking
communities.

I did not find any written materials that describe the linguistic situation in Faifa prior to the 1950-60s. From what I
have heard from the senior community in Faifa is that people at that time spoke only Faifi, although they were able
to understand some of the neighboring spoken varieties due to their similarities with Faifi. During that time period,
only very few people could read or write in MSA. They were usually from the young generation who temporarily
left the community for the sole purpose of getting educated in MSA.
1
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Regarding Najdi, the dominant spoken language in Saudi Arabia, the situation is quite
different, and it is best described as “diglossia without bilingualism” for the following reasons.
First, not everyone in Faifa speaks Najdi, and those who speak it do not have equal proficiency
among them. Najdi proficiency in Faifa depends on multiple factors such as travel or residency
outside Faifa, having friends who speak Najdi, and whether one’s job requires it. Second, the
usage of Najdi in the Faifa region is restricted to certain parts of the public sector when
interacting with people who do not speak Faifi, e.g., at hospitals, post offices, police stations, etc.
Najdi, in Faifa and other speech communities in Saudi Arabia, is the bridge dialect that is used
by different dialect groups to communicate in the public sector. Third, Najdi's comprehension
among Faifi speakers is significantly better than its production because Najdi is present in a big
part of the media (soap operas, songs, etc.) and has less presence on the ground in Faifa. In other
words, many people in Faifa understand Najdi, but few people can speak it or need to speak it on
a daily basis. Therefore, the diglossic situation of Najdi and Faifi is obtained in Faifa, but
bilingualism is generally absent 1.
In this dissertation, I mainly focus on the interaction between Faifi (Low) and MSA
(High) in my demonstration 2 of Emergent Grammar principles for three reasons. First, Faifi and
MSA represent a case of stable diglossia and bilingualism for the whole speech community and,
therefore, grammar that accounts for Faifi and MSA interaction can be generalizable to the
whole population. Second, the data gathered in this study include minimal use of Najdi. The
speakers who were interviewed (see Section 1.7) reported that they understand Najdi but do not
produce it fluently and naturally. The third reason for not focusing on Najdi in this dissertation is
for the sake of brevity and clarity of the discussion. However, I will briefly demonstrate how
Emergent Grammar can also handle the case of Najdi interaction with both Faifi and MSA (i.e.,
multiglossia) at the end of the dissertation, thereby opening the door for future investigation
regarding three (or more) layers of grammar within a speech community.
Recall that the usage of “bilingualism” here is to describe the linguistic situation in Faifi within Fishman’s
taxonomy for diglossia vs. bilingualism. Bilingualism in Fashman’s taxonomy means proficiency in listening and
speaking skills, which is not the case of Najdi in Faifa.
2
As will be discussed later in this chapter and various parts of this dissertation, my demonstration covers some
phonetic, phonological, and morphophonological aspects of Faifi, MSA, and their interface. Regarding phonetics, I
demonstrate using the distribution of certain individual sound variants such as [g] in Faifi and [q] in MSA.
Regarding phonology, I demonstrate using data sets that illustrate how speakers of both Faifi and MSA
systematically use the diglossic variants under consideration with other sounds in the language to encode meaning.
Regarding the morphophonology, I demonstrate using data sets that illustrate the interaction between the phonetic
and phonological processes (mentioned above) with morphological categories such as affixation.
1
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1.3 Diglossic variation, free variation, and alternation
It is essential, at this early stage of the dissertation, to define the term “diglossic
variation”, which will be used throughout the discussion, and make the distinction between
diglossic variation and other terms that describe different types of variation and alternation.
Diglossic variation is the term I use to describe the optional use of two or more varieties of
sounds or morphemes that are strongly associated with different contexts in the same language
(cf. “diglossic-switching” Boussofara-Omar, 2003; Sabir & Safi 2008; Bassiouney, 2009). A
basic example of diglossic variation, to begin with, can be seen in Figure 1.3 below, which
illustrates the diglossic variation between the sounds [k] and [tʰ] in Faifi.
Gloss

Low

High

Notes

a) ‘dog’

[kalb]/[tʰalb]

[kalb] *[tʰalb]

1) [k] or [tʰ] in Low but only [k] in High
2) [tʰ] is ungrammatical in High

b) ‘book’

[kita:b] *[tʰita:b]

[kita:b] *[tʰita:b]

1) [k] in Low and High
2) [tʰ] is ungrammatical in High

c) ‘wall’

[tʰati:b] *[kati:b]

[d͡ʒida:r] *[tʰati:b] *[kati:b]

1) [tʰ] in Low
2) Different word in High (semantically
related but phonemically unrelated)
2) [k] is ungrammatical in Low and High

Figure 1.3 Illustration of the diglossic variation between [k] and [tʰ] in Faifi
Figure 1.3 begins with the pronunciation of the word ‘dog’ in Low and High. The
variation [tʰalb]/[kalb] ‘dog’ occurs in Low but only the pronunciation [kalb] ‘dog occurs in
High, a distinction which also applies for words that exhibit [k/tʰ] variation in the language (i.e.
[tʰ/k] in Low vs. only [k] in High). However, the word [kita:b] ‘book’ exhibits a different
diglossic variation behavior because the variant *[tʰita:b] is not attested. Hence, the speakers use
[kita:b] ‘book’ in all contexts, whether Low or High. Moreover, the word [tʰati:b] ‘wall’ exhibits
a different behavior than the previous two because the variant *[kati:b] is not attested. Therefore,
the speakers use another word in High for ‘wall’ such as [d͡ʒida:r], which does not involve the
sound [tʰ] (i.e., semantically related but phonemically unrelated).
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Before proceeding with more examples on diglossic variation, let us briefly look at how
the other types of variations, namely regional variation and free variation, differ significantly
from diglossic variation. Note that regional variation and free variation are beyond the scope of
this dissertation, but they are briefly discussed here for the purpose of making the distinction
between them and diglossic variation.
Regional variation is manifested in the geographical space and the linguistic variation
between speech communities in different Arab regions such as Egyptian Arabic, Moroccan
Arabic, Gulf Arabic, and other regions. Each regional variety can be subdivided into smaller
varieties down to the city and the village level on the basis of specific linguistic features (see, for
example, Kiparsky, 2003; Owens, 2003; Holes, 2004; Versteegh, 2014; Albirini, 2016 among
others). An example of regional variation can be seen in (2), which is obtained from Kiparsky
(2003, p. 148). The correspondences in (2) illustrate some regional variations such as the
treatment of two-consonant clusters at the syllable edges (i.e., CC/CVC), the treatment of medial
CCCs (i.e. CVCC/CCVC/CCC), and the treatment of vowel length in the initial closed syllable
(CV:C/CVC). The bold text in the data set indicates the targeted variations.
(2) Arabic cross-dialectal variation in syllable properties
‘dog’

‘book’

‘I wrote’

‘they write’

‘her door’

-CC#

#CC-

-CC#

-CCC-

(syllable weight)

ʃarqiyya dialect

kalib

(ʔi)kta:b

katabit

yikitbu

ba:bha

Soukhne Syria

tʰalb

kta:b

tʰatabət

yitʰətbu:n

ba:bha

Cairo

kalb

kita:b

katabt

yiktibu

babha

Tunisia

kəlb

kta:b

ktəbt

yəktbu

ba:bha

Regional variation like that in (2) is far from being free or optional, and it has typological
implications. Typological relations of Arabic dialects have been extensively studied from both
diachronic and synchronic perspectives (e.g., Benmamoun, 2000; Kiparsky, 2003; Watson, 2002,
2007; Holes, 2004; Owens, 2006; Farwaneh, 2009 among many others).
Free variation describes an alternative pronunciation of a word (or of a single phoneme
in a word) that does not change the meaning, such as the different pronunciations of either in
English ([i:ðər] vs. [aɪðər]) (Crystal, 2011). It is the closest type among the variations types
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discussed here to the notion of ‘total optionality’ in language, although ‘total optionality’
between free variants would hardly ever occur in any language since language-internal and
language-external factors usually tip the scale in favor of one variant over the other (see Bybee,
2000; Tamminga, MacKenzie, Embick & David, 2016). An example of free variation in Arabic
can be given from Lebanese Arabic in which free variation between word-final CC or CiC that is
found in clusters of a sonorant followed by an obstruent such as [bint/binit] ‘girl’, [ʔalf/ʔalif] ‘a
thousand’, and [ramz/ramiz] ‘afternoon’ 1 (Gouskova & Hall, 2009). Nonetheless, although free
variants seem to be randomly selected, they still can be predictable to a large extent (Reynolds,
1994; Anttila, 1997; Hayes, 2000; Inkelas, Orgun & Zoll, 2008; Pater, 2014).
Diglossic variation is, then, different from regional variation since it has nothing to do
with geography, and it is different from free variation since it is governed by a combination of
contextual and linguistic conditions, as this dissertation attempts to demonstrate 2. Various
examples of diglossic variation are presented throughout the discussion, especially in Chapters 45, but consider for now the brief example below in (3).
(3) Diglossic variation in Faifi
a. [tʰ/k]
b. [s͡t/sˤ]

Low speech (Faifi) High speech (MSA)

Gloss

tʰalb/kalb

kalb

‘dog’

rutʰba/rukba

rukba

‘knee’

s͡talah/sˤalah

sˤalah

‘prayer’

bas͡tal/basˤal

basˤal

‘onion’

To the best of my knowledge, there are no socio-linguistic variables behind the free variation, such as [bint/binit]
in Lebanese Arabic. However, there are some phonological restrictions. According to Gouskova & Hall (2009),
word-final CC or CiC is possible as long as neither consonant is a glide. However, CiC is obligatory if the two
consonants consist of obstruent followed by a sonorant such as /til/ in [mitil] ‘like’ (preposition). Gouskova & Hall
(2009) used the term ‘epenthesis’ to describe the CC/CiC structure in Lebanese. However, it is essential to mention
that ‘epenthesis’ is not part of the EG model because EG is a surface-based model. EG does not assume underlying
structure and, therefore, does not involve terminologies such as ‘epenthesis’, ‘prosthesis’, ‘insertion’, ‘deletion’ etc.,
as explained in detail in Chapter 3.
2
It should be noted that diglossic variation might coincide with regional variation. However, this dissertation is
solely focused on the diglossic variation. For example, the word [galib] ‘heart’ in Faifi is [qalb] in MSA, and [ʔalb]
in Egyptian Arabic. In such a case, the analysis in this dissertation is focused on the diglossic variation [galib]/[qalb]
between Faifi (Low) and MSA (High).
1
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c. [g/q]
d. [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]

galb

qalb

‘heart’

magli:

maqli:

‘fried'

d͡ʒʰamal

d͡ʒʰamal

‘camel’

rad͡ʒʰama

rad͡ʒama

‘he threw’

The data set in (3) shows four pairs of sound variations and two patterns. The sound
variations are [tʰ/k], [s͡t/sˤ], [g/q], and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]. In addition, the data set shows two different
patterns of diglossic variation. The first pattern of variation is between [tʰ/k] and between [s͡t/sˤ]
(seen in 3a-b). In this type, Low exhibits [tʰ/k] and [s͡t/sˤ] while High exhibits only [k] and [sˤ],
respectively. The second pattern of variation is between [g/q] and between [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] (seen in 3cd). In this type, Low exhibits [g] and [d͡ʒʰ] while High exhibits [q] and [d͡ʒ]. These patterns hold
true for all words in Faifi that exhibits the variations in these specific sounds, and we see them
applying to vowel variations as well, although it gets more complicated in the case of vowels.
This phenomenon is explored in greater detail in Chapters 2 and 4.
It has been widely documented that diglossic variation occurs within every speech
community in the Arabic speaking world (Ferguson, 1959; 1991; Fishman, 1967; Hudson, 2002;
Holes, 2004; Bassiouney, 2009; Versteegh, 2014; Albirini, 2016, among many others), yet it is
one of the most complex properties about the Arabic linguistic system. Its complexity arises
from the fact that surface variants are a product of language-external and language-internal
competing factors, i.e., combined effects of speech-context and linguistic constraints. This
dissertation is devoted to capturing this complexity in a theoretical framework using plenty of
examples from Faifi as the case study. It aims at showing that diglossic variation is significant to
linguistic theory since the choice between High variants, Low variants, or mixed elements of
both is highly predictable and reflects the cognitive organization of one’s experience with the
language. 1
Chapters 4-5 demonstrate in detail the language-external vs. language-internal generalizations. Simply, for a
language-external generalization to be established, the inputs of Low and High must be both acquired. For example,
learning the relation between [g] (Low sound in Faifi) and [q] (High sound in Faifi) requires exposure to the two
speech forms. In comparison, for a language-internal generalization to be established, only the acquisition of single
speech input is required (i.e. either Low or High, but not necessarily both). For example, learning the fact that CCC
clusters (with no intervening vowel) make the bad syllable in Faifi (or *CCC) does not require an exposure to MSA.
Diglossic variation has a complex system since it involves a combination of language-internal and language-external
generalizations. Chapters 4 and 5 include further elaboration on this notion.
1
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Linguistic alternation1, on the other hand, is different from variation. Alternations arise
when “the same morpheme varies in its realization, conditioned by some aspects of the sound
system” (Cohn, 2003, p. 188). A well-known example of alternation in English is the three
different realizations of the plural marker in [bʊks] ‘books’, [kɑɹz] ‘cars’, and [wɪʃəz] ‘wishes’.
The distribution of English plural allomorphs [s], [z] and [əz] is not arbitrary because it is
systematically determined by the voicing and place of articulation of the final sound of the stems,
i.e. [s] after most voiceless segments, [z] after most voiced segments, and [əz] after sibilants
(White et al., 2008).
Alternations in Faifi have a complex system, especially when they interact with diglossic
variation since there are categories of match and mismatch between High and Low speech forms.
Various examples of Faifi alternations are presented throughout the discussion in Chapters 2-5
but consider for now the following short paradigms.
(4) Alternations in Faifi (Low) and MSA (High) 2
Low (Faifi)
a. katab-u
katab-na
b. saʕa-u
saʕay-na
Alternation: [saʕa]~[saʕay]
c. ʕadd-u
ʕadda:-na
Alternation: [ʕadd]~[ʕadda:]

High (MSA)

Gloss

katab-u

‘wrote-3MPL’

katab-na

‘wrote-1PL’

saʕa-u

‘sought-3MPL’

saʕay-na

‘sought-1PL’

[saʕa]~[saʕay]
ʕadd-u

‘counted-3MPL’

ʕadad-na

‘counted-1PL’

[ʕadd]~[ʕadada]

The examples in (4) illustrate three types of phonologically conditioned stem alternations.
These alternations can be explained by both the type of the suffix (i.e., vowel-initial or consonant
initial) and the shape of the preceding stem (i.e., regular verb stem (4a), irregular verb stem (4b,
1
2

Alternations are type of language-internal generalizations.
See Section 5.2 in Chapter 5 for more details.
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AKA weak verbs) or geminate verb stem (4c). First, the examples in (4a) show similar
suffixation processes in Low and High. The speaker attaches the suffix (regardless of its shape)
to the regular verb [katab] ‘write’. The examples in (4b) exhibit alternative forms in the verb
stem, i.e. [saʕa~saʕay]. When stems are followed by the consonant-initial suffix [-na] ‘1PL’, the
verb stem with the glide /y/ is used, and this happens in both Low and High speech forms.
Finally, the examples in (4c) show another type of alternation that is different between Low and
High varieties, i.e., [ʕadd~ʕadda:] in Low and [ʕadd~ʕadad] in High. In the Low variety, the verb
allomorph [ʕadda:] is used before the consonant-initial suffix [-na] ‘IPL’, resulting in [ʕadda:-na]
‘counted.1PL’. The process is slightly different in the High variety. When the consonant-initial
suffix follows the geminate verb stem, the verb stem [ʕadad] is used resulting in [ʕadad-na]
‘counted.1PL’, a process of so-called ‘antigemination’ (McCarthy, 1986; Rose, 2000). Section
5.2 in Chapter 5 offers an EG account for these types of alternation in Low and High. It shows
that the EG model does not assume underlying (geminate/non-geminate) forms. Instead, EG
takes both [C1VC2C2-] and [C1VC2aC2-] as alternative morphs, and the emergent
morphophonological conditions decide on which morph to pick depending on the following
suffix.
1.4 Universal Grammar (UG) and Usage-based grammar
This section defines the basic concepts of UG and Usage-based grammar and briefly
describes their different approaches to language. Chapter 3 entitled ‘Theoretical Framework’
includes more details about the two approaches and explains how Emergent Grammar, as a
hybrid model, relates to the two grammar schools.
There are two competing approaches to language in the field of linguistics: The
Generative approach (Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004; Kager, 1999
among others) and the Usage-based approach (Hopper, 1987, 1998; Langacker, 1988, 2000;
Bybee, 1999, 2010; Tomasello, 2000 among others). The two linguistic schools of thoughts have
different views of language structure and the way humans acquire language, store it, organize it,
process it, and produce it.
The Generative approach postulates that there is a rule-governed portion of the language
that is built-in and just needs triggering to emerge. Generativists generally subscribe to an innate
Universal Grammar (Chomsky, 1965), which assumes that the built-in innate capacity for
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language acquisition is universal in all human languages, and this capacity is what distinguishes
humans from other species (Berwick & Chomsky, 2016). On the contrary, usage-based
proponents do not assume that language users have abstract grammatical knowledge at their
disposal, but instead they store detailed information about the words of their language each time
they hear them (Tomasello, 2000; Bybee, 2010). In this sense, grammar is thought of as the
cognitive organization of one’s experience with the language.
Each approach has several appealing characteristics that influence the formation of
specific models in the field. Central to the Generative approach is the Optimality Theory (OT)
framework (Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004; Kager, 1999; McCarthy, 2002, among others). OT
was introduced to account for language problems through ‘universal constraints’. The basic idea
of OT is that surface forms (or words) of language are the result of conflicts between competing
demands or constraints. Therefore, languages differ from each other because they have different
priorities of linguistic demands which shape the output structure, i.e., languages have different
rankings of linguistic constraints and, hence, different structures.
The Usage-based approach, on the other hand, has inspired the development of a number
of models in the field such as Exemplar Theory (Bybee 1999, 2010; Pierrehumbert, 2001),
Cognitive Grammar (Langacker, 1988, 2000), Multi-Competence (Cook, 1992, 2003), Emergent
Grammar (Archangeli et al. 2012, etc.), and other models. The newly developed Emergent
Grammar model builds on previous ideas of usage-based models and uses the OT toolbox. It
assumes that grammar is the result of the learner’s general cognitive experience with the
surrounding language. Regarding the OT toolbox, EG accounts for language problems through
conflicting constraints (or conditions in EG conventions), which result in the optimal form (or
the right string compilation in EG conventions). However, all conditions, in the EG view, should
emerge from one’s experience with the language without making use of the a priori knowledge
given by an innate human language faculty (Archangeli et al., 2012, 2015, 2016, 2017; 2018).
Both frameworks, OT and EG, are outlined in more detail in Chapter 3, which also explains their
similarities and differences.
EG, in fact, can be perceived as a hybrid model that recognizes both approaches, the
usage-based and UG. While EG states that language problems can be primarily explained
through general human cognition, it also suggests that “those phenomena that cannot be resolved
in this fashion, are the domain of the human language faculty” (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2018,
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p. 467). EG gives priority to the usage-based approach over UG. Under the EG framework, in
order to use Universal Grammar as an explanation to a problem or a phenomenon in a language,
one has to eliminate all explanations that are due to the general cognitive capabilities of the
language learner such as memory, identifying similarities, establishing categories, making
generalizations, and generalizing over existing generalizations, etc. (Archangeli, Mielke &
Pulleyblank, 2012).
The analysis of the diglossic variation in Faifi (in Chapters 4 and 5) shows that positing
genetically-specified guiding linguistic structures is unnecessary because the grammar can
simply be deduced from the observed language, i.e., language experience. This study ultimately
argues that EG provides a more accurate model than other top-down models, such as OT, that
accounts for the structural variations and alternations found in Faifi, thanks to EG’s bottom-up
mechanisms. Chapters 3 and Section 6.1 in Chapter 6 both include a detailed justification of why
EG is better equipped to account for the linguistic complexity associated with diglossic variation
in Faifi. The following section introduces the types of language problems to be discussed in this
dissertation.
1.5 The diglossic variation problem under investigation in Faifi
Working on Faifi grammar, I always come across the problem of diglossic variation when
attempting to establish rules that can predict Faifi phonological and morphophonological
properties. This is because Faifi grammar represents three challenges, as discussed below.
First, through years of contact, Faifi has acquired many features from Arabic (whether
Modern Standard Arabic or other dominant spoken varieties) to the point that it is difficult,
sometimes impossible, to distinguish linguistic forms that belong to Faifi from linguistic forms
that were incorporated from other varieties of Arabic, especially MSA. The merging of these
varieties resulted in complex diglossic variation patterns in Faifi grammar. To illustrate, consider
the distribution of the velar [k] and postalveolar [tʰ] in the Faifi diglossic speech, which is one
example of many that have been documented and are discussed in this dissertation. The first
thing to note from the data set in (5) is that High speech form (or MSA) contains [k] but not [tʰ]
while the Low speech form (or Faifi) contains both [k] and [tʰ] (this difference between High and
Low sound system is addressed in detail in Chapter 2). Note also that all words in (5) are basic
and frequent vocabulary in everyday use.
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Now, we see that the data set in (5) comprises three types of words: (I) a class of words
that exhibit [k] in High and [k/tʰ] in Low (5a-d), (II) a class of words that exhibit [tʰ] in Low and
phonemically-different, semantically-similar lexical items in High (5e-g), and (III) words that
exhibit only [k] in Low and High, but they have no [tʰ] variants in Low (5h-j). These are three
different types of diglossic variation that this dissertation addresses in detail. Diglossic variation
cannot be predicted with regular rules or constraints since the only way to acquire this type of
variation is by memorizing individual words and tracking what they allow regarding the
variation of [k] and [tʰ].
(5) Distribution of [tʰ] and [k] in Faifi diglossic speech (High vs. Low)
High (MSA)

Low (Faifi)

Gloss

[k] (no [tʰ] in High)

[k]

[tʰ]

a.

‘dog’

[kalb]

[kalb-in]

[tʰalb-in]

b.

‘how much’

[kam]

[kam]

[tʰam]

c.

‘cave’

[kahf]

[kahf-in]

[tʰahf-in]

d.

‘big’

[kabi:rin]

[kabi:r-in]

[tʰabi:r-in]

e.

‘chest’

[sˤadr]

*[kiħba]

[tʰiħba]

f.

‘give it’

[ʔaʕtˤini]

*[ka:hu]

[tʰa:hu]

g.

‘coarse’

[truba ya:bisa]

*[kadarin]

[tʰadarin]

h.

‘generous’

[kari:m]

[kari:m-in]

*[tʰari:min]

i.

‘book’

[kita:b]

[kita:b-in]

*[tʰita:bin]

j.

‘chair’

[kursi]

[kursi:n]

*[tʰursi:n]

Similar diglossic distribution occurs between [sˤ] and [s͡t], between [g] and [q], between
[d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ], and between [i] and [u].

The second issue has to do with blocking some surface realizations in some derived
forms, as shown below in (6). What is remarkable about this type of blocking is that while all
derived forms share the same root representations, some surface forms allow the diglossic
variation to occur while others block it, as seen in the examples marked with the asterisk (*),
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which indicate [k] blocking. Note that the left column labeled Roots lists the abstract semantic
meaning that all words in the right columns share.

(6) Blocking [k] in specific derivations in Faifi (Low)
Roots

Gloss

[k]

[tʰ]

k/tʰ-l-b

a. ‘dog’

kalbin

tʰalbin

‘dog’

b. ‘dogs.F’

kalba:tin

tʰalba:tin

c. ‘dogs.M’

kila:bin

tʰila:bin

d. ‘act inappropriately.3MSG’

*tikaylaba 1

titʰaylaba (High = [ʃa:kasa])

k/tʰ-b-r

e. ‘big’

kabi:rin

tʰabi:rin

‘enlarged’

f. ‘arrogance’

*kaba:rin

tʰaba:rin (High = [kibr])

g. ‘getting old.3PLM’

*ka:bri:n

tʰa:bri:n (High = [yakbur])

The blocking of a variant in certain derivations, as seen in (6), cannot always be predicted
by Faifi internal rules only, i.e. without considering the interaction between the Low and the
High speech forms (see chapter 2 for more discussion). The diglossic variation between [k] and
[tʰ] in words that are derived from the root k/tʰ-l-b ‘dog’ does not apply in the derivation seen in
(6d). Hence, the velar pronunciation *[tikaylaba] is ungrammatical, and only the postalveolar
pronunciation [titʰaylaba] is acceptable in the language. Similar behavior can be seen in (6f) and
g, the derivatives of the root k/tʰ-b-r ‘big’. Similar blocking properties can be found between [sˤ]
and [s͡t], between [g] and [q], between [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ], and between [i] and [u], as discussed in the
upcoming chapters.
The third issue that adds to the complexity of Faifi grammar is that some external (nonlinguistic) factors play a significant role in shaping the linguistic forms along with languageinternal factors. The demands of different contexts and communicative needs in diglossic speech
communities lead the speakers to make a variety of choices among sound variants, lexical items,
and morphosyntactic structures in a given High/Low context. For example, although the tokens
As will be discussed in various parts of the upcoming chapters (see, in particular, the discussion on the Matrix
Language Frame in Chapter 3, Section 3.5), the blocking of [k] in these examples is due to the so-called Intra-word
blocking filters: language affixation, word pattern, and diglossic OCP. In other words, Low features block High
variants and vice versa—all to be discussed in Chapter 3.

1
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[tʰabi:r] and [kabi:r] are free variants for ‘big’ (as seen earlier in 6), their occurrence is
completely predictable when external factors are considered. The variant involving the velar [k]
[kabi:r] is associated with High speech while the variant involving the postalveolar [tʰ] [tʰabi:r] is
associated with Low speech. This sound-to-context association is generalizable to all words in
the language in which [k/tʰ] occur in free variation. This is also similar for [s͡t/sˤ], [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ], [g/q],
and [i/u], see Chapter 2 and beyond for more details.
Furthermore, the speaker would use different words in High contexts for the derivational
invariants seen in (6) in which only one variant ever occurs for the morphological form. For
example, the speaker uses [titʰaylaba] ‘misbehave .3MSG’ in Low context, but the diglossic
variant of the same morphological form is ungrammatical *[tikaylaba] 1. Therefore, the speaker
would use a different word in High that conveys the same meaning, such as [ʃa:kasa]
‘misbehave.3MSG (High)’. This issue will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2 and beyond.
This dissertation proceeds from two fundamental assumptions which have nevertheless
not always received wide acceptance in the analysis of diglossic speech grammar in Arabic: (1)
that diglossic variation (such as the examples given in 5 and 6) which develop from the
interaction between High and Low varieties of Arabic must be given a priority in the analysis of
Arabic grammar; and (2) that social factors have a significant impact on shaping our grammar
representations such as the selection between [k] and [tʰ], which is sometimes motivated by
speech context (i.e., Low vs. High), as discussed in the upcoming chapters. Therefore,
interpreting data of diglossic speech can enhance our understanding of the cognitive processes
associated with language acquisition and the complex body of indexical knowledge about
linguistic forms and social characteristics.
The issues introduced briefly in this section, such as diglossic variation, blocking specific
variants, and relations between language-external and language-internal factors, are articulated in
more detail throughout the dissertation. The following brief section includes the significance of
this research, and Section 1.6 includes the general research questions and objectives.

The verb pattern /tiC1ayC2aC3-/ is attested in other verbs, e.g., [tifaygah-a] ‘acts.cleverly-3MSG’, [tiʕaybal-a]
'acts.idiotic-3MSG', and [tixaytˤar-a] ‘acts.dangerously-3MSG'.
1
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1.5.1 Significance of the study
The significance of this study can be summarized in the following two points:
1) The study documents a wide range of sound and morpheme variations in Faifi, which have not
been previously detailed and may cease to exist soon due to the enormous impact of Faifi’s
contact with Arabic.
2) The study presents a new perspective on the grammar of diglossic speech, such as Faifi. It
investigates diglossic variation from the Emergent Grammar perspective, a relatively new
framework that has not been applied previously in the context of Arabic dialects or diglossia.
1.6 General research questions and objectives (to be more detailed in Chapter 3)
The guiding research question of this study is: When both language-internal and external
factors govern a phenomenon in a language, how can we bridge the gap between them in a
framework? The diglossic situation in Faifi provides a rich ground for answering this question.
As mentioned earlier in the brief example of [k/tʰ] variation, when the two sounds occur as free
variants in the same word, some language-external 1 factors govern the choice between [k] or [tʰ].
For example, [tʰ] is blocked if the word is attached to an affix that is exclusive to High, such as
the ‘3FSG’ suffix, which is [-at] ‘3FSG’ in High and [-an] ‘3FSG’ in Low. Thus, the articulation
[ʔakal-at] ‘ate-3FSG’ is a correct form, but not *[ʔatʰal-at]/*[ʔatʰl-at]. The correct word in Low
is [ʔatʰl-an]/[ʔakl-an] ‘ate-3FSG’ 2. Various examples like these are provided in the upcoming
chapters, along with the grammar principles that account for this type of blocking (see Chapter 5
in particular).
The study seeks to answer the following general questions regarding grammar in
diglossic speech communities:
•

What is “diglossic variation”? And what distinguishes diglossic variation from other
types of variation in Arabic, such as free variation and dialectal variation? And how can
this variation be modeled in a theoretical framework of phonology and morphology?

Recall from the earlier discussion in this chapter that ‘external’ in this case means that the Low and High speech
inputs are both required in order to establish generalizations that explain some linguistic phenomena. Internal
factors, in comparison, are different in the sense that the grammar does not require both inputs in order to establish
generalizations about certain linguistic phenomena i.e. generalizations emerge from a single input.
2
As discussed in Chapter 5, the Low suffix [-an] may follow [tʰ]/[k] forms, but the High suffix [-at] must follow
only [k], but not [tʰ].
1
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•

How can the code-switching between the Low and High speech forms be modeled in a
theoretical framework of phonology and morphology?

•

Regarding speakers in diglossic speech communities, how do they set up conditions and
establish relations that capture generalizations in their language, both within and across
the varieties they use?
The specific research questions of this study will be addressed in Chapter 3 once the

areas of diglossic variation under consideration are defined along with the theoretical
framework 1. This research involves the following objectives:
1) To bring to light aspects of diglossic variation in Arabic and address some grammatical
issues that arise from code-switching between Low and High varieties, such as:
associating specific phonetic and phonological features to specific contexts, blocking
certain morpheme combinations due to language conditions associated with a specific
context/register 2, etc.
2) To document linguistic aspects of Faifi, especially aspects related to the diglossic
variation in the phonemic system, that have not been documented before.
3) To bring a new perspective on how grammar continua between Low and High in Arabic
can be modeled in a theoretical framework of phonology and morphology. The results
may have implications for the discussion with respect to the psychological reality of
MSA for the speakers in Arabic diglossic speech communities such as Faifi (see Ayari,
1996; Eviatar & Ibrahim, 2000; Khamis-Dakwar, Froud & Gordon, 2012) 3. To me, MSA
is something between L1 and L2

To avoid any confusion, I chose to address the specific research questions of this dissertation in Chapter 3 (See
Section 3.7). Before introducing the specific research questions, it is necessary for the reader to understand the
specific sound variations under investigation in Faifi (detailed in Chapter 2) and the EG model (detailed in Chapter
3).
2
I address the blocking issue in various parts of Chapters 4 and 5 when discussing how EG leads the language
learner to hypothesize novel (but incorrect) forms, and how EG also eliminates (or blocks) these forms from being
used.
3
There is a long-standing disagreement in the literature on whether MSA (the literary and formal language) is an L1
or L2 to the Arabic-speaking communities. Addressing this debate is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
From my perspective, whether it is an L1 or L2 is not an issue under the EG framework since EG deals with what
the child experiences and learns depending on the circumstances of each individual experience. We will see in this
dissertation that MSA in the Faifi speech community is a special case because it does not resemble L1 or L2, but it
has something from each.
1
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To accomplish these objectives, I have collected target-specific data of relevance on the
topic from the Faifi speech community. The following section provides an overview of the data.
1.7 Data
Given that diglossia in Faifa is discussed as a case study for the general principles of
language emergence, the majority of the data sets are drawn from Faifi 1. As mentioned earlier,
the goal is twofold: documentation and EG analysis. The data in this paper come from the
following six sources (more details to be found in the methodology section in Chapter 3):
•

First source: my repertoire as a native speaker of Faifi, who was born in Faifa and resided
in the region until college.

•

Second source: my personal field notes, which I have updated over the past two years
(2017-2019) during my visits to Faifa. In 2017, I began entertaining the idea of
investigating the diglossic situation in Faifa as a case study for an Emergent Grammar
framework 2. Some data in this dissertation are also incorporated from previous work on
the topic (comps papers at the University of Arizona).

•

Third source: eight native speaker consultants who participated in elicitation/assessment
sessions in which they identiﬁed examples for the concepts under investigation (see the
details in the methodology section in Chapter 3). They were three females and five males
who were all born and raised in Faifa and use Faifi on a daily basis throughout their lives.
All are between 19-43 years old and had completed high school at the time of recruitment
(see Appendix 1 for the speaker’s profiles). The elicitation sessions took place during my
most recent fieldwork in Faifa in the summer of 2019.

•

Fourth source, two native speakers who were not involved in the elicitation sessions (see
Appendix 1 for the speaker’s profiles). The two speakers remained in contact with me
during the whole writing process of this dissertation and assisted me with data set
assessments. All data sets used in this study were evaluated and accepted by the two

Chapter 2 includes a discussion on the minor differences between Upper Faifi and Lower Faifi, and how these
differences are not significant enough to undermine the present analysis of diglossic variation.
2
I became interested in the topic after taking a phonology course in which the EG model was introduced and
discussed. The course was offered by Dr. Diana Archangeli at the University of Arizona. I was also involved in
‘emergence lab group discussions’ between 2018-2019, which were also offered by Dr. Archangeli at the same
university.
1
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native speaker consultants in terms of being grammatical or ungrammatical. Data that
were not accepted by one or more of the speakers are omitted.
•

Fifth source, several recordings of target word lists, which were compiled before and
during the interviews with the native speaker consultants. The recordings were analyzed
to show some acoustic features of Faifi, including the acoustic differences between the
Low and High pronunciations, as will be seen throughout the dissertation.

•

Sixth source, a corpus of Faifi (Low) spontaneous speech that was developed for the
purpose of the present investigation (henceforth, it will be referred to as “the Corpus of
Faifi Speech”). The corpus contains unplanned narratives and conversations which serve
as an indicator of what actually occurs in the language, especially with respect to the
sound variations under consideration. The corpus is also used as a means to examine the
frequency of sound and morpheme occurrences in Faifi (Low speech): e.g., the frequency
of the variant [sˤ] in comparison to [s͡t]. The corpus includes 10,000 words of natural
language production by native speakers, including conversations and narratives about a
variety of topics. More details about the Corpus of Faifi Speech are in the methodology
section in Chapter 3.
1.8 Outline of the dissertation
In addition to this introductory chapter, the dissertation is divided into six chapters.

Chapter 2 provides a general description of Faifi grammar, including its phonemic inventory,
prosodic features, inflectional morphology, and other phonological aspects that are relevant to
the topic under investigation, such as syllable structure, syllabification, and syllable repair
processes. This chapter also includes brief background information on the geopolitical and
cultural aspects that gave rise to the complex diglossic situation of Faifi. Chapter 3 is devoted to
the theoretical framework. In this chapter, I discuss the Emergent Grammar framework and show
the similarities and differences between this framework and OT. I also discuss why EG is
superior to other UG models in accounting for the grammar complexity associated with
diglossia. In the same chapter, I also discuss Matrix Language Frame, a model that explains the
principles that govern code-switching between two languages (or varieties of a language) in a
speech. Chapters 4-5 present a series of comprehensive analyses of diglossic variation in Faifi
using the EG approach. Chapter 4 is focused on specific cases of phonemic variations and
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alternations in Faifi including: (I) the velar/post-alveolar [k/tʰ] such as [kalb/tʰalb] ‘dog’; (II) the
uvular/pre-velar [q/g] such as [qalam/galam] ‘pen’; (III) the emphatic/non-emphatic [sˤ/s͡t]
[sˤala:/s͡tala:] ‘prayer’; (IV) the aspirated/unaspirated [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] such as [d͡ʒʰamal/d͡ʒamal] ‘camel’;
and (V) the front/back vowels [i/u] [sˤirfa/sˤurifa] ‘got exchanged.3MSG’. Chapter 5 is focused
on specific issues associated with allomorphic variation and alternations in Faifi, including (I)
diglossic variation among different types of the perfective verbs and their suffixes; and (II)
diglossic variation among the definite markers and their stems. Finally, in Chapter 6, I draw a
comparison between the EG model and the OT model with respect to some of the diglossic
variation problems discussed in Chapters 4-5. I also summarize the main arguments and discuss
other venues for future work that would expand the EG model to cover other areas such as
multiglossia, sentence-level structure, and building computational model for diglossic speech
grammar.
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Chapter 2: A sketch of Faifi grammar
Chapter overview
The goal of this chapter is twofold. First, to offer a brief sketch of Faifi grammar focusing
on language properties that have not been detailed before. Second, to offer the reader the necessary
background information about the diglossic variation in Faifi, setting the stage for the Emergent
Grammar analysis in Chapters 4-6. The analyses in this chapter are intentionally descriptive and
not theory-driven.
The chapter is divided into six sections. Section 2.1 offers some background on the
geopolitical and cultural aspects of Faifi, including its location, number of speakers, genetic
affiliation, dialects within Faifi, and its isolation and contact. Section 2.2 sums up previous work
on Faifi. Section 2.3 describes the phonemic system of Faifi, including the consonants and vowels.
The remarks in this section, however, are more focused on aspects of the Faifi phonemic system
that have not been addressed before, including the diglossic variation in consonants and vowels,
which serve as the basis for the upcoming EG analysis. Section 2.4 describes the syllable structure
and syllabification in Faifi with more emphasis put on issues that are unique to Faifi, including
some syllable restrictions in Faifi and the syllabification of the reverse affricate [s͡t]. Section 2.5
discusses verb and noun affixation in Faifi and puts more emphasis on the definite/indefinite
system of Faifi, which diverges markedly from Arabic and other spoken varieties in the region.
Section 2.6 offers details on alternations and allomorph distribution in Faifi verbs, a topic that is
important for the upcoming EG analysis.
Note on the order of Chapters 2 and 3. For the reader's convenience, Chapter 3 is presented
after Chapter 2 because it describes the theoretical framework upon which the analysis in Chapters
4-5 is based. Chapters 2 and 3 are not interdependent and are not necessarily sequential.
2.1 Background and language contact
Faifi is a Semitic variety that belongs to the Arabic branch, see Section 2.1.1. It is spoken
by more than 50,000 people (Alfaifi, 2019). These speakers are situated in the Faifa mountains,
which are located in the northeastern part of Jizan Province in southwestern Saudi Arabia (see
Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Map of the area in which Faifi is spoken (source: Google Maps)
Faifi is a spoken language with no writing system of its own. Faifi speakers use the Arabic
script for writing with two different styles of writing, which can be distinguished between formal
and informal written materials (illustrated in 1a and b). First, the formal writing seen in (1a) is
usually intended for public consumption, and it is represented using MSA grammar, lexicons, and
script (the High variety). This writing style can be read by anyone who reads Arabic, including
second-language speakers of Arabic. Second, the informal writing seen in (1b) is used for informal
exchanges such as text messages, informal social media posts, etc. This writing style is represented
using Arabic script with Faifi grammar and lexicon, AKA "colloquialized written Arabic" (Holes,
2004, p.50). The list in (1c) shows a more direct comparison of how Faifi sounds, which do not
have Arabic equivalents, are usually written using Arabic script.
(1a) Illustration of formal written materials by Faifi speakers
Arabic script
ﺗﺠﺮﺑﺘﻲ ﻓﻲ وﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ
Transliteration
td͡ʒrbti: fi: wsa:ʔl ʔl-tawa:sˤl
Pronunciation (or IPA)
tad͡ʒribati: fi: wasa:ʔil ʔat-tawa:sˤl
English
‘my experience with social media’
(1b) Illustration of non-formal written materials by Faifi speakers
Arabic script
ﺟﯿﻒ اﻣﺠﮭﻞ أرﺑﮭﻢ ﺑﺨﯿﺮن
Transliteration
d͡ʒi:f ʔmd͡ʒhl ʔrbhm bxyrin
Pronunciation
tʰi:fa md͡ʒʰahil ʔarabbahim bixayrin
English
‘how’re the kids, hope they are doing well’
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(1c) How Faifi sounds are usually written in Arabic script
Sound IPA Faifi Arabic script Arabic equivalent IPA
[tʰ]
ك
[k]
[d͡ʒʰ]
ج
[d͡ʒ]
[g]
ق
[q]
[æ]
ـﺎ
[a]
The informal texts (see 1b) are intended for Faifi speakers and are usually difficult to
decode by non-native speakers since the Arabic script lacks certain consonants found in Faifi (e.g.,
[tʰ], [g], and [d͡ʒʰ]) and omits short vowels. The writers, therefore, adopt the nearest Arabic
alphabet that represents the intended sound in Faifi, as illustrated in (1b, and 1c) (e.g., they used
Arabic [k] for Faifi [tʰ], Arabic [g] for Faifi [q], Arabic [d͡ʒ] for Faifi [d͡ʒʰ], etc.)
Until about 1980, much of the Faifa mountain range was difficult to reach due to its
elevation (approximately 10.000 ft.), and the only means of transportation to Faifa were by foot or
animals. Before 1980, Faifa, as a mountain village, was economically independent and relied only
on its domestic agriculture produce. The mountain is famous for its terraced farming practices,
which go back hundreds of years, as evidenced by thousands of terraces that were built out of
stones and cover more than 70% of the Faifa mountain range (see Figure 2.2). Before 1980, People
in Faifa lived in near isolation due to multiple factors like economic independence, the steep terrain
of the area, and an absence of means of convenient transportations. This near isolation is reflected
in the work of John Philby (AKA Harry Philby), a British explorer and writer, who visited Faifa
and described the landscape in his book entitled “Arabian Highlands” (Philby, 1952). To the best
of my knowledge, this was the first and only mention of Faifa in the history books and memoirs
that were written about the region before 1980.
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Figure 2.2 Terraced farming in Faifa mounting. The Upper Faifi region is on the left, and the
Lower Faifi region is on the right (source: faifaonline.net)
In comparison to other spoken varieties of Arabic, Faifi exhibits differences in its sound
system, morphemic system, and lexical inventory that make it mutually unintelligible to a large
extent from other spoken varieties of Arabic (Alfaife, 2018). The near isolation of the Faifi speech
community probably explains the unique linguistic features attested in the language, such as the
indefinite marker suffix [-in], the gender distinction in plurals [-tim] ‘3MPL.PFV’ 1 and [-tinnæ]
‘3FPL.PFV’ among thousands of lexical items that do not have cognates in contemporary Arabic,
as illustrated in this chapter.
Between 1980-2000, the Faifa region began to be fully incorporated into the Saudi
administrative system. During this period, roads were constructed, which linked Faifa to the rest
of the country and the world. Roads brought Faifa all types of public services such as schools,
hospitals, police stations, telecom, and media connection, among other amenities. Small businesses
and stores were established, and the main economy of Faifa drastically changed from agriculture
practices to modern-day urban and professional jobs. Some families left the mountain village and
moved to the cities for better jobs and a new urban life. During this period, when the Faifa region
was not fully developed, teachers, doctors, and other professionals from Egypt, Sudan, Jordan, and
other parts of Saudi Arabia formed the backbone of education and other public services in Faifa.
1

PFV = Perfective aspect.
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Today, most jobs in Faifa are typically filled by people from Faifa. In 2019, the local Office of
Education in Faifa (which runs all 48 primary-high schools, 4 kindergartens, and one literacy
center in Faifa) reported that more than 90% of all teachers in these schools are locals who grow
up in Faifa and speak the language natively 1.
Amid this development in which Faifa went from near isolation to full incorporation into
the Saudi and world economy, the Faifi language underwent three types of language contact in its
recent history. The first contact, prior to 1980, was with neighboring languages in the southwest
of the Arabian Peninsula (modern-day north Yemen and south Saudi Arabia). This contact was
minimal, although it had an influence on the language as it is reflected in some shared features
such as the definite article [(ʔi)m-], the articulation of [g] as a pre-velar, and a number of shared
lexical items for food, household goods, agriculture practices and other basic concepts of everyday
use (as illustrated in this chapter).
The second period of contact involves Faifi’s contact with Modern Standard Arabic, AKA
Al-Fusˤha, Formal Arabic, or High speech (in the present study). This period began prior to 1980
and remains today. Faifi’s contact with Standard Arabic became intense with the introduction of
formal education, media outlets, and other written materials after 1980. But even before that date,
a number of Faifi people traveled to nearby cities in Yemen and elsewhere in the southern parts of
Saudi Arabia, Hijaz, and Riyadh to learn literacy skills and receive some informal/formal
education (Alfaifi, 2000). At the time, people who received education usually went back to the
mountain village and taught basic reading and writing skills to others in the community (Alfaifi,
2000). Presently, the majority of Faifi speakers are proficient in Standard Arabic and use it daily
as the High form in schools, written exchanges, and all formal settings. Only a very few people
from the elderly community remain illiterate in Faifa, individuals who have mostly never left the
community and who make their income from farm produce. But even the elderly community in
Faifa has a passive knowledge of Standard Arabic (i.e., they comprehend it but do not use it) from
news broadcasts and religious practices.
The third type of Faifi contact is the contact with Najdi and other dominant spoken varieties
of Arabic in Saudi Arabia. This contact happened recently, and it is mainly through media outlets.
The linguistic situation of the media in Faifi is similar to other Arabic regions. People who are
familiar with Arabic media recognize that the language of the media is largely spilt between MSA
1

A personal comment by the head of the Office of Education in Faifa.
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and the dominant spoken varieties of the media in the region (e.g., Egyptian, Lebanese, Moroccan,
Najdi, etc.) (see Van-Mol, 2010). The media outlets in all these regions follow a regular pattern:
MSA is used in large in news broadcasts, religious programs, formal interviews, political
announcements, documentaries, historical dramas, and foreign translated TV shows and movies.
The dominant spoken varieties of a given region dominate the rest of the media, such as soap
operas, Arabic dramas and movies, informal interviews, game shows, and other entertainment
programs. In Saudi Arabia, Najdi is the dominant spoken variety (Ingham, 1994) followed by
Hijazii (Al-Essa, 2009). The media outlets in the country reflect this dominance.
Najdi is used in Faifa only in the public sector when there is a need to interact with people
who do not speak Faifi. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, most people in Faifa have low
proficiency in Najdi (i.e., diglossia without bilingualism) since they do not need to use it on a daily
basis. Najdi is also used by Faifi people on their travels for basic public interactions, such as
shopping or asking for directions. Therefore, Najdi’s influence on Faifi is limited today, but it will
only get more intense with time as the Faifi speech community makes more in contact with Najdi.
2.1.1 Genetic affiliation
Previous studies have made different claims regarding the genetic affiliation of Faifi. Some
believe that Faifi is a branch of Arabic (Alfaifi 2009, 2010; Alfaifi, 2012; Alfaifi et al. to appear),
some consider Faifi to be a branch of Himyaritic (Alaslani 2017), and Alfaifi (2018) posits that
Faifi is a Sabaic language that has experienced extensive influence from Arabic.
I adopt here the view that Faifi is a branch of Arabic (see Figure 2.3) since there is not
much support to classify Faifi with other branches of Semitic languages, including the South
Arabian branch. In Alfaifi et al. (2019, to appear), we presented evidence for how Faifi indicates
Arabic ancestry based on the sufficient degree of similarity the two languages exhibit in the
phonological and morphological structure (see tables below in 2 and 3).
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Figure 2.3 The traditional classification of the Semitic languages (adapted from Versteegh,
2014). In this classification, Faifi is a descendant of Arabic.
Alaslani (2017) posits that Faifi is a branch of old Himyaritic, but there is no evidence
offered by the author to back up this claim 1. In fact, such a claim cannot be supported with
sufficient evidence since Himyaritic is a language that ceased to be spoken around the 5th century,
and there is little left from this language that does not provide much material for linguistic analysis
(Stein, 2011). The Himyaritic language died with the downfall of the Himyaritic kingdom in the
5th century, and it was replaced with Arabic (Playfair, 1867). What is left of Himyaritic are
fragments of texts found on rock surfaces and stone blocks that show some types of name graffiti
and poetry rhymes which provide little material for linguistic analyses 2 (Stein, 2011).
Alfaifi (2018) posits that although Faifi has experienced Arabic influence, it is a descendant
of Ancient South Arabian languages, and in particularly Sabaic, which were concentrated in the
region where Faifi is now situated. However, comparative evidence offered in a recent study by
Alfaifi et al. (to appear) does not support this classification and shows Faifi’s strong affiliation to
Arabic. Consider, as the first example, the Faifi system of inflection, which is different from

Alaslani based the claim that Faifi is a branch of Himyaritic on a non-scholarly work entitled ‘Almowsoa’h Almaisa’
li jarat alqamar Fayfa’ without offering any other support to this claim (Alaslani, 2017, p.2). I read the book
(Almowsoa’h Almaisa’ li jarat alqamar Fayfa), and it, too, does not offer any evidence to support this claim.
2
Stein (2011) states that the character of Himyaritic language is under dispute. While some consider it as a separate
non-Ancient South Arabian language, (Robin 2007; as cited in Stein 2011), others believe that Himyaritic is a
consequent development of the latest epigraphic Sabaic. This view is held by Stein’s works on Ancient South Arabian.
1
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Sabaic 1. Sabaic inflections for person, number, and gender differ from those of Faifi, while Faifi
and Arabic are almost the same except for the 3SGF marker, as shown in (2).
(2) Verbal suffix conjugation in Faifi, Arabic, and Sabaic (Alfaifi et al., to appear)
Per./Num./Gen.
Singular:

Plurals:

FAIFI

ARABIC

SABAIC (Stein, 2011, p.1060)

1.

-t

-t(u)

-k

2M.

-ta

-ta

-k

2F.

-ti

-ti

-k

3M.

-∅

-∅

-∅

3F.

-an

-at

-t

1.

-na

-na

-n

2M.

-tim

-tum

-kmu

2F.

-tinna

-tunna

-kn

3M.

-u

-u

-u

3F.

-na

-na

(-y)

Another evidence comes from verb morphological templates 2 (McCarthy, 1981;1993; Yip,
1988; Ratcliffe, 1997; Watson, 2002; Holes, 2004). Alfaifi et al. (to appear) offered comparative
evidence showing that Faifi and Arabic share the same templatic system of the Arabic branch of
Semitic while Sabaic exhibits a templatic system similar to the South Arabian branch as illustrated
in (3). The comparison in (3) demonstrates that both Ancient South Arabian (i.e., Sabaic) and
living Modern South Arabian (i.e., Mahri and Harsuːsi) use types of templates that are quite
different from the template patterns in Faifi and Arabic.

1
Although Sabaic ceased to be used around the 6th century, it is a relatively well-reconstructed language among the
Ancient South Arabian languages. According to (Stein, 2011), among the Ancient South Arabian branch “by far the
most epigraphic material (more than 5500 published inscriptions) is written in Sabaic” (p. 1046).
2
These are morphosemantic verb patterns. These patterns consist of a set of templates into which consonants and
vowels are slotted to generate meanings (e.g., CvCvC ‘basic verb’, C1vC2C2vC ‘causative/intensive action’, CvːCvC
‘making an effort to achieve x’, etc.
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(3) A comparison of perfective verb templates of Faifi and Arabic (Arabic branch) and Mahri,
Harsuːsi and Sabaic (South Arabian branch 1) (Alfaifi et al. 2019)
Arabic branch 2

Modern South Arabian

Ancient South Arabian

(Marie-Claude, 2011, p.1090)

(Stein, 2011, p.1059)

FAIFI

ARABIC

Mahri (p.1090)

Harsuːsi

Sabaic

a.

CaCaC

CaCaC

CəCoːC

CəCoːC

CCC

b.

CaC2C2aC

CaC2C2aC

CeːCəC

CeːCəC

CCC

c.

CaːCaC

CaːCaC

CəCeːC

CəCeːC

d.

ʔaCCaC

ʔaCCaC

(a)CoːCəC

(a)CeːCəC

e.

t(i)CaC2C2aC

taCaC2C2aC

Caː/atCəC

CatCəC

tCCC

f.

tiCaːCaC

taCaːCaC

əCtəCoːC

əCtəCoːC

tCCC

g.

ʔiCtaCaC

ʔiCtaCaC

ʃəCCoːC

ʃəCCoːC

stCCC

h.

tiCaCC3aC3

ʔiCCaC3C3

ʃəCeːCəC

ʃəCeCəC

i.

(ʔi)staCCaC

(ʔi)staCCaC

(ə)nCeːCəC

(ə)nCeːCəC

ʔinCaCaC

(ə)nCəCCoːC

(ə)nCəCCoːC

(hə)CCoːC

(a)CCoːC

j.
k.

hCCC

Much of the confusion about Faifi belonging to a branch other than Arabic happens for
three main reasons. First is the fact that Ancient South Arabian languages (including Sabaic) were
spoken and written in Southwest Arabia, the region where Faifi is now situated, from the early
first millennium BCE (Playfair, 1867; Stein, 2011). Secondly, the definite marker in Faifi is the

Alfaifi et al. (to appear) noted that Since Sabaic script expresses the consonants only and omits all short vowels,
available studies that include Sabaic templates are limited to consonants only. For this reason, the comparative table
included two of the living South Arabian languages: Mahri and Harsuːsi (in addition to Sabiac) to draw a comparison
between templates of the Arabic branch (which includes Faifi and Modern Standard Arabic) and the South Arabian
branch (which includes Sabaic, Mahri and Harsuːsi).
2
Note that Faifi and Arabic have the same templates except for two (h and j).
First, regarding the templates in (h): although they are different in shape between Faifi and Arabic, they still have the
same semantic implications. The templates are closed class and limited to C-roots that denote colors in both languages.
For example, the C-roots of [ʔaħmar] ‘red’ and [ʔaswad] ‘black’ can be used in these templates to denote verbs as
follows: 1) the template in Faifi is tiCaCC3aC3, and thus [tiħamrar] ‘turned red/blushed’, [tisawdad] ‘turned
black/burnt’; 2) the template in Arabic is ʔiCCaC3C3-, and thus [ʔiħmarr-] and [ʔiswadd-] for ‘turned red/blushed’
and ‘turned black/burnt’, respectively.
Second: regarding the template in (j), it denotes the so-called middle voice in Arabic (action without direct/implied
causative agent), but not in Faifi. For example, in Arabic [ʔinqatˤaʕ alħabl] ‘the rope got cut (by itself)’, [ʔinfatˤaħ
albaːb] ‘the door opened’. In Faifi, the semantic of middle voice is donated by template (2g), e.g., ʔiCtaCaC [ʔiqtatˤaʕ
ʔimħabl] ‘the rope got cut’, [ʔiftatˤaħ ʔimbaːb] ‘the door opened’.
1
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prefix [(ʔi)m-], which is different from the definite marker in Arabic [(ʔi)l-] 1. Some history books
mention that Himyaritic also has [(ʔi)m-] as the definite marker 2. Thirdly, a considerable amount of
the Faifi lexicon does not have Arabic cognates (see 4), which makes Arabic and Faifi mutually
unintelligible to a significant degree. These three reasons, in my opinion, lead many people to
believe that Faifi does not belong to the Arabic branch, but the internal phonological and
morphological system of Faifi reflects otherwise. The similarities between Faifi and Arabic will
also be more salient throughout the discussion of this dissertation.
(4) Basic lexical comparison between Faifi and Arabic (MSA 3)
Similar

Different

Gloss

Faifi

Arabic

Gloss

Faifi

Arabic

‘water’

[ma:yin]

[ma:ʔ]

‘boy’

[raba:yin]

[walad]

‘coffee’

[gahwa]

[qahwa]

‘girl’

[raba:ya]

[bint]

‘fire’

[na:rin]

[na:r]

‘lips’

[ʃafa:yif]

‘bread’

[xubza]

[xubz]

‘window’

[ʃurrabin]
[lahd͡ʒʰin]

‘eye’

[ʕaynin]

[ʕayn]

‘floor’

‘head’

[ra:sin]

[raʔs]

‘roof’

[badan]
[s͡tamma]

[ʃubba:k/na:fiða]
[ʔardˤ]
[saqf]

2.2 Previous work on Faifi
Faifi is undoubtedly an understudied language. The little previous work on Faifi varies
from scholarly work to non-scholarly work that was done by public intellectuals. In this section, I
start by reviewing the scholarly work which began recently in 2009, and then, I move on to review
the work of the public intellectuals. The Faifi language was first brought up in the work of the
public intellectuals, and, for that, their work deserves to be acknowledged.

1
As discussed later in this Chapter and Chapter 5, Faifi [(ʔi)m-] and Arabic [(ʔa)l-] are different in terms of phonology,
but they behave in the same manner in terms of syntax and semantics.
2
Some history books assert that, in a single occasion, the prophet Muhammad (571-632 A.D.) used the definite marker
[(ʔi)m-] when he was speaking and imitating the Himyaritic tongue: [laysa min ʔim-birr ʔim-sˤiya:m fi: ʔim-safar] ‘it
is not righteousness that you fast while traveling’ (see Al-Arnaut, 1999). However, the definite marker (alone) is
enough evidence to support the claim that Faifi is a descendent of Himyaritic without offering more evidence, which
we have yet to see.
3
The lexicon in Arabic columns have cognates in most spoken Arabic varieties with minor differences in the sound
system and the phonological structure.
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In a master’s thesis entitled “The Arabic of Jabal Faifa” (Jabal = mountain, which refers to
Faifi in general including Upper and Lower Faifi 1), Abdallah Alfaifi 2 described the phonemic and
morpho-syntactic system of Faifi (Alfaifi, 2009). The author provided a general description of
Faifi sounds and the morpho-syntactic system and highlighted the similarities and differences
between Faifi and Arabic (MSA and Classical Arabic). The author focused on areas of differences
between Faifi and Arabic, especially in the articulation of certain phonemes (AKA diglossic
variation in the present study) such as Arabic [k] which is pronounced as [č] in Faifi, Arabic [q]
which is pronounced as [g] in Faifi, Arabic [sˤ] which is pronounced as [s͡t] 3 in Faifi, and the Arabic
emphatic [dˤ] which, as the author described it, has merged with the emphatic [ðˤ] in Faifi. The
author discussed other areas of differences and included a great list of examples for each area.
In 2010, the same author (Abdallah Alfaifi) collaborated on another study entitled "First
Notes on the Dialect of Ǧabal Fayfā" 4 (Alfaifi & Behnstedt, 2010). In this study, the authors listed
some aspects, without much discussion, about the phonemic system of Faifi and how it is different
from Arabic along the same lines of the aforementioned 2009 study. In this study, however, the
authors shed light on some differences in pronunciation between Upper Faifi and Lower Faifi,
which, to my knowledge, is the first time anyone had written about the distinction between the
dialects of Faifi in a scholarly work 5. The authors shed light on the different pronunciations of the
velars [g] and [k], and the empathic [ðˤ] between the two dialects. More importantly, the authors
provided a variety of examples of Faifi words that have cognates in Arabic and the differences
between them. For example, Arabic words that contain the emphatic [sˤ] or the velar [q] are
realized in Faifi with the string [s͡t] or [g], respectively.

1
As I discuss later in this chapter, the differences between Upper and Lower Faifi are not significant enough to
undermine the present analysis of diglossic variation. The differences between the two varieties are in certain sounds,
treatment of initial consonant clusters, and some lexical items. However, these differences do create a problem for
drawing data from Upper and Lower Faifi. In fact, drawing data from the two varieties shows that they exhibit the
same patterns with respect to the diglossic variation under investigation.
2
I include the first names of the authors in this section to avoid ambiguity because these are different authors who
share the same last name (except the studies in 2009 & 2010, they belong to the same author). This comes from the
fact that all members of the Faifi community have identical surnames (which is spelled sometimes as Alfaifi or
Alfaife). People inheriting the names of the regions they are from is a common practice in Faifa and other communities
around the world.
3
The author used [st] in his paper and not [s͡t].
4
“The Dialect of Ǧabal Fayfā” indicates Faifi in general. The author, in this study, addressed Faifi in general and did
not focus on specific regions.
5
Faifi speakers have always been aware of the differences between the two dialects, but no one had written about it
in a scholarly fashion.
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In 2012, Abdulla Alfaifi conducted a study (written in Arabic) entitled ( ﻟﮭﺠﺎت ﻓﯿﻔﺎء
 )ﺟﺬوراﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔwhich translates to ‘The Arabic roots in Faifi dialects.’ The study can best be described
as a brief historical-comparative study between Faifi and Classical Arabic (7th-9th century AD).
The author mainly argues that Faifi represents the closest form to Classical Arabic among the
contemporary spoken varieties of Arabic evident, in the author’s view, by many common features
that Faifi and Classical Arabic share between them. The author focused his remarks on lexical
items that are shared between Faifi and Classical Arabic (which do not exist in modern-day
varieties of Arabic); for example: [θib] ‘2MSG.relax’, [ɣarb] ‘waterskin’, [halim] ‘nearest
location’, among other lexical items. Another shared property between Faifi and Classical Arabic
that the author discussed is the vocative form using the glottal stop and the low vowel [ʔa-] prefixed
to the person’s name. For example, [ʔasa:mi] is the vocative of the name ‘Sami’ and [ʔaxa:lid] is
the vocative of the name ‘Khalid’, etc. This linguistic feature is found in Faifi and Classical Arabic
only and does not appear in any other variety of Arabic, as the author pointed out.
In 2014, Mohammed Alfaifi conducted a study entitled “The study of Faifi speakers’
linguistic accommodation”. In this master’s thesis, the author examined strategies of linguistic
accommodation among twenty participants from the Faifi speech community who were divided
into two groups based on their age: an older generation group (45 and over) and a younger
generation group (between 18-35). The participants were also divided into two groups based on
locality: Half were native speakers of Faifi who grew up in Faifa, and the other half were speakers
of Faifi who did not grow up in Faifa and reside in cities where Najdi is dominant. His findings
revealed that Faifi speakers generally accommodate their speech to the style and form of their
interlocutors when speaking to people from other dialects. For example, Faifi speakers preferred
using Najdi lexical items instead of Faifi when interacting with non-Faifi speakers. However, the
groups exhibit significant differences among them. The younger generation and speakers who
grew up in the city accommodate their speech more than the older generation and speakers who
lived in Faifa.
In 2016, Ali Alfaifi conducted a descriptive study of the particle [ba-] in Faifi, which has
three different functions: a future marker, a part of the demonstrative phrase, and an emphasis
marker. Firstly, [ba-] is used as a future marker in sentences containing a participle stem instead
of a verb, e.g., [ba-nħin ʔa:ti:n] ‘we will come’. Secondly, when [ba-] occurs in a demonstrative
structure, it functions as a ‘focusing marker’ that denotes the meaning of ‘I confirm’, e.g., [ba:-ði:
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kita:bin] ‘(I confirm) this is a book’. Thirdly, the particle [ba-] denotes emphasis when it is
combined with the other particle [gid] ‘already’, e.g., [ba-gid ʔaħmad hini] ‘Ahmed is already
here’. The particle [ba-] is also used for emphasis when it precedes a preposition in Faifi, e.g. [ba:miʕi: sayya:ra d͡ʒʰadi:da] ‘I have a new car’. The author offered several examples of each type of
[ba-] in the paper.
In 2017, Alaslani wrote a master’s thesis entitled “A descriptive grammar of Fifi”.
Although this study contains weaknesses, it has provided some insights into the general typological
characteristics of Faifi, such as the fact that Faifi is a highly synthetic language in which a whole
sentence may consist of a single phonological word, e.g., [ka.tab.tu] ‘I wrote it.MSG’. The author
described syntactic categories in the language, such as word classes, constituent orders, predicate
nominals, possessive sentences, negation, and question markers. On the phonological level, it is
important to note that Alaslani included these four consonants [dˤ ɖ ʒ ɭ ] and the vowel [ɛ] as part
of the Faifi phonemic system with no evidence to support their existence as phonemes in the
language. For example, the author did not provide data of minimal/near minimal pairs to support
the claim that these four consonants are phonemes in Faifi. In addition, the author stated that Faifi
marks its passive form using the suffix [-ɪn] attached to the verb (pp. 34-35), which, to my
knowledge, is an inaccurate description. Faifi marks its passive using internal vocalic
modifications of the stem, and the suffix [-an] (not [-ɪn]) is a feminine agreement marker that
follows the passive verb 1.
Saleem Alfaife (2018) conducted the most comprehensive and thorough description of
Faifi among previous studies in a master’s thesis entitled “A grammar of Faifi”. Although this
study is meant to represent the Lower Faifi grammar, it includes some information about Upper
Faifi and some similarities and differences between the two dialects. The author himself is a

The following examples illustrate the passive construction in Faifi. Note that the passive is derived by internal
modifications of the stem [katab-] ‘write (active)’  [kitb-] ‘passive’. Note also that the verb in the active form agrees
with the subject while in the passive agrees with the object (after omitting the subject).
Active
Passive
a. Masculine:
katab-a
ʔim-daris
kitb-a
ʔim-daris
wrote-3MSG the-lesson.M
it.was.written-M
the-lesson.M
‘he wrote the lesson’
‘the lesson was written’
1

b. Feminine:

katab-a
ʔim-gisˤsˤa
wrote-3MSG the-story.F
‘he wrote the story’

kitb-an
ʔim-gisˤsˤa
it.was.written-F
the-story.F
‘the story was written’
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linguist and a native speaker of Lower Faifi, and the participants he recruited were also native
speakers of Lower Faifi, which benefited the study by generating a large amount of data sets and
examples. The study covers all major areas of Faifi grammar, such as segmental inventory, syllable
structure, assimilation, segmental length, and other types of phonological structures. The study
also covers morphological and syntactic aspects of Faifi in great detail. Furthermore, it provides
some anthropological perspective on the Faifa region, such as its geography, history, economy,
social life, and other valuable information that helps the reader to place Faifi within its historical
and current contexts.
A recent study in 2019 by Essa Alfaifi, Lee, Ryrholm Martin & Mountain (to appear in the
Journal of International Phonetic Association) contains an illustration of the Upper Faifi phonemic
system 1. The manuscript of this illustration is supplemented by more than 300 audio files that
contain all data sets presented in the paper. Furthermore, the authors mainly focused on properties
of the Upper Faifi sound structure that have not been addressed in previous research, such as the
syllabification of the reverse affricate [s͡t], the vowel [æ] which is used sometimes to distinguish
gender, Arabic borrowings and the variations in the sound system of Upper Faifi, particularly
between [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k] and [g/q] (i.e., diglossic variation in this dissertation). All these issues are
expanded upon in this dissertation.
The aforementioned work on Faifi is primarily descriptive in nature, and it is primarily
aimed at presenting an accurate picture of the structure of Faifi and distinguishing it from other
contemporary varieties of Arabic by explaining their similarities and differences. However, a
significant gap in the previous literature is that none of these studies have described the diglossic
situation of this speech community or detailed the patterns of the diglossic variation in the
language. This dissertation attempts to fill this gap by including a detailed description of the
diglossic variation in Faifi. Furthermore, previous work on Faifi was not theory-driven work. It
did not focus on the complexity that the Faifi phonemic system exhibits due to the enormous
amount of variations in the system (see Section 2.3 and beyond). This dissertation integrates both
data-driven and theory-driven analyses of the phonological and morphophonological aspects of
Faifi. In addition to demonstrating the impact of diglossia on Faifi grammar, the present study uses

The study was a product of a course called “Structure of Non-Western Languages” (Ling 445a/545a) taught at the
University of Arizona in Fall 2018 by Diana Archangeli.

1
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the diglossic grammar of Faifi as a case study for the general principles of language emergence
theory.
In addition to the scholarly work on Faifi discussed above, public intellectuals have written
about the language in some published work. Ali-Qasim Alfaifi, who lived between 1936 and 2019,
was one of the first people in Faifa who received formal education during his travels (Almigrin,
2007). In 1996, he wrote a book entitled (‘ )ﺑﺎﻗﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺮاث ﻓﯿﻔﺎء اﻟﺸﻌﺒﻲA collection of Faifi folklore’
(Alfaifi, 1996). As the title suggests, the book is a collection of Faifi oral poetry and folklore. The
book contains two collections that are particularly important for people interested in the language.
First, the poetry collection, which makes up a significant portion of the book, is mostly gathered
from improvised songs that occurred at non-planned poetry events (weddings, holiday
celebrations, celebrations for new‐born babies, etc.). The poems were memorized at the events and
passed on from one generation to the other through oral tradition, a tradition that is still carried on
today in Faifa. The author explained some of the Faifi poems using MSA for non-Faifi speakers
who read this book. Second, a large portion of the book (pp. 112-157) contains 381 Faifi proverbs
along with their explanation in MSA. The author used Arabic script to write the book, but the main
materials (poems, stories, proverbs, etc.) are difficult for non-native speakers to read (see a sample
in Appendix 3).
Hasan Alfaifi (2014) wrote a large book of two volumes (total 1300 pages) entitled
(‘ )اﻟﻤﻮﺳﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﻤﯿﺴﺎء ﻟﺠﺎرة اﻟﻘﻤﺮ ﻓﯿﻔﺎءEncyclopedia of the moon’s neighbor 1, Faifa’. This book provides
18F

information on various subjects about Faifa, including its history, geography, landscape, traditional
practices, songs, farming, and holidays, among many other topics. Regarding the Faifi language,
the author made an unsupported claim that Faifi is a descendent of ancient Himyaritic since the
Faifa region belonged to the Himyaritic kingdom sometime between the 1st and 5th century.
However, the author did not have evidence to support his classification of Faifi as Himyaritic (see
Section 2.1.1 for a discussion on the genetic affiliation of Faifi). The book remains significant to
linguists since it contains an important collection of Faifi poetry and unplanned speech along with
explanations in MSA, which serves as a valuable source for researches with interest in this type of
language.

1

The ‘moon’s neighbor’ is a description commonly used in reference to the village’s very high elevations.
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2.3 The phonemic system of Faifi
This section begins with a brief description of the phonemic system of Faifi. Then, it
discusses in detail the diglossic variation under consideration. Upper and Lower Faifi have the
same phoneme inventory with slight differences in the articulations of individual sounds, namely
post-alveolar [tʰ] and the emphatic [ðˤ], as described below (see also Alfaifi, 2009, 2010; Alfaife,
2018). However, it should be emphasized that the differences between Upper and Lower Faifi are
not significant enough to undermine the present analysis of diglossic variation. Therefore, unless
indicated otherwise, the remaining discussion in this chapter applies to both varieties of Faifi
(Upper and Lower Faifi).
2.3.1 Faifi consonants
Faifi has 29 consonants if we include the diglossic variants [sˤ] and [k] or 27 consonants if
we exclude them, as shown in the consonant chart (see Figure 2.4). In terms of the articulatory
space, Faifi consonants span across nine places of articulation in the vocal tract, starting from the
lips and ending at the glottis, namely bilabial, labio-dental, inter-dental, dental, post-alveolar,
palatal, velar, pharyngeal, and glottal. In terms of manners of articulation, Faifi has eight of them,
namely plain plosives, emphatic plosives, affricates, nasals, a tap/flap, fricatives, lateral
approximants, and central approximants. Consonants that share the same place and manner of
articulation are distinguished by whether or not the sound is voiced, as seen in Figure 2.4; i.e. [d,
g, ð, d͡ʒ, z, ɣ, ʕ] are voiced consonants while their counterparts are voiceless [t, k, θ, tʰ, s, x, ħ],
respectively. The fricatives [ð, ðˤ] are distinguished by emphasis.

Figure 2.4 Faifi consonant inventory, including the diglossic variants. The sounds [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k],
[d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [g/q] are the diglossic variants under consideration in the present study.
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The differences between Upper Faifi and Lower Faifi occur in the articulation of postalveolar [tʰ] and the emphatic [ðˤ] (see Alfaifi & Behnstedt, 2010; Alfaife 2018). Firstly, the postalveolar [tʰ] in Upper Faifi has a slightly back articulation toward the palate region, and it is
realized more like [t͡ʃ]. For example, the word for ‘big’ is articulated as [tʰa.bi:.rin] in Upper Faifi
and [t͡ʃa.bi:.rin] in Lower Faifi. Secondly, the voiced emphatic [ðˤ] in Upper Faifi is realized as the
voiceless emphatic [θˤ] in Lower Faifi. For example, the word for ‘bones’ is articulated as
[ʕaðˤ.min] in Upper Faifi and [ʕaθˤ.min] in Lower Faifi.
Since the focus in this dissertation is on the eight sounds that exhibit diglossic variation in
Faifi, namely [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k], [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [g/q], the remaining parts of this section are devoted to a
detailed description of these specific sounds including their distribution in the language, their
frequency in the language and their acoustic features using Praat and ultrasound analyses of native
speaker’s productions (see Section 2.3.1.1). These diglossic variants have not been detailed in the
literature before. Regarding other consonants of Faifi that do not exhibit diglossic variation,
nothing of significance to the present analysis can be added to this chapter. Therefore, I refer the
reader to the description and analysis done by Alfaife (2018) and Alfaifi et al. (to appear).
Furthermore, Faifi consonants that do not exhibit diglossic variation are not very different from
their counterparts in Arabic. For more discussion on the Arabic sound system, see, among others,
Watson (2002), Holes (2004), and Embarki (2013).
2.3.1.1 Variations in Faifi consonants
There are four patterns of diglossic variation between the Low (Faifi) and High (MSA)
speech forms of Faifi that make the consonantal system more complex: [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k], [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and
[g/q]. As we will see, [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] have slightly different patterns than [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [g/q].
However, all four types of diglossic variations exist due to Faifi’s contact with Arabic. The
following four sections expand on each variant type. Each section begins by describing the
distribution of each diglossic variant and then describes the physical properties of these two
sounds.
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The variation of [s͡t] and [sˤ]
Faifi exhibits the non-emphatic string [s͡t], which can be described as a voiceless reverse
affricate 1 dental. In the section on syllabification, I pursue the analysis that the reverse affricate
[s͡t] behaves like a single phoneme in Faifi. This reverse affricate often corresponds to the voiceless
fricative dental-alveolar emphatic [sˤ] in Arabic (i.e., Faifi High speech). Considering their
behavior together, [s͡t] and [sˤ] are found in three types of words in Faifi, as shown in (5).
(5) Distribution of [s͡t] and [sˤ] in Faifi
[s͡t] Only

Diglossic Variation [s͡t/sˤ]

[sˤ] Only

Faifi

Arabic

Gloss

Arabic Loan

Gloss

Faifi (Low)

(Low)

(High)

a. [s͡tirfa]

[raff]

‘rack’

f. [sˤuːra]

‘picture’

k. [s͡tala]

[sˤala]

‘prayer’

b. [s͡tawar]

[ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ]

‘noise’

g. [sˤadaɡa]

‘charity’

l. [s͡taum]

[sˤaum]

‘fasting’

c.[s͡tamma] [saqf]

‘roof’

h. [sˤaːruːx]

‘missile’

m.[s͡tabir]

[sˤabir]

‘patience’

d.[s͡taba:ya] [bana:t]

‘girls’

i. [sˤaut]

‘voice’

n. [s͡tafara]

[sˤafra]

‘yellow’

e. [ʕas͡ti:m] [d͡ʒild]

‘skin’

j. [sˤuffa:ra]

‘whistle’

o. [ʔas͡tlaʕ]

[ʔasˤlaʕ]

‘bold’

(Low/High)

Arabic

Gloss

(High)

The examples in (5) represent a small sample of hundreds of words in Faifi that exhibit a
three-category spilt regarding [s͡t] and [sˤ] variation. This data set illustrates three groups of basic
nouns of everyday usage: nouns that exhibit the non-emphatic [s͡t] (5a-e), nouns that exhibit the
emphatic [sˤ] (5f-j) and nouns that exhibit both [s͡t] and [sˤ] in what appears to be free variation
(5k-o). Furthermore, each word in the first group (5a-e) has a semantically equivalent High form
that does not contain [s͡t], which is used in High contexts. Words in the second group (5f-j) are
different. They have the sound [sˤ] for Low and High contexts. Words in the third group (5k-o) are
also different from the previous two. Low and High forms are similar, but [s͡t] is associated with
Low speech contexts, and [sˤ] is associated with High contexts. The data set is meant to illustrate
two facts about these words. First, all words that are classified under the s͡t-only category cannot
be pronounced with [sˤ]. Second, all words that are classified under the sˤ-only category cannot be
The so-called ‘reverse affricates’ such as [f͡p], [s͡t], and [ç͡c] are quite rare in the world languages (Silverman, 2002).
The author argues that the reverse affricates should be considered a sup-group of pre-aspirates, which also include
other categories such as the vowel length before a stop (e.g., [:p], [:t], [:k], etc.). According to Silverman, languages
such as Fox (an Algonquian language) evidently possesses a series of reverse affricates such as [f͡p], [s͡t], and [ç͡c].
1
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pronounced with [s͡t]. Hence, pronunciations such as *[sˤirfa] for ‘rack’ and *[s͡tuːra] for ‘picture’
are ungrammatical.
The semantics of the lexicon usually explains the way that [s͡t/sˤ] are distributed in Faifi.
Firstly, words in the s͡t-only category are native to Faifi and do not have cognates in Arabic. These
words are usually associated with native/primitive concepts such as food, water, plants, farming,
or actions in the surrounding environment. In other words, they are not words of modern inventions
or scientific terms, see some examples in (6). Secondly, words in the sˤ-only category entered Faifi
from Arabic (primarily from MSA), and they usually are associated with new concepts that do not
have representations in the native lexical inventory of Faifi, such as new inventions, modern
lifestyle, scientific terms, formal education, world politics, proper nouns, etc.; see some examples
in (6). Such new words do not have cognates in Faifi. Finally, words in the ‘diglossic variation’
category happen to exist in both Arabic and Faifi (sometimes with slight changes in the
phonological structure). All words in the diglossic variation category are used in their appropriate
social contexts, [s͡t] in Low contexts (e.g., home, friends, and family) and [sˤ] in High contexts
(e.g., school, prayers, and formal speech). Some speakers may still use both [s͡t] and [sˤ] forms in
Low, but nobody uses [s͡t] in High because only [sˤ] is used in High contexts.
(6) Semantic association of [sˤ] and [s͡t]
[s͡t] only
[sˤ] only
[s͡tamma]
[s͡tahi:rin]

‘roof ‘

[fasˤil]

‘classroom’

‘food fat’

[sˤarra:f]

‘ATM’

[s͡tami:lin]
[las͡tba]

‘thick stick’

[misˤawwir]

‘photographer’

‘wasteland’

[gasˤir]

‘palace’

[sˤa:la]

‘lounge’

[misˤʕad]

‘elevator’

[masˤir]

‘Egypt’

[ʕagas͡ta:nin] ‘twisting’
[rufs͡ta]
‘stairs’
[ʕas͡tfin]
‘ankle twist’

Furthermore, it is important to mention that the s͡t-only category is closed (i.e., there are no
new words in the language that contain the sound [s͡t]). Today, all new words in Faifi have the emphatic
[sˤ]. This, however, does not mean that [s͡t] will soon disappear from the language, because it is
found in hundreds of basic and frequently used words in the language. In the Corpus of Faifi
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Speech (10,000-tokens, see Section 3.8 in Chapter 3), the reverse-affricate [s͡t] occurred 37% (n=
89 occurrences) in comparison to the emphatic [sˤ], which occurred 63% (n= 166). Furthermore,
words that have the emphatic [sˤ] are best described as permanent loans in Faifi, which means that
they have become part of the language and are not considered loan words anymore (cf. garage and
journal in English of French origin).
The proto-Semitic 1 version of the two sounds [s͡t] and [sˤ] appears to be the emphatic [sˤ]
(Kogan, 2011). Based on my knowledge of three Semitic languages (Faifi, Arabic, and Hebrew),
the Proto-Semitic [sˤ] seems to have different developments in the three languages, as shown in
(7). Note the resemblance between Faifi and Hebrew in the development of this sound (i.e., Faifi
[s͡t] and Hebrew [t͡s] or tzadik )צ.
(7) Correspondences of Arabic [sˤ], Faifi [s͡t] and Hebrew [t͡s]
Gloss

Arabic

‘fasting’

[sˤaum]

‘a finger’

[ʔisˤbaʕ]

‘right/truth’

[sˤidq]

‘paint’

[sˤabɣ]

‘a hunt’

[sˤayd]

‘cricket’

[sˤarsˤu:r]

‘scream’

[sˤarxa]

Faifi
[s͡taum]

Hebrew (Levy & Seckback, 1995)
[t͡saum]

[ʔis͡tbaʕin]
[s͡taɡdin]

[ʔit͡sba]
[t͡sidik]

[s͡tabɣin]
[s͡tayda]

[t͡saba]
[t͡siid]

[s͡tars͡tara] (cricket chirping)
[s͡tarxa]

[t͡saʁt͡saʁ]
[t͡saʁixa]

To the best of my knowledge, the reverse affricate [s͡t] exists only in Faifi and a few dialects
that are spoken around the northern province of Sa’dah in Yemen, which is approximately thirtyfive miles from Faifa (Behnstedt, 1987, as cited in Watson, 2002, p.15). Other contemporary
spoken dialects of Arabic retained the emphatic [sˤ], except for Sudanese, where the sound has lost
its emphasis and became pronounced like [s] (Watson, 2002). The following subsection describes
the physical properties of [s͡t] and [sˤ] in Faifi.

Historical linguists use comparative methods of reconstructing an earlier state in a language's history (AKA protolanguage) using internal evidence from the branches of the language in question (Millar & Trask, 2015).

1
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Acoustic and articulatory properties of [s͡t] and [sˤ]
[s͡t] is a voiceless reverse affricate dental, and [sˤ] is a pharyngealized voiceless alveolar
fricative. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show ultrasound images of the tongue shape and movement during
the articulation of [s͡t] and [sˤ], respectively. Furthermore, Figure 2.7 shows the Praat spectrograms
of the diglossic variants [s͡tala/sˤala] ‘prayer’.

Figure 2.5 [s͡t] and [sˤ] ultrasounds. These are two ultrasound images of the reverse affricate [s͡t].
This is a co-articulated sound, which means that it starts as [s] (the left image) and ends as [t] (the
right image). The yellow line delineates the tongue position (the left side is the tongue roots, and
the right side is the tongue tip). In terms of its place of articulation, the sound [s͡t] starts with the
blade of the tongue near the alveolar ridge area of the mouth and, then, the tip of the tongue moves
forward to touch the back of upper teeth. In terms of its manner of articulation, the sound starts by
channeling airflow along the body of the tongue funneling the air from back to the alveolar ridge
(as seen in the left image), then the airflow is obstructed entirely at the point where the tip of the
tongue touches the roots of the upper teeth (as seen in the right image). The sound is entirely
voiceless, which means that it is produced without vibrations of the vocal cords (see also figure
2.7).
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Figure 2.6 The tongue position during the articulation of the emphatic [sˤ]. This image shows the
tongue position during the articulation of the emphatic [sˤ]. The sound [sˤ] is a pharyngealized
voiceless alveolar fricative. The image shows tongue retraction and a convex shape during the
articulation of [sˤ]. Pharyngealized consonants (or emphatics) have a secondary place of
articulation where the sound is produced with pharynx is constricted during the articulation of the
sound (see McCarthy, 1994). The emphatic [sˤ] in Faifi is not different from other varieties of
Arabic (see Davis, 1993; McCarthy, 1994; Watson, 2002, among others, for Arabic emphatics).
See also (see Altairi et al. 2017 for an ultrasound investigation of Arabic emphatics).
Note regarding [s͡t]: It is important to mention that there are no apparent differences between [s͡t]
and the regular [s] and [t] of Faifi Low. I recorded and compared the ultrasounds images of all the
words listed below (see also example (30) in this chapter). I could not detect any differences
between the singleton [s͡t] and the regular phonemes [s] and [t].
Singleton [s͡t]

Two phonemes /st/

a. Initial

s͡ta.laːh
s͡ta.bir
s͡ta.rif

prayer
patience
money change

ʔis.ta.ɡaː.ma
ʔis.tag.ba.la
ʔis.ta.ra.ɡa

he stood
he welcomed
he stole

b. Medial

ɡab.s͡ti.ya
ba.s͡tiː.ra
ma.faːs͡t.lin

pinch
method
joints

mis.ta.ʕid.din
bis.ta.nin
mis.taɡ.ba.lin

ready.3MSG
garden
future

c. Final

fa.ris͡t
ba.ras͡t
ru.fas͡t

type of grain
albinism
stairs

fa.ħast/fa.ħas.sə
la.bist/la.bis.sə
fa.rast/fa.ras.sə

I crushed
I wore
I dug
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Figure 2.7 Praat spectrograms of the diglossic variants [s͡tala/sˤala]. These are Praat amplitude
waveforms and spectrograms comparison of the diglossic variants [s͡tala] (the top image) and
[sˤala] (the bottom image) meaning ‘a prayer’. The windows/sounds length in ms are [s͡tala] =
0.533; [s͡t] = 0.173; [sˤala] = 0.574; [sˤ] = 0.229. There are notable differences between [s͡t] and [sˤ]
on the spectrogram, which would correspond to something the listener can hear. The image of [s͡t]
shows the friction noise (the blurry part) of [s] that is immediately followed by the closure silence
that precedes [t] articulation. The image of [sˤ] is different than [s͡t] in that the friction noise is long
and continuous with no closure. The friction noise of [sˤ] is followed by the voicing amplitude of
the vowel [a].
The variation of [tʰ] and [k]
Along similar lines to the diglossic variation of [s͡t] and [sˤ] described above, Faifi exhibits
diglossic variation between [tʰ] and [k]. The sound [tʰ] can be described as a voiceless post-alveolar
affricate, and the sound [k] is a voiceless velar plosive. In Faifi, [tʰ] often corresponds to the Arabic
[k], and their distribution creates three categories of words, as illustrated in (8): tʰ-only category,
k-only category, and [tʰ/k] diglossic variation.
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(8) Distribution of [tʰ] and [k] in Faifi
[tʰ] Only

[k] Only
Gloss

Diglossic Variation [tʰ/k]

Faifi

Arabic

Arabic loan

(Low)

(High)

a. [tʰiħba]

[sˤadr]

‘chest’

f. [kitaːb]

b. [tʰananin]

[ɣitˤa:ʔ min

‘rain.cover’

Gloss

Faifi

Arabic

(Low)

(High)

‘book’

k. [tʰalb]

[kalb]

‘dog’

g. [karam]

‘generosity’

l. [rutʰba]

[rukba]

‘knee’

(Low/High)

Gloss

almatˤar]
c. [tʰadarin]

[ħasˤa]

‘coarse’

h. [maktab]

‘desk’

m. [ratʰib]

[rakib]

‘ride’

d. [tʰa:hna]

[sayyida

‘lady’

i. [kala:m]

‘talk’

n. [tʰaðib]

[kaðib]

‘lying’

‘laughing’

j. [miski:n]

‘poor’

o. [ʔatʰil]

[ʔakil]

‘food’

kabi:ra]
e. [fiħtʰin]

[mubtasim]

Semantically, just as in the case of [sˤ/s͡t] explained earlier, the tʰ-only category comprises
lexical items that are native to Faifi culture that do not have cognates in Arabic (see 9). The tʰ-only
category is also closed, which means that new words in the language do not appear with [tʰ]. This
is similar to the situation of s͡t-only closed category mentioned earlier. However, the absence of
[tʰ] in new words should not be taken as an indication of low frequency, or that it will soon
disappear from the language. In the Corpus of Faifi Speech, the post-alveolar [tʰ] occurred 26%
(n= 330 occurrences), in comparison to the velar [k], which occurred 74% (n= 932 occurrences).
In comparison, lexical items that are associated with modern-day life, education, inventions, etc.
are found in the k-only category, as illustrated in (9). Recall that in all words in tʰ-only and k-only
categories listed below, free variation is not allowed and would result in ungrammaticality.
(9) Semantic association of [tʰ] and [k]

[tʰ] Only

[k] Only

[tʰanaħa]

‘eyebrow’

[kahrab]

‘electricity’

[fatʰtʰa]

‘3MSG.tear.up’

[silk]

‘electric wire’

[ħaratʰa]

‘3MSG.mix’

[sikki:n]

‘knife’

[tʰa:hu]

‘give.it’

[kawwa:ya] 1

‘iron (clothes)’

Other forms that are related to this root accept both [tʰ] and [k]: for example, [tʰawa/kawa] ‘3MSG.cauterized’.
However, for the semantic meaning of ‘ironing clothes’, only [k] is grammatical: for example, [kawa] ‘3MSG.ironed
(clothing)’ but not *[tʰawa]. More on this in Chapter 4.
1
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[tʰiʕda]

‘small storage (handmade)’

[ku:ra]

‘ball (sport)’

[tʰirma]

‘place name’

[karrasa]

‘notebook’

[tʰiba:yin]

‘flavor added to milk’

[ku:rya]

‘Korea’

Historical reconstruction indicates that the Proto-Semitic phoneme is the velar *k (Kogan,
2011). Kogan’s reconstruction demonstrates that, unlike *sˤ, the sound *k is very stable across old
Semitic languages. It is [k] in Akkadian, Ugaritic, Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, Sabaic, Geez, Tigre,
Mahri, Jibali, and Soqotri, and it is a variation of [k/č] in Amharic, Harsusi, and Gurage. In
comparison, [tʰ] in Faifi appears to have a different path in its historical development since it has
become more fronted in the language today, but it is limited to the existing words in the language
and is no longer being used in new words, as mentioned above.
The variation of [tʰ] and [k] is not unique to Faifi. It has been described in the previous
literature on contemporary Arabic dialects as Affrication, i.e., the process of k-fronting with respect
to its original place of articulation (Johnstone, 1963; Holes, 1983; 2004; Al-Rojaie, 2013; Youssef,
2014). What underlies this description, however, is the assumption that the contemporary dialects
of Arabic are descendants of Classical Arabic (around the 7th century A.D.), which has the velar
[k] in its phonemic system. In other words, the historical velar [+back] became [-back] in modern
varieties of Arabic. Whether we assume Classical Arabic ancestry or not, the fact remains that this
sound has different realizations in modern-day varieties of Arabic, which span across different
places of articulation front to back as the correspondences in (10) illustrate.
(10) Velar correspondences in some modern Arabic dialects (Holes, 2004, p.74). Faifi is added to
the table for comparison.
Arabic variety/region

‘fish’

‘you.pl’

Classical Arabic/MSA

samak

-kum

Central Palestinian villages

samač

-čim

Eastern Jordan

simač

-kum

Southern Iraq/Gulf Coast

simač

-kum

Central Saudi Arabia

simats

-kum

Faifi (for comparison)

samak

-tʰim
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Acoustic and articulatory properties of [tʰ] and [k]
Figure 2.8 shows ultrasound images of the tongue shape and movement during the
articulation of [tʰ] and [k], respectively. Furthermore, Figure 2.9 shows the Praat spectrograms of
the diglossic variants [tʰalbin/kalbin] ‘dog’.

Figure 2.8 [tʰ] and [k] ultrasounds. The image on the left shows [tʰ] while the image on the right
shows [k]. First, the sound [tʰ] is a voiceless post-alveolar affricate. In Faifi, [tʰ] is produced by
obstructing the airflow with the middle of the tongue at the post-alveolar region before releasing
it through the constricted opening between the tongue and the alveolar region (as seen in the left
image). Second, the sound [k] is a voiceless velar stop in Faifi, which is not different from other
Arabic varieties (see Watson, 2002; Holes, 2004, among others for Arabic velars). The Arabic
velar, however, underwent different diachronic development in contemporary Arabic dialects (see
10). For more details on the diachronic development of the Arabic velar [k], see Holes (2004 pp.
73 & 96).
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Figure 2.9 Praat spectrograms of the diglossic variants [tʰalbin/kalbin]. These are Praat waveforms
and spectrograms comparison of the diglossic variants [tʰalbin] (the top image) and [kalbin] (the
bottom image) meaning ‘dog’. The windows/sounds length in ms are: [tʰalbin] = 0.563; [tʰ] =
0.123; [kalbin] = 0.503; [k] = 0.060. The image shows that [tʰ] has longer friction noise than [k].
The aspiration clearly makes a distinction between these two sounds (in addition to the place of
articulation discussed above in the discussion of the ultrasound images).
Now, let us turn to describe the other two pairs of diglossic variants in the consonant
system: [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ], which exhibit slightly different behaviors than the ones described above
([s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k]). In these pairs of diglossic variation, all words that have the uvular [q] (High
speech sound) can be articulated with the velar [g] (Low speech sound), and all words that have
the unaspirated post-alveolar [d͡ʒ] (High speech sound) can be articulated as aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] (Low
speech sound). This applies across all words that contain [q] or [d͡ʒ] unless there is an internal
reason that blocks the usage of Low speech sounds: e.g., when the internal structure contains a
feature that is exclusive to High. In this case, the Low articulation is blocked, as discussed in the
following two sections.
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The opposite, however, is not true. There are plenty of Low lexical items that contain [g]
or [d͡ʒʰ], which do not have correspondents in High. In this case, the speaker uses different lexical
items in High that do not have correspondents in Low, as illustrated in the following sections.
The variation of [g] and [q]
Faifi Low speech has the sound [g], which can best be described as a voiced pre-velar stop
(see the acoustic detail below). This sound occurs in diglossic variation with the uvular stop [q] in
High speech (Arabic). However, the pre-velar [g] is still overwhelmingly being used in new words
in Faifi, unlike the sounds [tʰ] and [s͡t], which are no longer being used in new words. In the Corpus
of Faifi Speech, the pre-velar [g] occurred 99.02% (n= 1009 occurrences) in comparison to the
uvular [q], which occurred only 0.98% (n= 10 occurrences, all of which were instances of sentence
code-switching from Low to High such as quoting from Quran or poetry). The pre-velar [g] clearly
has an overwhelming presence in early language input that the child acquires over the variant [q].
Furthermore, all Arabic words that have the uvular [q] can be freely articulated using the pre-velar
[g] (unless blocked for other internal reasons). The examples in (11) illustrate the distribution of
[g] and [q] in Faifi. Note that the q-only category in the middle column shows examples of words
containing High features that block the usage of the Low variant [g], as discussed below.
(11) Distribution of [g] and [q] in Faifi
[g] Only

[q] Only

Faifi

Arabic

Faifi

Arabic

(Low)

(High)

(Low)

(High)

a. [ginfin]

[ɣaim]

‘dark cloud’

f. [qa:rrata:n]

‘two continents’

k. [ga:m]

[qa:m]

‘got up’

b. [gæ:la]

[rad͡ʒaʕa

‘return

g. [qurʔa:n]

‘Quran’

l. [gima:ma]

[qima:ma]

‘trash’

sˤsˤubħ]

(morning)’

[ʔasfalu

‘lower back’

h. [qa:ʔil]

‘saying’

m. [gisˤsˤa]

[qisˤsˤa] 1

‘story’

d. [mirga:yin] [sullam]

‘ladder’

i. [yuq:l]

‘it was said’

n. [gifl]

[qifl]

‘lock’

e. [mugmara] [mixða:f]

‘sling (rocks)’

j. [yuqarrab]

‘it’s made closer’

o. [galb]

[qalb]

‘heart’

c. [gimʕin]

Gloss

Arabic

Diglossic Variation [g/q]
Gloss

(High/Low)

Gloss

θˤθˤahr]

The stem [gisˤsˤa]/[qisˤsˤa] ‘story’ does not exhibit diglossic variation in the emphatic [sˤ]. Using the variant [s͡t] for
this stem is ungrammatical.
1
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The data set in (11) shows familiar patterns with three different categories. The g-only
category (on the left) comprises words that cannot be articulated with [q], and they are usually
semantically associated with primitive concepts and other concepts from native Faifi culture: e.g.,
[ginfin] ‘dark cloud’. The diglossic variation category (on the right) comprises words that have
two pronunciations that are associated with Low and High contexts: e.g., [gima:ma] ‘trash (Low)’
and [qima:ma] ‘trash (High)’. Finally, the q-only category (in the middle) warrants further
discussion.
Words under the q-only category in (11f-j) illustrate three different internal reasons for
blocking the variant [g] (due to morphological reasons or the existence of other sounds in the
stem). First, the word [qa:rrat-a:n] ‘two continents’ contains the suffix [-a:n] ‘dual’, which is a
suffix that is exclusive to High; hence, the Low pronunciation *[ga:rrata:n] is not allowed.
Interestingly, the other dual suffix [-ain], which is attested in both High and Low does not block
[g]: e.g., [qa:rrat-ain/ga:rrat-ain] ‘two continents’. Second, [g] articulation is blocked in words
such as [qurʔa:n] ‘Quran’ and [qa:ʔil] ‘saying’ because the glottal [ʔ] occurs in the word-medial
position, which is a property of High only. The glottal [ʔ] is not attested word-medially in the Faifi
Low speech (Alfaifi, 2018; Alfaifi et al. to appear). Finally, [g] articulation is blocked in [yuqa:l]
‘it was said’ and [yuqarrab] ‘it’s made closer’ because the back vowel [-u-] marks the passives in
High, exclusively. The passive form in Faifi Low speech is indicated by the internal vowel [-i-]:
e.g., [yiga:l] ‘it was said’ and [yigarrab] ‘it’s made closer’ but not *[yiqa:l] and *[yiqarrab].
Examples like these are abundant in Faifi.
In short, for all High words containing [q], the variation [g] is possible as long as there are
no other morphological or sound elements of High that block the usage of [g], e.g.,
[qalam]/[galam] ‘pen’, and [qa:rrat-ain/ga:rrat-ain] ‘two continents’. In such a case, the [q] is
associated with High and [g] is associated with Low. This is one of the key differences between
the diglossic variation pair [q/g] and the previously described diglossic variation pairs [tʰ/k] and
[s͡t/sˤ]. Later in this section, we see that the diglossic variation pair [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] patterns with [q/g] in
this regard. A more detailed discussion on all types of diglossic variation is provided in Chapters
4 and 5.
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Acoustic and articulatory properties of [g] and [q]
Figure 2.10 shows ultrasound images of the tongue shape and movement during the
articulation of [g] and [q], respectively. Furthermore, Figure 2.11 shows Praat spectrograms of the
diglossic variants [ga:ma/qa:ma] ‘stood.3MSG’.

[g]

[q]

[k] (for comparison)
Figure 2.10 [g] and [q] ultrasounds. The image on the left shows [g] while the image on the right
shows [q]. First, the sound [g] in Faifi can best be described as a voiced pre-velar stop since it is
articulated slightly more to the front of [k]. Compare the image of [g] (on top) to the image of [k]
below it. The sound [g] is produced by blocking the airflow entirely with the back of the tongue at
the pre-velar region. The pre-velar [g] is voiced, which means that the vocal cords vibrate during
its articulation (see Praat figure below). Second, [q] is a voiceless uvular stop, which is produced
by blocking the airflow entirely with the back of the tongue at the uvula. The articulation of the
High sound [q] is not different from other varieties of Arabic (see Watson, 2002, Holes, 2004,
among others, for more details on [q]). The uvular [q] underwent different diachronic development
in contemporary Arabic dialects; for more details, see a whole section on Arabic [q] in Holes
(2004, pp. 81-89). See also Watson (2002, p. 17) and Versteegh (2014, p. 187).
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Figure 2.11 Praat spectrograms of the diglossic variants [ga:ma/qa:ma]. These are Praat waveforms
and spectrograms comparison of the diglossic variants [ga:ma] (the top image) and [qa:ma] (the
bottom image) for ‘stood.3MSG’. The windows/sounds length in ms are: [ga:ma] = 0.515; [g] =
0.040; [qa:ma] = 0.470; [q] = 0.039. The length is not important to make the distinction between
[g] and [q] since they have similar length. However, the two sounds are different in voicing. The
image of [g] shows a continuous dark shade which indicates the vibration of the vocal cords during
the articulation.
The variation of [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ]
The diglossic variants [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] have a similar distribution to [g/q]. The aspirated postalveolar [d͡ʒʰ] is a Low sound, while the unaspirated [d͡ʒ] is a High sound. The aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] is
still overwhelmingly being used in new words in Faifi. In the Corpus of Faifi Speech, the aspirated
[d͡ʒʰ] occurred 95.5% (n= 296 occurrences) in comparison to the unaspirated [d͡ʒ], which occurred
only 4.5% (n= 14 occurrences). The aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] clearly has an overwhelming presence in early
language input over [d͡ʒ]. Furthermore, all Arabic words that have the unaspirated [d͡ʒ] can be
freely articulated as aspirated (unless blocked by morphological or sound elements of High). The
examples in (12) illustrate the distribution of [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ] in Faifi. Note that the category d͡ʒ-only
in the middle column shows examples of words containing High elements that block the aspirated
pronunciation associated with Low.
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(12) Distribution of [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ] in Faifi
[d͡ʒʰ] Only

[d͡ʒ] Only

Faifi

Arabic

(Low)

(High)

a. [d͡ʒʰihfin]

[ʃaʕar

Gloss

Arabic Loan

Diglossic Variation [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]
Gloss

(Low/High)

Faifi

Arabic

(Low)

(High)

Gloss

‘long hair’

f. [d͡ʒa:ʔ-a]

‘came-3MSG’

k. [d͡ʒʰisr]

[d͡ʒisr]

‘bridge’

b. [d͡ʒʰiħfura] [ħufra]

‘pit’

g. [d͡ʒa:ʔiʕ]

‘hungry.3MSG’

l. [d͡ʒʰamal]

[d͡ʒamal]

‘camel’

c. [d͡ʒʰani:bin] [qafr]

‘uncultiva

h. [d͡ʒumʕa]

‘Friday’

m. [d͡ʒʰiha]

[d͡ʒiha]

‘side/

tˤawi:l]

-ted land’

direction’

d. [laħd͡ʒʰin]

[munʕtˤaf
d͡ʒabali]

‘hillside’

i. [d͡ʒamaʕ-at]

‘added-3FSG’

n. [d͡ʒʰu:ʕ]

[d͡ʒu:ʕ]

‘hunger’

e. [lahd͡ʒʰin]

[na:fiða]

‘window’

j. [d͡ʒa:miʕa]

‘university’

o.[mad͡ʒʰnu:n]

[mad͡ʒnu:n]

‘insane.3MSG’

In the data set above, all Faifi words in the d͡ʒʰ-only category (on the left) cannot be
articulated as unaspirated: e.g., [d͡ʒʰihfin] ‘long hair’ but not *[d͡ʒihfin]. These words are usually
semantically associated with primitive concepts and other concepts related to the Faifi culture. The
diglossic variation category (on the right) comprises words that can be freely articulated with the
aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] in Low contexts and unaspirated [d͡ʒ] in High contexts: e.g., [d͡ʒʰamal] ‘camel
(Low)’ and [d͡ʒamal] ‘camel (High)’. Finally, the d͡ʒ-only category in the middle column warrants
further discussion.
There are four types of internal blocking illustrated in the d͡ʒ-only category (12f-j). First,
the aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] is blocked in [d͡ʒa:ʔa] ‘came.3MSG’ and [d͡ʒa:ʔiʕ] ‘hungry.3MSG’ because they
contain the glottal stop [ʔ] in the word medial position (a property not attested in the Low speech).
Second, the aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] is blocked in [d͡ʒumʕa] ‘Friday’ because the back vowel [u] in this word
is a property of High (see Section 2.3.2.2 on the vowel [u]). The word ‘Friday’ in Faifi Low speech
is [d͡ʒʰimʕa] with a high front vowel, but *[d͡ʒʰumʕa] is ungrammatical. Third, the aspirated [d͡ʒʰ]
is blocked in [d͡ʒamaʕ-at] ‘added-3FSG’ due to the suffix [-at] ‘3FSG’ which is a High suffix that
is not attested in Low. The Low speech uses the suffix [-an] ‘3FSG’, and the verb ‘added-3FSG’
is articulated as [d͡ʒʰamaʕ-an] in Low (but not *[d͡ʒʰamaʕ-at] or *[d͡ʒamaʕ-an]). Chapter 5
discusses this problem in detail. Finally, the aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] is blocked in [d͡ʒa:.mi.ʕa] due to its
syllable structure. The word is syllabified in Low as [d͡ʒʰa:m.ʕa] ‘university’, and it is syllabified
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in High as [d͡ʒa:.mi.ʕa] ‘university’. Therefore, the syllable structure of High blocks the Low
variant *[d͡ʒʰa:.mi.ʕa], and the syllable structure of Low blocks the High variant *[d͡ʒa:m.ʕa].
Acoustic and articulatory properties of [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ]
Figure 2.12 shows ultrasound images of the tongue shape and movement during the
articulation of [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ], respectively. Furthermore, Figure 2.13 shows Praat spectrograms of
the diglossic variants [d͡ʒʰamal/d͡ʒamal] ‘camel’.

Figure 2.12 [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ] ultrasounds. The image on the left shows [d͡ʒʰ] while the image on the
right shows [d͡ʒ]. First, the sound [d͡ʒʰ] in Faifi can best be described as a voiceless post-alveolar
affricate (aspirated). [d͡ʒʰ] is articulated very similar to [tʰ] in Faifi (the counterpart of [k]), but the
two sounds [d͡ʒʰ] and [tʰ] are contrastive: e.g., [d͡ʒʰabba] ‘he got scared’ [tʰabba] ‘he overturned
something’. In Faifi, [d͡ʒʰ] is produced by obstructing the airflow with the middle of the tongue at
the post-alveolar region before releasing it through the constricted opening between the tongue
and the alveolar. Second, [d͡ʒ] is a voiced palatal stop. The tongue position seen in the two
ultrasound images clarifies the difference between the two sound variants. During the articulation
of [d͡ʒ] (seen in the right image), the tongue completely blocks the airflow at the roof of the mouth.
The articulation [d͡ʒʰ] (seen in the left image) is different. There is a wide opening between the
tongue and the mouth roof that allows the airflow. The articulation of the High sound [d͡ʒ] is not
different in Faifi from other varieties of Arabic. However, the sound underwent different
diachronic development in contemporary Arabic dialects. For more on that see Watson (2002, p.
15); Holes, 2004, pp. 75-76)
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Figure 2.13 Praat spectrograms of the diglossic variants [d͡ʒʰamal/d͡ʒamal]. These are Praat
waveforms and spectrograms comparison of the diglossic variants [d͡ʒʰamal] (the top image) and
[d͡ʒʰamal] (the bottom image) for ‘camel’. The windows/sounds length in ms: [d͡ʒʰamal] = 0.375;
[d͡ʒʰ] = 0.051; [d͡ʒamal] = 0.392; [d͡ʒ] = 0.064. Clearly, the variants [d͡ʒʰ] and [d͡ʒ] cannot be
distinguished with respect to their lengths as the spectrograms exhibit similar length for the two
sounds. However, [d͡ʒʰ] exhibits aspiration that is not found in [d͡ʒ]. The listener can hear this
aspiration and make the distinction between the two sounds based on it.
Section summary
This section illustrated the complex system of consonants in Faifi. We saw how the contact
between Low and High speech forms had created three distinct categories for the diglossic variants
[s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] and two distinct categories for the diglossic variants [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]. The three
categories for [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] were as follows (see also Figure 2.14):
I. Low words containing [s͡t] and [tʰ] in which the semantically-equivalent word in High is
phonemically and phonetically different, e.g., [s͡tamma] (Low)/[raff] (High) ‘roof’ (i.e., synonym
words).
II. Low words containing [s͡t] and [tʰ] in which the corresponding words in High are in diglossic
variation with the Low words, e.g., [s͡taum] (Low)/[sˤaum] (High) ‘fasting’ (i.e., related/cognate
words).
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III. Words containing [sˤ] and [k] that are used in both Low and High, e.g., [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’, and
[kita:b] ‘book’. These words cannot be pronounced using [s͡t] and [tʰ], respectively (i.e., single
form)
We saw that the diglossic variants [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] share the same categories I and II
above but not III. All words containing [q] and [d͡ʒ] in High can be articulated using [g] or [d͡ʒʰ] in
Low unless the articulation is blocked by High elements in the stem. The following figure sums
up these categories.
Three-categories type
[s͡t/sˤ] categories:
‘money change’

2. Synonyms:

[s͡tarif]LOW/[sˤarif]LOW/HIGH
[s͡tirfa]LOW/[raff]HIGH

3. Single form:

[sˤu:ra]

‘picture’

1. Related:

[tʰabi:r]LOW/[kabi:r]LOW/HIGH

‘big’

2. Synonyms:

[tʰananin]LOW/[ɣitˤa:ʔ]HIGH

‘cover’

*[kaninin]

3. Single form:

[kahrab]

‘electricity’

*[tʰharab]

1. Related:

‘rack’

*[sˤirfa]
*[s͡tu:ra]

[tʰ/k] categories:

Two-categories type
[g/q] categories:
1. Related:

[galam]LOW/[qalam]HIGH.INFRQ

‘pen’

2. Synonyms:

[ginfin]LOW/[ɣaim]HIGH

‘cloud’

[d͡ʒʰamal]LOW/[d͡ʒamal]HIGH.INFRQ
[d͡ʒʰihfin]LOW/[ʃaʕar tˤawi:l]HIGH

‘camel’

*[qinfin]

[d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] categories:
1. Related:
2. Synonyms:

‘men long hair’

*[d͡ʒihfin]

Figure 2.14. Three-category vs. two-category diglossic variants. In the two-categories variation type, there
is no single form categories. All High words containing [q] and [d͡ʒ] can be articulated using the Low sounds
[g] or [d͡ʒʰ], respectively. The Low sounds are systematically blocked for affixation, word pattern, or other
reasons (see Chapter 3 Section 3.5 for the definition and types of ‘blocking’). For example, the High dual
suffix [-a:n] blocks the Low sound [g] in [qalam-a:n] ‘two pens’ *[galam-a:n], and the same High suffix
blocks the Low sound [d͡ʒʰ] in [d͡ʒamal-a:n] *[d͡ʒʰamal-a:n] ‘two camels’, etc.
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Chapter 4 includes an EG account of these types of diglossic variations. The following
section briefly describes the vowels in Faifi and focuses on the diglossic variation between front
and back vowels [i/u].
2.3.2 Vowels (brief description, chart, and examples)
There are seven phonemic vowels in Faifiː [i iː u uː a aː æ] with some restrictions on the
back short vowel [u], as discussed in this section. The F1/F2 distribution of these vowels is
shown in the vowel chart in Figure 2.15 below. A full list of minimal pairs that demonstrates
vowel contrasts in Faifi can be seen in (13).

Figure 2.15 Faifi vowel chart. The measurements reflect the average F1 and F2 of the minimal
pair tokens listed in (13), which were recorded three times by four native speakers (See
Appendix 1 Table D for the speaker’s profiles). The average F1 and F2 of each vowel are as
follows:
F1

F2

F1

F2

[i]

415

1966

[a]

601.2

1789.4

[i:]

300.4

2530.8

[a:]

639.2

1201.4

[u]

507

918

[æ]

686

1769.2

[u:]

410.6

796
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(13) Minimal pairs of Faifi vowels
Vowel

Form

Gloss

[i i:] contrasts: i

[ʕa:d.din]

‘counting.3MSG’

iː

[ʕa:d.di:n]

‘counting.3MPL’

[a a:] contrasts a

[ba.da]

‘appear.3MSG’

aː

[ba:.da]

‘involved.3MSG in conversation with’

[a æ] contrasts a

[ʔa.ha]

‘3MSG’ (free-standing pronoun)

æ

[ʔa.hæ]

‘3SGF’(free-standing pronoun)

a

[ga.la]

‘fried.3MSG’

a:

[ga:.la]

‘said.3MSG’

æ:

[gæ:.la]

‘returned.3MSG in the morning’

[u u:] contrasts u

[ruħ.na]

‘return.1PL at night (imperative)’

uː

[ru:ħ.na]

‘our soul’

[a a: æ]

Faifi has four high vowels [i, iː, u, uː], and three low vowels, [a, aː, æ]. Four of those are
front vowels [i, iː, a, æ], and three are back vowels [u, uː, aː]. The two high back vowels [u, uː]
are rounded. The front vowel [æ] is lower than [a]. The vowel [æ] is limited to a few existing
roots in the language, and it is no longer being used in new ones (see the following section). It
also attested as short and long. The short [æ] occurs in final open syllables, and the long [æ:]
occurs in non-final open syllables (see the examples in 13).
All words in Faifi are consonant-initial, and there are no restrictions on the distribution of
vowels within words, except for two noticeable restrictions regarding the back vowel [u] and the
front vowel [æ]. With respect to short back vowel [u], it is limited to closed syllables containing
one of these sounds: [l, r, m, n, x, ʕ] 1 (see Section 2.3.2.2). With respect to the front vowel [æ], it
Other languages exhibit unnatural class patterns. For example, in Tiv (a Bantoid language spoken in Nigeria and
Cameroon), the segments [v, l, r, ɣ, m, n] exhibit unnatural class pattern (Arnott 1958; Pulleyblank 1988, as cited in
Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2018). See more discussion on Tiv unnatural class in Section 3.1, Chapter 3 of this
dissertation.
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is limited to specific lexical items in Faifi, and it only occurs in open syllables. The following
section provides more information about the vowel [æ].
2.3.2.1 The vowel [æ]
The vowel [æ] is attested as a phoneme in Faifi, but, as mentioned, it is limited to a few
existing roots in the language (see 14). However, although [æ] is no longer being used in new
words in the language, it is still a frequent sound in the language since it occurs in basic roots
that have a high frequency in the language. The contrast between [a] and [æ] occurs in certain
roots in Faifi denoting, sometimes, gender distinction. Consider the following list of examples in
(14). Note that while the vowel contrast in (a-d) makes minimal pairs and gender distinction, it
makes only minimal pairs in (e-g). The words/pronouns listed below are the only ones in Faifi
that contain the vowel [æ]. These examples also illustrate the fact that the short [æ] occurs in
final open syllables, whereas the long [æ:] occurs in non-final open syllables.
(14) Faifi words in which the vowel [æ] is contrastive
a. [ba.-hæ]
Particle-3FSG

will-3MSG

‘she is/will’

‘he is/will’

b. [gi.-hæ]

[gi.-ha]

Particle-3FSG

Particle-3MSG

‘she is/will (emphasis)’

‘she is/will (emphasis)’

c. [ʔa.hæ]
‘3FSG (free standing pronoun)’
d. [ʔa.-hæ]

[ʔa.ha]
‘3MSG (free standing pronoun)’
[ʔa.-ha]

question.prefix-3FSG

question.prefix-3MSG

‘is she …?’

‘is he …?’

e. [gæ:.l-a]

f.

[ba.-ha]

[ga:.l-a]

returned.in.the.morning-3MSG

said-3MSG

‘he returned in the morning’

‘he said’

[ʕæ:.l-a]

[ʕa:.l-a]

disappeared-3MSG

Dependent.adj-3MSG
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g. [ʕæ:.m-a]

[ʕa:.m-a]

‘got.lost-3MSG’

‘got.X.distracted-3MSG’

‘he got lost’
h. [d͡ʒʰæ:.r-a]

‘he got X distracted’ (transitive)
[d͡ʒʰa:.r-a]

‘run.with-3MSG’

‘being.unjust-3MSG’

‘he ran with’

‘he was unjust’

As seen from these examples, the suffixes [-hæ] and [-ha] mark the gender distinction
between ‘3FSG’ and ‘3MSG’, respectively. However, it must be noted that [-hæ] marks the
‘3FSG’ only when it occurs in contrast with [-ha] ‘3MSG’ as shown in the examples above. The
[-hæ]/[-ha] gender marking in Faifi is random and must be memorized in the specific roots listed
in (14). The systematic gender distinction in Faifi is between [-ha] ‘3FSG’ and [-u] ‘3MSG’ (see
15). The [-ha]/[-u] gender marking is a common process in Faifi, and it occurs in all types of
roots such as nouns, verbs, prepositions, adverbs, and possessive nouns. The following examples
in (15) illustrate [-ha] ‘3FSG’ and [-u] ‘3MSG’ in a variety of roots.
(15) Examples of [-ha] ‘3FSG’ and [-u] ‘3MSG’
Root

3FSG

3MSG

[kita:b] ‘book.M’

[ki.ta:b.ha] ‘her book’

[ki.ta:.bu] ‘his book’

[garya-t-] ‘town.F’ 1

[gar.yat.ha] ‘her town’

[gar.ya.tu] ‘his town’

[ʔarayt] ‘I saw’

[ʔa.rayt]-[ha] ‘I saw her/it.F’

[ʔa.ray.t-u] ‘I saw him/it.M’

[garayt] ‘I read’

[ga.rayt]-[ha] ‘I read it.F’

[ga.ray.t-u] ‘I read it.M’

[la-] ‘to’

[la.ha] ‘to her’

[lau] ‘to him’

[ʕala] ‘on’

[ʕa.la:.ha] ‘on her’

[ʕa.lau] ‘on him’

[ʕizza-] ‘under’

[ʕiz.za.ha] ‘under her’

[ʕiz.zau] ‘under him’

[fi:-] ‘in’

[fi:.ha] ‘in it.F’

[fi:.hu] ‘in it.M’ 2

1
Note that the dental [-t-] occurs between the feminine singular nouns (marked with [-a] for ‘SGF’) and their
suffixes. This is a common phenomenon, not only in Faifi but also in MSA and other spoken varieties of Arabic,
e.g., [gisˤsˤa] ‘story.F’  [gisˤsˤa-t-i:] ‘my story’, and [sayya:ra] ‘car.F’  [sayya:ra-t-ha] ‘her car’.
2
Note the alternation in the ‘3MSG’ suffix [u~hu]. This alternation arises due to syllabification restrictions (i.e.,
required onset). See Section 2.4 for more information about the syllable structure.
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2.3.2.2 The vowel [u]
The short back vowel [u] is restricted to closed syllables when adjacent to the following
sounds [l, r, m, n, x, ʕ] e.g., [rub.bi:] ‘my god’, [gum.ra] ‘rock’, [ʕutˤ.fa] ‘giant rock’ and
[bur.run] ‘wheat’ 1. It should be noted that the long back vowel [u:] does not have such
restrictions (see 16). Based on comparative evidence between Faifi and Arabic, the high front
vowel [i] in Faifi corresponds to the short back vowel [u] in Arabic, as the comparative list in
(16) illustrates.
(16) Comparative list of [u] in Arabic and [i] in Faifi

a. Short [u]

b. Long [uː]

GLOSS

ARABIC (HIGH)

FAIFI (LOW)

‘books’

[kutub]

[kitbin] 2

‘poison’

[summ]

[simmin]

‘here’

[huna]

[hiniː]

‘mother’

[ʔum]

[ʔimmi]

‘I was’

[kunt]

[tʰint]

‘pregnant’

[ħubla]

[ħibla]

‘a stick’

[ʕuːd

[ʕuːdin]

‘worm’

[duːda]

[duːda]

‘thunders’

[ruʕuːd]

[ruʕuːdin]

‘backs’

[ðˤuhuːr]

[θihuːrin]

As these examples illustrate, the short vowel [i] in Faifi corresponds to [u] in Arabic
while the long vowel [u:] is the same in Faifi and Arabic. This difference in the short vowel
raises a complex problem of diglossic variation between [i] Faifi (Low speech) and [u] Arabic
(High speech). The following section is devoted to describing this type of diglossic variation in
Faifi.
A few words, as discussed in the following section, do not follow this generalization such as [midarris] ‘teacher’.
This is one of the irregular plural patterns in Arabic and in Faifi, /C1uC2uC3/ (Arabic) and /C1iC2C3in/ (Faifi). The
[u]/[i] correspondence applies to all plural on this pattern. The […in] is found at the end of most Faifi nouns, and it
marks indefinite sometimes (see Section 2.5.1 on noun affixes).

1
2
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2.3.2.3 Diglossic variation [i/u]
Similar to the diglossic variation described in the consonant system (e.g., between [g/q]),
the vowels [i/u] in Faifi exhibit diglossic variation between Low and High speech forms. When
two words exhibit [i/u] variation, [i] is Low and [u] is High. Consider the following examples of
nouns and passive verbs in (17). The targeted vowels [i/u] are in bold.
(17) Distribution of [i] and [u] in Faifi (in nouns and passive verbs)
Nouns:
Faifi (Low)

Arabic (High)

Gloss

a. [mis.taʃ.fa]

[mus.taʃ.fa]

‘hospital’

b. [mis.taw.sˤaf]

[mus.taw.sˤaf]

‘heath center’

c. [mi.dar.ris] 1

[mu.dar.ris]

‘teacher’

d. [sim.min]

[summ]

‘poison’

e. [dir.ri.sta]

[dur.ris.ta]

‘you.M were taught’

f. [si.miʕ.ta]

[su.miʕ.ta ]

‘you.M were heard’

g. [si.ħib.ta]

[su.ħib.ta]

‘you.M were dragged’

Passive verbs:

The examples in (17) illustrate two types of diglossic variation between [i/u], one in
nouns, and the other in passive verbs. Let us begin with nouns. The examples in (17a-d) are for
nouns that are articulated with the front vowel [i] in Low and the back vowel [u] in High. Nouns
This word and few others like it in Faifi do not fit the phonological generalization mentioned in the previous
section with respect to the correspondences between Low [i] and High [u] and the observed restrictions on the short
vowel [u] in Faifi. Recall that the short back vowel [u] is restricted to closed syllables when adjacent to the
following sounds [l, r, m, n, x, ʕ]. However, usually, words that describe profession/occupation do not follow this
generalization in Faifi such as [miħa:min] ‘lawyer’, [mihandisin] ‘engineer’, [milayyisin] ‘cement/concrete finisher’,
and [milaħħimin] ‘welder’. My speculation about why these words do not follow the pattern of [u] is that these
nouns have a fixed morphological structure (i.e., a noun pattern that begins with [mi-] in Faifi and [mu-] in Arabic
for stems that describe profession/occupation). However, it should be noted that not all words that describe
profession/occupation in Faifi are prefixed with [mi-], as many of them do not exhibit this morphological pattern,
e.g., [ductu:rin] ‘doctor’, and [sabba:kin] ‘plumber’. For more on this pattern, see Hole (2004, p.155).
1
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that exhibit this type of variation in Faifi are either loan words from Arabic for modern concepts
such as hospital and teacher, etc., or cognate words of basic concepts that exist in both varieties
before contact: e.g., [simmin] ‘poison’. This diglossic variation, however, can be blocked for
various internal reasons. For example, the diglossic variation [i/u] is blocked when the stem
contains another variant that is associated with High or Low, as illustrated in (18) using the word
for ‘cave’. In (18), we see that the diglossic variation is allowed in the singular and the dual
forms of ‘cave/s’ but not in the plural. The plural is articulated in High as [kuhu:f] and in Low as
[tʰihu:f], but the diglossic variation forms *[tʰuhu:f] and *[kihu:f] are ungrammatical due to
adjacency constraints on multiple Low and High variants in one stem. Chapter 4 discusses the
adjacency constraints in detail. See also the discussion on “diglossic OCP” i.e., adjacency
restrictions on Low and High allophones in a single word (in Chapter 3 Section 3.5).
(18) Blocking diglossic variation
Gloss

Low

High

Diglossic variation

‘a cave’

[tʰahf]

[kahf]

Allowed

‘two caves’

[tʰahfain]

[kahfain]

Allowed

‘caves’

[tʰihu:f]

[kuhu:f]

Blocked (due to mismatch

*[tʰuhu:f]

*[kihu:f]

between Low [tʰ] and High [u],
and between High [k] and Low
[i]. See Chapter 4 for more
discussion)

A similar distribution of [i/u] occurs in passive verbs. The examples in (17e-g) show that
the passive verbs in Low and High are marked with internal vocalic modification to the stem 1.
However, Faifi (Low) marks it with an internal high front vowel [-i-], and Arabic (High) marks it
with an internal high back vowel [-u-]. Consider the following brief illustration in (19) of active
active-passive marking using the verb [katab] ‘to write’ in a sentence in Low and High. Note that
while the active form is the same, the passive has different markings in each variety.

Marking passive with internal vocalic modification to the stem is very rare in contemporary spoken dialects of
Arabic, and it has been replaced with some form of affixation e.g., (ʔi)n-/(ʔi)t- [katab] ‘he writes’ [ʔinkatab] ‘it.M
was written’ (see Holes, 2004, for more discussion on this topic).
1
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(19) Passive verb marking in Faifi (Low) and MSA (High)
Active
a. Faifi (Low):

b. MSA (High):

Passive

katab-a

ʔim-daris

kitb-a

ʔim-daris

wrote-3MSG

the-lesson.M

it.was.written-M

the-lesson,M

‘he wrote the lesson’

‘the lesson was written’

katab-a

ʔad-dars

kutib-a

ʔad-dars

wrote-3MSG

the-lesson.M

it.was.written-F

the-lesson.M

‘he wrote the lesson’

‘the lesson was written’

The diglossic variation in passives is attested in all verbs that are shared between Low
and High (either cognates or loans) like the verb for ‘wrote’ above. However, verbs that are not
shared between Low and High do not allow variation, as the examples in (20) illustrate. In (20)
the verbs in the left-hand column are Low, and the verbs in the righthand column are High, but
the suffix is the same in both. The Low passive is marked with [-i-], and the High passive is
marked with [-u-]. These examples show that diglossic variation results in ungrammaticality in
verbs that are not shared between the speech form. Chapter 4 includes more discussion on how
EG accounts for the diglossic variation and blocking in the passive verb.
(20) Passive verbs exclusive to Low speech form
Gloss

Low speech

High speech

‘it.M was steered’

[ħirtʰa] *[ħurtʰa ]

[luffa] *[liffa]

‘it.M was plowed’

[xirrid͡ʒʰa] *[xurrid͡ʒʰa]

[ħuriθa] *[ħiriθa]

‘it was talked’

[hirrid͡ʒʰa] *[hurrid͡ʒʰa]

[ħuddiθa] *[ħiddiθa]
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2.3.3 A note on the modeling of diglossic variation (to be elaborated upon in upcoming
chapters)
Having been in line with the patterns of diglossic variation in the Faifi sound system, an
important note to be made here is that these patterns of diglossic variation are challenging for
UG or any top-down model for four key reasons, listed below briefly.
1) Regarding distribution, all diglossic variation examples are gradient in nature meaning that
the diglossic variants (such as [s͡t/sˤ] described above) represent a continuum and cannot be
distinguished with clear-cut categories, because language contact between Low and High in
Faifi has occurred over time in a gradual way, and it is still in progress presently. For
example, the variation between [s͡t] and [sˤ] in Faifi happens on a word-to-word basis
representing a continuum rather than clear-cut categories. This is challenging to a top-down
model such as OT because it is deterministic and does not work on a word-to-word basis.
Top-down models make generalizations that should apply to the whole category in a
language with minimal exceptions.
2) Regarding the reality of language acquisition, Faifi children grow up acquiring the language
from many sources around them, whether at home, TV, toys/games, pre-schools, etc.
However, the input from these sources is not the same. For example, while Low speech
(Faifi) dominates the input at home and in Low contexts, certain features of Low speech
never occur in the input from TV, toys/games, pre-schools, etc. The acquisition reality of
diglossic variation is challenging to a top-down model because the diglossic grammar keeps
updating its categories based on new observations and language experience. The grammar in
a top-down model does not work this way. Rules/constraints come from a universal set of
rules/constraints. By hypothesis, rules/constants are innate and not learnable, and therefore
language experience in a top-down view only guides the learner to discover what universal
rules/constraints govern the language and the correct ranking of them.
3) Faifi exhibits some idiosyncratic properties that seem to be accidental in the language. Take,
for example, the vowel [æ] in the suffix pronoun [-hæ] ‘3FSG’. This pronoun marks the third
feminine singular only when it stands in contrast with [-ha] ‘3MSG’ such as in [ba-hæ] ‘she
is/will’ vs. [ba-ha] ‘he is/will’ (see 14) . Another example of idiosyncrasy can be seen in the
restrictions on the back short vowel [u], described earlier. To the best of my knowledge,
these properties (and others like them in Faifi) do not exist in the other varieties of Arabic,
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whether Classical Arabic, MSA, or contemporary spoken dialects and even the dialects
neighboring Faifi 1. Idiosyncratic properties in language are challenging to a top-down model.
A top-down model handles systematic differences well since it seeks to offer explanations
through generalizations about the typological differences between languages. However, a
top-down model does not handle accidental differences well because they are not universal
and do not have any typological significance.
4) Regarding universality, some blocked variants (illustrated in this chapter and beyond) are
difficult to be justified (i.e., eliminated as ungrammatical) by a set of universal constraints
since they clearly emerge from observation and the experience of the way Faifi and Arabic
interact in this diglossic speech community. Take, for example, the way Faifi prohibits the
Low sound [s͡t] and the High sound [q] from being in the same stem (i.e., *[s͡t…q]). For
example, while the articulation [gas͡ti:r] ‘short’ is allowed, the articulation *[qas͡ti:r] is
blocked due to the occurrence of these sounds in the same stem (see Chapter 4 for more
details). Another example on the morpho-phonological level can be seen in the way Faifi
prohibits attaching the Low indefinite marker [-in] to a stem containing the unaspirated High
variant [d͡ʒ]: e.g. [d͡ʒʰabal-in] ‘a mountain’ is allowed but not *[d͡ʒabal-in] (see Chapter 5 for
more details on the morpho-phonological level). There are plenty of examples like these in
Faifi, but the point to be made here is that the diglossic variation phenomenon is better
accounted for by a grammar that is built from the ground-up and not universals. If universal
constraints were proposed to account for blocking a diglossic variation such as *[s͡t…q], they
would be typologically insignificant. In Faifi, as this dissertation will demonstrate, learning
the differences and speech-context association of [s͡t] (Low) and [q] (High) is necessary for
establishing and generalizing this condition *[s͡t…q]. Therefore, it is challenging to propose
UG-like constraints to account for this type of variation, as we will see throughout the EG
analysis in the present dissertation.
These issues are what make EG more appealing than UG models. Most of these problems
are dealt with in Chapters 4-5, which are devoted to demonstrating the EG analysis of these

When Faifi’s idiosyncratic properties are in a form, that form is Low, and High will contain a different form. For
example, in Faifi Low, you find the pronouns [-ha] ‘3MSG vs. [-hæ] ‘3FSG’. In High, these pronouns are [-hu]
‘3MSG’ vs. [-ha] ‘3FSG’.
1
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problems. Now let us turn to a brief description of the Faifi syllable structure and syllabification
since they are important for the EG analysis.
2.4 Syllable structure and syllabification
This section offers a brief overview of the syllable structure in Faifi with a focus on
aspects that are relevant to the upcoming EG analysis. The Faifi syllable structure is the same in
Upper and Lower Faifi except for one crucial difference in the initial consonant clusters. Upper
Faifi prohibits all initial CCs while Lower Faifi allows them in most words except verbs 1, as
discussed below. The following section (2.4.1) is devoted to syllable types in Faifi, and Section
2.4.2 is devoted to syllabification.
2.4.1 Syllable structure
Upper Faifi exhibits five syllable types: CV, CVː, CVC, CVːC, and CVCC. Lower Faifi
allows for two more types, CCV and CCV:, in addition to the five types in Upper Faifi. There
are, however, positional restrictions: the syllable CVCC is restricted in both dialects to wordfinal position when the suffix [-t] ‘1SG’ is attached to a coda (i.e., only in verbs). A word-initial
CVCC syllable occurs only in verbs that are only one syllable long, such as [hiʃt] ‘I went’ (i.e.,
/CVC-/ verb + [-t] ‘1SG’). They are considered word-initial syllables only because they are also
word-final. The syllables CCV and CCV: in Lower Faifi are restricted to word-initial position
except for verbs. Verbs in both dialects do not allow initial consonant clusters. The table in (21)
offers examples of each syllable type.

The different treatment of initial CCs is one of the few differences between Upper and Lower Faifi dialects. I
assume this is the result of some historical development that happened and stopped in the past.

1
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(21) Faifi syllable types
Syllable Type

Example (word-initial)

Example (word-final)

CV

[fa.taħ] ‘he opened’

[mas.na] ‘a harvest’

CVː

[ɡuː.lu] ‘you say’

[bɪd.diː] ‘I want’

CVC

[fat.ta] ‘he pressed’

[ʕa.ɡar] ‘he fought’

CVːC

[baːr.rin] ‘compassionate.3MSG’

[faːt.ħiːn] ‘we open’

CVCC

[hiʃt] ‘I went’ (one-syllable word)

[da.xalt] ‘I entered’

CCV (only Lower Faifi)

[hra.ra] ‘cats’

NONE

CCV: (only Lower Faifi)

[kta:.bin] ‘a book’

NONE

Complex codas are not allowed in Faifi (in both varieties), except in the case of verb-final
position when the suffix [-t] ‘1SG’ follows a coda (see 22a). Furthermore, optional place
assimilation occurs when the suffix [-t] ‘1SG’ follows one of these obstruent sounds: [d, θ, d͡ʒʰ,
ð, ðˤ, tˤ, s, z, sˤ, ʃ, g, k, ɣ, ħ] (see Alfaife, 2018, Section 3.2.7). The assimilation, in this case,
creates optional free variation in Faifi between the geminate forms /CCə/ or the non-geminate
final /-Ct/ as the examples in (22b) illustrate. Note that the vowel [ə], in this case, follows all
final geminates to maintain correct syllable structure, e.g., [ga.ʕadt]/[ga.ʕad.də] ‘I sat’. In the
following data sets, the examples in (a) illustrate verbs which do not exhibit assimilation as a
free variant form, and the examples in (b) illustrate assimilation as a free variant form.
(22) Complex coda in Faifi with the suffix [-t] ‘1SG’
a. No assimilation (only /Ct/):

Gloss

Verb + [-t] ‘1SG’

‘I entered’

[da.xalt]

‘I wore’

[ka.tabt]

‘I knew’

[ʕa.raft]

‘I got to know’

[ti.ʕar.raft]

‘I smacked’

[la.faxt]
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b. Free variation (either Ct/CC)1:

‘I sat’
‘I talked’

[ga.ʕadt]/[ga.ʕad.də]
[xa.rad͡ʒʰt]/[xa.rad͡ʒ.d͡ʒʰə]

‘I burnt’

[ħa.rigt]/[ħa.rig.gə]

‘I almost missed’

[ʔil.ta.ħagt]/[ʔil.ta.ħag.gə]

‘I choked on food’

[ʃa.riɣt]/[ʃa.riɣ.ɣə]

‘I got exhausted’

[ba.liħt]/[ba.liħ.ħə]

2.4.2 Syllabification
The main domain of syllabification in Faifi is the stem plus the prefixes and suffixes
attached to it (with some restrictions discussed below). The domain of syllabification is typically
called ‘Phonological/Prosodic Word’ which describes the domain for various phonological
generalization in a language, such as the domain of phonological rules (e.g., primary stress, etc.),
phonotactic generalizations (e.g., assimilation), and minimality constraints (i.e., requirements on
the minimal size of words in a language) (Hall, 1999). The notion of the phonological word is
significant to the present discussion since the code-switching between Low and High varieties
occurs within the boundaries of the phonological word (see Intra-word code-switching in
Chapter 3). The following discussion provides plenty of examples that illustrate the phonological
word in Faifi.
In Faifi verbs, inflectional affixes are syllabified with the verb stem, as illustrated in (23)
using the verb [daxal] ‘enter’.
(23) Domain of the phonological word in Faifi (verb syllabification)
Segments

1

Syllabified

Gloss

a. daxal + 0/-a ‘3MSG’

[da.xal] OR [da.xa.la]

‘he entered’

b. daxal] + an ‘3FSG’

[da.xa.lan]

‘she entered’

c. daxal + t ‘1SG’

[da.xalt]

‘I entered’

d. ʔadxal + t ‘1SG’ + him ‘3MPL’

[ʔad.xal.ti.him] OR[ʔad.xalt]+[him]

‘I caused them.M to enter’

The free variation occurs in Faifi Low only. The High form has the /Ct/ forms only.
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The examples in (23) show that inflectional categories are syllabified with the verb unless
they break certain restrictions, as seen in (d). In this case, since CC clusters are restricted only to
the word-final position, two syllabification options are possible: one option is by using the vowel
[i] at the morpheme boundary [ʔad.xal.ti.him], and the other option is breaking the phonological
word into two phonological units [ʔad.xalt]+[him]. Other examples like these are:
[ʔa.tʰil.ti.him]/[ʔa.tʰilt]+[him] ‘I ate them.M’, [ʔax.rad͡ʒʰ.ti.him]/[ʔax.rad͡ʒʰt]+[him] ‘I put them.M
out’.
Prepositional phrases, which complement the verb, function as separate phonological
words and cannot be incorporated into the phonological domain of the verb (see 24). The
negative marker [ma-] also functions as a separate unit, as illustrated in the examples below. This
Faifi distinguishes Faifi from many spoken dialects of Arabic that incorporate these prefixes into
the phonological word.
(24) Syllabification of the prepositional phrases and the negative marker [ma-]
a.

b.

c.

Syllabified:

[ka.ta.ba la.him]

Segments:

katab- a

Gloss:

wrote-3MSG to-3MPL

English:

‘he wrote to them’

Syllabified:

[ma ka.tab.ta la.him]

Segments:

ma

Gloss:

NEG. wrote-2MSG

English:

‘you did not write to them’

Syllabified:

[ka.tab.na ʕala:hu]

Segments:

katab-na

Gloss:

worte-1SG on-it.MSG

English:

‘we wrote on it’

la-him

katab-ta

la-him
to-3MPL

ʕala:-hu
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d.

Syllabified:

[ma ka.tab.na ʕala:hu]

Segments:

ma

Gloss:

NEG. wrote-SG on-it.MSG

English:

‘we did not write on it’

katab-na

ʕala:-hu

Similar to verbs, nouns and adjectives are syllabified with their affixes as one word, as
the examples in (25) illustrate 1.
(25) Noun syllabification
Segments

Syllabified

Gloss

a.

tʰalb + in ‘INDEF’

[tʰal.bin]

‘a dog.M’

b.

tʰalb + a ‘FSG’

[tʰal.ba]

‘a dog.F’

c.

tʰalb + ain ‘DUAL’

[tʰal.bain]

‘two dogs.M’

d.

tʰalb + at ‘FSG’ + ain ‘DUAL’

[tʰal.ba.tain]

‘two dogs.F’

e.

tʰila:b + in ‘INDEF’

[tʰi.la:.bin]

‘dogs.M’ (irregular pleural)

f.

tʰalb + a:t ‘FPL’ + in ‘INDEF’

[tʰal.ba:.tin]

‘dogs.F’

g.

wa:ħid

[wa:.ħid]

‘one’

h.

wa:ħd + in ‘INDEF’

[wa:ħ.din]

‘one.M.adj’

i.

wa:ħd + a ‘FSG’

[wa:ħ.da]

‘one.F.adj’

The syllabification of the definite/indefinite markers merits further discussion since they
exhibit different syllabification processes when they occur in connected speech vs. in isolated
words. In connected speech, the definite article [(ʔi)m-] is phonologically incorporated into the
preceding word, and not the word it defines. However, when it defines an isolated word, the
definite article functions as a separate phonological word, and the sequence [ʔi] or the vowel [i]
must proceeds to make it into an acceptable syllable to facilitate the pronunciation (see 26).
Hence, Faifi definite marker has three allomorphs [ʔim~im-~m-]. Faifi’s indefinite marker, the
suffix [-in], is phonologically incorporated into its noun or adjective in all cases, whether in

All syllables in Faifi must begin with a consonant. It follows that affixes in Faifi cannot begin with a vowel and be
independently syllabified at the same time. Therefore, Faifi has C-initial affixes that are independent and nonindependent, but all V-initial affixes must be attached to the preceding stem.

1
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connected speech or isolated words. The syllabification of definite and indefinite markers in Faifi
is illustrated in the following examples shown in (26).
(26) Syllabification of the definite/indefinite markers in Faifi (Low)
Gloss

Segments

Syllabified

a.

‘the house’

ʔim + bait

[ʔim.bait]

b.

‘a house’

bait + n

[bai.tin]

c.

‘I entered the house’

daxal + t + im + bait

[da.xal.tim]+[bait]

d.

‘I entered a house’

daxal + t + bait + n

[da.xalt]+[bai.tin]

In the next section, I motivate the analysis that the reverse affricate [s͡t] behaves like a
single phoneme in Faifi.
2.4.2.1 Syllabification of the reverse affricate [s͡t]
As noted in the consonant section, the reverse affricate sequence [s͡t] occurs in diglossic
variation with the emphatic [sˤ] (e.g., [sˤabr/s͡tabr] ‘patience’). However, one question arises
when considering the syllabification of the reverse affricate sequence [s͡t]: does it syllabify as a
monophonemic or biphonemic unit (C or CC)? Alfaifi et al., (to appear) presented three types of
data from the Upper Faifi syllable structure that support the monophonemic status of [s͡t]. In this
section, I briefly summarize these observations by Alfaifi et al. and expand the discussion on
some of them, showing that when syllabified, the string [s͡t] behaves like a monophonemic unit
(a single phoneme).
The first observation is with respect to how Faifi keeps its syllable structure simple (see
27). Faifi imposes restrictions on two consonant clusters with a few exceptions that were
mentioned earlier. Recall that Upper Faifi restricts all CC except in word-final position when the
suffix [-t] ‘1SG’ follows a coda. Lower Faifi has the same restriction, but it also allows CC in
word-initial positions (in nouns and adjectives but not verbs) and imposes restrictions on CC
clusters anywhere else. Other than these two exceptions, CC clusters are not found in Faifi (see
27). However, regarding [s͡t], both varieties of Faifi show no restrictions at all since it can occur
at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a stem with no restrictions, as seen in (28).
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(27) Restrictions on CC clusters in Faifi (and comparison with Arabic)
(Low)

(High)

Gloss

Upper Faifi

Lower Faifi

Arabic

‘Egypt’

[ma.sˤir]

[ma.sˤir]

[masˤr]~[masˤir] 1

‘perfume’

[ʕi.tˤir]

[ʕi.tˤir]

[ʕitˤr]~[ʕitˤir]

‘afternoon’

[ʕa.sˤir]

[ʕa.sˤir]

[ʕasˤr]~[ʕasˤir]

(28) Examples of unrestricted [s͡t] in Faifi (and comparison with Arabic)
(Low)
Gloss
‘truthful.PL’
‘finger’
‘he screamed’
‘albinism’
‘I got albinism’

(High)

Upper Faifi
[s͡ti.gu:.din]

Lower Faifi
[s͡tgu:.din]

[ʔis͡t.ba.ʕin]
[s͡ta.ra.xa]

[ʔis͡t.ba.ʕin]/[s͡tba.ʕin] [ʔisˤ.baʕ]
[s͡ta.ra.xa]
[sˤa.ra.xa]
[ba.ras͡t]
[ba.rasˤ]

[ba.ras͡t]
[ba.ris͡t]/[ba.ris.tə] 2

[ba.ris͡t]/[ba.ris.tə]

Arabic
[sˤa:diqi:n]

[ʔasˤa:bani l-ba.rasˤ]

On the one hand, the examples (27) show that CiCs in Faifi correspond to CCs in Arabic.
On the other hand, the examples in (28) show a variety of positions in which the sound [s͡t] acts
as a single consonant. Justifications for viewing [s͡t] as a single consonant in these examples are
as follows:
Examples form (28)

Justification

I. ‘truthful.PL’ &

Because upper Faifi does not allow initial CCs, and Lower

‘finger’:

Faifi does not allow initial CCCs.

II. ‘he screamed’:

Because both Upper and Lower Faifi do not allow initial CCs
in verbs.

In High, the nouns with final CCs occur in the continuous speech while the nouns with final CiC occur in the noncontinuous speech. For some speakers, final CC/CiC noun forms are in free variation in the non-continuous speech.
2
To the best of my knowledge, this is the only verb in Faifi that have a final [s͡t]. The native speaker consultants in
this study could not think of any other verb like it in the language.
1
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III. ‘albinism’

Because both Upper and Lower Faifi do not allow final CCs.

IV. ‘I have albinism’

Because both Upper and Lower Faifi allow final CCs only
with the suffix [-t] ‘1SG’. (Note that in this case there is only
one [t] appears at the end of the verb).

In fact, it would be unusual for Faifi that seeks simplification of complex syllables in its
system to allow highly marked syllables of the type *CCVːC *CCCV: in words like [s͡taːg.din]
‘truthful.SG’ and ‘[s͡tgu:.din] ‘truthful.PL’ (see more examples in (29) below). Such complex
syllables (*CCVːC and *CCCV:) are too big in the Faifi system. If [s͡t], however, was to be
considered as a single consonant, then the syllables CVːC and CCV: are justifiable in the Faifi
syllable system.
(29) Examples of CVːC and CCV: syllables in Faifi
a.

b.

Lower Faifi 1
[s͡taːg.din]

Upper Faifi
[s͡taːg.din]

Gloss

[s͡taːr.fin]
[s͡taːf.ɡin]

[s͡taːr.fin]
[s͡taːf.ɡin]

‘getting change (money)’

[s͡tgu:.din]
[s͡thu:.rin]

[s͡tə.gu:.din]
[s͡tə.hu:.rin]

‘truthful.PL.Adj’

[s͡tlu:.ħin]
[s͡tfu:.fin]

[s͡tə.lu:.ħin]
[s͡tə.fu:fin]

‘settled their differences’

‘faithful.SG/Adj’
‘hitting’

‘in laws’
‘rows’

The second observation is with respect to the way that the monophonemic [s͡t] acts in
comparison to an actual sequence of adjacent [s] and [t] (hereafter /st/). A comparison between
the two sounds ([s͡t] and /st/) in various positions of the word reveals how [s͡t] acts as a single
consonant, unlike the two consonants /st/. Table (30a-c) includes examples of the two sounds in

1

Recall that initial CCs are found in Lower Faifi but not in Upper Faifi.
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various positions, including word-initial (a), medial (b), and final (c). Note that in (c) the ‘1SG’
is the suffix [-t].
(30) Syllabification comparison [s͡t] and /st/ (Upper and Lower Faifi)
Singleton [s͡t]
Two phonemes /st/
a. Initial

b. Medial

c. Final

s͡ta.laːh
s͡ta.bir

prayer

ʔis.ta.ɡaː.ma

he stood

patience

ʔis.tag.ba.la

he welcomed

s͡ta.rif

money change

ʔis.ta.ra.ɡa

he stole

ɡab.s͡ti.ya
ba.s͡tiː.ra

pinch

mis.ta.ʕid.din

ready.3MSG

method

bis.ta.nin

garden

ma.faːs͡t.lin

joints

mis.taɡ.ba.lin

future

fa.ris͡t
ba.ras͡t

type of grain

fa.ħast/fa.ħas.sə

I crushed

albinism

la.bist/la.bis.sə

I wore

ru.fas͡t

stairs

fa.rast/fa.ras.sə

I dug

Each group of examples in (30) requires special commentary. The word-initial examples
in (30a) show that the singleton [s͡t] occurs freely word-initially, e.g., [s͡ta.laːh] ‘prayer’. In
comparison, /st/ never occurs as initial CC, e.g., [ʔis.ta.ɡaː.ma] ‘stood.3MSG’ since that would
violate initial CCs rules.
The word-medial examples in (30b) show that the singleton [s͡t] can occur freely in onset
or coda positions: e.g., [ɡab.s͡ti.ya] ‘pinch’ and [ma.faːs͡t.lin] ‘joints’. In comparison, the two
phonemes /st/ cannot occupy the same position in a syllable since that would violate the rule
against complex onsets and complex codas: e.g., [mis.taɡ.ba.lin] ‘future’.
The word-final examples in (30c) show that the singleton [s͡t] can also occur word finally
with no restrictions: e.g., [fa.ris͡t] ‘type of grain’ [ba.ras͡t] ‘albinism’ (cf. Arabic [barasˤ]
‘albinism’). This, however, is not the case with the two phonemes /st/. The only case attested for
/st/ in word-final position is when the ‘1SG’ suffix [-t] follows verbs ending in [s]: e.g., [fa.ħas-t]
‘I crushed’, [labis-t] ‘I wore’, [faras-t] ‘I dug’, etc. Furthermore, while assimilation occurs as a
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free variation of /st/ word finally - e.g., [la.bist/la.bis.sə] ‘I wore’ (see Section 2.4.1) assimilation does not apply to the singleton [s͡t].
The third observation supporting the monophonemic behavior of [s͡t] can be seen in the
way it acts in templatic patterns (McCarthy, 1993; Ratcliffe, 1997; Bat‐El, 2011, among many
others). Table (31) illustrates with a brief templatic diagnostic of [s͡t] by presenting a comparison
between the consonant root /s͡t-f-ɡ/ ‘hitting’ and the root /d-x-l/ ‘entering’ in the same templates.
Note that the reverse-affricate [s͡t] in the rightmost column fills a single C-slot in all five
templates, acting exactly like [d] in the root /d-x-l/ ‘entering’.
(31) Templatic diagnostic of the singleton [s͡t]
Template

Semantic abstraction

Root: d-x-l ‘entering’

Ca.Ca.C-

perfective verb class 1

[da.xa.la] ‘he entered’

b. yaC.CiC

imperfective verb class 1

[yad.xul] ‘he enters’

c.

gerund of verb 1

[daːx.lin] ‘entering’

d. ʔiC.CiC

imperative of verb 1

[ʔid.xil] ‘2SG.enter’

f.

gerund

[da.xa.la:nin] ‘entering’

a.

CaːC.Cin
Ca.Ca.Ca:nin

Root: s͡t-f-ɡ ‘hitting’
[s͡ta.fa.ɡa] ‘he hit’
[yas͡t.fiɡ] ‘he hits’
[s͡taːf.ɡin] ‘hitting’
[ʔis͡t.fiɡ] ‘2SG.hit
[s͡ta.fa.ga:nin] ‘hitting’

For these reasons: 1) the simple syllable structure of Faifi, 2) the way [s͡t] acts in
onsets/codas in comparison to /st/, and 3) the way [s͡t] acts in templatic patterns, I conclude that
[s͡t] is a singleton consonant in Faifi.
2.5 Affixation in Faifi
This section briefly describes verb and noun affixes in Faifi with a focus on the types of
affixes that are most relevant to the upcoming EG discussion (Chapters 4-6).
2.5.1 Verb affixes
Faifi verbs can be perfective, imperfective, or imperative with respect to tense and aspect
and inflectional categories. In this section, I briefly lay out the inflectional categories for the
perfective, imperfective, and imperative forms.
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The perfective verb affixes
The perfective stem of a verb expresses the past and the completion of an action (Eisele,
1999). Faifi morphological organization of the perfective verb form requires suffixes only to
mark both the subject (STEM-subj) and the object (STEM-subj-obj). Table (32) contains a list of
nominative suffixes, and Table (33) contains a list of accusative suffixes attached to the Faifi
verb in its perfective form.
(32) Verbal nominative suffixes for person, number, and gender
Person/Gender

Singular

Plural

1m./1f.

–t

–na

2m.

–ta

–tim

2f.

–ti:

–tinnæ

3m.

–a

–u

3f.

–an

–næ

(33) Verbal accusative suffixes for person, number, and gender in Faifi
Person/Gender

Singular

Plural

1m./1f.
2m.

-ni:
-t͡ʃa

-na
-t͡ʃim

2f.

-t͡ʃi:

-t͡ʃinnæ

3m.

-u

-him

3f.

-ha

-hinnæ

To illustrate, consider the following examples of intransitive (34a-b) and transitive verbs (35a-b):
(34a)

[gaʕad-t]

(intransitive)

sit-1SG.SUBJ.PFV 1
‘I sat’

1

PFV = Perfective verb aspect.
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(34b)

[gaʕad-a]

(intransitive)

sit-3SG.SUBJ.PFV
‘he sat’
(35a)

[xabatˤ-a-ni:]

(transitive)

hit-3MSG.SUBJ-1SG.OBJ.PFV
‘he hit me’
(35a)

[xabatˤ-ta-him]

(transitive)

hit-2MSG.SUBJ-3MPL.OBJ.PFV
‘you hit them’
In (34), the verb [gaʕad] ‘to sit’ is intransitive, and it is followed by the subject suffix [-t]
‘1SG’ (in 34a) and the subject suffix [-a] ‘3MSG’ (in 34b). In (35a), the verb [xabatˤ] ‘hit’ is
transitive, and it is followed by the subject suffix [-a] ‘3MSG’ and the object suffix [-ni:] ‘1SG’.
In (35b), the same transitive verb [xabatˤ] ‘hit’ is followed by the subject suffix [-ta] ‘2MSG’ and
the object suffix [-him] ‘3MPL’.
The imperfective verb affixes
The imperfective verb stem indicates the completion of action while it coincides with
present temporality (Eisele, 1999). The morphological organization of the imperfective verb
form in Faifi requires all stems to have prefixes and some stems to have additional suffixes. The
following table shows a list of affixes attached to Faifi imperfective verbs. Note that the V slots
in the table stand for ‘vowel’ since a variety of vowels may occur in this slot, as illustrated
below.
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(36) Verbal affixes for person, number, and gender in the imperfective form
Person/Gender

Singular

Plural

1m./1f.

ʔV-

nV-

2m.

tV-

tV- ... u:n

2f.

tV- ... i:n

tV- .. n

3m.

yV-

yV- ... u:n

3f.

tV-

yV- ... næ

To illustrate the imperfective verb affixation, consider the following examples in (37a-c)
in which the verb [katab] ‘to write’ is used with a variety of prefixes and suffixes. Note that, in
these examples, the accusative suffixes for the imperfective verbs are the same as the perfective
form (discussed above).
(37a) [ʔa-ktib]
1MSG-write
‘I write’
(37b) [ta-ktib-i:n-him]
2FSG-write-2FSG.SUBJ-3MPL.OBJ
‘you write them’
(37c)

[na-ktib-hinnæ]
1PL-write-3FPL.OBJ
‘we write them’
As mentioned, the V slots in these tables can be filled with a variety of vowels. The

following list gives examples of different vowels with the conjugation [tV-] ‘2MSG’ 1:

The vowels are determined by the type of the conjugated verb such as a regular verb, irregular verb, a verb that
begins with the glottal stop [ʔ…], and verb that begins with the glottal stop and long back vowel [ʔu:…]. The details
about these verbs and types of vowels are beyond the scope of the present study.

1
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•

Short low vowel [a] e.g., [ta-ktib] ‘writing.2MSG’.

•

Short high vowel [i] [ti-gbil] ‘returning.2MSG’.

•

Long low vowel [a:] [ta:.ti] ‘coming.2MSG’

•

Long high back vowel [u:] [tu:.tˤi] ‘going.down.2MSG’

The imperative verb affixes
The imperative verbs indicate a command or request. The following table shows a list of
affixes attached to Faifi imperative verbs.
(38) Verbal affixes for person, number, and gender in the imperative form
Person/Gender

Singular

Plural

2m.

ʔi-

ʔi- ... -u

2f.

ʔi- … -i

ʔi- ... -næ

To illustrate the imperative verb affixation, consider the following examples in (39a-b) in
which the verb [katab] ‘to write’ is used with some of the prefixes and suffixes mentioned above.
(39a) [ʔi-ktib]
2-write.MSG
‘write (command)’
(39b) [ʔi-ktib-i]
2-write-FSG
‘write (command)’
Other details about the imperative verbs in Faifi are beyond the scope of the present
study. In the following section, I move to discuss the noun affixes.
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2.5.1 Noun affixes
Nouns in Faifi are inflected for number (singular, dual, and plural) and gender (masculine
and feminine) as laid out in the table (40) and illustrated with examples in (41).
(40) Dual and plural in nouns
Singular

Dual

Plural

Masculine

-in 1

-ain

-i:n

Feminine

-a

-atain

-a:tin

(41) Examples of singular, dual and plural in Faifi (with the word for ‘teacher’)
Singular

Dual

Plural

Masculine

[midarris-in]

[midarris-ain]

[midarris-i:n]

Feminine

[midarris-a]

[midarris-atain]

[midarris-a:tin]

However, it must be noted that in Faifi, most plural nouns are irregular, but this topic is
beyond the scope of this study and requires separate future investigation. Examples of irregular
plurals in Faifi are: [bait] ‘a house’, [biyu:tin] ‘houses’, [tʰalbin] ‘a dog’, [tʰila:bin] ‘dogs’,
[gumra] ‘a rock’, [gumarin] ‘rocks’, [ħarra] ‘wall’, [ħira:rin] ‘walls’, etc. Arabic exhibits a
similar system of irregular plurals. For more details on Arabic irregular plurals, see Hammond
(1988), McCarthy & Prince (1990), Ratcliffe (1998), among many others.
Furthermore, the indefinite marker [-in] requires special commentary since it exhibits a
unique distribution in Faifi not only occurring post singular categories but also post plurals 2. In
the singular categories, [-in] occurs post singular nouns and adjectives that are not followed by a
feminine marker suffix (see examples in 42). These examples show a comparison between a

The suffix [-in] is the indefinite marker in Faifi, which follows all indefinite nouns except feminine nouns that are
marked with the suffix [-a], as discussed later in this section.
2
The indefinite marker [-in] in Faifi could be an archaic residue in the language that resembles a key “synthetic”
feature in Classical Arabic and proto-Semitic which designates case inflection and indefiniteness (i.e. [-un]
‘nominative indef.’, [-an] ‘accusative indef.’, and [-in] ‘genitive indef.’ (Holes, 2004). According to Holes, the case
inflection has been lost in all modern dialects of Arabic, but the indefinite marker -n survived only in a small
number of spoken dialects in specific types of syntactic structures (p.174).
1
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masculine noun ‘book’, a feminine-marked noun ‘tree’, and a feminine-unmarked noun ‘eye’ 1.
Note that the suffix [-in] does not follow nouns that are marked for the feminine, as in (42c).
(42) Examples of some definite/indefinite nouns
Segments

Definite

Indefinite

a. [kita:b] ‘book.M’

[ʔimkita:b]

[kita:bin]

b. [ʕain] ‘eye.F’
c. [hayd͡ʒ-a] ‘tree-F’

[ʔimʕain]
[ʔimhayd͡ʒa]

[ʕainin]
[hayd͡ʒa]

The suffix [-in] is also attested commonly and productively post plural nouns and
adjectives Faifi (see 43). However, the suffix [-in] is not restricted by the feminine marker post
plurals. Consider the following examples, which illustrate [-in] post plurals and adjectives in a
variety of words, some of which are newly incorporated words into Faifi.
(43) Examples of [-in] following non-singular nouns
[tˤiwa:lin]
[gis͡ta:rin]

‘tall.Pl’

[d͡ʒahlin]

‘boys’

[sayya:ra:tin]

‘cars’

[ʔa:yfu:na:tin]

‘iPhones’

‘short.pl’

[kimbiyu:tara:tin] ‘computers’
In the following section, we turn to describe allomorphs in Faifi perfective verbs that
arise due to structural constraints (i.e., alternations) as they make up a significant portion of EG
analysis in Chapter 5.

In Faifi (an all varieties of Arabic), the feminine can be marked by form (i.e., affixation) or by convention (i.e.,
arbitrary assignment of a noun to be feminine). For example, the words for ‘teacher’ and ‘doctor’ are marked by
form [midarris] ‘teacher.M’ [midarris-a] ‘teacher-F’, [diktu:r] ‘doctor.M’, [dictum:r-a] ‘doctor-F’. In comparison,
words such as [ʕain] ‘eye’, [ʃams] ‘sun’, [yad] ‘hand’, and [na:r] ‘fire’ are feminine by convention. This
masculine/feminine distinction is significant when these nouns are modified by adjectives or other modifiers
because the modifier must agree in gender. For example, the adjective [tʰabi:r] ‘big’ must take different agreements
for gender with words such as [ʃams] ‘sun.F’ and [gamar] ‘moon.M’. Compare, for example, [ʃams-in tʰabi:r-a]
‘big-F sun.F’ to [gamar-in tʰabi:r-in] ‘big.M moon.M’.
1
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2.6 Allomorphs and alternations
In Chapter 1, we defined alternations as forms that occur when “the same morpheme
varies in its realization, conditioned by some aspects of the sound system” (Cohn, 2003, p. 188).
Consider the following examples from Faifi, which illustrate the alternations in the perfective
verb suffix in Faifi.
(44) Alternations in Faifi verb suffix
Regular verb

Irregular verb

Geminate verb

a. [katab-na] ‘wrote-1PL’

c. [daʕay-na] ‘called.1PL’

e. [ʕadda:-na] ‘counted.1PL’

b.[katab-an] ‘wrote-3FSG’

d. [daʕ-an] ‘called.3FSG’

f. [ʕadd-an] ‘counted.3FSG’

In order to characterize the morpho-phonological system of Faifi verbs, one must
consider the distinction between the three types of verbs, regular, irregular, and geminate
(illustrate above). Regular verbs are those with sound radicals (usually three consonants, but
maybe more) and no medial or final glide such as [katab-t] ‘I wrote’, [daxal-t] ‘I entered’ and
[fataħ-t] ‘I opened’. Irregular verbs are those with medial or final glide such as [daʕay-t] ‘I
called’ [saray-t] ‘I went at night’. Geminate verbs are those with identical C2 and C3 such as
[ʕadda:-t] ‘I counted’, [radda:-t] ‘I returned’, and [laffa:-t] ‘I turned’. Chapter 5 includes more
discussion about these verbs. There are more details about each type of these verbs, but they are
beyond the scope of this study. We will keep the discussion here to what is relevant to the
upcoming EG analysis. Verbs in Arabic (regular, irregular, and geminate) have similar patterns
to the verbs in Faifi. For more on Arabic verb types, see McCarthy (1981), Watson (2002), Holes
(2004), Versteegh (2014, Chapter 6), among others.
The alternations shown in (44) can be explained by a combination of three grammar
components: (i) the type of the verb stem - regular, irregular or geminate (AKA sound, weak or
doubled verb, respectively), (ii) the type of suffix (vowel-initial or consonant-initial), and (iii) the
two restrictions that Faifi imposes on the syllable structure, namely, no CC in onset or coda.
Now, let us use the three grammar components to explain how suffix alternations occur.
First, the examples in (44a-b) show that regular verbs are attached to their suffixes without
alternation in the verb stem, whether the suffix is consonant-initial, e.g., [katab-na] ‘wrote-1PL’,
or vowel-initial, e.g., [katab-an] ‘wrote-3FSG’. This type of verbs does not exhibit alternation in
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the stem since all syllables, after attaching the suffixes, adhere to Faifi restrictions on syllables,
i.e., both [ka.tab.na] and [ka.ta.ban] have no complex onset or coda.
The examples in (44c-d) show the same suffixes but with irregular verbs: [daʕay-na]
‘called-1P’ and [daʕ-an] ‘called-3FSG’. In this case, the string [-ay-] in the verb only appears
when the suffix is consonant-initial. Chapter 5 of this dissertation provides and EG analysis of
this type of alternation and presents a comparison between Low and High forms.
Finally, the examples in (44e-f) illustrate the other type of alternations in Faifi perfective
verbs. This alternation occurs in the geminate verb stems, e.g., [ʕadda:-na] ‘counted-1PL’ and
[ʕadd-an] ‘counted-3FSG’. When the suffix is consonant-initial, the long vowel [-a:-] occurs in
the geminate verb stem. It should be noted that MSA (the High speech) exhibits different
alternation when a consonant-initial suffix follows a geminate verb, e.g., [ʕadad.na] ‘we counted
(High)’. In this case, the short vowel [a] occurs between C2 and C3. This type of alternation is
referred to as “antigemination” in McCarthy (1986). In Chapter 5, I expand the discussion on this
type of alternation and motivate a surface-based explanation using EG.
At this point, it is important to emphasize, again, the difference between suffix free
variation and diglossic variation. The examples in (45 - 46) illustrate the two different types
using the ‘2MPl’ suffix. Note that the slash symbol (/) marks free variation between two forms.
(45) Free variation in ‘2MPL’ suffix (t/d͡ʒʰ)
Segments:
[xard͡ʒʰ] [tim/d͡ʒʰim]
Gloss:

exited

2MSG

Syllabified:

[xa.rad͡ʒʰ.tim]/[xa.rad͡ʒʰ.d͡ʒʰim]

English:

‘you exited’

(46) Diglossic variation in 2MPL’ suffix (-tim/-tum)
a. (Faifi/Low)

b. (Arabic/High)

Segments:

katab-tim

katab-tum

Gloss:

write.PFV-2MSG

write.PFV-2MSG

Surface:

[ka.tab.tim]

[ka.tab.tum]

English:

‘you wrote’

‘you wrote’
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Finally, the alternation case in the perfective verbs, discussed above, serves as an
example of the type of morphophonological patterns and allomorphs in Faifi. Other types of
similar alternations in Faifi that are not discussed here include imperfective verbs, imperative
verbs, possessive nouns, and the indefinite marker [-in]. Each of these categories has its own
patterns of alternation, but all alternations in these categories can be explained by the same three
components (discussed above) for the perfective verb: the type of stem, the type of affix, and
some restrictions on syllable types and syllabification. However, to ensure brevity and clarity of
representation, the analysis in Chapter 5 will only focus on the case of perfective verb alterations
described above. However, the EG analysis of alternations in the perfective verb will be
applicable to the other categories as well.
In Chapter 5, I present a new analysis of these alternations utilizing the EG toolbox. I
provide an overview of what a bottom-up approach to these alternation problems might look like,
especially when code-switching occurs between High and Low morpheme categories. The new
type of analysis used in Chapters 4-5 neither refers to the underlying forms nor uses UG
constraints. Under this view, the grammar is basically a “what you perceive is what you get” type
of grammar.
Chapter Summary
This chapter covered the documentation part of this dissertation. It presented a
descriptive overview of a wide range of previously undetailed historical and social aspects and
linguistic properties of Faifi. One of the most important properties that this chapter described is
the diglossic variation in the consonant and the vowel systems of Faifi, namely the diglossic
variation between the sound pairs [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k], [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ], [g/q] and [i/u].
The key takeaways from this chapter with respect to diglossic variation include:
1) Much of the generalizations about the diglossic variation in the Faifi come from the speaker’s
experience with the language. The speaker must learn (and sometimes memorize) how Low and
High categories interact and influence each other. For example, there is no way to know that
*[s͡tu:ra] from [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’ is ungrammatical in Faifi other than encountering this stem in the
language and learning that this stem does not allow [s͡t] as other stems do, e.g., [s͡taum/sˤaum]
‘fasting.
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2) The sound variations [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] pattern together in that they create three distinct
categories:
Category I. Low words containing [s͡t] and [tʰ] in which the semantically-equivalent word in
High is phonemically and phonetically different, e.g., [s͡tamma] (Low)/[raff] (High) ‘roof’.
Category II. Low words containing [s͡t] and [tʰ] in which the corresponding words in High are in
diglossic variation with the Low words, e.g., [s͡taum] (Low)/[sˤaum] (High) ‘fasting’.
Category III. Words containing [sˤ] and [k], which are used in both Low and High, e.g., [sˤu:ra]
‘picture’. In this case, the variants [s͡t] and [tʰ] are ungrammatical.
3) The sound variations [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [g/q] pattern together in that they create two distinct
categories. They create the same categories as I and II above, but they do not create the category
III (i.e., there are no [d͡ʒ] of [q] words that are used in both Low and High).
4) The vowel [i] marks the passive in Low while [u] marks the passive in high, but [i/u] occur in
diglossic variation when they mark the passive form of the same stem e.g., [katab-a] ‘wrote3MSG’ (High/Low)  [kitb-a] ‘it.3MSG was written (Low)’ [kutib-a] ‘it.3MSG was written
(High)’.
Chapters 4 and 5 discuss these issues in more detail and offer an EG account for these
diglossic variation patterns in Faifi.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical framework
Chapter overview
This chapter introduces the Emergent Grammar framework (hereafter EG), which will be
used for the analysis of Faifi diglossic grammar. This chapter includes eight sections. The
chapter begins in Section 3.1 with an overview of the previous work on the model, which started
in 2010 with a brief paper proposal and became a more developed framework in 2012 and
beyond. Section 3.2 defines and illustrates the components of EG (Morph Sets, Morph Set
Relations, and Conditions). This section also provides an overview of assessments under EG.
Section 3.3 addresses the similarities and differences between EG and OT, including their
conception of how forms are generated, the source of governing constraints/conditions, and the
notions of surface vs. underlying forms. In this section, I argue that EG is better equipped to
account for the linguistic complexity associated with diglossic variation in Faifi. Section 3.4
discusses the types of language questions that are asked under EG. Section 3.5 is devoted to
Matrix Language Frame (MLF), which defines the principles that govern code-switching
between two languages (or varieties of a language) in a speech. I combine parts of this model
with EG to account for cases when a diglossic variation is blocked. Section 3.6 summarizes the
motivations for using EG in the analysis of diglossic grammar. Section 3.7 includes my research
questions with respect to Faifi and EG. Finally, Section 3.8 includes a detailed description of the
fieldwork and data gathering. This section expands on the methodology laid out briefly in the
introductory chapter.
3.1 Previous work on Emergent Grammar
In 2010, Mohanan, Archangeli, and Pulleyblank wrote a paper entitled ‘The Emergence
of Optimality Theory’ 1 in which they addressed problems inherent to OT and called for a
reconceptualization of standard OT. In this paper, the authors sketched an initial design for a
framework called Emergent Optimality Theory that accounts for key problems associated with
standard OT such as the following two problems:

“Emergent Optimality Theory” used to be the name of the initial sketch of the model in 2010, but the name of the
model was changed in 2012 to be “Emergent Grammar”.

1
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1. The typological architecture of OT fails to account for idiosyncratic properties in a
language or group of related languages. For example, the Malayalam language specifically
prohibits onsets containing a palatalized [rj] after [k] and a velarized [rɣ] after [g] (Mohanan,
1993), which is a unique property of Malayalam that does not have a typological significance.
Such idiosyncratic properties are common across languages, and they seem to be accidental
rather than properties of UG 1. The OT model is not designed to account for idiosyncratic
properties.
2. In OT, stipulating that all constraints are universal fails to account for purely phonetic
behaviors and allophonic patterns that are simply learned in a language. For example, previous
studies have demonstrated three different patterns of /s/ retraction among English speakers,
particularly in word-initial consonant clusters, e.g., /stɹ-/ clusters (Baker, Mielke, & Archangeli,
2006; Mohanan et al., 2010). The patterns of /s/ retraction among English speakers can be
explained only by the fact that speakers learn allomorphic patterns from experience with the
language, and the different retraction rates are the result of different balances between perceptual
and articulatory pressures.
Considering these key problems, which are articulated and illustrated further in the paper,
the authors argued for the need of an Emergent Optimality Theory framework which “allows
individual grammars to generate features and constraints; completely abandoning the idea that
there is some universal set of features and some universal set of constraints 2” (p. 2). Languages
are different from each other while still being shaped by the same general cognitive mechanisms
and physical principles.
The initial sketch of the Emergent Optimality Theory framework became more developed
and detailed in two substantial works published in 2012, and its name changed to be just
‘Emergent Grammar’, abbreviated as EG (Archangeli, Mielke & Pulleyblank, 2012a; b). In the
first study entitled ‘Greater than noise: Frequency effects in Bantu height harmony’, the authors
presented compelling evidence in favor of EG and against UG considering their Goodness of fit

Chapter 4 includes multiple examples of idiosyncratic properties in the Faifi sound system that do not seem to have
a parallel in any other varieties of Arabic and have no typological significance. For example, the reverse-affricate
[s͡t] and the uvular [q] do not coexist in a stem or a phonological word.
2
For example, EG begins the analysis with no assumption of a priori knowledge or universal constraints like the
ones used in OT, e.g., *COMPLEXONS (onsets are simple). As an alternative approach, EG allows language patterns
to generate conditions and rank them. Regarding onsets, for example, the language patterns should inform the
learner about what is allowed/disallowed about the onsets in their language.
1
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and domain extension. These two domains in linguistics are used to describe predictions about
possible/impossible patterns in a language. Goodness of fit involves the question, “how close do
the data fit into the canonical ideal of ungrammatical patterns being completely unattested and
grammatical patterns being randomly distributed?” (p. 193). Domain extension involves the
question “to what extent does a pattern in one domain extends to another domain, whether
phonological or morphosyntactic?” (p. 193).
The authors examined the distribution of vowel height harmony in six Bantu languages in
comparison to six other non-Bantu languages without harmony (as control languages). Without
going into much of the details presented in the paper (p. 200), Bantu languages exhibit vowel
harmony in verbs between the verb roots and suffixes with asymmetric distribution, as follows:
(i) Front high vowels in suffixes surface as high after root vowels that are high and root
vowels that are low - e.g., [dim-il] ‘cultivate’ and [saam-il] ‘move’. However, after mid vowels,
the front vowel surfaces as mid, and not high - e.g., [pet-el] ‘ornament’.
(ii) Back vowels behave the same with a slight difference. After the mid front vowel,
back vowels surface unchanged (i.e., back high). Compare, for example, the suffix vowel in
[sweek-ul] ‘insert/pull out’ and in [som-ol] ‘pierce/extract’. High back vowels get lowered only
by mid back vowels and not mid front vowels. The three sequences, namely, e. . .i, o. . .i, and o. .
.u (where the ellipsis … stands for consonants between the stem vowel and the suffix vowel of
concern), make an asymmetric case to test the predictive power of the two models.
Considering Goodness of fit and domain extension, the authors demonstrated that EG has
better predictions than UG with respect to the vowel height harmony in the six Bantu languages
under consideration. First, EG predicts a loose fit between the expected patterns and attested
patterns, while UG predicts a tight fit. The patterns clearly exhibit a loose fit, which is in line
with EG predictions. Second, EG predicts that the patterns of harmony can be extended to other
morphosemantic domains such as nouns, while UG predicts an absence of extension. The data
presented in the paper show an extension of harmony to nouns in some Bantu languages (p. 215).
In short, EG outperforms UG in the analysis of Bantu vowel height harmony mainly because the
linguistic properties under EG may not be categorical. Linguistic properties in the EG view
emerge from learning the patterns in the language and tracking their frequency of occurrence.
The second study in 2012 by the same authors (Archangeli, Mielke & Pulleyblank,
2012b) expanded on the problem of vowel height harmony in Bantu languages (discussed above)
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and demonstrated how such asymmetric distribution could be analyzed using the EG toolbox.
Under EG, the properties of vowel harmony are presented as language-specific observations in
terms of implicational relations among sequences of vowels. For example, a relation such as X 
Y means that encountering X implies Y. With respect to vowel harmony, such relation (X  Y)
can express an observation about a sequence of harmony between two vowels in the language
such as if V1 = x, then V2 = y. Furthermore, if the sequence of vowels is underrepresented in the
language, then the implicational relation is expressed negatively. For example, X  ¬ Y ‘V1 = x
then not V2 = y’ is a relation that expresses negative observation. In other words, the first relation
is in response to an observed overabundance of X Y sequences, and the second relation is in
response to an observed under-occurrence of X Y sequences. Under EG, such implicational
relations are learned and mastered through experience with the language. By observing, tracking,
and ranking frequency of occurrence and distributions of different vowel sequences V1 …V2 , the
implicational relations, which are part of the grammar, are built from the ground up (see Section
3.2 of this dissertation for more discussion on implicational relations in EG).
After demonstrating how the implicational relations are built, the authors discussed how
different Bantu languages exhibit different rankings of vowel harmony implications, as shown in
(1). Each language (or group of languages) promotes different rankings in the grammar which
allow for the patterns observed in each language.
(1) Critical test implications for Bantu Height Harmony (Archangeli et al, 2012b, p. 16)
I:
a. A high front vowel may not follow a mid front vowel: *e...i.
b. A high front vowel may not follow a mid back vowel: *o...i.
c. A high back vowel may not follow a mid back vowel: *o...u.
II:
a. A high back vowel may follow a mid front vowel: no *e...u condition in the grammar.
The authors demonstrated how different rankings of these implicational statements are
based on the frequency robustness of specific sequences in specific languages. Details can be
found in the paper; however, the main take away of this demonstration is that the asymmetric
distributions of vowel harmony attested in Bantu languages are better explained using the
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cognitive capabilities of the human learner. Humans are capable of identifying similarities,
calculating frequencies, and creating symbolic systems.
These two studies in 2012 were followed by number of studies about EG in phonology
(Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2012c; 2013; 2014a,b; 2015a,b,c; 2016; 2017; 2018; Gambarage &
Pulleyblank, 2017; and Archangeli & Pulleyblank, to appear 1). These studies have two goals in
common: 1) demonstrating how the EG model works in the analysis of different phonological
aspects in different languages, and 2) presenting evidence in favor of the EG approach that
maximizes the role of the general cognitive capabilities of the human learner (or EG) and
minimizes the role of innate language faculty (or UG ) by showing that positing UG constraints
is not truly needed until EG fails to explain the phenomenon (Archangeli et al. 2012b). The
rationale behind these studies is that in order to gain a full understanding of phonological and
morphophonological phenomena in language, we must begin our inquiry by considering how
human cognition serves to construct grammar before seeking explanations in universal grammar.
While much of the aforementioned work (prior to 2016) was focused mainly on
demonstrating EG in phonological and morphophonological domains, a study was published in
2016 (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2016) that demonstrated EG’s role in morphology. The paper
began by explaining how morphemes and allomorphs are viewed in EG, which assigns a central
role to learning morphs in a bottom-up learning fashion. Therefore, all surface manifestations of
a form are learned along with a set of morphosyntactic and semantic features associated with it,
as indicated in (2).
(2) Morph set 2 (p. 240)
Two morphs { X }, { Y } are members of a single morph set {...}α iff ∃ S-feature α,
where α is a property of both { X } and { Y }.

This condition basically means that the grammar is capable of grouping any two or more
strings (i.e., morph members) in the language that share a linguistic property: e.g., nouns, verbs,

I read parts of this work in Archangeli’s seminar (University of Arizona, Spring 2019).
“Morph set” is the current term. The earlier term is the S-set, which is the one used in Archangeli & Pulleyblank,
(2016).
1
2
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singulars, plurals, gender marker, etc. The authors illustrated how morph sets are formed using
familiar examples from English (pp. 240-241), summarized as follows:
1. An example of a morph set with one member in each set: the word ‘packing’ is linked to two
sets {pæk }PACK, and {iŋ}CONTINUOUS. Keep in mind that the word ‘packing’ here could be a
noun, in which case it also belongs in the noun set.
2. An example of a morph set with two members in a set: final [t]/[ɾ] alternation in the word ‘hit’
in English makes a morph set with two members {hɪt, hɪɾ}HIT. The two members are taken
directly from the surface realizations of the word.
3. An example of a morph set with three members in a set: English plural alternation {s, z, əz
}PLURAL.
4. An example of a morph set with a bigger number of members: a noun set, which is an open
set.
In addition, the authors demonstrated that morph sets are built in a network fashion. A set
may have subsets which are, themselves, members of other sets because they share certain
properties. The authors illustrated the network of morph sets with a familiar example from
English irregular plurals. For example, the nouns ‘man’ ‘men’ belong to multiple sets (p. 241), as
follows:
- Semantic category: {{mæn}SINGULAR, {mɛn}PLURAL}MAN,
- Noun category: {{mæn}SINGULAR, {mɛn}PLURAL}MAN} {cæt}CAT, {cær}CAR, …}NOUN.
- Plural category: {{s, z, əz }PLURAL.SUFFIX, {mɛn} PLURAL.MAN, …}PLURAL.
After introducing how morph sets are built in a language, the authors offered an EG
analysis of various morphological properties in different languages, such as Nata to demonstrate
the so-called ‘default/multiple defaults’ in its prefixes 1, Nuu-chah-nulth to demonstrate how the
frequency of a morph plays an important role in word-building, Southern Min, Yoruba, and
Kinande (tone languages) to demonstrate the role of phonology in word-building, and Yoruba to
demonstrate the concept of zero-morphs in EG framework.

In fact, we may not need to posit a ‘default morph’ in EG because a correct combination can, logically, be done
with certain ordering/ranking conditions without positing default morph(s) (classroom comment by Diana
Archangeli, 2019).
1
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In another significant study in 2018 entitled ‘Phonology as an Emergent System’,
Archangeli and Pulleyblank argued that EG has the potential of handling a wide range of
phenomena more than models that assume a rich human language faculty (HLF). This is because
EG outperforms other models with respect to five problems in linguistic analysis, listed here and
summarized below: The Mapping Problem, The Exceptions Problem, The Default Language
Problem, The Acquisition Problem, and The Null Hypothesis Problem (Archangeli &
Pulleyblank, 2018, pp. 1-2).
1. The Mapping Problem: Mapping describes how linguistic categories are mapped onto patterns
observed in language. Under rich HLF, the learner must identify some patterns in language,
identify the relevant universals that govern these patterns, and map the patterns to those
universals. Under EG, The Mapping Problem does not exist because once patterns are identified,
grammar is created based on these observed patterns.
2. The Exceptions Problem: Exceptions are forms that do not follow the general pattern, and they
could be individual or classes of exceptions. Exceptions are problematic under a rich HLF
approach because the expectation is that there are no exceptions to the rules and, hence, each
exception constitutes a counterexample of the rule. Exceptions under EG are expected and highly
informative about the structure since generalizations are directly based on parts and sub-parts of
the lexicon (as shown in the following section).
3. The Default Language Problem: This problem poses the question of why languages have
(morpho)phonological rules. The notion of the default language is different from one model to
another. In the traditional rule-based analysis, the default language would be the language with
the simplest rules. Under this model, the divergence from the default language would be
measured with the SPE-style rules. Under OT, the default language would be maximally
unmarked so that all markedness constraints outrank all faithfulness constraints. Under EG, the
notion of the default language is similar to OT taking into consideration their fundamental
differences regarding language constraints 1. As detailed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, EG has no
faithfulness constraints since all forms are surface realizations of the word (i.e., there is no

Although we may not need to posit a ‘default morph’ in EG because a correct combination can, logically, be done
with certain ordering/ranking conditions without positing default morph(s) (classroom comment by Diana
Archangeli, 2019), we will see from the analysis in the upcoming chapters that we do not need to posit any ‘default’
morphs in Faifi.

1
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underlying structure in EG). All conditions in EG are markedness in the sense that they are
evaluated on potential surface forms, but all conditions must be learned.
4. The Acquisition Problem arises from the fact that children acquire the details of the language
they are exposed to, including variation. The acquisition of variations in the language is
generally more consistent with models (such as EG) that take the general cognitive principles as
the driving force behind the acquisition (e.g., memory, attention to frequencies and similarities,
categorization, establishing connections between similar categories, making generalizations from
observed patterns, etc.). Simply put, children learn what they are exposed to (i.e., bottom-up
acquisition process), including variations in their language(s) (as this study illustrates in Chapters
4 and 5).
5. The Null Hypothesis Problem: The null hypothesis describes a situation in which language is
random and arbitrary. The null hypothesis represents a problem for any linguistic model because
language is largely predictable. Under models that assume a rich HLF, the null hypothesis can be
considered as contrary to a priori assumption of a rich HLF. EG, in comparison, assumes a
reasonable null hypothesis, and it examines language structure from general cognitive
capabilities that are independent of language. The residue, if any, would be the domain of UG.
EG is better in this regard because it does not view the structural properties of language (i.e.,
predictability) as evidence for UG.
After discussing these five problems, Archangeli & Pulleyblank (2018) devoted the paper
to demonstrate how EG is equipped to handle a wide range of (morpho)phonological
asymmetries in a variety of languages, including vowels in Assamese, features and unnatural
classes in Tiv, autosegmental representations in Margi, Abstractness in Tonkawa, and
derivational opacity in Standard Yoruba. The detailed EG analysis and assessments of these
problems can be found in the paper. However, here we shall consider a brief example from the
paper, which is Tiv unnatural classes.
In Tiv (a Bantoid language spoken in Nigeria and Cameroon), segments that occur in the
word-final position exhibit unnatural class patterning, and this can be seen, for example, in Past
and Recent Past tenses (Arnott 1958; Pulleyblank 1988, as cited in Archangeli & Pulleyblank,
2018). As shown in the data set (3), the Past tense in Tiv has a final [a] or [e] while the Recent
Past has either a final vowel that matches the preceding vowel or has no final vowel at all. More
importantly, the Recent Past with no final vowel occurs only with verbs ending in one of the
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following segments, [v, l, r, ɣ, m, n] (as illustrated in 3b), which appear to not constitute a natural
class.
(3) Tiv unnatural classes (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2018, p. 16)
a.

b.

Past

Recent Past

hèmbà

hèmbé

‘exceed’

!cíngè

cíngí

‘wind rope, etc., around a thing’

kùndè

kùndú

‘mix things together’

!géɣà

géɣ

‘gulp’

!tírè

tír

‘halt’

!búmè

búm

‘be foolish’

The authors argued that while it is difficult to characterize these segments [v, l, r, ɣ, m, n]
with a natural class in a rich HLF model, Emergent Grammar “predicts that such classes can
exist, but should be less common than classes where there are other similarities as well” (p.17).
The ‘unnatural’ segment class is possible under EG because the function is sufficient enough to
trigger learning and generalization of the class segments [v, l, r, ɣ, m, n].
Pursuing the idea of Emergent Grammar, Archangeli and Pulleyblank conducted several
studies starting in 2010 in addition to the ones summarized above (Archangeli, Baker & Mielke,
2011; Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2012a,b,c; 2013; 2014a,b; 2015a,b,c; 2016; 2017; 2018;
Gambarage & Pulleyblank, 2017; and Archangeli & Pulleyblank, to appear). All this work
motivates the exploration of Emergent Grammar and calls for minimizing the role of UG. Calls
for minimizing have been in the field for a long time (Hume & Tserdanelis, 2002; Pulleyblank
2006; Tomasello, 2009; Ambridge, Pine & Lieven, 2014, to mention a few).
A question that is at the center of EG is whether we can explain the phonological and
morphophonological phenomena in language with only the general cognitive capabilities of the
human mind. If the answer is yes, then positing the UG mechanism is not necessary. The
analyses of diglossic variation to be presented in this dissertation are in pursuit of answering this
question. The study demonstrates that diglossic variation in the phonemic and morphophonemic
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systems of Faifi exhibit complex mechanisms that are better accounted for from an EG
perspective.
The following section is devoted to the architecture of EG, including building morph sets,
building morph set relations (hereafter referred to as MSRs), and building conditions. It explains
how language problems are conceived under the EG framework and how assessments are
performed after establishing the relevant grammar.
3.2 EG architecture
EG begins with zero assumption about any prior regulatory principles specific to
language (i.e., no constraints, no lexicon/underlying forms, no generator). The principals for
building a grammar under EG are general cognitive processes and uncontroversial abilities that
are not language-specific, as listed in (4).
(4) Principles for building a grammar (Archangeli et al., 2012b, p.11)
a. Observe and track the frequency of the occurrence of observations.
b. Express observations as implicational relations.
c. Rank members of the family of related implicational relations from greatest to least
effective.
d. Within a given implication family, expand on alternative possible implicational
relations.
e. Eliminate redundancies among members of the family of implicational relations.
f. Increase coverage expressed by the family of implicational relations (generalize).
Under the view, learning (acquiring) language is not that different from learning other
patterns surrounding us in the world (Moreton, Pater & Pertsova, 2015). Grammatical
generalizations come directly from what is observable in the language. For example, a Faifi
speaker will not produce any -CCC- cluster simply because he/she never encounters a -CCCstring in his/her input. More interestingly, a speaker of Upper Faifi will not produce CC clusters
anywhere in a word except for the verb-final position with the suffix [-t] ‘1SG’. In comparison, a
speaker of Lower Faifi does the same, but he/she can also produce CC clusters in word-initial
positions in all classes of words except verbs. These unusual conditions, among others to be
discussed in this study, seem to be committed to memory from input observation, tracking, and
learning before they emerge as robust conditions in the language by frequency and repetition.
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Therefore, the basic assumption of EG is that the grammatical properties found in
languages, including sound features and conditions, are all due to human general cognitive
abilities through identifying similarities, calculating frequencies and creating symbolic systems
(Mohanan et al., 2010; Archangeli et al., 2012a, b, etc.). EG thus abandons the idea that there is a
universal set of constraints or features to which language speakers map the input 1 (Prince &
Smolensky, 1993, 2004; Kager, 1999, among others) (a comparison between EG and OT is
presented in Section 3.3).
In EG, building a symbolic system (grammar) requires three types of processes working
together simultaneously: building morph sets, building morph set relations, and building
conditions, as described below.
•

Building morph sets: This concept explains how a language learner categorizes and
organizes strings of sounds into well-formed sets. This includes learning a set of
morphosyntactic and semantic features associated with each morph set (Archangeli &
Pulleyblank, 2016, etc.). Repetition and similarity identification trigger the categorization
of similar segments together into sets. For example, the three English allomorphs [-əd], [d], and [-t] for past tense can be joined together as members of the same set that is tagged
with PAST, {-əd, -d, -t}PAST. Furthermore, sets in EG can be members of other larger
sets, e.g., ({sang}SING, {went}GO, {-əd, -d, -t}PAST.SUFFIX, …}PAST. In addition, morphs can
be a member of multiple sets based on similarities. For example, the word [walk] in
English can be a member of a verb set and a noun set (he walks, the walk was nice).
Chapters 4 and 5 further illustrate the concept of ‘building morph set’ with respect to the
diglossic variation under consideration.

•

Building morph set relations (or MSRs): The MSRs in the EG model allow the learner
to create a morph given a morph that meets the properties of the MSR. When both the
meanings and the morphological forms are systematically related, the learner will
hypothesize a morph even if this morph has not been encountered in the language input.
For example, an English MSR could say that if you have a morph that ends with [t] or
[d], you also have a morph that ends with [ɾ]. Such an MSR allows the speaker to hear
[hat] `hot’ and generate [haɾ] so it is there when you need it for a word like [ho[ɾ]er]
‘hotter’. MSRs, in this sense, have a productive power in that the speaker can construct

1

Abandoning UG features/constraints allows EG to escape the mapping problem discussed earlier.
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new forms of the language based on the observed patterns. Chapters 4 and 5 expand on
MSRs and illustrate the concept with respect to the diglossic variation under
consideration.
•

Building conditions: These could be phonotactic, morphotactic, or morphophonological
conditions that emerge from the interaction between phonology and morphology
(Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2018). The conditions in EG resemble OT constraints, but
the fundamental difference is that the conditions in EG must be acquired/generalized
from experience with the language since there is no assumption of a priori knowledge of
constraints given by innate linguistic universals (more on the differences in Section 3.3).
For example, plural suffix alternations in English are due to a general ban on a sequence
of voiceless obstruent followed by a voiced one, and plural suffix alternations are part of
a broader generalization in English that tautosyllabic obstruent clusters must share a
single voicing specification (Pater & Tessier, 2006). Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation
demonstrate how emerging conditions govern the diglossic variation grammar in Faifi.
From a language processing point of view, EG begins as a bottom-up approach to

language. EG makes “the minimal core assumptions that the human infant has memory and the
ability to find similarities, attend to frequencies, and build a symbolic system” (Archangeli &
Pulleyblank, 2018, p. 503). However, constructed grammar (morph sets, MSRs, and conditions)
works in top-down fashion too. For example, when a conflict between members in a morph set
arise as to which combination is correct, emergent conditions rule out the unwanted
combinations (e.g., selecting [wɑk-t] over *[wɑk-əd] or *[wɑk-d] for the English past tense of
‘walk’). According to Archangeli & Pulleyblank (to appear) “the uncertainty motivates seeking
out a resolution, ‘top-down’ learning. At this point, the learning can be quite focused: The
properties of the competing morph combinations direct the learner’s attention to the types of
conditions that might be relevant”. The EG framework, in this case, utilizes an assessment
tableau to list the competing morph combinations and conditions ranking (see EG assessments
below).
A key difference between EG as a bottom-up approach and other top-down models that
assume a rich HLF (such as OT) is that the arbitrary exceptions under EG are expected, and
normal “…because frequency does not require absolute, categorical behavior, but simply a
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skewed distribution in order to identify a pattern” (Archangeli, & Pulleyblank, 2015a, p. 3). In
contrast, arbitrary exceptions are troubling in top-down approaches that assume UG due to their
categorical nature (Archangeli, & Pulleyblank, 2015a; see also Kager, 1999, p. 404). Arbitrary
exceptions 1 are extraordinarily common in diglossic speech grammar since variation exists on a
massive scale, as this dissertation demonstrates.
Assessments
The role of the assessments in EG is to evaluate whether the correct selection is made
among multiple options of morph compilations. Assessments are required when there are
multiple morphs with the same set of morphosyntactic features that must be considered for
building a word. The assessments’ role will become clearer as we proceed to the analysis of Faifi
grammar in Chapters 4 and 5.
EG Assessments are organized into a tableau similar to the OT tableau, but the
components of the EG tableau are fundamentally different from OT. The upper left-hand cell
shows morph set members as acquired and categorized from the language. The left-hand column
shows the logical combinations of all members in the morph sets to be assessed. For example, a
case of two morph sets with two members in each gives us four competing morph combinations
to be considered, a case of two morph sets with three members in each set makes nine
combinations to be considered, and so on. The cells on the top list the emergent conditions
horizontally, in a descending ranking from left to right. When the ranking makes a difference, a
solid line is used. The asterisk “*” marks a compilation that violates a particular condition, and
the exclamation “!” marks fatal violations. Plenty of assessment examples will be shown in
Chapters 4 and 5. Consider the following schematic example of an EG tableau:

In Faifi, two types of arbitrary exceptions can be distinguished. One type is an exception that is systematic (i.e., not
just memorized). For example, Lower Faifi allows initial consonant clusters in all words except in verbs, whereas
Upper Faifi does not allow initial consonant clusters at all. The other type is an exception that is not systematic and
must be tracked and memorized by the language learner. For example, the vowel [æ] in Faifi (both in Upper and
Lower Faifi) marks gender distinction in specific roots that must be memorized (See Section 2.3.2.1 in Chapter 2).
Regarding EG, the two types of exceptions in Faifi (systematic and non-systematic) are expected and handled well
by the model since it is a morph-based model. In comparison, a categorical model can handle the systematic
exceptions (although it disrupts the bigger generalization), but the non-systematic exceptions are problematic
because they constitute counterexamples of the rule. Furthermore, exceptions are not significant to a categorical
model that assumes UG because they do not inform us about the universal patterns.
1
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(5) Schematic illustration of EG tableau for simple domination
{member1}X, {member1, member2}Y

Condition 1

 a. [member1Xmember1Y]
b. [member1Xmember2Y]

Condition 2
*

*!

The following two sections contain more details about the EG model and present a direct
comparison between EG and OT. Section 3.3 is devoted to the similarities and differences
between EG and OT. Section 3.4 discusses the type of questions that are asked in EG research.
3.3 OT and EG: similarities and differences (a comparison)
Both models, OT and EG, can be considered conflict-regulating mechanisms (i.e.,
constraint-based theories) that have fundamentally different viewpoints on language from
classical rule-based generative theories. The key mechanism in rule-based models is the rewrite
rule, while in OT/EG types of models, it is the constraint/conditions on surface forms. Consider
the epenthesis process shown in (6) as an example that illustrates the distinction between these
types of theories.
(6) Epenthesis in rule-based vs. constraint-based models
Rule-based

Constraint-based 1

0  v / C_C

*CC

(Zero becomes a vowel between two

(A sequence of two consonant clusters with no

consonants)

intervening vowel is penalized)

Example from Upper Faifi:

Example from Upper Faifi:

/rgu:min/  [rigu:min] ‘numbers’

An OT assessment of ‘numbers’
Input: /rgu:min/

*CC

rgu:min

*!

 rigu:min
(We will return to this example after discussion the
differences between OT and EG)
EG and OT viewpoints on constraints are fundamentally different. Conditions in EG emerge from observed data
while OT constraints are universal (innate), as explained later in this chapter.

1
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Let us now turn to a direct comparison between OT and EG frameworks highlighting the
areas of similarities and differences that are most relevant to the present research topic.
Regarding their similarities, OT and EG have two main features in common. First, they seek to
assess grammar output in terms of conditions/constraints. Second, constraints in both models
involve a hierarchical ranking of some sort, and the ranking is responsible for filtering out
unwanted forms and selecting the optimal surface form.
The two models are different in the following fundamental three points:
The first difference is their conception of how outputs are generated. The generative
capacity of OT is in Gen (Generator), which theoretically can generate unlimited candidates. EG
abandons the role of Gen in the grammar. Instead, all candidates that are considered for EG
evaluation are logical possibilities when compiling the morph sets that are labeled for the
intended form. For example, three different candidates are considered for plural ‘cars’ in English,
which are compiled from morph sets labeled for “car” and “plural”: (i) kɑɹ+z, (ii) kɑɹ+s and (iii)
kɑɹ+əz. All three candidate combinations are generated from real observation of how the plural
system in English works. Considering their differences, candidates in the OT view are
theoretically infinite while in the EG view are necessarily finite.
The second difference is in their conception of the source of the constraints/conditions. In
OT, all constraints are part of UG and, hence, part of all natural languages, but they may be
highly ranked or ranked so low that their effect is never seen (Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004;
Kager, 1999, etc.). The basic postulate of EG is that all constraints, as well as their ranking, are
determined by exposure to real language data, i.e., they emerge from one’s experience with the
language. For example, as discussed later in this dissertation, Faifi prohibits certain consonants
of Low and High from occurring together in a stem. Therefore, there are no words in the
language in which the reverse-affricate [s͡t] and the emphatic [sˤ] exist in the same phonological
word. A word like [masˤsˤa:sˤa] ‘pacifier’ can also be articulated as [mas͡ta:s͡ta], but never
articulated as *[mas͡ta:sˤa] or *[masˤsˤa:s͡ta] (more examples to be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5).
A condition that prohibits [s͡t] and [sˤ] in the same phonological word must be learned from
language experience and the interaction between Low and High sound categories.
The third difference is that EG eliminates the function of faithfulness, which is a central
part of the OT framework. Faithfulness in OT is the function that requires the observed surface
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form (the output) to match the underlying lexicon (the input), and it serves as a fundamental
counterbalance to markedness. EG eliminates faithfulness since all forms to be assessed
correspond to the surface forms (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, to appear).
Now, let us compare the two perspectives using the earlier example regarding Upper Faifi
consonant clusters (see 6). We saw that from an OT perspective, the utterance *[rgu:min]
‘numbers’ in Upper Faifi is eliminated because it violates the constraint *CC. In OT, the
utterance *[rgu:min] is proposed by Gen and submitted for evaluation, even though it never
occurs in the language. Therefore, [rigu:min] wins in Upper Faifi because the markedness
constraint ranks higher than faithfulness. From an EG perspective, the analysis is quite different
since there is no assumption of an underlying form. The speaker of Upper Faifi only encounters
[rigu:min] 1 ‘numbers’ in the language. Under the EG framework, the speaker has no reason to
hypothesize an utterance such as *[rgu:min] for two reasons. First, *[rgu:min] never occurs in
the Upper Faifi input that the child acquires. Second, Upper Faifi does not have any other pattern
that makes *[rgu:min] a logical candidate for evaluation due to some sort of generalization.
Therefore, since there are no competing forms with [rigu:min] ‘numbers’, there is no need for
*CC or any other conditions to be involved (at least in this case). We will discuss in Chapters 4
and 5 that the condition *CC emerges in Upper Faifi to prevent CC clusters at the syllable edges
when two morphemes are combined.
We discussed in this section some key differences between the two models that are
relevant to the present study, but the list above is not exhaustive. The point to be made here is
that OT and EG are different models with completely different assumptions about the core of
grammatical principles that govern language, which, in turn, influence the nature of research
questions to be asked and the goals to be accomplished in each model. The following section
expands on this idea with a brief discussion of specific questions and goals pertaining to each
model.
3.4 Questions that are asked in the EG framework (and a comparison with OT)
EG has its own set of assumptions and goals to be accomplished by language research
within its program that is different from OT. EG assumes that language is a complex adaptive
system, and linguistic structure is emergent. Therefore, language problems in the EG view can be
1

The plural [rigu:min] is also an irregular plural.
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primarily explained through processes of general human cognition. The main goal of research
under the EG framework is to investigate how grammar representation and grammar abstractness
originate from language experience, and thus EG asks: How can grammar of natural languages
(diglossic variation in this study) be derived from the domain-general cognitive processes? EG
also asks: Is there any phenomenon in language that cannot be resolved by general cognitive
mechanisms? If general cognitive mechanisms fail to explain a language problem, then EG
establishes the need for Universal Grammar (Archangeli et al., 2012).
In comparison, OT’s assumptions and questions are quite different from EG (if not
completely the opposite, see Archangeli & Pulleyblank, to appear). OT assumes ‘universality’
and, therefore, a central goal of the model is to establish an association between various patterns
in individual languages and Universal Grammar (Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004; Kager, 1999,
among others). Therefore, the goal of an OT-guided study is to search for grammatical principals
that are common in all languages and to investigate how each language reflects this similarity in
its specific way (i.e., language-specific resolutions of conflicts within universal constraints). By
design, OT asks what the marked/unmarked structures of a language are? How do UG
constraints interact in a given language to produce the right ‘optimal’ output? And, more
importantly, OT asks how are new constraints in a language (if any) related to UG 1? The
universality of a constraint under OT is established if there is a compelling typological
motivation and/or phonetic grounding 2 (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 1994; Kager, 1999;
Pierrehumbert, 2000, among others). The difference is that phonetic grounding is expressed as
universal constraints and universal rankings under OT while it is expressed as a very high
frequency of occurrence under EG.
Therefore, when presented with data sets for analysis and evaluation, the two models
approach the data from different starting points. OT starts by drawing from a given, limited, and
universal set of constraints (UG constraints) to account for the data set. It then conducts its
evaluation by finding the right hierarchal rankings of the constraints. EG’s starting point is
An implication of OT is that all constraints are part of the grammars of all natural languages (Kager, 1999).
Therefore, OT constraints are part of all languages, but they may be highly ranked or ranked so low that their effect
is never seen.
2
Typological motivations are when the system of the language exhibits a preference for certain types of structures
over other types that reoccurs in a range of unrelated languages (e.g., some languages prefer closed syllables while
others prefer open syllables). Phonetic grounding refers to factors outside the grammar system. This is “when the
systems of articulation and perception naturally impose limitations on which sounds (or sound sequences) should be
favored” (Kager, 1999, p. 5).
1
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different from OT. EG starts by identifying segments of the language (i.e., sound segments,
morphs, and allomorphs) and considers the way the learner experiences them and decomposes
them. Next, EG finds the regulatory principles (MSRs, conditions, and the hierarchical ranking
of conditions) that govern the language by attempting to solve the problem of putting the right
segments together and finds the correct combination of morphs. EG starts with no assumption of
built-in constraints. It starts with “a minimal and plausible set of specific innate cognitive
abilities, such as the ability to attend to and generalize from distributional frequencies”
(Archangeli et al., 2012, p. 2).
Regarding language problems involving variation (the topic under investigation), the two
models also have different assumptions. OT is deterministic in nature and requires that each
input needs to be mapped onto a single output. Hence, OT is not built to handle optionality in
language, although there have been a few attempts to reconcile variation and OT (Reynolds,
1994; Anttila, 1997; Ito & Master, 1999; Inkelas, 2000; Pater, 2005, 2014; Inkelas, Orgun &
Zoll, 2008; Hinskens, Hermans & Oostendorp, 2014 among others). EG, on the other hand, is
constructed in a way that turns all patterns experienced in language into abstract symbolic
representations that make up the grammar. Following the overview of the EG framework
presented thus far, it is reasonable to expect that EG is better equipped to account for variation,
thanks to its bottom-up approach. Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation are a demonstration of
how EG handles one type of variation in language that is the diglossic variation (see Section 1.3
on the different types of variations).
3.5 Matrix Language Frame (MLF)
Accounting for diglossic variation requires the ability to block certain variant
combinations between Low and High speech forms in Faifi; the Matrix Language Frame
(hereafter MLF) (Myers-Scotton, 1992, 1997, 2001) provides an appropriate model to account
for this type of blocking. MLF defines the principles that govern code-switching between two
languages (or varieties of a language) in a speech. In MLF, the more dominant language is the
Matrix Language (ML), and the less dominant language is the Embedded Language (EL),
sometimes described as the host language and the guest language, respectively (Kamwangamalu,
1999). ML might be identified as the first language of the speaker or the language that dominates
the grammatical structure (phonology, morphology, and morphosyntactic frames) in a given
speech. EL, on the other hand, provides certain morphemes that fit well into the grammatical
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structure of the ML, and it is usually less frequent in the speech than ML. Consider the two
sentences in (7) which illustrate the idea of ML/EL using familiar examples from English and
Arabic. In the first sentence (7a), English serves as the ML and Arabic as the EL. In the second
sentence (7b), Arabic serves as the ML and English as the EL.
(7) Illustration of MLF using English and Arabic
a. I bought ʔas-sayya:ra:t last month
‘I bought the-cars last month’
b. ʃari:t the-cars ʔiʃ-ʃahr ʔil-ma:dˤi:
‘I bought the cars last month’
Various types of code-switching can be distinguished within the framework of ML and
EL based on the structure and the length of code-switching units, such as Intra-sentential and
Intra-word code-switching among other types 1 (Goyvaerts & Zembele, 1992; Van Dulm, 2007;
Bassiouney; 2009; Alhazmi, 2015; Van Hell et al. 2018 among others). Intra-sentential codeswitching refers to switching from one language/variety to another at the sentence/clause level
while Intra-word code-switching refers to switching from one language/variety to another within
a word boundary (discussed later in this section). Consider the following example taken from
Myers-Scotton’s (1997, p. 78) on Swahili/English code-switching, which illustrates the two
types: Intra-word, and Intra-sentential switching.
(8) Intra-word and Intra-sentential switching (an example from Swahili/English)
[leo, si-ku-come na books zangu]
leo,

si-ku-come

today, 1SG-negative\past-come.

na

books

Preposition books

zangu
Possessive pronoun

‘today, I didn’t come with my books’

Other types include Extra-sentential, Tag Insertion, Inter-sentential/Inter-clausal, etc. (see, for example, Alhazmi,
2015).
1
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The example in (8) contains Intra-word and Intra-sentential code-switching. The first part
of the sentence [si-ku-come] ‘didn’t come’ represents a single word in Swahili that consists of
the matrix segment [si-ku] ‘1SG-negative’ and the embedded English verb [come] (i.e., Intraword code-switching). The second part of the sentence is the prepositional phrase [na books
zangu] ‘with my books’, which consists of the matrix language preposition [na] and the
possessive pronoun [zangu] with the embedded English noun [books 1] (i.e., Intra-sentential
code-switching).
The MLF model accounts for patterns of code-switching not only between different
languages 2 (Myers-Scotton’s 1997, 2001; Pert, 2007; McConvell, 2008) but also between
dialects, styles, or registers of a language (Myers-Scotton, 1997, p.3). In the context of Arabic,
the model has inspired several studies in the past two decades to investigate code-switching
between MSA (High) and varieties of colloquial Arabic (Low) (Eid, 1988; Holes, 1993;
Mazraani, 1997; Boussofara-Omar, 1999, 2003; Bassiouni 2009; Albirini, 2016 among others,
see Section 7.3 Albirini’s book for an overview of code-switching in the Arabic context). These
studies, in one way or another, illustrate how Arabic speakers assess the possible choices
available to them from Low and High speech forms and choose the best output combination
based on two factors: the most productive in their current social context (i.e., pragmatic and
sociolinguistic reasons), and what combinations between Low and High the grammar
allows/disallows in code-switching (functional/grammatical reasons).
Let us now turn to how MLF is implemented in this dissertation. Since this study is solely
focused on phonological and morphophonological aspects of Faifi diglossic speech, the Intraword code-switching is the most relevant part of the MLF model to the present analysis.
Therefore, the term Intra-word code-switching in this dissertation may describe one of three
common types of code-switching patterns in Faifi: (i) code-switching within a stem, (ii) codeswitching within a phonological word, or (iii) code-switching within a phonological word plus

Myers-Scotton (2001) made an important distinction between Borrowed lexemes and Code-switching lexemes.
Although Borrowed and Code-switching forms resemble each other more than they differ, the constraints on their
occurrence in ML vs. EL are different. “Borrowed forms have become part of the ML mental lexicon; whereas
Code-switching forms remain as EL material which only occurs in ML morphosyntactic frames during
codeswitching discourse” (p.21).
2
Among the languages studied for code-switching are Tagalog and English (Bautista, 2004), Welsh and English
(Deuchar 2006), English and Mirpuri (a Pakistani language) (Pert, 2007), Gurindji and Australian Kriol (McConvell,
2008), etc.
1
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any non-freestanding morpheme that gets attached to it without being included in the
phonological word (e.g., Faifi definite article [ʔim-kita:b] ‘the-book’, see Section 2.4.2) 1.
Now, having explained what ML vs. EL terminologies mean, in the remaining parts of
this section, I will use the familiar Low and High terminology (instead of ML/EL) to refer to
elements of code-switching between Faifi and MSA for two reasons: 1) for consistency, and 2)
because the criteria for being EL or ML are not always clear between Faifi and MSA, as many
sounds/forms are shared between the two (e.g., [sˤ] and [k]).
In Faifi, certain realizations of code-switching between Low and High speech forms are
commonly blocked due to three Intra-word blocking filters: affixation, word pattern, and
diglossic OCP 2 (i.e., Adjacency restrictions on Low and High variants in a single word). In the
remaining parts of this section, I briefly define and illustrate each one of the three types because
a signification portion of the analyses in Chapters 4 and 5 are built around these Intra-word
blocking filters. Note that in all illustrations below, I use the two diglossic variants [s͡t/sˤ] and
[g/q] for the sole purpose of clarification. Any pair of the diglossic variants in Faifi could equally
illustrate these three types.
Regarding [s͡t/sˤ], the sound [s͡t] is exclusive to Low and never occurs in High, but [sˤ]
occur in Low and High (see the detail description in the diglossic variation section in Chapter 2,
Section 2.3.1). For example, [s͡tirfa] ‘rack’ is used only in Low contexts. For High contexts,
speakers use a different word for ‘rack’ that does not contain [s͡t], e.g., [raff] ‘rack’. The variant
[sˤ] occurs in Low and High. For example, the word [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’ is used in Low and High.
Furthermore, a class of words use both [s͡t] and [sˤ], e.g. [s͡taum]/[sˤaum] ‘fasting’. In this case,
[s͡taum] is used exclusively in Low while [sˤaum] is used in High and Low, and it competes with
[s͡taum] as a type of free variation in Low. Chapter 4 includes more details about these two
sounds and other diglossic variants in Faifi.

It is important to mention that code-switching also occurs between Faifi and Najdi. The Faifi-Najdi code-switching
commonly occurs when some Faifi speakers, who can speak Najdi, accommodate their speech to the style and form
of Najdi when interacting with people who do not speak Faifi. For example, the sentence ‘give me the water’ is
[ʔiʕtˤini m-ma] in Faifi and [ʕatˤni l-mu:ya] in Najdi but, sometimes, you hear some Faifi speakers say [ʔiʕtˤini mmu:ya] ‘give me the water’ in which the part [ʔiʕtˤini m-] ‘give me the-’ is Faifi and [mu:ya] ‘water’ is Najdi. There
are plenty of examples like these that occur commonly in the Faifi speech community, and they should be the
subject of future investigations that examine Faifi-Najdi code-switching. This dissertation is focused on the codeswitching between Faifi (Low) and MSA (High).
2
Obligatory Contour Principle (or OCP) at the melodic level says that (certain) adjacent identical elements are
prohibited (Goldsmith, 1976; Odden, 1986; McCarthy, 1986; Yip, 1988; Prince & Smolensky, 2004, among others).
1
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In comparison, the diglossic variants [g/q] are different from [s͡t/sˤ] (see Chapter 2, Figure
2.14). The sound [g] is used exclusively in Low, and [q] is used exclusively in High. For
example, between the variants [galam/qalam] ‘pen’, [galam] is Low and [qalam] is High.
Let us briefly define and illustrate each type of code-switching mechanisms mentioned
above. Will use the diglossic variants [s͡t/sˤ] and [g/q] for illustration.
Blocking due to affixation
When High affixes attach to Low stems or vice versa, the combination is usually blocked.
Consider the following examples in which combinations of Low stems and High prefixes are
blocked in Faifi. The column on the left shows the correct combinations, and the column on the
right shows the blocked combinations (recall that the term Low refers Faifi, including its two
varieties, Upper and Lower Faifi, which exhibit the same patterns with respect to variation
blocking).
(9a) Blocking [s͡t] for affixation (blocking High prefix-Low stem)
Correct combinations (High prefix-High stem)
I.

[ʔasˤ-sˤawm] ‘the-fasting’

II.

[ʔasˤ-sˤala] ‘the-prayer’

Blocked combinations (High prefix-Low stem)
*[ʔas͡t-s͡tawm] *[ʔal-s͡tawm]

III. [ʔal-basˤal] ‘the-onion’

*[ʔas͡t-s͡tala]
*[ʔal-bas͡tal]

IV. [ʔal-barasˤ] ‘the-albinism’

*[ʔal-baras͡t]

*[ʔal-s͡tala]

(9b) Blocking [q] for affixation (blocking Low prefix-High stem)
Correct combinations (Low prefix-Low stem)

Blocked combinations (Low prefix-High stem)

I.

[ʔim-galam] ‘the-pen’

*[ʔim-qalam]

II.

[ʔim-ragaba] ‘the-neck’

*[ʔim-raqaba]

III. [ʔim-fari:g] ‘the-team’

*[ʔim-fari:q]

The examples in (9a) illustrate blocking the combination between the reverse affricate
[s͡t], which is exclusive to Low speech, and the definite article of High speech [ʔal-] or [ʔaC-]
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(when regressive assimilation applies 1). The blocking happens despite the fact that the diglossic
variation [s͡t/sˤ] is allowed in these stems when the definite article is not involved: e.g.,
[sˤawm/s͡taum] ‘fasting’, [sˤala/s͡tala] ‘prayer’, [basˤal/bas͡tal] ‘onion’, and [barasˤ/baras͡t]
‘albinism’. Note also that the blocking occurs whether the Low-exclusive sound occurs wordinitially (as in I, II), word-medially (as in III), or word-finally (as in IV).
The examples in (9b) illustrate blocking the combination between the uvular [q], which is
exclusive to High speech, and the definite article of Low speech [ʔim-]. Similar to (9a), the
blocking happens in (9b) despite the fact that the diglossic variation [g/q] is allowed in these
stems when the definite article prefix is not involved: e.g., [galam/qalam] ‘pen’, [ragaba/raqaba]
‘neck’, and [fari:g/fari:q] ‘team’.
These are just a few examples that illustrate blocking due to affixation. Similar blocking
occurs with all other types of prefixes and suffixes. Chapter 5 is devoted to the analysis of this
type of code-switching and blocking effects. See more examples in Chapter 5.
Blocking due to word pattern
A derivational pattern that exists exclusively in High blocks the usage of Low exclusive
sounds. Similarly, a derivational pattern that exists exclusively in the Low blocks the usage of
the High exclusive sounds. Consider the following examples in which the usage of the reverse
affricate [s͡t] is blocked because the word pattern is exclusive to High speech.
(10) Blocking [s͡t] for word pattern reasons
Diglossic variation

Correct derivation

a. [sˤawm/s͡taum] ‘fasting’
b. [sˤala/s͡tala] ‘prayer’

[sˤiya:m] ‘fasting (High form)’
[sˤalawa:t] ‘prayers (High form)’
[musˤallaya:t] ‘places to pray (High form)’

c. [basˤal/bas͡tal] ‘onion’
d. [ʔisˤbaʕ/ʔis͡tbaʕ] ‘finger’

[basˤala:t] ‘onions (High form)’
[ʔasˤ:biʕ] ‘fingers (High form)’

Blocked derivation
*[s͡tiya:m]
*[s͡talawa:t]
*[mus͡tallaya:t]
*[bas͡tala:t]
*[ʔas͡t:biʕ]

The lateral /l/ in the definite article /ʔal-/ in Arabic fully assimilates to the following coronal when it defines a stem
with initial coronal: e.g., [ʔad-dar] ‘the-home’ [ʔas-sayya:ra] ‘the-car’ [ʔat-tilfa:z] ‘the-TV’ etc.

1
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Let us discuss the first example from the list of examples given in (10). The pattern
/CiCa:C/ for verbal nouns is attested in High speech exclusively: e.g., [sˤiya:m] ‘fasting’ [ʕira:k]
‘fighting’ [ħiwa:r] ‘dialogue interacting’… etc. The equivalent Low speech pattern for verbal
nouns is /CaCCin/ e.g., [s͡tawmin]/[sˤawmin] ‘fasting’ [ʕagrin] ‘fighting’ (but not *[ʕaqrin] 1)
…etc. In *[s͡tiya:m] ‘fasting’, there is a mismatch between the High word structure and the Low
speech reverse affricate sound. Hence, the diglossic variant *[s͡tiya:m] ‘fasting’ is blocked.
Similarly, the internal structure of each example in (10) blocks the usage of the Low variant [s͡t].
Chapter 4 illustrates this concept in more detail and demonstrates how EG accounts for the
variation blocking.
Blocking due to diglossic OCP
Diglossic OCP is a term I use to describe restrictions on High and Low sounds occurring
together in a word (a type of Intra-word blocking of code-switching) 2. For example, the reverse
affricate [s͡t], which is exclusive to Low speech, cannot occur in a word with its counterpart, the
High variant [sˤ]. Consider the following examples in (11), in which [s͡t] and [sˤ] occurring
together in single words are blocked. Targeted sounds are in bold.

The reason why [sˤ] is allowed while [q] is blocked in the Low pattern /CaCCin/ is that the two sounds ([sˤ] and
[g]) belong to two different categories regarding diglossic variation. The sound [sˤ] can be labeled as Low/High,
whereas [q] is only labeled as High. Hence, [q] cannot appear in a Low pattern such as /CaCCin/. Chapter 4 provides
an EG account for the distinction between [sˤ] and [q] and other diglossic variants. See also the detailed description
of these sounds in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3).
2
There are two key features that make the distinction between “diglossic OCP” and the well-documented
phenomenon called Obligatory Contour Principle (or OCP) (Goldsmith, 1976; Odden, 1986; McCarthy, 1986; Yip,
1988; Prince & Smolensky, 2004, among others). First, diglossic OCP is motivated by the existence of Low and
High sounds in one stem, whereas OCP is motivated by featural melodies when identical sound elements are
adjacent (i.e., OCP does not have anything to do with Low/High distinction). Second, diglossic OCP blocks
elements of Low and High that are neither identical nor adjacent, but sometimes they happen to be identical/adjacent
(as this dissertation demonstrates in detail). OCP, in comparison, blocks elements because they are identical and
adjacent (with some differences among languages about what constitutes identical/adjacent).
It should also be noted that diglossic OCP might coincide with OCP. For example, [s͡t] (Low) and [sˤ] (High) are
blocked from being used in a single stem. For example, a word such as [masˤsˤa:sˤa] ‘pacifier’ can also be articulated
as [mas͡ta:s͡ta], but never articulated as *[mas͡ta:sˤa] or *[masˤsˤa:s͡ta]. Both diglossic OCP and OCP explain this
blocking. But only diglossic OCP explains the blocking in items like *[gasˤi:r] and *[qas͡ti:r] ‘short’.
1
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(11) Diglossic OCP and blocking of [s͡t] and [sˤ] in the same word
a.
b.
c.
d.

Correct forms (diglossic variation)

Blocked forms

[masˤsˤa:sˤsˤa/mas͡ta:s͡ta] ‘pacifier.F’
[masˤsˤa:sˤsˤ/mas͡ta:s͡t] ‘straw.M’

*[mas͡ta:sˤa] OR *[masˤa:s͡ta]
*[mas͡ta:sˤ]. OR *[masˤa:s͡t]
*[gasˤi:r]
OR *[qas͡ti:r]

[qasˤi:r/gas͡ti:r] ‘short.1MSG/adj’
[qasˤsˤa/gas͡ta] ‘cut.3MSG.PFV’

*[gasˤsˤa]

OR *[qas͡ta]

The examples in (11) illustrate two types of blocking due to diglossic OCP. First, the
examples in (11a-b) show that the Low sound [s͡t] and its counterpart [sˤ] in High are prohibited
from occurring in the same phonological word: e.g., [mas͡ta:sˤa] and *[masˤa:s͡ta] ‘pacifier’.
However, diglossic OCP blocking is not limited to Low/High counterparts. The examples in
(11c-d) illustrate diglossic OCP blocking between two different sounds that are not counterparts:
the sounds [s͡t] (Low) and [q] (High), and the sounds [g] (Low) and [sˤ] (High). For example, the
pronunciations *[gasˤi:r] and *[qas͡ti:r] ‘short’ are blocked due to the mismatch between Low
and High speech sounds. Chapter 4 deals with this problem in more detail.
Note that in all three types of Intra-word blocking filters illustrated above, the processes
(grammar) that allow certain combinations and block the others must rely heavily on the
speaker’s experience with language in the Faifi context specifically by tracking the interaction
between the diglossic variants of Low (Faifi) and High (Arabic MSA). The Faifi language
learner acquires the reverse affricate [s͡t], for example, with a complex network of categories,
relations, and constraints that govern its usage. We saw how the sound [s͡t] could be blocked due
to specific affixation processes, due to specific word patterns, and due to its occurrence in a
single word with specific High sounds. It follows that an adequate model of phonology and
morphology of diglossic speech grammar will account for these types of constraints. Chapters 4
and 5 demonstrate how EG and MLF frames can be used together to account for such complex
linguistic puzzles. This is done by maximizing the role of language experience and usage in
language acquisition and minimizing the role of UG.
Finally, it is important to indicate the difference between sociolinguistic and grammatical
analyses of code-switching, and to which type the present study belongs. Sociolinguistic
consideration of code-switching involves the investigation of various issues such as how
speakers manipulate the two codes in a single speech for different communicative purposes: e.g.,
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clarity, interlocutor accommodation, filling a gap in the linguistic repertoire, prestige, or being in
different formal/informal situations, etc. Sociolinguistic consideration also involves studying the
code-switcher (e.g., gender, age group, education level, etc.) and studying the status of the
languages/varieties used in the code-switching (e.g., dominant vs. minority languages). A series
of studies have been carried out within this approach (Gumperz, 1977; Wu, 1985; Ibrahim, 1986;
Mitchell, 1986; Abu-Melhim, Abdel-Rahman 1991; Abu-Haidar, 1992; Ayeomoni, 2006;
Cheshire & Gardner-Chloros, 2009 among others).
In comparison, grammatical consideration of code-switching involves the investigation of
how code-switching is governed by the grammatical rules and what code-switching occurrences
are allowed or disallowed by the grammar, regardless of any sociolinguistic reasons. (Joshi,
1985; Eid, 1988; Myers-Scotton, 1992, 2001; Clyne, 2000; Bassiouni 2009 among others).
Although the sociolinguistic investigation of the code-switching phenomenon is important in
order to understand the social and situational motives behind the surface manifestation of codeswitching, this study is solely focused on the grammatical aspects of code-switching with respect
to what is allowed or disallowed and why.
3.6 Motivation for using EG in the analysis of diglossic grammar
The motivations for using EG in the analysis of diglossic grammar can be summarized in
the following six points:
1) Lexical representations in EG are all surface forms, and there is no assumption of
abstract/underlying representations 1. In the case of diglossic variation, EG provides a more
accurate model of actual behavior and interaction between Low and High categories. For
example, EG captures the facts of usage of [s͡tala/sˤala] ‘prayer’, makes the connection
between the two related words, and establishes the conditions that govern their usage. But
more importantly, EG does not advocate for one or the other (between [s͡tala] and [sˤala]) to
be the underlying form. In comparison, a model that assumes underlying language would
face a challenge regarding [s͡tala/sˤala] ‘prayer’, and many words like them in the language,
because deciding on an underlying form between [s͡tala/sˤala] is difficult. No matter which
one we select, it is difficult to justify how the other form surfaces with a general rule that

1

In comparison, Lexicon in OT forms the input to Gen.
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does not have massive exceptions 1. EG, therefore, is beneficial in the study of diglossic
speech grammar since it is a surface-based model. In the EG’s view, linguistic forms that
exhibit diglossic variation such as [s͡tala/sˤala] certainly do not develop in isolation, and they
influence each other, as this study illustrates in Chapters 4 and 5.
2) Grammar in EG works as a constantly updating system that is shaped and reshaped by new
observations from the language. Diglossic grammar works in a similar fashion in that the two
systems of High and Low influence each other in a gradient fashion (i.e., the influence occurs
over time in a gradual way). In Faifi, for example, parts of the High system are partially, if
not completely, replacing the Low system: e.g., the emphatic [sˤ] and velar [k] are replacing
[s͡t] and [th], respectively. These changes happen on a word-to-word basis representing a
continuum rather than clear-cut categories. EG, as a constantly updating grammar system,
unites the synchronic and diachronic dimensions in the segmental inventory of Faifi (see
Chapter 4).
3) EG framework can be adapted to incorporate the complex bundle of social and phonetic
meanings found in diglossic speech communities. One example from Faifi can be seen in the
way that the reverse affricate [s͡t] is associated with informal speech contexts while [sˤ] is
associated with formal contexts. Also, semantically, [s͡t] is associated with primitive concepts
and concepts from the native Faifi culture while [sˤ] is associated with modern concepts,
education, and new inventions (see Section 2.3.1.1 for more examples like these). Chapter 4
includes a discussion on the way EG works to create three separate categories for the sound
variation [s͡t/sˤ] that are tagged with various types of information observed from the input.
4) By design, EG is a hybrid model that can be applied to a wide range of language phenomena
more than a deterministic model like OT. EG is hybrid in two ways. First, what begins as
bottom-up learning processes becomes top-down learning (governing) generalizations.
Second, EG is hybrid in the sense that it seeks to eliminate all explanations that are not due to
general cognitive capabilities of the language learner. If, however, EG fails to account for a
language problem, that problem is then the domain of the human language faculty
(Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2018).

Because, as described in Chapters 1 and 2, there are three categories regarding [s͡t/sˤ] variation: s͡t-only, sˤ-only, and
͡[st/sˤ] category. The lexicon under each category must be tracked and memorized.
1
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5) Language properties under EG are not categorical (e.g., distinctive features, constraints).
However, if categorical distinctions emerge, EG perceives them as a natural result of
language development and cognitive organizations of all patterns.
6) Based on my basic knowledge of computational modeling of language 1, EG formalisms of
analysis would provide the best input for the so-called deep learning AI machine for
language modeling which, in recent years, has gained popularity in the field and proven to
outperform other supervised models (Kamath, Liu & Whitaker, 2019; Zampieri et al. 2019).
Deep learning machines are computer models “based on artificial neural networks that
resemble those in the human brain, deep learning is a set of methods that permits computers
to learn from data without human supervision and intervention” (Kamath et al., 2019, p. 3).
Deep learning machine is a self-adaptive algorithm that gets increasingly better analysis and
patterns with experience or with newly added data (through categorization, creating new
patterns, modifying existing patterns, etc.). This is very similar to what we have described
thus far with respect to the EG mechanism. Chapters 4 and 5 include basic formalisms of the
EG analysis under consideration.
These are some motivating factors for using EG in the present analysis of Faifi grammar
and the diglossic variation attested in this language. The upcoming chapters provide a thorough
demonstration of how EG can be adapted to the analysis of diglossic speech grammar. More
importantly, the EG analysis in this study serves to demonstrate two theoretical aspects: (1) the
necessity of considering the role of the general human cognition processes in the grammar,
especially a diglossic grammar; and (2) that some of the most complex problems in a language
can be accounted for with no need to posit a priori regulatory principles specific to language
(UG).
3.7 Research Questions
In light of what has been described with regard to the gradience problem in the Faifi
phonemic system and the complex processes of Intra-word code-switching between Low and
High speech forms in Faifi, this dissertation attempts to answer the following research questions:

I make this judgment from my basic knowledge of computational language modeling, which I obtained from a
graduate-level course in formal linguistics I took at UofA, few readings, and attending linguistic talks about the
topic.
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•

How can we account for the diglossic variation attested in the phonemic system of Faifi?
To be more specific, how can we account for the distribution of the following diglossic
variants in Faifi [sˤ/s͡t], [k/t͡ʃ], [q/g], and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]?

•

How can we account for the diglossic variation among allomorphs in Faifi, such as [-an]
‘3SGF.Low’ and [-at] ‘3SGF.High’ and other similar allomorph variations?
Chapter 4 answers the first question, and Chapter 5 answers the second question. The EG

model presented in this study provides an entirely new approach to the linguistic analysis of
diglossic grammar by (1) eliminating any reference to underlying forms (or lexicon/input in OT);
and (2) eliminating the need for universal constraints because the general cognitive mechanisms
can do the job without the need for language-specific mechanisms.
This research involves the following specific objectives (repeated from the introductory
chapter):
1) To bring to light aspects of diglossic variation in Arabic and address some grammatical
issues that arise from code-switching between Low and High varieties, such as:
associating specific phonetic and phonological features to specific contexts, blocking
certain morpheme combinations due to language conditions associated with a specific
context/register, etc.
2) To document linguistic aspects of Faifi, especially aspects related to the diglossic
variation in the phonemic system, that have not been documented before.
3) To bring a new perspective on how grammar continua between Low and High in Faifi
(and similar diglossic speech communities) can be modeled in a theoretical framework of
phonology and morphology. The results may have implications for the discussion with
respect to the psychological reality of MSA for the speakers in Arabic diglossic speech
communities such as Faifi (see Ayari, 1996; Eviatar & Ibrahim, 2000; Khamis-Dakwar,
Froud & Gordon, 2012). To me, MSA is something between L1 and L2.
3.8 Methods
The process of data collection in this study focused on the diglossic variation on the ground
in Faifa, i.e., how speakers in the Faifi speech community use the diglossic variation under
investigation in their language. As mentioned earlier, the goal of this study is twofold: to
document a variety of the usage of diglossic variation patterns from native speakers and to offer
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a framework for this phenomenon based on what the data tell us. Therefore, three types of data
were obtained: (i) data sets for the analysis of the structure and the distribution of the diglossic
variants (see section 3.8.1), (ii) corpus of spontaneous speech samples (see section 3.8.2), and
(iii) data of minimal and near minimal pairs for the analysis of the articulatory details about
sound variations in Faifi (see section 3.8.3). Each type of data requires different data-gathering
techniques and has its own limitations, but combining the three methods minimizes the
limitations of each individual method (e.g., spontaneous speech data offer corroborative evidence
to elicitation data and vice versa). The three sections below describe each type and the methods
involved in more detail.
3.8.1. Data sets
The analysis in this dissertation relies on evidence using data sets from Faifi that were
gathered during the fieldwork in Faifa and judged by native speakers, as explained in this section
(see Appendix 2 for samples of raw data sets). The data sets were gathered from two sources.
First, data were gathered through personal note taking and observations of language usage during
the most recent fieldwork in Faifa in the summer of 2019 and from previous visits to Faifa since
2017, when I began entertaining the idea of conducting an investigation into the diglossic
variation in Faifi. Section 3.8.1.1 below expands on this type of data set gathering. Second, data
were also gathered via direct elicitation from native speakers during my fieldwork in Faifa in the
summer of 2019. Eight native speakers were recruited for the purpose of eliciting and assessing
data sets (see Appendix 1 for the speakers’ profiles). Section 3.8.1.2 expands on the methods of
data elicitation.
Since previous studies on Faifi did not address the diglossic variation in the language in
great detail, there was a lack of representative data that illustrate the way this type of variation
works in Faifi 1. Therefore, the majority of the data sets in this dissertation were gathered from
scratch and put together in a representative way for each targeted variation type. It should be
noted, however, that this dissertation does not cover all problems that the data sets present and,

In the study by Alfaifi et al. (to appear), we included three data sets that illustrate the variations in the sound
system of Faifi between [sˤ/s͡t], [k/t͡ʃ], [q/g]. However, due to the descriptive nature of the paper, we did not discuss
how these variations can be accounted for in a theoretical framework.
1
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therefore, future studies should consider investigating some of these problems 1. The following
two sections offer some details about the two sources of data.
3.8.1.1 Personal observations
These are personal field notes, which I have kept and updated over the past two years
(2017-2019) during my visits and fieldwork in Faifa. As a native speaker of Faifi, who was born
and raised in the community, I have personal experience with diglossia in Faifa. In 2017, I began
entertaining the idea of investigating the diglossic situation in Faifa as a case study for Emergent
Grammar and, therefore, I began taking notes on my observations on language usage,
particularly the diglossic variation. I stored my notes in different places, depending on what was
available at the time of note-taking: notebook, iPhone, computer, and Google sheets. Some data
in this dissertation are incorporated from two recent papers I wrote in 2018 for my PhD
comprehensive exam. One paper was focused on the emergence of geminate verbs in Faifi, and
the other paper was focused on the emergence of passive verb marking in Faifi. All personalobservation data were assessed by two native speaker consultants (See Appendix 1 for the
consultants’ profiles).
3.8.1.2 Elicitation
The data elicitation process was done in two phases: elicitation and assessment. The focus of
the elicitation phase was on gathering as much data as possible from the native speaker
consultants about the usage of diglossic variation in their daily life. The focus of the assessment
phase was on confirmation of the data sets that were elicited in the first phase and checking for
inconsistencies in the elicitation process. In what follows, I begin by explaining the procedure of
the elicitation phase, and then I explain the procedure of the assessment phase.
The elicitation phase was done in one-on-one interview/brainstorming sessions in which the
consultants were asked specific questions to elicit responses on the way they use the diglossic
variation sounds in question. Each session lasted between 2-3 hours. The goal was to compile
data sets that manifest diglossic variation in the targeted speech community (similar to the data
sets presented in Appendix 2). However, to get the best outcome from the elicitation phase (see
Meakins, Green & Turpin, 2018), each elicitation session was divided into two rounds: a general

1

Such as vowel length, gemination, syllabification, nonconcatenative morphology, etc.
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questioning round (for implicit elicitation of data) and a specific questioning round (for explicit
elicitation of data), as discussed below. I came to each of the interviews prepared with enough
questions, word lists that were taken from my personal notes, and materials (pictures and the
Arabic alphabet) to keep the session going and interesting (see Appendix 4 for some of the
materials used in the elicitation phase).
Round 1: The general questioning round
The first round included general questions regarding the diglossic variation in the
speaker’s usage of the language. This round served two purposes: to ease the speakers into the
context/purpose of the study and the type of targeted data without revealing the direct purpose of
the data gathering and to let the speaker naturally think of words and patterns without much
involvement from the principal investigator (i.e., implicit elicitation). Questions included the
following (asked in Faifi):
•

Question: Can you think of some words in Faifi that have two or more pronunciations?
Speakers were given one or two examples for clarification from other spoken dialects of
Arabic that were familiar to them, such as Egyptian and Hijazi. For example, in Egyptian
Arabic, they say [zahab/ðahab] ‘gold’; in Hijazi Arabic, they say [tala:ta/θala:θa] ‘three’
etc. Most importantly, the participants were not given examples from Faifi at this early
phase of the elicitation session.

•

Question: Can you think of other words that follow the same pattern of variation in the
same sounds or different sounds? Speakers were shown some pictures to elicit responses
for specific words. For example, a picture of a ‘dog’ to elicit [tʰalb/kalb] a picture of an
‘onion’ to elicit [bas͡tal/basˤal], a picture of a ‘cave’ to elicit [tʰahf/kahf], a picture of
someone praying to elicit [s͡tala/sˤala], etc. (see Appendix 4 for more examples and
materials used).

•

Question: Can you use the different pronunciations (e.g., [s͡tala/sˤala]) whenever and
wherever you want? Do they have certain contexts? When speakers asked about
examples, they were given examples of general contexts such as home, the street, school,
public speech, university, TV, and radio language, etc. This round was followed by
Round 2.
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Round 2: The specific questioning round
The second round involved specific questions about specific types of diglossic variation
in the speaker’s own production. The speakers were asked specific questions such as the
following (see the full list of questions in Appendix 4).
•

Question: Can you think of words that you sometimes pronounce using [s͡t] and
sometimes using [sˤ]?

•

Question: Can you give me other words related to this word you mentioned (i.e.,
derivations)? Can this word be pronounced with both sounds or not? For example,
[sˤala/s͡tala] ‘a prayer’, [s͡talla/sˤalla] ‘he prayed’, etc.

•

Question: Can you think of words that are sometimes pronounced with either [s͡t] or [sˤ],
but not both? Think of other words that are related to it.
Based on the responses I received from the consultants, I frequently asked about certain

derivations from the given lexical items to test my hypotheses regarding Intra-word blocking
(Section 3.5): for example, the blocking of *[ʔal-s͡talla] ‘the prayer’ using a High definite article
on a stem that includes Low sound.
The elicitation phase was followed by a short break, and then, the assessment phase
began. The procedure of the assessment phase was straightforward. The speakers were presented
with the list of data that were gathered from both elicitation rounds. The speakers were read the
word list one-by-one and asked for accuracy. The few words that did not receive full satisfaction
by the native speaker were excluded from consideration. At this point, the interview session with
the native speaker consultant was done, but the data sets gathered in this session underwent
another assessment round by one of two native speaker consultants, Speakers B1 and B2 ‘naïve
speakers’ (see Appendix 1 for speaker’s profiles). These two consultants are family members
who assisted me with data assessments whenever I needed them during the whole writing
process of this dissertation.
From my experience, I found the data elicitation and assessment method, described
above, to be useful and informative in gaining insight into how the diglossic variants in question
are used for two main reasons. First, in the absence of any corpus that tags diglossic variation
between High and Low speech forms, data elicitation and assessment method is the only means
to gather a representative sample of how diglossic variants are used in diglossic speech
communities. Second, elicitation and assessment sessions not only provide a sample of the
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diglossic variation patterns that are acceptable in the language but, more importantly, they offer a
good sample of the diglossic variation that is not acceptable and ungrammatical: i.e., blocked
diglossic variation. Data sets of blocked diglossic variation can only be offered by native speaker
consultants (through elicitation sessions) and cannot be obtained by relying solely on corpus data
because the absence of words/patterns in a corpus might indicate rarity but not ungrammatically.
3.8.2 The Corpus of Faifi Speech
The corpus consists of more than 10,000 words of spontaneous speech data taken from
Faifi native speakers. Appendix 1 contains the speakers’ profiles for the corpus data. I built this
corpus in 2019 during the time of writing this dissertation simply because there are no other
means to examine the frequency of occurrence of sound and morpheme variations in Faifi 1. I
transcribed the corpus using a standard IPA manual (to be found on
internationalphoneticassociation.org) from some audio and video recordings of a spontaneous
speech by different native speakers of Faifi. The corpus contains two types of spontaneous
speech production: dialogues and narratives. Approximately half of the corpus consists of
dialogues of everyday conversation about a variety of topics (mostly sports, local news, and
public events in Faifa). I was involved in some of these dialogues but very minimally, one
sentence or two at a time just to acknowledge the speaker. The other half of the corpus consists
of narratives in which one speaker dominates the whole speech event. For example, Speaker C5
gives an eight-minute narrative about an exhibit he built and displayed at his house of old objects
and primitive tools from Faifa. Another speaker (Speaker C3) gives a narrative about his
experience during a storm that hit Faifa in the winter of 2019.
The corpus data in this dissertation serve as corroborative evidence of data sets that were
compiled from the elicitation sessions and native speakers’ assessments, as the evidence
involving different domains like these will shed more light on the issue under investigation
(Kepser & Marga, 2005). The corpus data in this study provides insight into the frequency of
sounds/patterns that language learners acquire from natural language input, and how robust a
There is another corpus ‘Corpus of Faifi Verbs’ (to appear), which came out of a 2019 summer project under the
supervision and collaboration of Dr. Samira Farwaneh (the committee chair on this dissertation). I worked on this
corpus in collaboration with El-sayed Issa, my colleague at the University of Arizona. The Corpus of Faifi Verbs is
different in nature than the one built for this dissertation. The Corpus of Faifi Verbs is built specifically to show
phonological and morphological patterns of Faifi verbs. It is not based on spontaneous speech production but rather
on elicitation and brainstorming methods.

1
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sound/pattern is in comparison to its counterpart: e.g., the frequency of the reverse affricate [s͡t]
in comparison to the emphatic [sˤ] (see Section 2.3.1.1). Chapters 4 demonstrates how the
frequency distribution of sounds has a great impact on blocking or allowing certain variation in
Faifi. For example, frequency of sounds distinguishes two types of diglossic variants in Faifi:
restricted diglossic variants such as [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and unrestricted diglossic variants such as
[s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] (see Chapter 4). Previous research has shown that language learners are sensitive
to frequency distribution in the language (Pierrehumbert, 1994, 2001; Maye & Gerken, 2000;
Onnis et al., 2004; Bonatti et al., 2005 Archangeli et al., 2012a; Thiessen & Erickson, 2015
among others). The following section explains the third type of data that was obtained for
phonetic details (Praat and ultrasound analysis).
3.8.3 Data for phonetic details
This type of data is used for different acoustic analysis and articulation details of Faifi
sound variations. Unlike the first two types, the nature of this type of data requires high-quality
sound recording in an extremely quiet environment, and they are usually done in a sound booth
or a lab that is designed for this type of recordings. There were two types of recordings I relied
on for the acoustic analysis of Faifi sounds: First, the recordings of native speakers’ articulations
in the field using two hand-held recording devices, the Zoom H6 recorder, and the Marantz
Professional PMD661MKII recorder (with Shure Microphone SM10A-CN). The two recording
devices were the best options available considering the budget, quality, and mobility on the
travel. From my personal experience, I found the Zoom H6 to be the best of the two for its
quality of recording and an excellent noise cancelation system. The second type of data
recordings was used for the ultrasound imaging (see Section 2.3). For this type of data analysis, I
used my articulation of the diglossic variants as a native speaker of the language in the Phonetic
Lab in the Linguistics department (University of Arizona) 1.
After introducing the theoretical framework in this chapter, the remaining chapters of this
dissertation include the EG analysis of Faifi diglossic grammar.

1

Many thanks to Skye Anderson who assisted me with the ultrasound machine.
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Chapter 4: Learning diglossic variation of phonemes
Chapter overview
This chapter provides a variety of concrete examples of diglossic variation at the phonemic
level in Faifi and offers an EG account for this variation. The analyses in this chapter serve to
demonstrate two aspects about the diglossic variation in question: (1) the necessity of considering
the role of the general human cognition processes in building grammar, especially that of diglossic
speakers; and (2) that the complex problem of diglossic variation in the Faifi sound system can be
accounted for using EG (in terms of generalizations from the repetitive processes that operate in
language use) with no need to posit a priori regulatory principles specific to language (UG).
This chapter will demonstrate the way Faifi speakers categorize and store two types of
words (or meaning-based morphs in the EG terms): A type where a single morph is used for both
Low and High and the other where two morphs are learned, one for Low (Faifi) and another for
High (MSA). Moreover, words with two forms can be divided into two types, one type where the
morphs are phonologically unrelated (i.e., two different lexical items) and the other where the two
morphs are related, but they vary in one or two sounds. All this is discussed in detail in this chapter.
The EG analysis in this chapter is structured in four sections. Section 4.1 discusses the
initial stages of identifying and building a segmental inventory of the Faifi phonemic system,
including the patterns of the diglossic variants [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ]. Section 4.2 discusses the process
of identifying and labeling the categories for the diglossic variants in Faifi based on their
similarities. This section makes the distinction between two types of categories: one for the
frequent diglossic variants in Faifi, namely [sˤ] and [k], and the other for the infrequent diglossic
variants, namely [d͡ʒ] and [q]. Section 4.3 discusses the process of building Morph Set Relations
(MSRs) that guide the learner’s expectations of new and unencountered words based on the
systematic relationships among the already learned words. This process includes building Morph
Set Relations (MSRs) for the systematic relationships among morph members that exhibit
diglossic variation. Finally, Section 4.4 discusses building conditions that rule out all
ungrammatical morph combinations when there are multiple possible combinations to be
considered. This section discusses two types of emergent conditions: Internal conditions that
emerge from a single input (Low or High), and external conditions that emerge from experiencing
the two language inputs together (Low and High).
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In addition, the layout of this chapter has brief summaries after each major section that
includes the most important aspects discussed in the section.

4.1 Learning different types of phonemes
The first step in the analysis is to consider how phonemes in Faifi are discriminated
(including their diglossic variation). Under EG, sound categories are formed through the cognitive
organization of one’s experience with the language (i.e., similar things are grouped together). The
process begins by establishing the logical phonemic partitions that are observed in the behaviors
of the diglossic variants in Faifi. According to Archangeli and Pulleyblank (to appear):
“A partition of a set S is a set of non-empty subsets, where every element of S appears
in one and only one of the subsets. We use the noun “partition” to refer to one of
these subsets, as well as to refer to the full partitioning of a set. Where context
does not disambiguate, we will be more explicit. A set may be partitioned in more
than one way” (p. 13).

Before discussing sounds that exhibit diglossic variation, let us start with a simple case of
a sound that is the same in all speech contexts (i.e., a sound that does not exhibit diglossic
variation). Take, for example, the dental [d] shown in (1), which has three categories of lexical
items in Faifi diglossic speech. The three categories are the same words (1a), cognates (1b), and
different words (1c), as discussed below. All High words containing [d] are in (1a) or (1b)1.

(1) Some Low/High words in Faifi containing [d]

a. Same words:

Gloss

Low

High

‘country’

[dawla]

[dawla]

‘dollar’

[du:la:r]

[du:la:r]

1

High (MSA) is the lingua franca of the whole Arab world, and it is the prestigious speech form in most speech
communities. Therefore, words continuing [d] in High (MSA) always enter Faifi (Low), but not vice versa. For
example, Faifi words containing [d] such as [difa:yin] ‘cover’ cannot enter High or even be used in a High context
by speakers of Faifi. However, High (MSA) words such as [dawla] ‘country’ entered Faifi all the time since [dawla]
‘country’ is used by all Arabic speakers.
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b. Cognates:

c. Different words:

‘circle’

[da:yra]

[da:ʔira]

‘blood’

[damin]

[dam]

‘cover’

[difa:yin]

[ɣitˤa:ʔ]

‘talk’

[daʕdaʕa]

[kala:m]

The examples in (1) show that the sound [d] in the Faifi diglossic speech is the same in
Low and High. It does not exhibit variation, although it occurs in three different lexical patterns:
(1a) same words, e.g., [dawla]L/H ‘country’, (1b) cognate words, e.g., [da:yra]L/[da:ʔira]H ‘circle’,
and (1c) different words [difa:yin]L/[ɣitˤa:ʔ]H ‘cover’. A child acquiring Faifi grows up learning
these lexical differences, but he/she also learns that [d] is the same sound in Low and High (unlike
the diglossic variants we will see later). In the EG view, with sufficient exposure to language input,
the learner of Faifi establishes the morph sets illustrated in (2) to organize the lexical items above.
Note that [d] does not have a significant role in establishing the three morph sets (unlike the
diglossic variants we will see later). At the early stages of the language development (prior to
kindergarten and school years), the learner has extensive exposure to the Low input (Faifi) and
minimal exposure to the High input (MSA), as discussed later in this section. Therefore, the HIGH
labels in the data sets below are not expected to be fully identified at the early stages of language
acquisition (to be detailed in Section 4.2).
(2) Morph sets from the data sets in (1)1
a. {dawla}COUNTRY
{du:la:r}DOLLAR
b.{{da:yra}LOW, {da:ʔira}HIGH}CIRCLE
{{damin}LOW, {dam}HIGH}BLOOD
c.{{difa:yin}LOW,{ɣitˤa:ʔ}HIGH}COVER
{{daʕdaʕa}LOW, {kala:m}HIGH}TALK

1

Low forms are acquired from birth, and High forms are acquired later around four to five years. The age of
acquisition of Low vs. High is discussed later in this section.
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The three distinct morph sets illustrated above must be established at some point during
the language development once the learner figures out all the differences between Low and High.
However, the sound [d] is the same in all contexts (Low and High) and does not exhibit any
variation. The concepts of morph sets and language development are further discussed in this
section. We will see that diglossic variants such as [s͡t/sˤ] create three separate categories between
Low and High contexts like [d] categories shown in (2), but [s͡t/sˤ] and other diglossic variants act
differently than [d]. The diglossic variants categories involve one category where [s͡t] and [sˤ]
replace each other, and other categories where the usage of [s͡t] or [sˤ] is ungrammatical, as we will
see.
Now, let us consider the diglossic variation in the sound system. Let us begin by
demonstrating how sound partitions emerge for the diglossic variants in Faifi using the distribution
of the reverse-affricate [s͡t] and the emphatic [sˤ] (described in detail in Chapter 2). The examples
in (3) illustrate the three ways that [sˤ] and [s͡t] behave in Faifi words. In (3), there are three distinct
groups of nouns regarding the sounds [sˤ/s͡t]: nouns that exhibit the emphatic [sˤ] in (3a), nouns
that exhibit the non-emphatic [s͡t] (3b) and nouns that exhibit both [sˤ] and [s͡t] in what appears to
be free variation (3c). Note also that the category in (3b) contains nouns that have neither [sˤ] and
[s͡t], but they are semantically related to [s͡t] nouns.
(3) Some Faifi nouns containing [sˤ] and [s͡t]

a. Same words:

b. Different words:

C. Cognates:

Gloss

Low

High

‘picture’

[sˤu:ra]

[sˤu:ra]

‘sauce’

[sˤalsˤa]

[sˤalsˤa]

‘missile’

[sˤa:ru:x]

[sˤa:ru:x]

‘rack’

[raff]

‘noise’

[s͡tirfa]
[s͡tawar]

‘roof’

[s͡tamma]

[saqf]

‘prayer’

[sˤala:]

‘fasting’

[s͡tala:]/[sˤala:]
[s͡taum]/[sˤaum]

‘patience’

[s͡tabir]/[sˤabir]

[sˤabir]
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[ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ]

[sˤaum]

Now, what generalizations can a child who is acquiring this language make with respect to
the two segments [sˤ] and [s͡t]? The answer is straightforward. The child can draw the following
three generalizations from just the examples in (3):
•

Some stems exhibit only [sˤ] in which [s͡t] does not occur, as shown in (3a).

•

Some stems exhibit only [s͡t] in which [sˤ] does not occur, as shown in (3b). These stems
also have another semantically related form that does not contain the reverse-affricate [s͡t],
but they denote the same meaning in specific contexts or social settings (more on these
words below).

•

Some stems exhibit both [sˤ] and [s͡t] in which replacing one sound with the other changes
the Low/High designation of the word, but it does not change the semantic information, as
shown in (3c).

Learning diglossic variation involves learning the statistical tendencies of the sound
variants (Bonatti et al. 2005; Thiessen & Erickson 2015). The statistical tendencies become strong,
leading to top-down assessments. With sufficient exposure to language input and by calculating
the co-occurrence frequencies and identifying similarities among words that have the emphatic [sˤ]
and the non-emphatic [s͡t], the language learner would conclude that any instances regarding the
allophonic variation of [sˤ] and [s͡t] must fall into one of three morph sets (i.e., categories), which
I label using their distinct features + EMPH, - EMPH and +/- EMPH, as shown in (4). I use the feature EMPH
as a morph set label for representational clarity and because the words in these sets can be
distinguished from each other using plus and minus of this feature alone. The three morph sets are
motivated by the fact that the morphs in each set share the same behavior regarding the
emphatic/non-emphatic articulation, as described below. Furthermore, learning the semantic
properties is necessary for making the distinction among the different groups of diglossic variants,
as we will see throughout the upcoming discussion. Note also that at this stage, all the morph sets
below are learned from the Low input. Some of them will be labeled as Low/High later in our
discussion (see Section 4.2.1), but at this early stage, the learner has minimal input from High.
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(4) Emphatic/non-emphatic [sˤ/s͡t] morph sets (to be expanded)
a. {{sˤu:ra}PICTURE, {sˤalsˤa}SAUCE, …}+EMPH,
b. {{s͡tirfa}RACK, [s͡tawar}NOISE, …}-EMPH,1
c. {{sˤala:, s͡tala:}PRAYER, {sˤaum, s͡taum}FASTING, …}+/-EMPH

The three distinct morph sets illustrated in (4) must be established at some point in language
development to solve the puzzling distribution of these sounds in the speech input, as illustrated
graphically in Figure 4.1. In other words, once the learner figures out the existence of three separate
categories of [sˤ], [s͡t], and [sˤ/s͡t], the learner must establish the three morph sets (above) to store
and organize the newly encountered lexical items containing [sˤ] or [s͡t]. This is evident not only
by the data gathered from the language and the native speakers’ awareness of these three categories
but also by the blocking effects (i.e., ungrammatically of a surface variant). In Chapter 3, we saw
that blocking diglossic variants happens for many reasons, including affixation, word pattern, and
diglossic OCP (see Section 3.5). For example, the Low sound [s͡t] and the High sound [q] do not
occur together in the same stem, which is a type of diglossic OCP blocking.
However, sometimes there is no specific (structural) reason for blocking a variant (i.e.
unpredictable by grammar). In other words, some morphs must be articulated as [s͡t] or [sˤ] but not
both, for no structural reason. For example, [s͡tawar] ‘noise’, which is a member of the morph set
{…}-EMPH, does not exhibit the variant *[sˤawar]. Also, [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’, which is a member of the
morph set {…}+EMPH, does not exhibit the variant *[s͡tu:ra], etc. Variation blocking in these cases
happens randomly on a word-by-word basis and not due to Low or High context restrictions
because [sˤ] occurs in Low and High.
From a linguist’s perspective, there are two important generalizations that the language
learner of Faifi makes about the way [sˤ/s͡t] behave in the language. On the one hand, stems in the
diglossic variation set {…}+/-EMPH along with their derivatives and inflected forms can be
pronounced using the two variants, e.g. [sˤala:/s͡tala:] ‘prayer’ [yisˤalli/yis͡talli] ‘he prays’,
[misˤalla/mis͡talla] ‘place to pray,’ etc. On the other hand, stems in the emphatic set {…}+EMPH or
the non-emphatic set {…}-EMPH, along with their derivatives and inflected forms, cannot be

1

This category will be expanded later in this chapter to include the High lexical counterparts (i.e., High variants) that
do not contain the sound [s͡t].
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articulated with the counterpart diglossic variant. For example, the stem [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’ and its
derivative [sˤawwart] ‘I took a picture’ cannot be articulated with the reverse affricate, so that
*[s͡tu:ra] and *[s͡tawwart] are not grammatical forms in Faifi. All native-speaking consultants
recruited in this study agreed that these pronunciations are nonwords. Similarly, the stem [s͡tawar]
‘noise’ and its derivative [ʔas͡twarani] ‘it.3MSG bothered me with noise’ cannot be articulated
using the emphatic, so that *[sˤawar] *[ʔasˤwarani] are not grammatical forms in the language.
From the learner perspective, the development of diglossic variants such as [sˤ/s͡t] happens
at three different stages, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. At each one of the three stages or points of
language development (illustrated in 4.1), the learner makes a significant partition regarding the
diglossic variants. In this case, the variants [sˤ/s͡t] are used for illustration. Partition I illustrates a
stage in which the learner discriminates the sounds of the language, including [sˤ] and [s͡t]. The
learner at this stage has not yet figured the connection between [sˤ] and [s͡t]. Partition II illustrates
a stage in which the learner figures out that the sounds [sˤ] and [s͡t] are connected in that they occur
in a free variation sometimes. To get from Partition I to II, the learner must figure out that some
words with [sˤ] have the same meaning as a word with [s͡t] that is otherwise identical such as
[basˤal/bas͡tal] ‘onion’ and [sˤala/s͡tala] ‘prayer’. Partition III illustrates a later stage in language
development in which the High input becomes dominant in specific contexts (e.g., school, TV,
children stories, etc.). At this stage, two types of sound discrimination happen. First, the sound [sˤ]
is labeled as High/Low, and [s͡t] is labeled as Low. Second, the same meaning sometimes will
connect unrelated words such as [s͡tirfa]/[raff] ‘rack’. More on Partition III to be found later in the
discussion of the High input (Section 4.2).
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of input and partitions of the diglossic variants [sˤ/s͡t]. This diagram illustrates the
overlap in the input (left) and three stages of partitions from early language development (left) to adult
language (right). Partition I illustrates the process of making the necessary early distinction between the
emphatic [sˤ] and non-emphatic [s͡t] (the learner does not now know about the variation at this stage).
Partition II illustrates discriminating the optional usage (i.e., free variation) of the two sounds from the
exposure to words such as [sˤala]/[s͡tala] (the learner does not now know about High/Low association at this
stage). Partition III illustrates discriminating the sound association with Low and High, i.e., when
[sˤala]/[s͡tala], then [sˤ] is High/Low and [s͡t] is Low. It follows that [s͡t] is necessarily Low, whereas [sˤ] can
be High/Low. Partition III is similar to the adult grammar. Note that Partition 3 has yet to be fully detailed
(see Section 2.4).

Morphs in each set are compiled together because they all exhibit the same behavior with
respect to the sound variants [sˤ] and [s͡t]. Newly encountered forms fall into one of the three
established morph sets for these sounds {…}+ EMPH, {…}-EMPH and {…}+/- EMPH, and the morph
sets get updated once new information is learned (see Figure 4.2). If, for example, the learner
encounters a new word such as [sˤa:ru:x] ‘missile’ in the input, it will be grouped with the other
similar words in the emphatic set {…}+EMPH and remains in this set for the time being, since there
is no evidence to suggest another classification. If a variant with the non-emphatic [s͡t] of the same
word is encountered, the morph sets will be updated, and the word will be grouped now with the
similar words that exhibit variations {…}+/-EMPH. The reality with respect to the word [sˤa:ru:x]
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‘missile’ is that the stem does not have a non-emphatic variant in Faifi input so that it remains in
the emphatic set. Thus, the emphatic pronunciation of [sˤa:ru:x] is used in all speech contexts,
whether High, Low, or any code-switching between the two speech forms, and the articulation
*[s͡ta:ru:x] remains ungrammatical across all speech forms. Similarly, words containing [s͡t] such
as [s͡tirfa] ‘rack’ and [s͡taum] ‘fasting’ are initially classified under the morph set {…}-EMPH until
the input suggests otherwise. Figure 4.2 shows that the word [s͡taum] ‘fasting’ is re-classified under
the set {…}+/-EMPH with its variant [sˤaum] (in Partition II), and the word [s͡tirfa] ‘rack’ is paired
with a semantically related word from High that does not contain the sound [s͡t], {{s͡tirfa LOW, raff
HIGH}RACK

(in Partition III, but more on High input in Section 4.2).

Morph sets (Partition I):
a. {{s͡tirfa}RACK, {s͡taum}FASTING, …}-EMPH
b. {{sˤa:ru:x}MISSILE, {sˤaum}FASTING, …}+EMPH

Morph sets (Partition II):
a. {{s͡tirfa}RACK, …}-EMPH
b. {{sˤa:ru:x}MISSILE, …}+EMPH
c. {{sˤaum, s͡taum}FASTING, …}+/-EMPH

Morph sets (Partition III):
a. {{s͡tirfa LOW, raff HIGH}RACK, …}-EMPH
b. {{sˤa:ru:x}MISSILE, ….}+EMPH
c. {{sˤaum LOW/HIGH, s͡taum LOW }FASTING, …. }+/-EMPH

Figure 4.2. Illustration of morph set updating process. Partition I illustrates an early period of language
development during which there are only two morph sets with respect to [s͡t/sˤ], the {…}-EMPH and the

{…}+EMPH. At this period, the diglossic relation between the diglossic variation forms such as
{s͡taum}FASTING and {sˤaum}FASTING has not been figured out yet by the learner. Partition II illustrates a
later period of language development during which a third morph set for the diglossic variation forms has
been established to compile the two variants {s͡taum, sˤaum}FASTING. Partition III illustrates the last period
of language development (or adults’ grammar) during which the High input is noticed and, consequently,
the morph sets are updated with the new information obtained from High. In this partition, the same
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meaning connects [s͡tirfa] and [raff] in a morph set {{s͡tirfa LOW, raff HIGH}RACK. The morph sets are labeled
with Low/High information when needed. (Note that Partition III has yet to be fully detailed, see Section
2.4). The following paradigm summaries [s͡t] and [sˤ] occurrences in Low and High.

a. Same words:

b. Cognates:

Gloss

Low

High

‘picture’

[sˤu:ra]

[sˤu:ra]

‘missile’

[sˤa:ru:x]

[sˤa:ru:x]

‘fasting’

[s͡taum]/[sˤaum]
[s͡tala]/[sˤala]

[sˤaum]

[s͡tirfa]
[s͡tawar]

[raff]

‘prayer’

c. Different words:

‘rack’
‘noise’

[sˤala]

[ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ]

A similar distribution to that of [s͡t/sˤ] is also found between the velar [k] and post-alveolar
[tʰ]. The same processes discussed above apply for [k/tʰ] as well. With enough exposure to these
sounds, three different morph sets must be established during their development, as shown in (5):
a morph set for k-only category labeled as
VELAR,

+VELAR,

a morph set for tʰ-only category labeled as

-

and a morph set for the diglossic variation labeled as +/-VELAR. The traditional layout of the

data can be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.

(5) Velar/non-velar [k/tʰ] morph sets (to be expanded)
a. {{kitaːb}BOOK, {kala:m}TALK, {maktab}DESK, …}+VELAR,
b. {{tʰiħba}EYEBROW, {fiħtʰin}LAUGHING, {tʰa:hna}LADY, …}-VELAR1,
c. {{kalb, tʰalb}DOG, {rukba, rutʰba }KNEE, {ʔakil, ʔatʰil}FOOD…}+/- VELAR

The more someone is exposed to the language, the better the person is at assigning
morphs to the different categories. For example, the three kinds of velar/non-velar morph sets
illustrated in (5) are basic and frequent words of everyday use, and they have several derivatives
and inflected forms that are encountered on a regular basis, all of which contribute to the

1

This category will be expanded later in this chapter to include the High lexical counterparts (i.e., High variants)
that do not contain the sound [tʰ].
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repetitions of the morph set members. This concept is illustrated in (6) using one example from
each morph set: [kita:b] ‘book’ from the set +VELAR, [tʰiħba] ‘eyebrow’ from the set -VELAR, and
[kalb/tʰalb] ‘dog’ from the set +/-VELAR.

(6) Illustration of morph set member repetitions
‘a book’ {…}+VELAR

‘eyebrow’ {…}-VELAR

‘dog’ {…}+/-VELAR

Sing.

{kitaːbin}A.BOOK

{tʰiħba}EYEBROW

{{kalb, tʰalb}DOG

Dual.

{kita:bain}TWO.BOOKS

{tʰiħbatain}TWO.EYEBROWS

{kalbain, tʰalbain}TWO.DOGS

Plu.

{kitbin}BOOKS

{tʰiħabin}EYEBROWSS

{kala:b, tʰila:b}DOGS

‘1SG’ Poss.

{kita:bi}MY.BOOK

{tʰiħbati}MY.EYEBROWS

{kalbi, tʰalbi}MY.DOG

‘1PL’ Poss.

{kita:bna}OUR.BOOK

{tʰiħbatna}OUR.EYEBROWS

{kalbina, tʰalina}OUR.DOG

…etc.

This list is clearly a non-exhaustive list of the possible repetitions for each member in a
set, but it illustrates the beneficial role of using the learner’s cognitive abilities, which is at the
center of the EG model, to identify similarities, and attend to repetitions and overall frequency in
order to establish the three partitions (i.e., three kinds of morph sets) for the diglossic variants
under consideration. In this chapter, we will see that each type of morph set ({…}-X , {…}+X, or
{…}-/+X) gives rise to specific generalizations in the form of formal relations and conditions that
apply to all its members, but not the members of the other morph sets. An advantage of using EG,
as a morph-based model, is that the partitions we have established thus far can be connected to
some semantic generalizations in the language. For example, generally, the morph set {…}+X
contains lexical items that are related to modern-day (non-primitive) concepts such as education,
modern technology, etc. For example, the word [sˤa:ru:x] ‘missile’ and [silkin] ‘electric wire’ are
classified under the morph sets the +EMPH and the +VELAR, respectively (*[s͡ta:ru:x] and *[siltʰin] are
not grammatical). (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1.1 for more examples). EG, as a morph-based
model, makes it possible to make such semantic generalizations.
Regarding the age of acquisition, the sound pairs [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] are acquired from birth,
but the diglossic variation between the sounds in each pair (i.e., Low/High context association)
takes longer to be developed and might not be identified until early school years. We will see later
in this chapter that the variants [sˤ] and [k], although associated with High contexts in certain
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words, are also Low sounds that have a high frequency in the Low speech. In fact, we will see that
the frequency of [sˤ] and [k] in the Low corpus is higher than their counterparts [s͡t] and [tʰ],
respectively. This means that [sˤ] and [k] occur in the language input that the child acquires at
home, and they are initially learned as Low sounds, just like their counterparts [s͡t] and [tʰ].
Furthermore, [sˤ] and [k] appear in the basic vocabulary of everyday usage that any child acquires
early in life, e.g. [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’ and [kita:b] ‘book’ (more examples like these are discussed in
Chapter 2). Therefore, the best way to describe [sˤ] and [k] in Faifi is that they are acquired from
birth, but their diglossic label {…}LOW/HIGH might not be fully identified until early school years.
The learning process also differs from one child to another, depending on their exposure to the
High input before school.
However, this is not the case with respect to the High sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ], which are
acquired later exclusively from High and have an extremely low occurrence rate in the language
input that the child receives at home. The remaining parts of this chapter draw a clear distinction
between the frequent and infrequent types of the diglossic variants (i.e., early acquired (or
frequent) such as [sˤ] and [k] labeled as {…}LOW/HIGH vs. late acquired (or infrequent) such as [q]
and [d͡ʒ] labeled as {…}HIGH).
Note that since this is “initial learning”, the learner has yet to discern the High/Low
distinction. Only later in the acquisition is there a role for the High/Low distinction. For example,
at this initial learning stage, the learner does not know that High only include [sˤ] without [s͡t], or
[k] without [tʰ], etc. Section 4.2 addressed this stage of learning in detail.

Summary
So far, based on evidence from the data sets, I have illustrated how the initial learning
process leads to establishing three distinct partitions, which are core in making the following two
generalizations about the phonemic segments under consideration:
I. While the emphatic [sˤ] and non-emphatic [s͡t] may be substituted for each other in some
words (i.e., similar to free variation), certain words do not exhibit the same variation because they
occur only with either [sˤ] or [s͡t]. Therefore, some repetitions of a word containing any of these
sounds must be encountered before they are correctly classified under one of the three morph sets
discussed in this section (-EMPH, +EMPH, or +/-EMPH).
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II. While the velar [k] and post-alveolar [tʰ] may be substituted for each other in some
words (i.e., similar to free variation), certain words do not exhibit the same variation because they
occur with either [k] or [tʰ]. Therefore, some repetitions of a word containing any of these sounds
must be encountered before they are correctly classified under one of the three morph sets
discussed in this section (-VELAR, +VELAR, or +/-VELAR).
Regarding the relation between the age of acquisition and sound partitions, this section
discussed three different partitions that happen at different stages of the language development of
Faifi. During the first partition phase, which happens sometime in the first two years, the learner
discriminates the four sounds [sˤ], [s͡t], [k], and [tʰ]. During the second partition phase, which
happens after the initial phase, approximately between two and five years of age, the learner figures
out that two pairs [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ] may be substituted for each other. During the third partition
phase, which happens at school (or before school for children with high exposure to MSA at home),
the learner finally identifies the Low/High labels for [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ] and also identifies the other
diglossic variants [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/ d͡ʒ] (See Section 4.2).1
4.1.1 Closed and open morph sets2
Novel words in the present-day Faifi exhibit the emphatic [sˤ] and the velar [k] but not their
variants [s͡t] and [tʰ], respectively. For example, words for modern concepts such as [misˤawwir]
‘a photographer’ and [kulliyya] ‘collage’ appear with [sˤ] and [k] and not [s͡t] and [tʰ] (see more
examples in Chapter 2). This means that the morph sets {…}+EMPH and {…}+VELAR are in growth,
and they are open to new members. In comparison, the other related morph sets are closed: {…}EMPH,

{…}+/-EMPH,{…}-VELAR, and {…}+/-VELAR. These closed sets, however, are stable and do not

indicate that they will soon be disappearing from the language. Morphs in the closed sets remain
frequent in the input (as the corpus data suggest) and have a high impact on the grammar, as we

1

Regarding the sequence of acquisition (i.e., which sound or sound pair is learned first among the frequently
occurring sounds in Low [sˤ], [s͡t], [k] and [tʰ]), there is no clear evidence from the data obtained in the present study
to support sequence learning among the sounds or the pairs of sounds. However, the answer to this question is not
significant in the present analysis since the focus is on the impact of these sounds/pairs of sounds on the grammar
after they have been fully developed (i.e., the adult grammar). The only sequence of acquisition that this study
predicts is with respect to the High sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ]. These sounds are acquired exclusively from the High input
during school years, as discussed in detail in section (4.2.2).
2
I use the terms ‘open’ and ‘closed’ morph sets because the classification is based on certain sounds/segments. I
intentionally avoided the terms ‘productive’ and ‘unproductive’ because the standard use of ‘productive’ is for rules
and not segments. Rules can be described as productive/non-productive, but segments cannot be described as
productive.
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will see in this chapter and the next. Other languages have closed categories that are stable as well,
such as most irregular verbs and plurals in English, e.g., sing, sang, sung and mouse, mice, etc.
Furthermore, what contributes to the retention and stability of the closed morph sets in Faifi
is that they contain basic words of everyday use. Consider, for example, the following basic words
from Faifi, which contain [s͡t] or [tʰ] (More examples like these are offered in Chapter 2).
(7) Some basic Faifi words containing [s͡t] and [tʰ]
[s͡t] words

Gloss

[tʰ] words

Gloss

[s͡tawar]

‘noise’

[tʰa:hu]

‘give it’

[s͡tafɡa]

‘hit’

[tʰillin]

‘all’

[rufs͡ta]
[ʕas͡ti:m]

‘stairs’

[fiħtʰin]

‘laughing’

‘skin’

[tʰam]

‘how much’

[s͡tamma]

‘roof ‘

[tʰi:h]

‘like this’

Such basic words of everyday use provide more stability to the closed morph sets because
they are acquired from birth, and children have more opportunities to hear more repetitions of
them.
However, from my personal observation, the diglossic morph sets {…}+/-EMPH, and {…}+/͡
VELAR are semi-closed for few Faifi speakers. Very few speakers still produce [st] variants for words
they acquire from High in which the diglossic counterparts are not expected. For example, the
utterance variant *[ʔas͡tfar] from [ʔasˤfar] ‘yellow’ is a nonword in my intuition and in the
intuitions of the other native-speaking consultants in this study. However, I have personally heard
the word [ʔas͡tfar] ‘yellow’ being used on more than one occasion during my fieldwork. Other
similar words I encountered are: *[s͡taffar-a] from [sˤaffar-a] ‘whistled-3MSG’, and *[s͡ta:faħ-a]
from [sˤa:faħ-a] ‘shook hand-3MSG’. For the few Faifi speakers who use these words, the morphs
belong to the morph set {…}+/-EMPH, but for the native-speaking consultants in this study and me,
the morphs belong to the {…}+EMPH set.
The EG model, as a morph-based model, integrates the open/closed sets and the gradient
nature of these categories into the grammar. Gradient, in a morph-set model, means that a set can
gradually become empty while another related set grows to dominate the whole system. In this
view, a closed set can be vulnerable to become empty at some point due to a lack of input and
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frequency. If, for example, a Faifi child was not exposed to [s͡t], then there is no reason for him/her
to establish the set {…}-EMPH. In this case, the emphatic [sˤ] will dominate the input, and the
phonemic slot will become {…}+EMPH exclusively. One advantage of this approach is uniting the
synchronic and diachronic dimensions in the segmental inventory of the Faifi sound system and
providing an appropriate methodology for the study of grammatical variation and change.
The process of language shift in Faifi is beyond the scope of the present dissertation, but it
should be noted that EG provides a natural way to model language shift, as well. In general, sounds
in the EG model are represented as clouds of observations that correspond to tokens encountered
by the learner in their everyday use of the language. Therefore, occurrences of tokens that
correspond to certain sound variants are calculated, and they correlate with the frequency of the
sound. For example, if a language has the sound variation [X]/[Y] with [X] being frequent and [Y]
being infrequent, then [Y] will have a weaker presence in the grammar in comparison to its
counterpart [X]. This is because as more tokens of [X] are learned, and fewer occurrences of the
counterpart [Y] are heard, [Y] will have a weaker presence in the grammar (see the work on
exemplar by Pierrehumbert, 2001; Bybee, 2010 among others). If this pattern can be generalized
to the whole community of language speakers, then we have a case of language shift situation from
[Y] to [X]. According to Archangeli and Pulleyblank (to appear):
“We assume that robustness would correlate positively with learnability, with diachronic
stability, with frequency of occurrence in the patterns in a specific language, with
recurrence in multiple divers languages, and so on.”

In the following section, I extend the notion of morph sets and include broader categories
that include morph set labels for Low and High speech forms. I also make the distinction between
two types of diglossic variants in Faifi Low input: the frequent sounds, namely [sˤ] and [k], and
the infrequent sounds, namely [q] and [d͡ʒ], which are not acquired until later stages in the language
development when the High input becomes sufficient to make the distinction between the Low
and High speech categories. As mentioned above, this happens at school or earlier for children
with high exposure to MSA before school years.
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4.2 Building morph sets for diglossic variants
According to Langacker (2000), “an utterance can be characterized in all the phonetic and
conceptual detail a language user is capable of apprehending, which includes full apprehension of
the physical, social, cultural, and linguistic context” (p. 9). This section demonstrates how
additional partitions for the sound variants in Faifi emerge as the High input (MSA) becomes
sufficient to impact the already established morph sets that form the Low input. We will also see
the impact of frequency on building diglossic morph sets for the sound pairs [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ],
which are different from the sound pairs [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ].
4.2.1 Building diglossic morph sets for [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ]
Let us begin by reconsidering the earlier case of [sˤ] and [s͡t] in order to expand our three
morph sets and include more observable information about these diglossic variants. Regarding
their intelligibility with Arabic, there are three generalizations that can be made about Faifi words
containing [sˤ], [s͡t], or both. Firstly, words in the emphatic category {…}+EMPH have Arabic
origins, and they are intelligible to most Arabic speakers, e.g. [sˤaut] ‘voice’, [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’,
[fasˤl] ‘classroom/season’, etc. Secondly, words in the non-emphatic category {…}-EMPH are
unintelligible to non-native Faifi speakers since they are native Faifi lexicon, e.g. [s͡tahla] ‘ants’
and [s͡tirfa] ‘rack’ and [s͡tamma] ‘roof’. Thirdly, Faifi words containing [s͡t] that have [sˤ] cognates
in Arabic (i.e., the morph set {…}+/-EMPH), such as [s͡tala] ‘prayer’ and [s͡tawm] ‘fasting’, are
somewhat in the middle. If they are articulated with the reverse-affricate variant, they might still
be comprehensible to non-native Faifi speakers due to their similarities, but the comprehension is
not always guaranteed 1. Learning Faifi requires learning these three generalizations by the time
the speaker has sufficient exposure to the High speech form.
From an acquisition point of view (i.e., EG perspective), we can add these generalizations
to the already existing generalizations about the diglossic variation in Faifi. By observing the
available sources of language input, calculating the co-occurrence frequencies in each input source

1

The majority of Faifi speakers, including the ones I interviewed for this dissertation, are fully aware of these basic
facts about the lexicon and sound variations in their language. In fact, some Faifi parents make an effort to explicitly
teach their children some language accommodation rules when interacting with non-native Faifi speakers by switching
the speech sounds/lexical items to variants that are familiar to them, e.g. say [sˤarf] and not [s͡tarf] for ‘money change’.
Among the speakers I interviewed, Speaker A8 had spent most of her recent years in the city with her family. She
stated that during her time in the city, she used to teach her younger siblings when they went to school something of
this sort: do not say [s͡tala], say [sˤala] for ‘prayer’, and do not say [tʰabi:rin], say [kabi:r] for big, etc.
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and identifying similarities among language forms, children learning Faifi diglossic speech must
arrive at the following basic observations regarding the sounds [sˤ] and [s͡t] when they appear in
free variation such as in the word [sˤala/s͡tala] ‘prayer’ and other words like it in the language:
1. The input at home occurs using both [s͡t] and [sˤ].
2. Input from other sources such as TV, cartoons, games, and other types of media occurs
exclusively with [sˤ]. The school input (in later years) is also dominated by [sˤ].
3. More importantly, the sound [s͡t] never occurs in specific contexts such as TV, cartoons,
games, and other similar sources (i.e., zero input of [s͡t] in the High speech contexts).
Instead, another word that does not contain the reverse-affricate [s͡t] denotes the same
meaning in the High contexts (e.g., ‘rack’ is [s͡tirfa] in Low but [raff] in High).
These three points are summarized in the following table:
(Low contexts)

(High contexts)
TV, games, media, school, etc.

{s͡t, sˤ}-/+EMPH

Home, friends, etc.
[s͡t] or [sˤ]

{s͡t, X}-EMPH

[s͡t]

[X] (X = Semantically related word that does not contain [s͡t])

{sˤ}+EMPH

[sˤ]

[sˤ]

only [sˤ]

Even at early years in which the exposure to the High input is minimal, Faifi learners should
be capable of beginning to discriminate the High sounds if enough occurrences were encountered.
It has been found that young infants are capable of discriminating not only native phonetic
differences but also non-native ones (Streeter, 1976; Werker & Tees, 1984; Slabakova, 2016).
Therefore, the High grammar is expected to be gradually learned in continued progress throughout
the early years until it becomes dominant in specific social contexts during kindergarten and school
years. Figure 4.3 below illustrates four logical bottom-up learning phases that Faifi learners must
go through in order to discriminate the diglossic variation of [sˤ] and [s͡t]. These four phases
illustrated in Figure 4.3 are:
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•

The perception of raw data which includes randomly occurring instances of words
containing the emphatic [sˤ] and other words containing the non-emphatic [s͡t]. The
raw data phase also includes words that do not contain [s͡t] or [sˤ], but they are
semantically related to [s͡t] words. They are obtained from various High speech
inputs such as TV, video games, school or other use of the High speech at home
such as quotes, prayers, etc. (Phase 1),

•

Categorization by similarities (Phase 2),

•

Modifying/updating the established categories to register free variation cases based
on evidence from the observed similarities (Phase 3), and

•

Establishing context-sensitive categories to register the diglossic variation (Phase
4).

Furthermore, since learning diglossic variation occurs on a word-by-word basis,
individual lexical items may be at different phases at any point in time. For example, a learner
may hear [s͡taum] ‘fasting’ and [bas͡tal] ‘onion’, but encounters/figures out their diglossic
variants [sˤaum] ‘fasting’ and [basˤal] ‘onion’ at different point of times.
It is, however, important to stress that the sketch of the four phases in Figure 4.3 (below)
is intended only for illustration of the learning path to get to the abstract properties of [sˤ] and [s͡t]
in the adults’ grammar. The sketch is not intended to show that there is a strict order among these
phases, or that the learner must learn all the given examples before making the generalizations
about these two sounds1. EG is a morph-based framework in which generalizations emerge in a
network fashion with the newly encountered utterances, and the repetitions of already stored
utterances accumulate to influence the abstract system that governs [sˤ] and [s͡t] diglossic variation
(see Langacker, 2000 for a full picture of the network language categorization model2).

1

These phases are predictions based on the data at hand, but future L1 acquisition research should test these phases.
An overview of Langacker’s model is not necessary to understand the present discussion. I cite it here because it
offers a particularly explicit and detailed conception of the working of the basic cognitive mechanisms that are
operative in all domains of language structure, whether in lexicon, lexical semantics, phonology, morphology,
morphophonemes and other larger assemblies. Such details are beyond the scope of this study.
2
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Phase 1

Phase 2

with semantic

[sˤu:ra] ‘picture’, [sˤalsˤa] ‘sauce’, [sˤa:ru:x] ‘missile’ [s͡tirfa]/[raff] ‘rack’
[s͡tawar]/[ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ] ‘noise’, [s͡tamma]/[saqif] ‘roof’, [sˤala:] or [s͡tala:] ‘a

pairings

prayer’, [sˤaum] or [s͡taum] ‘fasting’, [sˤabir] or [s͡tabir] ‘patience’.

Initial categorization

[sˤu:ra] ‘picture’

of raw data in Phase 1

[sˤalsˤa] ‘sauce’

based on similarities

[sˤa:ru:x] ‘missile’

regarding [sˤ] (left)
and [s͡t] (right)

[sˤala:] ‘a prayer’

Observing raw data

Generalizations from

[s͡tirfa]/[raff] ‘rack’
[s͡tawar]/[ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ] ‘noise’
[s͡tamma]/[saqif] ‘roof’
[s͡tala:] ‘a prayer’

[sˤabir] ‘patience’

[s͡taum] ‘fasting’
[s͡tabir] ‘patience’

[sˤ]

[s͡t]

[sˤaum] ‘fasting’

phase 2
Phase 3

variant forms

[sˤala:] or [s͡tala:] ‘a prayer’
[sˤaum] or [s͡taum] ‘fasting’
[sˤabir] or [s͡tabir] ‘patience’

Generalization from

[sˤ/s͡t] (free variation)

Categorization of free

phase 3
Phase 4

Context-sensitive
categorization

1) In Low vs. High contexts: The variants containing [sˤ] [sˤala:], [sˤaum] and
[sˤabir] occur in Low and High, whereas the variants containing [s͡t] [s͡tala:],
[s͡taum], and [s͡tabir] always occur in Low.
2) In Low contexts: [s͡tirfa] ‘rack’ [s͡tawar] ‘noise’, [s͡tamma] ‘roof’
3) In High contexts: [raff] ‘rack’, [ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ] ‘noise’, [saqif] ‘roof’.

Generalizations from

1) [sˤ] associates with Low/High contexts, but [s͡t] associates with Low

phase 4

contexts only.
2) If [s͡t/sˤ], then [s͡t] is better than [sˤ] in Low, but [sˤ] must be used in High.

Figure 4.3 A sketch of bottom-up learning processes ([sˤ], [s͡t], and related words in Faifi).
Similar to the patterns of [sˤ/s͡t], described above, diglossic variation occurs between the
post-alveolar [tʰ] (for Low speech) and the velar [k] (for Low/High speech). Thus, the same
bottom-up learning and categorization processes illustrated above lead the learner to discriminate
between the two different types of input regarding [tʰ/k]: The Low input has [tʰ/k], but the High
input that is dominated by [k], and [tʰ] never occurs in High. The sound and context association
for [tʰ/k] is summarized in the following table, which matches the summary of [s͡t/sˤ] discussed
earlier.
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(Low contexts)

(High contexts)

Home, friends, etc.

TV, games, media, school, etc.

{tʰ, k}-/+VELAR

[tʰ] or [k]

only [k]

{tʰ, X}-VELAR

[tʰ]

[X] (X = Semantically related word that does not contain [tʰ])

{k}+VELAR

[k]

[k]

Therefore, as Phase 4 in Figure 4.3 illustrates, we can build these new generalizations upon
the existing generalizations about the diglossic variants [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ] and update our earlier
morph sets to include labels for sound-speech associations (i.e., Low/High) as shown below in (8)
and (9), which represent the adult grammar. Note that, in both examples, it is important not to label
the morph sets in (a) as Low or High because their members occur in all speech inputs. Note also
that for the representational clarity, the [sˤ] and [k] variants in (c) are labeled as LOW/HIGH to make
the distinction between them and the member of morph sets in (a) throughout the discussion.
However, the analysis is the same whether these items were labeled as LOW/HIGH or not labeled.
(8) Diglossic morph sets for [sˤ/s͡t] (final version)1
a. {{sˤu:ra}PICTURE, {sˤalsˤa}SAUCE, …}+EMPH,
b. {{raff HIGH, s͡tirfa LOW}RACK, {ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ HIGH, s͡tawar LOW}NOISE, …}-EMPH,
c. {{sˤala LOW/HIGH, s͡tala LOW}PRAYER, {sˤaum LOW/HIGH, s͡taum LOW}FASTING, …}+/-EMPH

(9) Diglossic morph sets for [k/tʰ] (final version)
a. {{kitaːb}BOOK, {kala:m}TALK, {maktab}DESK, …}+VELAR,
b. {{ħa:d͡ʒib HIGH, tʰiħba LOW}EYE.BROW, {dˤiħik HIGH, fiħtʰin LOW}LAUGHING, {ʔimraʔa HIGH
tʰa:hna LOW}LADY, …}-VELAR,
c. {{kalb LOW/HIGH, tʰalb LOW }DOG, {rukba LOW/HIGH, rutʰba LOW }KNEE, {ʔakil LOW/HIGH,
ʔatʰil LOW }FOOD…}+/-VELAR

As discussed in Chapter (3), under a morph-based model like EG, learning an individual
morph includes learning the set of features associated with it (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2016). In

1

Items in 8a and 9a allow both types of morphology.
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the morph sets (8) and (9) above, labels that are assigned to more than one member indicate that
these members are the same with respect to the label that combines them. So far in the
discussion, we saw three types of labels: the sound labels such as {…}+EMPH, the semantic labels
such as {…}NOISE and the social context labels such as {…}HIGH or {…}LOW. Firstly, the sound
labels indicate that the tokens share the same sound pronunciation (regardless of speech
contexts). For example, the label +EMPH (see 8a) combines the tokens [sˤu:ra] and [sˤalsˤa] because
they are articulated using [sˤ]. Secondly, the semantic labels indicate that the tokens share the
same meaning. For example, the label RACK (see 8b) combines the tokens [raff] and [s͡tirfa]
because the two sound strings correspond to the meaning ‘rack’. Thirdly, the speech input labels
(i.e., diglossic variation labels) indicate that the sound strings are associated with High or Low.
For example, [raff] is labeled as HIGH, and [s͡tirfa] is labeled as LOW since these lexical items are
mostly associated with these speech contexts (see 8b).
Furthermore, although the -EMPH items are always labeled as LOW context, these labels are
not interchangeable because there are +EMPH items that occur in the Low context as well. Not
every morph labeled as +EMPH can also be labeled as HIGH. For example, although the morph
[sˤadaga] is labeled as +EMPH because it contains [sˤ], it is also labeled as LOW since it contains the
Low sound [g]. Therefore, [sˤadaga] is +EMPH.LOW while [sˤadaqa] is +EMPH.HIGH. The following
section discusses the morph sets for the sounds [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] in more detail.
Finally, the sound and context association regarding [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] is summarized in the
following table.
{…}LOW

{…}HIGH

Low contexts

High contexts

{s͡t, sˤ}-/+EMPH

[s͡t] or [sˤ]

only [sˤ]

{tʰ, k}-/+VELAR
{s͡t, X}-EMPH

[tʰ] or [k]
[s͡t]

only [k]

{tʰ, X}-VELAR

[tʰ]

[X]

{sˤ}+EMPH

[sˤ]

[sˤ]

{k}+VELAR

[k]

[k]

[X]
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Finally, what about a fourth category in which [sˤ] and [k] are labeled LOW with phonetically
unrelated counterparts is High? (Like we discussed for [s͡tirfa]L/[raff]H ‘rack’). For [sˤ], a fourth
category does not exist because all words continuing [sˤ] in Low have counterparts in High that
are identical or cognate. For [k], there is a limited number of words in Faifi (around five words, to
my knowledge) that contain [k] with phonetically unrelated counterparts is High. For example, the
Low word [kirku:mi:n] ‘bone’ is [ʕaðˤim] in High, and the Low word [kaʕam] ‘type of Faifi bread’
is [xubiz] ‘bread’ in High. The low words cannot be articulated with [tʰ], and therefore the
utterances *[tʰirtʰu:mi:n] ‘bone’ and *[tʰaʕam] ‘bread’ are ungrammatical. However, these words
are archaic forms in Faifi with unclear origins. It is unclear to me how these words containing [k]
(not the normal [tʰ]) entered Faifi (Low) in the first place, and not being from Arabic (High). Since
these words do not make a significant pattern in Faifi, they are not considered a separate category
in this dissertation.
4.2.2 Building diglossic morph sets for [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]
As detailed in Chapter 2, the variants [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] have slightly different distributions
in the Faifi diglossic speech than do the other diglossic variants. There are two main differences
between [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ] on the one hand and [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] on the other, as summarized in the
following paragraphs.
The first difference is that the High sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ] must be pronounced as [g] and
[d͡ʒʰ] in Low to be properly Low. This means that all High (Arabic) lexical items that contain the
uvular [q] and the post-alveolar unaspirated [d͡ʒ] must be pronounced using the pre-velar [g] and
the aspirated [d͡ʒʰ], respectively, in order to be Low (see 10). This is not true regarding the High
sounds [sˤ] and [k] since restrictions apply to their articulations in certain words. As described
earlier, loan words from Arabic that contain [sˤ] and [k] with no cognates in Faifi are restricted by
blocking the [s͡t] and [tʰ] articulations, as illustrated in the following examples.
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(10) Restricted vs. unrestricted Low pronunciation regarding the diglossic variants
Restricted Low pronunciation
[k]:

[sˤ]:

Unrestricted Low pronunciation

[kita:b]L/H *[tʰita:b]

‘book’

[kala:m]L/H *[tʰala:m]

‘talk’

[sˤifr]L/H *[s͡tifr]
[sˤu:ra]L/H *[s͡tu:ra]

‘zero’

[q]:

[d͡ʒʰ]:

‘picture’

[qitˤʕa]H/[gitˤʕa]L

‘piece’

[qima:ma]H/[gima:ma]L

‘trash’

[d͡ʒa:hil]H/[d͡ʒʰa:hil]L
[d͡ʒarra]H/[d͡ʒʰarra]L

‘uneducated’
‘pitcher’

The second difference between the two types of sound variants has to do with the frequency
of occurrence and the time of acquisition. Regarding the frequency, the corpus data (see Chapter
3, Section 3.8) of Low speech (i.e., the home input variety that is acquired from birth) clearly
shows a near absence of the uvular [q] and the unaspirated [d͡ʒ] in the Low input in comparison to
the emphatic [sˤ] and the velar [k], as shown in (11). Only a few instances of [q] and [d͡ʒ] occur in
the Low speech, and they were all in the context of code-switching in the pronunciation from Low
to High1.
(11) The overall frequency of diglossic variants in Faifi2. Percentage and number of
occurrences in (10,000-token, see Chapter 3, Section 3.8.2 ‘The Corpus of Faifi Speech’)
a. Similar frequency rate
[sˤ] 63% (n= 166)
[s͡t] 37% (n= 89)

b. Different frequency rate
[d͡ʒ] 4.5% (n= 14)
[d͡ʒʰ] 95.5% (n= 296)

[k] 74% (n= 932)
[tʰ] 26% (n= 330)

[q] 0.98% (n= 10)
[g] 99.02% (n= 1009)

1

For example, High phrases and sentences were sometimes embedded in the Low speech with no phonological or
morphosyntactic integration into the Low grammar. They were used in quotes, citing someone’s speech in High, and
sometimes switching from Low to High at random. Consider, for example, the following codeswitching case when a
Faifi speaker randomly switched from Low to High when talking about the internet (targeted codeswitching forms
are in bold).
[biʃabakat ʔintarnit tʃu:f
fi:ha l-ʔalʕa:b
wə l-qisˤasˤə l-d͡ʒami:la]
web
internet you.find in.it the-games and the-story the-beautiful
‘… on the web, you will find the games and the beautiful story…”
Myers-Scotton refers to such constituents in code-switching as islands (i.e., the example above is a High island in
the Low speech) (Myers-Scotton, 1992). This is similar, for example, to a case where an English speaker inserts a
Spanish phrase or sentence into an English conversation.
2 This corpus is for Faifi Low speech.
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Given the low frequency of [q] and [d͡ʒ] in the Low input (as reflected by the corpus data
in 11), Faifi learners hear these two sounds so rarely at first that they do not even have it as a
category, interpreting any [q] and [d͡ʒ] as poorly pronounced [g] or [d͡ʒʰ], respectively. Learners
only establish [q] and [d͡ʒ] as independent categories around the time they are watching a lot more
TV and cartoons, and/or going to school. In comparison, Faifi learners acquire [sˤ] and [k] from
birth, just like their counterparts [s͡t] and [tʰ] due to high frequency.
In fact, the adult Faifi speakers who were interviewed in this study were fully aware of the
different articulations of the diglossic variants [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and their association with High
and Low speech forms. It is very unlikely that Faifi speakers would use [q] or [d͡ʒ] in Low speech
contexts or use their counterparts [g] or [d͡ʒʰ] in High speech contexts (unless quoting one speech
form into the other, as the few instances in the corpus show).
But more importantly, the blocking effect demonstrated in (12) offers empirical evidence
of the distinction between the sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ], on the one hand, and the sounds [sˤ] and [k] on
the other. Consider the examples in (12a-b) which demonstrate how the sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ] are
blocked after the Low definite marker [ʔim-] (12a) whereas the sounds [sˤ] and [k] are not blocked
in the same position (12b).
(12) Blocking some diglossic variants in Faifi

a.
[d͡ʒ/d͡ʒʰ]:

[g/q]:

b.
[s͡t/sˤ]:
[tʰ/k]:

Gloss

Low speech

High speech

‘hunger’
‘the-hunger’

[d͡ʒʰu:ʕ]
[ʔim-d͡ʒʰu:ʕ] *[ʔim-d͡ʒu:ʕ]

[d͡ʒu:ʕ]
[ʔal-d͡ʒu:ʕ] *[ʔal-d͡ʒʰu:ʕ]

‘piece’

[gitˤʕa]

[qitˤʕa]

‘the-piece’

[ʔim-gitˤʕa] *[ʔim-qitˤʕa]

[ʔal-qitˤʕa] *[ʔal-gitˤʕa]

‘fasting’

[sˤawm]

‘the-fasting’

[s͡tawm]/[sˤawm]
[ʔim-s͡tawm]/[ʔim-sˤawm]

‘big’

[tʰabi:r]/[kabi:r]

[kabi:r]

‘the-dog’

[ʔim-tʰabi:r]/[ʔim-kabi:r]

[ʔal-kabi:r] *[ʔal-tʰabi:r]
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[ʔal-sˤawm] *[ʔal-s͡tawm]

The examples above in (12) illustrated two types of blocking diglossic variation forms. The
combination of the High sounds [d͡ʒ] and [q] and Low prefix [ʔim-] is blocked, whereas the
combination of the high sounds [sˤ] and [k] and the same Low prefix [ʔim-] is allowed. In other
words, the Low definite marker [ʔim-] cannot attach to something marked as HIGH (such as a stem
containing [d͡ʒ] or [q]), and the High definite marker [ʔal-] cannot attach to something marked as
LOW

(such as a stem containing [s͡t], [tʰ], [d͡ʒʰ] or [g]). The amount of exposure that Faifi children

receive during their early language development regarding these sounds offers an insight into why
this blocking happens. A large amount of exposure to [sˤ] and [k] permits matching between these
sounds and the Low-exclusive definite marker. In comparison, the limited exposure to [d͡ʒ] and [q]
blocks such combination. Hoff et al. (2012) demonstrated that when children are exposed to two
languages, the rate of development of each language will vary relative to the amount of input
exposure. Regarding the unaspirated [d͡ʒ] and the uvular [q] variants, although a few Faifi children
may still have the ability to learn these variants during early years from TV, games or other High
input sources, the majority of children do not acquire these sounds until pre-school and early school
years when the High input becomes sufficient to discriminate diglossic categories for [d͡ʒ/d͡ʒʰ] and
[q/g]. (More examples on blocking [d͡ʒ] and [q] due to affixation will be presented in Chapter 5,
which is devoted to the emergence of inflectional morphemes)
The implication for language acquisition is that at early stages, a child, who is learning the
Faifi diglossic grammar, discriminates one language, but there is no Low/High distinction. When
the High input becomes dominant (around school years or before), [d͡ʒ] and [q] enter the grammar,
and Low/High distinction enters. Consequently, some sounds are marked as LOW and some as HIGH;
also, some morphs get marked as LOW and some as HIGH.
Based on their behaviors discussed thus far, the diglossic variants [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] can be
classified into morph sets that are labeled for their diglossic input (Low/High) and also for their
infrequent occurrence in Low input (labeled as

1
INFRQ) ,

as shown in (13) and (14), respectively.

The INFRQ label denotes “a High sound that is infrequent in Low”. The INFRQ label marks a sound like [q] or [d͡ʒ] that
occurs only a few times during the early years of language acquisition in some code-switching cases, but [q] or [d͡ʒ]
remain marked as HIGH in the grammar. The sounds [q] or [d͡ʒ] are INFRQ in Low (regardless of their frequency in
High), and this is what makes them treated differently in the emergent grammar from other sounds such as [sˤ] and
[k], which occur in High as well. The sounds [sˤ] and [k] are not labeled as INFRQ because they are marked as
LOW/HIGH because they are frequent in the two speech from (i.e. [sˤ] and [k] are learned from birth). EG predicts that if
XINFREQUENT becomes XFREQUENT in Low, then it will be labeled as XLOW/HIGH, like [sˤ]L/H and [k]L/H. The INFRQ label in
this dissertation refers to the corpus data (see 11). It is for representational clarity only and could be deleted with no
effect on the grammar.
1
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Note that the morph sets in (13b) and (14b) also contain different lexical items for High that share
the same semantic information but do not contain the +ASPIRATED sound [d͡ʒʰ], and they are not
cognates.
(13) Diglossic morph sets for [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]
a. {{d͡ʒʰisr LOW, d͡ʒisr HIGH.INFRQ}BRIDGE, {d͡ʒʰamal LOW, d͡ʒamal HIGH.INFRQ}CAMEL,
{d͡ʒʰiha}LOW, {d͡ʒiha}HIGH.INFRQ, …}+/-ASPIRATED
b. {{d͡ʒʰihfin LOW, ʃaʕar_tˤawi:l HIGH}LONG.HAIR, {d͡ʒʰiħfura LOW, ħurfa HIGH}PIT, {laħd͡ʒʰin
LOW,

talla HIGH}HILLSIDE, …}+ASPIRRATED

(14) Diglossic morph sets for [g/q]
a. {{galb LOW, qalb HIGH.INFRQ}HEART, {gitˤʕa LOW, qitˤʕa HIGH.INFRQ}PIECE, {ga:rib LOW, qa:rib
HIGH.INFRQ}BOAT,

…}+/-UVULAR

b. {{ginfin LOW, saħa:ba HIGH}DARK.CLOUD, {mirga:yin LOW, sullam HIGH}LADDER, {gimʕin,
ʔasfal_ʔiðˤðˤahir HIGH}LOWER.BACK, …}-UVULAR
The diglossic morph sets of [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] have two key differences from the
diglossic morph sets of [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ]. First, the diglossic morph sets of [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] have
only two subset categories (related and synonyms) while the diglossic morph sets of [sˤ/s͡t] and
[k/tʰ] have three subset categories (related, synonyms and single form). The related category
includes Low and High forms that are cognates, and they differ with respect to the diglossic
variation sound(s), e.g., [bas͡tal] L/[basˤal]L/H ‘onion’. The synonyms category includes Low and
High forms that are semantically related, but they are unrelated considering the phonemic and
phonological levels, e.g., [s͡tirfa]L/[raff]H ‘rack’. In this case, the Low word cannot be articulate
using the High diglossic variant so that the utterance *[sˤirfa] ‘rack’ is ungrammatical. The single
form category includes Low and High forms that are identical, e.g., [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’. This type of
words usually entered Low from High, and they cannot be articulated using the Low variant so
that the utterance *[s͡tu:ra] ‘picture’ is ungrammatical (see Figure 4.4 for more examples). In
comparison, there are no lexical items of the last class (a single form category) involving [g/q] or
[d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ].
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The second key difference between [g/q] [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [sˤ/s͡t] [k/tʰ] is that the morph set
members containing [q] or [d͡ʒ] are labeled as INFRQ (infrequent in Low). We will see the impact
of the INFRQ label on the emergent MSRs and conditions throughout the discussion of this chapter
and Chapter 5. The following is Figure 4.4, which illustrates the differences between the threecategory and two-category types of morph sets for the diglossic variants in question.

Three-categories type
[s͡t/sˤ] categories:
‘money change’

2. Synonyms:

[s͡tarif]LOW/[sˤarif]LOW/HIGH
[s͡tirfa]LOW/[raff]HIGH

3. Single form:

[sˤu:ra]

‘picture’

1. Related:

[tʰabi:r]LOW/[kabi:r]LOW/HIGH

‘big’

2. Synonyms:

[tʰananin]LOW/[ɣitˤa:ʔ]HIGH

‘cover’

*[kaninin]

3. Single form:

[kahrab]

‘electricity’

*[tʰharab]

1. Related:

‘rack’

*[sˤirfa]
*[s͡tu:ra]

[tʰ/k] categories:

Two-categories type
[g/q] categories:
1. Related:

[galam]LOW/[qalam]HIGH.INFRQ

‘pen’

2. Synonyms:

[ginfin]LOW/[ɣaim]HIGH

‘cloud’

[d͡ʒʰamal]LOW/[d͡ʒamal]HIGH.INFRQ
[d͡ʒʰihfin]LOW/[ʃaʕar tˤawi:l]HIGH

‘camel’

*[qinfin]

[d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] categories:
1. Related:
2. Synonyms:

‘men long hair’

*[d͡ʒihfin]

Figure 4.4 Two-category vs. three-category morph sets1.

1

See the discussions at the beginning of Section 4.1 with respect to other sound class that does not exhibit diglossic
variation such as [d], which is the same in Low and High. As mentioned, words continuing these sounds can be
divided into three categories: a) identical (or single form category) [dawla]LOW/HIGH ‘country’, b) cognates (or
related) [da:yra] LOW /[da:ʔira]HIGH ‘circle’, and c) different words (or synonyms) [difa:yin] LOW /[ɣitˤa:ʔ]HIGH ‘cover’.
However, in this case, [d] cannot be classified as diglossic variation because it is the same in Low and High.
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Figure 4.4. shows that there are no single form categories for [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]. All words
containing the High sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ] can be articulated using the Low sounds [g] or [d͡ʒʰ],
respectively. Exceptions to this generalization are always predictable and accounted for by EG.
The Low variants [g] or [d͡ʒʰ] are blocked predictably for affixation, word pattern, and diglossic
OCP, among other reasons, as the remaining parts of this dissertation will show. For example, the
High dual suffix [-a:n]H blocks the usage of [g]L in *[galam-a:n]L-H ‘two pens’. The correct forms
are [qalam-a:n]H-H/[qalam-ain]H-L/H/[galam-ain]L-L/H ‘two pens’. The same High dual suffix [a:n]H also blocks the usage of [d͡ʒʰ]L in *[d͡ʒʰamal-a:n]L-H ‘two camels’. The correct forms are
[d͡ʒamal-a:n]H-H/[d͡ʒamal-ain]L-L/H/[d͡ʒʰamal-ain]L-L/H ‘two camels’, etc. Therefore, there is no
evidence in the language that supports establishing a morph set such as {…}+UVULAR (for [q] single
form category) or a morph set such as {…}+ASPIRATED (for [d͡ʒ] single form category).

Summary
This section discussed building diglossic morph sets for the Faifi sound system. The section
demonstrated that diglossic morph sets include two morphs that share the same meaning, but they
are labeled for the speech input in which they occur the most, e.g., {sound string continuing
[s͡t]LOW, {sound string containing [sˤ]LOW/HIGH}MEANING. Furthermore, this section made the
distinction between the diglossic morph sets that contain members with frequent sounds, namely
the emphatic [sˤ] and velar [k], and morph sets that contain infrequent sounds, namely unaspirated
[d͡ʒ] and the uvular [q]. Consequently, there are three morphs sets for the frequent sounds (related,
synonyms and single form) and only two morph sets for the infrequent sounds (related and
synonyms), since there is no reason to establish single form categories for [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] in
Faifi diglossic grammar.
In short, the sounds [s͡t], [k] as well as [g] and [d͡ʒʰ] are necessarily Low while the sounds
[d͡ʒ] and [q] are necessarily High. This generalization holds in all types of words, whether nouns,
verbs, adjectives etc. and all speech contexts.
The discussion up to this point shows that some morph sets have two members that are
randomly related, such as {{s͡tirfa}LOW, {raff}HIGH}RACK, while others are systematically related,
such as {{s͡tarif}LOW, {sˤarif}HIGH}MONEY.CHANGE. Random sets must be heard; once the system is
figured out. However, systematic sets can be hypothesized due to Morph Set Relations. In the EG
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view, Morph Set Relations are formed to connect two or more members of a morph set based on
their similarities, as discussed in more detail in the following section.
4.3 Building Morph Set Relations (MSRs)1
The second crucial step in the EG analysis is forming connections between two or more
members in a set; this process is known in EG conventions as Morph Set Relation (hereafter MSR).
This section demonstrates MSRs in Faifi with respect to two types of morph sets: diglossic and
non-diglossic morph sets. The diglossic morph sets are those containing two diglossic variation
members, whether they are randomly or systematically related. The non-diglossic morph sets are
other sets in Low or High that are not labeled for diglossic variation. Section 4.3.1 begins by
discussing examples of MSRs for the non-diglossic morph sets since they are simpler than the
diglossic MSRs. Then the discussion will proceed to focus on the more complex case of MSRs in
the diglossic morph sets. The passive verb marking in Faifi will be used to demonstrate the two types.

4.3.1 MSRs for the non-diglossic morph sets
Using the problem of the passive verb marking in Faifi, presented briefly in (15), we can
illustrate how MSRs can connect two (or more) related sound strings that have the same S-feature
and make a systematic generalization on unencountered forms in the language.
(15) Active/Passive of verbs of patterns I and II in Faifi2

Pattern I

Gloss

Active

Passive

‘wrote-2MSG’

[katab-ta]

[kitib-ta]

‘entered-3MSG’

[daxal-a]

[dixl-a]

‘cut-2MSG’

[gatˤaʕ-ta]

[gitˤiʕ-ta]

‘broke-3MSG’

[kasar-a]

[kisr-a]

1

It is important to note that since the present chapter is solely concerned with learning the sound system of Faifi, we
will not see the essential role of MSRs in the analysis of Faifi alternations until we move to Chapter 5, which is devoted
to learning Faifi morphemes including the alternations in Faifi affixes. MSRs play an essential role in the
generalizations of morph alternations in Faifi.
2
Pattern I has this shape /C1VC2VC3-/, and Pattern II has this shape /C1VC2C2VC3-/. There are ten common verb
patterns in Faifi. Table (14) in Appendix 2 includes a summary of all verb patterns in Faifi for the active and passive
verbs. Nine of the verb patterns in Faifi resemble the Arabic one. Faifi does not have the Pattern VII /ʔinC1VC2VC3/,
which is a common Arabic. For more detail on the Arabic verb patterns, see Watson (2002, p. 126); Holes (2004, p.
100), to mention a few). In the discussion of this chapter, I only use Patterns I and II for the sole purpose of illustrating
how the MSRs work in Faifi. Further details about the patterns and their internal relations is beyond the scope of the
present study and require a future investigation.
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Pattern II

‘wrote.intensely-2MSG’

[kattab-ta]

[kittib-ta]

‘entered.intensely-3MSG’

[daxxal-a]

[dixxil-a]

‘cut.intensely-2MSG’

[gatˤtˤaʕ-ta]

[gitˤtˤiʕ-ta]

‘break.intensely-3MSG’

[kassar-a]

[kissir-a]

These examples show that the passive verb in Faifi is marked by an internal vocalic
modification to the stem with the high vowel [i]. Therefore, the following morph sets can be
established based on the given data (above).

(16) Morph sets for the active/passive verbs in (form 15)
a. {{katab}ACTIVE, {kitb}PASSIVE}WRITE.PFV.PI1
b. {{daxal}ACTIVE, {dixl}PASSIVE}ENTERED.PFV.PI
c. {{gatˤaʕ}ACTIVE, {gitˤʕ}PASSIVE}CUT.PFV.PI
d. {{kasar}ACTIVE, {kisr}PASSIVE}BREAK.PFV.PI

e. {{kattab}ACTIVE, {kittib}PASSIVE}WRITE.INTENSELY.PFV.PII
f. {{daxxal}ACTIVE, {dixxil}PASSIVE}ENTERED.INTENSELY.PFV.PII
g. {{gatˤtˤaʕ}ACTIVE, {gitˤtˤiʕ}PASSIVE}CUT.INTENSELY.PFV.PII
h. {{kassar}ACTIVE, {kissir}PASSIVE}BREAK.INTENSELY.PFV.PII

i. {ta}2MSG
j. {a}3MSG

Since we now have verb morph sets with two members in them (i.e., active stem and
passive stem), the following MSRs can be formed between these members based on their
similarities. The MSR in (17a) establishes a systematic relation between active and passive verbs
of Pattern I, and the MSR in (17b) establishes a systematic relation between active and passive
verbs of Pattern II.

1

PFV = Perfective verb, PI, PII = Pattern I, Pattern II.
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(17) MSR for active-passive verbs
(17a) An MSR for Pattern I
[C1aC2aC3-] ACTIVE ↔ [C1iC2C3-]PASSIVE
(If you encounter an active verb of this shape C1aC2aC3-, then there is a corresponding
passive verb of this shape C1iC2C3-. The MSR is bidirectional, which means that a passive
verb C1iC2C3- implies an active verb C1aC2aC3-)
Morph set examples:
{katab} → {katab, kitb}, or {kitb} → {katab, kitb}
{daxal} → {daxal, dixl}, or {dixl} → {daxal, dixl}

(17b) An MSR for Pattern II
[C1aC2C2aC3-] ACTIVE ↔ [C1iC2C2iC3-]PASSIVE
(If you encounter an active verb of this shape C1aC2C2aC3-, then there is a corresponding
passive verb of this shape C1iC2C2iC3-. The MSR is bidirectional, which means that a
passive verb C1iC2C2iC3- implies an active verb C1aC2C2aC3-)
Morph set examples:
{gatˤtˤaʕ} → {gatˤtˤaʕ, gitˤtˤiʕ}, or {gitˤtˤiʕ} → {gatˤtˤaʕ, gitˤtˤiʕ}
{kassar} → {kassar, kissir}, or {kissir} → {kassar, kissir}

The MSRs in (17) are generative since they apply to all perfective verbs in Faifi that display
the same pattern. For example, by encountering the active verb [tˤalaʕ-a] ‘climbed-3MSG’, the
grammar can generate [tˤilʕ-a] ‘being climbed-3MSG’ and all its inflected forms for person,
number and gender even if the passive forms have not been encountered in the input. The opposite
is also true; by encountering the passive verb [niʃr-a] ‘was gone at night-3MSG’, the grammar can
generate [naʃar-a] ‘went at night-3MSG’ and all its inflections for person, number and gender even
if the active verb has not occurred in the input. The same analysis applies to Pattern II as well, as
seen in the examples above.
This was a brief example to demonstrate, with a simple example, how MSRs are formed
from the generalizations of the non-diglossic morph sets. Let us, in the following section, discuss
how MSRs operate with respect to the diglossic morph sets, which are the focus of the present
study.
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4.3.2. MSRs for the diglossic morph sets
Among the diglossic variants discussed in this study, we can establish four systematic
MSRs, two bidirectional, and two unidirectional. The two bidirectional MSRs are for the sound
pairs [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ], and the two unidirectional MSRs are for the sound pairs [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [g/q].
Recall that [d͡ʒ] and [q] are necessarily High, and they are infrequent sounds in the Low speech.
In addition, all [d͡ʒ] and [q] can be freely articulated as [d͡ʒʰ]L and [g]L but not vice versa; hence
the unidirectionality of the systematic relation. The bidirectional MSRs are shown in (18a-b),
and the unidirectional MSRs are shown in (18c-d)1.
(18a) An MSR for [sˤ/s͡t]
∃{X}+/-EMPH, then {X LOW/HIGH}+EMPH ↔{X LOW}-EMPH (X = a morph)
(Iff you encounter a morph that is articulated with both emphatic and non-emphatic (i.e.,
[sˤ/s͡t]), then the emphatic is tagged for Low and High speech and the non-emphatic is
tagged for Low speech)
Examples: {sˤala, s͡tala}PRAYER → {sˤala LOW/HIGH, s͡tala LOW}PRAYER.

What this also means for the learner is that encountering the diglossic variation in the
morph [sˤala/s͡tala] ‘prayer’ implies, for example, that the dual form in High [sˤala:tain] ‘two
prayers’ has a corresponding form with the non-emphatic in Low [s͡tala:tain] ‘two prayers’ even
if the latter has not been encountered in the input. The opposite is also true, which means that
encountering [s͡tala:tain] in Low implies [sˤala:tain] in High.
Note that the usage of the existential sign ∃ (iff) limits the productivity of the MSR so
that it does not overgeneralize to words such as [sˤu:ra] ‘picture’, which does not have a [s͡t]
version. In other words, the learner does not have a reason to generalize the [sˤ/s͡t] MSR unless
he/she encounters a stem that allows both pronunciations. The following is an MSR for [k/tʰ],
which is similar to the one for [sˤ/s͡t].

1

The unidirectional MSRs are simpler than bidirectional MSRs, and should be discussed first (for the reader to go
from simple to complex). However, in this section, I discuss bidirectional MSRs first since the discussion in the
whole dissertation is organized to begin with [sˤ/s͡t] [k/tʰ], and then move to [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ], [g/q]. To keep this
organization, I chose to begin by the bidirectional MSRs in this section.
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(18b) An MSR for [k/tʰ]
∃{X}+/-VELAR, then ({X LOW/HIGH}+VELAR ↔ {X LOW}-VELAR)

(X = a morph)

(Iff you encounter a morph articulated with both the velar and non-velar sounds [k/tʰ],
then the velar form is tagged for Low and High speech and the non-velar is tagged for
Low speech)
Examples: {rukba, rutʰba}KNEE → {rukba LOW/HIGH, rutʰba LOW}KNEE.
What this also means for the learner is that encountering the free variation [rukba/rutʰba]
‘a knee’ implies, for example, that the dual form in High [rukbatain] ‘two knees (High)’ has a
corresponding form with the non-emphatic in Low [rutʰbatain] ‘two knees (Low)’ even if the
latter has not been encountered in the input. The opposite is also true, which means that
encountering [rutʰbatain] in Low implies [rukbatain] in High.
The following is a unidirectional MSR for [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]. It is a unidirectional MSR because
the High sound [d͡ʒ] can be articulated as [d͡ʒʰ] in Low, but the Low sound [d͡ʒʰ] cannot be
articulated as [d͡ʒ].
(18c) An MSR for [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]
{X HIGH}-ASPIR →{X LOW}+ASPIR

(X = a morph)

(If you encounter a morph that is articulated with the unaspirated [d͡ʒ] in High, then the
same morph can be articulated as aspirated [d͡ʒʰ] in Low. The opposite is not true)
Examples: {d͡ʒisim}BODY → {d͡ʒisim HIGH, d͡ʒʰisim LOW}BODY
What this means for the learner is that the derivatives and the inflected forms of the word
[d͡ʒisim] in High can also be articulated as aspirated in Low, e.g., [d͡ʒʰismain] ‘two bodies’
[d͡ʒʰismi] ‘my body’, etc. However, the opposite is not true since [d͡ʒʰihif] ‘long hair’ in Low
cannot be articulated as unaspirated *[d͡ʒihif] in High. Instead, the child learns [ʃaʕar tˤawi:l] for
‘long hair’ in High. The following is another unidirectional MSR for [g/q].
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(18d) An MSR for [g/q]
{XHIGH}+UVULAR →{XLOW}-UVULAR (X = a morph)
(If you encounter a stem articulated with the uvular [q] in High, then the same stem can
be articulated with the non-uvular [g] in Low. The MSR is unidirectional, which means
that the opposite is not true)1
Examples: {qa:rib}BOAT → {qa:rib HIGH, ga:rb LOW}BOAT
What this also means for the learner is that the derivatives and the inflected forms of the
word [qa:rib] ‘boat’ can also be articulated using the pre-velar in Low, e.g. [ga:rbain] ‘two boats’
[ga:rbi] ‘my boat’, etc.2 The opposite is not true since [gaʕa:da] ‘bed’ in Low cannot be articulated
using the uvular *[qaʕa:da] in High. Instead, the child learns [sari:r] for ‘bed’ in High.
However, diglossic MSRs sometimes imply the wrong forms, but they are eliminated by
conditions (Section 4.4). This happens when there is an additional element in the morph that
causes a mismatch between the Low and High categories, such as when an MSR places a Low
sound next to a High infrequent sound. The following section provides more details with respect
to the diglossic MSRs using the passive verb construction, discussed earlier.

4.3.3 MSRs example for the diglossic passive verbs
Consider the data sets in (19a-b), which illustrate the diglossic variation in the active and
passive verbs of Pattern I. The data show that while the active forms are the same in Low and
High, the passive forms are marked differently. The Low passive is marked with the internal vowel
[-i-] while the High passive is marked with the internal vowel [-u-]. For representational clarity,

In a few cases, High words containing [d͡ʒ] or [q] have corresponding unrelated Low words (i.e., synonyms). These
cases do not change the two MSRs discussed in this section. In such a case, the High word can still be used in Low
using the Low articulation in addition to the Low synonym word. The MSRs are: 1) [d͡ʒ…]HIGH → [d͡ʒʰ…]/[
synonym]LOW, and 2) [q…]HIGH → [g…]/[synonym]LOW. e.g., [d͡ʒami:l]HIGH → [d͡ʒʰamil]/[yifʃi:]LOW ‘beautiful’.
[saqatˤ-a]HIGH → [sagatˤ-a/nadar-a]LOW ‘fell-3MSG’.
2
It is highly unlikely that the child would learn the [qa:rib]H ‘boat’ before learning the variant [ga:rib]L due to the
overwhelming frequency of the [g] over [q] in Low. The EG framework predicts that if a child hears [qa:rib]H ‘boat’
in Low, it would be so rare that he/she would not even have it as a category, interpreting [qa:rib]H as poorly
pronounced [ga:rib]L. The child would only establish [q]H as an independent category around the time he/she is
watching a lot more TV and cartoons, and/or going to school. The same thing applies for [d͡ʒʰ]L and [d͡ʒ]H. However,
if [qa:rib] was somehow learned in Low, EG predicts that it would be similar to [sˤ] in [s͡taum]/[sˤaum] ‘fasting’. The
sound [sˤ] is learned in Low and labeled as a LOW sound, but it is not labeled HIGH until the High grammar is learned
(see Figure 4.3).
1
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all the verbs in the data sets below are followed by the suffix [-a]L/H ‘3MSG’. Blocked forms are
indicated with an asterisk (*).
(19a) The active verb of Pattern I in Faifi diglossic grammar
Gloss
a. Frequent:
[k] and [sˤ]

b. Infrequent:
[d͡ʒ] and [q]

Low

High

‘broke’

[tʰasar-a]/[kasar-a]
‘got change’ [s͡taraf-a]/[sˤaraf-a]

[kasar-a]

‘cut’

[qatˤaʕ-a]
[d͡ʒamaʕ-a]

‘added’

[gatˤaʕ-a]
[d͡ʒʰamaʕ-a]

[sˤaraf-a]

(19b) The passive verb of Pattern I in Faifi diglossic grammar
Gloss

Low

High

a. Frequent:

‘broke’

[kusir-a]

[k] and [sˤ]

‘got change’

[tʰisr-a]/[kisr-a]
[s͡tirf-a]/[sˤirf-a]

b. Infrequent:
[d͡ʒ] and [q]

‘cut’

[gitˤʕ-a] *[qitˤʕ-a]
[d͡ʒʰimʕ-a] *[d͡ʒimʕ-a]

[qutˤiʕ-a] *[gutˤiʕ-a]
[d͡ʒumiʕ-a] *[d͡ʒʰumiʕ-a]

‘added’

[sˤurf-a]

*[tʰusir-a]
*[s͡turif-a]

The examples in (19b) illustrate two patterns of blocking diglossic variation in the passive
verbs. First, the High passive marker [u] blocks all Low variants. Second, the Low passive marker
[i] only blocks the infrequent variants [q]H and [d͡ʒ]H, but the frequent variants [k]L/H and [sˤ]L/H
are allowed. Under the EG framework, such blocking patterns direct the learner’s attention to the
type of conditions that govern the interaction between the Low and High categories and eliminate
ungrammatical passive forms. These conditions are the subject of discussion in the next section.
Before we move to discuss the emergent conditions, let us show what the diglossic morph
sets and MSRs look like for the active/passive verbs discussed above. Similar to what has been
shown earlier, all morphs can be compiled into morph sets and labeled based on their observable
similarities, as shown in (20).
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(20) Diglossic morph sets for the active/passive verbs
a. {{{tʰasar L kasar L/H}ACTIVE, {{ tʰisr, kisr}L, {kusir}H}PASSIVE}BREAK.PFV, …}+/-VELAR
b. {{{s͡taraf L, sˤaraf L/H}ACTIVE, {{s͡tirf, sˤirf}L, {sˤurif}H}PASSIVE}GET.CHANGE.PFV, …}+/-EMPH
c. {{gatˤaʕ L, qatˤaʕ H.INFREQ}ACTIVE, {gitˤʕ L, qitˤiʕ H}PASSIVE}CUT.PFV, …}+/-UVULAR
d. {{d͡ʒʰamaʕ L, d͡ʒamaʕ H.INFREQ}ACTIVE, {{d͡ʒʰimʕ L, d͡ʒumiʕ H}PASSIVE}ADD.PFV, …}+/-ASPIRATED
e. {a L/H}3MSG

We have two MSRs from these morph sets. The first MSR is for the active-passive verbs
in Low. This MSR was introduced earlier in (17a) for the non-diglossic morph sets, but it correctly
implies the diglossic variation in the active and passive verbs, as shown in (21a). The second MSR
in (21b) is for the active-passive verbs in High.
(21a) Diglossic MSRs for active-passive verbs in Low (Pattern I)1
[C1aC2aC3-] ACTIVE ↔ [C1iC2C3-]PASSIVE.LOW
(If you encounter an active verb of this shape C1aC2aC3-, then there is a corresponding
passive verb of this shape C1iC2C3-. The MSR is bidirectional, which means that a passive
verb C1iC2C3- implies an active verb C1aC2aC3-)
Morph set examples:
{tʰasar, kasar } → {tʰisr, kisr}, or {tʰisr, kisr} → {tʰasar, kasar }
{s͡taraf, sˤaraf } → {s͡tirf, sˤirf}, or {s͡tirf, sˤirf} → {s͡taraf, sˤaraf }
{gatˤaʕ, qatˤaʕ} → {gitˤʕ, *qitˤʕ}, or {gitˤʕ} → {gatˤaʕ, qatˤaʕ}
{d͡ʒʰamaʕ, d͡ʒamaʕ} → {d͡ʒʰimʕ, *d͡ʒimʕ}, or {d͡ʒʰimʕ} → {d͡ʒʰamaʕ, d͡ʒamaʕ}

(21b) Diglossic MSR for active-passive verbs in High (Pattern I)
[C1aC2aC3-]ACTIVE ↔ [C1uC2iC3]PASSIVE.HIGH
(If you encounter an active verb of this shape C1aC2aC3-, then there is a corresponding
passive verb of this shape C1uC2iC3-. The MSR is bidirectional, which means that a passive
verb C1uC2iC3- implies an active verb C1aC2aC3-)
Morph set examples:

1

See the discussion preceding (17a) for how items map to the MSRs in (21a-b).
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{tʰasar, kasar } → {*tʰusir, kusir}, or {kusir}→ {tʰasar, kasar }
{s͡taraf, sˤaraf } → {*s͡turif, sˤurif}, or {sˤurif} → {s͡taraf, sˤaraf }
{gatˤaʕ, qatˤaʕ} → {*gutˤiʕ, qutˤiʕ}, or {qutˤiʕ} → {gatˤaʕ, qatˤaʕ}
{d͡ʒʰamaʕ, d͡ʒamaʕ} → {*d͡ʒʰumiʕ, d͡ʒumiʕ}, or {d͡ʒumiʕ} → {d͡ʒʰamaʕ, d͡ʒamaʕ}

Summary
This section discussed building MSRs in Faifi diglossic grammar. The section began by
establishing four systematic MSRs, two bidirectional and two unidirectional, for diglossic morph
sets. The bidirectional MSRs were for the frequent sound pairs [sˤ/s͡t] and [k/tʰ]. The
unidirectional MSRs were for the sound pairs with infrequent sounds [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]. For
example, the unidirectional MSR {XHIGH}+UVULAR →{XLOW}-UVULAR basically implies that when
there is a morph containing the uvular [q] in High such as [qalam] ‘pen’, the same morph can be
articulated with the non-uvular [g] in Low [galam] ‘pen’. All incorrect forms resulting from this
implication, such as *[galam-a:n] ‘two pens’, are eliminated by EG conditions (discussed
below)1.
In this section, I used the passive construction to demonstrate the role of MSRs in the
grammar, and how they work with respect to the diglossic and non-diglossic morph sets. We saw
that the Low MSR [C1aC2aC3-] ACTIVE ↔ [C1iC2C3-]PASSIVE produces single active and passive
forms from the non-diglossic morph sets (e.g. [daxal] ↔ [dixl] ‘entered’). However, the same MSR
produces two active and passive forms from the diglossic morph sets (e.g., [kasar]/[tʰasar] ↔
[kisr]/[tʰisr] ‘broken’). Similarly, the High MSR [C1aC2aC3-]ACTIVE ↔ [C1uC2iC3]PASSIVE produces
active-passive forms from non-diglossic morph sets, e.g., [daxal] ↔ [duxil] ‘entered’, and from
diglossic morph sets, e.g., [kasar]/[tʰasar] ↔ [kusir] ‘broken’ (*[tʰusir] gets eliminated by EG
conditions).
This section also demonstrated how frequent and infrequent sounds behave differently with
respect to these MSRs. For example, the MSR [C1aC2aC3-]ACTIVE ↔ [C1iC2C3-]PASSIVE produces
the correct active-passive verbs for all frequent sounds namely [sˤ/s͡t], [k/tʰ], [g] and [d͡ʒʰ].
However, MSRs like this can lead the learner to hypothesize incorrect combinations such as

*[galam-a:n] ‘two pens’ is eliminated because 1) the stem contains the Low sound [g], and 2) the stem is attached
to the High suffix [-a:n]HIGH. The correct Low form is [galam-ain] ‘two pens’. Chapter 5 includes a detailed
discussion on affixation and blocking among Low and High categories.
1
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putting the Low sounds [g] or [d͡ʒʰ] next to the High passive marker [u] or putting the High sounds
[q] and [d͡ʒ] next to the Low passive marker [i]. In this case, EG conditions rule out any incorrect
combinations among Low and High categories. These conditions are discussed in the following
section.

4.4 Conditions
This section demonstrates two types of conditions that emerge from learning the phonemic
system of Faifi diglossic grammar: The internal conditions that emerge from learning the sound
system of the Low speech, i.e., single speech form (Section 4.4.1), and the external conditions that
emerge from learning both the Low and the High speech forms, i.e., the interaction between Low
and High categories1 (Section 4.4.2). The section also shows the significant role of frequency in
shaping some of the emergent conditions.

4.4.1 Internal conditions
One of the crucial steps in the EG grammar analysis is establishing conditions from the
observed patterns. It is important to mention that although a few EG conditions that are discussed
in this study may resemble OT constraints, the two models are fundamentally different in this
regard (see Chapter 3 on the differences between EG and OT). All conditions in EG are surface
true, and they are learned from the patterns in the language itself with a minimal role of UG. Hence,
a universality of a condition is not a priority in EG.
Let us begin by the conditions that are learned in an early acquisition phase in which the
learner has not figured out that the High grammar exists simply because he/she has not had enough
exposure to the High input. Consider the condition in (22a-b) that regulate complex segments in
Faifi.

1

The difference between language-external vs. language-internal generalizations is as follows. For a languageexternal generalization to be established, Low and High must be both acquired. For example, learning the relation
between [g] (Low sound in Faifi) and [q] (High sound in Faifi) requires exposure to the two speech inputs (Low and
High). In comparison, for a language-internal generalization to be established, only the acquisition of single speech
input is required (i.e., either Low or High, but not necessarily both). For example, learning the fact that CCC clusters
(with no intervening vowel) make the bad syllable in Faifi (or *CCC) does not require exposure to MSA. Diglossic
variation has a complex system since it involves a combination of language-internal and language-external
generalizations.
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(22a) *CCC
(Assign a violation to CCC clusters)

(22b) Onset
(Assign a violation to an onsetless syllable. All syllables must have an onset)

The conditions in (22) are taken directly from what the learner observes in the Low input.
In Low, there are no CCC or V.V sequences. The learner of Low encounters a variety of C and V
sequences so that the search space for sequences would also include CCC and V.V, but Low does
not contain any of these sequences. Therefore, the absence of CCC and V.V is noticeable, and the
conditions emerge. Consider the following examples of geminate verbs in Faifi, which show
motivation for the two conditions introduced above.

(23a) Examples of geminate verbs in Faifi
‘counted’

‘opened’

a. V-initial suffix 3MSG

[ʕadd-a]

[fakk-a]

b. C-initial suffix 2MSG

[ʕadda:-ta]

[fakka:-ta]

(23b) Geminate verb morph set (from 23a)
a. {ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNTED.GEMINATE
b. {fakk, fakka:}OPENED.GEMINATE
c. {a}3MSG
d. {ta}2MSG

These examples demonstrate two violations that must be avoided in Faifi. In EG terms, the
geminate verb set includes two morphs, e.g., {ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNTED. Therefore, the combination
between the geminate verb morph that ends in /-C2C2/ and a consonant initial suffix is
ungrammatical, and it must be ruled out by *CCC (see the assessment in 24a). Also, the
combination between a geminate verb morph that ends /-C2C2a:/ and a vowel-initial suffix is
ungrammatical, and it must be ruled out by Onset (see the assessment in 25b).
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(24a) Assessment of ‘you.M counted’
{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNTED-{ta}2MSG
a. ʕadd-ta

Onset

*CCC
*!

→ b. ʕadda:-ta

(24b) Assessment of ‘he counted’
{ʕadd, ʕadda:} COUNTED-{a}3MSG

*CCC

Onset

→ a. ʕadd-a
b. ʕadda:-a

*!

The problem of the geminate verb will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. The
geminate verb alternation was briefly discussed here to illustrate the internal type of conditions
that emerge from the Low input alone, with no need to consider the interaction between Low and
High. Let us, in the following section, turn to discuss the external type of conditions that emerge
from observing the distribution of the diglossic variants under consideration in Faifi.

4.4.2 External conditions
With more exposure to the language input from different sources such as home, TV, games,
schools, etc., the language learner of Faifi begins discriminating additional phonetic details about
the diglossic variants in different inputs including the strong association between the sound
variants and speech input, i.e., the sounds [sˤ, k, q, d͡ʒʰ] are associated with the High speech whereas
the sounds [s͡t, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ] are not only associated with the Low speech but they also never occur in
the High speech. Studies of the acquisition of phonological variations have consistently shown that
children produce variants with probabilities reflecting those found in the adult speech by paying
attention to social constraints on sound variants (Roberts, 1997; Chevrot et al., 2011, among
others)
In this section, I discuss two types of phonotactic external conditions that emerge from the
interplay between the Low and High sound categories: conditions that prevent any mismatch
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between a sound and the other elements in a morph1 (Section 4.4.2.1); and context-sensitive
conditions that prioritize certain diglossic variants with respect to the speech forms that they are
mostly associated with, i.e., when there are diglossic variation, the Low morphs are prioritized in
Low contexts, and the High morphs are prioritized in High contexts (Section 4.4.2.2).

4.4.2.1 External conditions preventing mismatch between Low and High
A well-known fact about Semitic languages is that they do not like multiple consonants
with the same place (McCarthy, 1994; Watson, 2002, among others). Therefore, consonants such as
[d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [s͡t/sˤ] are not expected to occur in the same word due to their shared place. However,
as this section shows, a close inspection of the diglossic variants in Faifi reveals that some
restrictions on the diglossic sounds when they occur together in a word can only be explained by
the cognitive organization of the input such as: (I) learning the sound variants (e.g., learning the
variation between [s͡t/sˤ] and [g/q]), (II) categorizing them into groups (e.g. [s͡t]L, [sˤ]L/H , [g]L, and
[q]H), and (III) building conditions that regulate the combinations among these groups (e.g., [s͡t]L
and [q]H do not occur together in a word), as demonstrated by the conditions in (25a-b).

(25a) *XLOW]MORPH.HIGH (X = sound)
(Assign a violation to a High morph containing a Low sound)

This condition rules out all ungrammatical diglossic variants that are created by diglossic
MSRs such as the active-passive MSR [C1aC2aC3-]ACTIVE ↔ [C1uC2iC3]PASSIVE (see 21). For
example, this MSR incorrectly puts Low sounds in High morphs, but the condition
*XLOW]MORPH.HIGH rules them out. Consider the following examples in which the morphs marked
with asterisks (*) are ruled out by this condition.
‘to break’

{tʰasar, kasar } → {*tʰusir, kusir}

‘to get change’ {s͡taraf, sˤaraf } → {*s͡turif, sˤurif}
‘to cut’

{gatˤaʕ, qatˤaʕ} → {*gutˤiʕ, qutˤiʕ}

‘to add’

{d͡ʒʰamaʕ, d͡ʒamaʕ} → {*d͡ʒʰumiʕ, d͡ʒumiʕ}

1

This chapter demonstrates the external conditions on the morph level (when Low and High elements occurr together
in a morph). Chapter 5 demonstrates the same external conditions on the morphophonological level (when Low and
High morphs are combined in a single utterance).
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In all these ungrammatical morphs, the low sounds, namely [tʰ, s͡t, g, d͡ʒʰ] incorrectly appear
next to the High sound [u]. Some assessment examples will be offered later in this section. Now,
consider the other external condition in (25b), which emerges after calculating the frequency of
the sound variants in Low.
(25b) *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH
(Assign a violation to a morph containing both a Low sound and a High sound that is
labeled as infrequent, namely [q] and [d͡ʒ], which are necessarily High sounds)

The condition (25b) applies commonly in Low passive verbs and eliminates incorrect
forms such as *[qitˤʕ-a] ‘was cut-3MSG’ *[d͡ʒimʕ-a] ‘was added-3MSG’ (see 26). These forms
are created by the MSR [C1aC2aC3-]ACTIVE ↔ [C1uC2iC3]PASSIVE (discussed previously in 21),
which incorrectly puts the High infrequent sounds [q]H.INFRQ and [d͡ʒ]H.INFRQ next to in the Low
passive marker [i]L. Recall that this is not the case with frequent variants such as [sˤ]L/H and [k]L/H
because they do not get blocked by this condition, as seen in the following examples.

(26) Active/Passive forms of Pattern I in Faifi Low (infrequent vs. frequent)

Infrequent:

Frequent:

Gloss

Active

Passive

‘cut-3MSG’
‘added-3MSG’

[gatˤaʕ-a]/[qatˤaʕ-a]
[d͡ʒʰamaʕ-a]/[d͡ʒamaʕ-a]

[gitˤʕ-a]
*[qitˤʕ-a]
[d͡ʒʰimʕ-a] *[d͡ʒimʕ-a]

‘exchanged-3MSG’

[sˤaraf-a][s͡taraf-a]

[sˤiraf-a][s͡tiraf-a]

‘rode-3MSG’

[rakb-a][ratʰba]

[rikb-a][ritʰba]

The following assessments in (27a-b) illustrate the conditions discussed above. First, the
example in (27a) is the assessment of the passive ‘it.3MSG was broken’. In this assessment, two
morph sets are considered for combination: the morph set for the passive verb ‘was broken’,
which includes four members that are generated by the diglossic MSR for [k/tʰ], and the morph
set for the ‘3MSG’ pronoun, which includes one member. Therefore, there are four combinations
to be considered. The ungrammatical combination *[tʰusir-a] gets eliminated by the condition
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*XLOW]MORPH.HIGH.. The three remaining combinations, namely [tʰisr-a]L, [kisr-a]L, and [kusir-a]H
are all grammatical forms considering the phonology and morphology of the language. They,
however, are allocated to their appropriate speech context (Low/High) by the context-sensitive
conditions, as we will see in the following section. Finally, none of the combinations get
eliminated by the condition *CCC (since none of them contain a cluster of three consonants), the
condition Onset (since none of them contain an onsetless syllable), or the condition *[XLOW ∧
YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH (since none of them contain the sounds [q]H.INFRQ or [d͡ʒ]H.INFRQ).
(27a) Assessment of ‘it.3MSG was broken’1
Morph sets: {tʰisr, kisr, tʰusir, kusir}BREAK.PFV-{a}3MSG
Other conditions (for comparison): (A) *CCC (B) Onset (C) *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH
BREAK.PFV-3MSG
→ a. tʰisr-a

([tʰ]L [i] L)

→ b. kisr-a

([k]L/H [i] L)

c. tʰusir-a
→ d. kusir-a

([tʰ]L [u] H)

*XLOW]MORPH.HIGH

(A)

(B)

(C)

*!

([k]L/H [i] H)

The following assessment example in (27b) is for the passive verb ‘it.3MSG was cut’,
which includes the infrequent sound [q]H.INFRQ. Once again, two morph sets are considered for
combination: the morph set for the passive verb ‘was cut’ with four members in it that are
generated by the diglossic MSR for [g/q], and the morph set for the ‘3MSG’ pronoun. Therefore,
there are four combinations to be considered. The two ungrammatical combinations *[qitˤʕ-a]
and *[gutˤiʕ-a] get eliminated by the condition *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH. The two remaining
combinations, namely [gitˤʕ-a] and [qutˤiʕ-a], are correct forms in Low and High, respectively.
They are allocated to their appropriate speech contexts by the context-sensitive conditions in the
next section. Finally, none of the combinations get eliminated by the condition *CCC (since
none of them contain a cluster of three consonants), or the condition Onset (since none of them

1

Recall that PFV in the gloss indicates the perfective verb aspect.
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contain an onsetless syllable). The combination [gutˤiʕ-a] gets another vital violation due to the
condition *XLOW]MORPH.HIGH (since [g]L occurs in the High passive structure).
(27b) Assessment of ‘it.3MSG was cut’
Morph sets: {gitˤʕ, qitˤʕ, gutˤiʕ, qutˤiʕ}BREAK.PFV-{a}3MSG
Other conditions (for comparison): (A) *CCC (B) Onset (C) *XLOW]MORPH.HIGH
BREAK.PFV-3MSG

*[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH

→ a. gitˤʕ-a

([g]L [i] L)

b. qitˤʕ-a

([q]H [i] L)

*!

c. gutˤiʕ-a

([g]L [u] H)

*!

→ d. qutˤiʕ-a

([q]H [u]H)

(A)

(B)

(C)

*!

In Chapter 5, I will discuss similar EG conditions that regulate diglossic variants when they
occur together beyond the morph level discussed above, i.e., on the morphophonological level.
This is when the Low stems take High affixes or vice versa. For example, while the diglossic
variation between [g/q] occurs in [gasˤsˤ-a]L-L/H/[qasˤsˤ-a]H-L/H ‘cut-3MSG’, the variation is blocked
when the suffix ‘3FSG’ is involved. For example, the stem-suffix combination for ‘cut-3FSG’ is
[gasˤsˤ-an]L-L in Low and [qasˤsˤ-at]H-H in High, but utterances such as *[gasˤsˤ-at]L-H, and *[qasˤsˤan]H-L are blocked due to the incorrect combinations between Low and High morpheme categories.
The morphophonological level will be discussed in Chapter 5.
We turn in the following section to discuss the third type of conditions, the contextsensitive conditions. These conditions prioritize certain diglossic variants with respect to speech
context, e.g., the emphatic variant [sˤ] has the priority over non-emphatic variant [s͡t] in High. The
section also includes more assessment examples of what has been discussed in this chapter.

4.4.2.2 Context-sensitive conditions
All conditions presented in the previous two sections are deterministic by the phonology
and morphophonology of Faifi (i.e., categorically eliminating certain morph combinations due to
phonological and/or morphophonological restrictions). However, the Faifi grammar, as in all other
diglossic grammars, cannot be conceived of as always having single correct forms since variations
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make up a large portion of the grammar at all levels. Therefore, the conditions to be discussed in
this section describe generalizations beyond the phonological, morphophonological, and
morphological levels (which are the focus of this study). The context-sensitive conditions describe
restrictions regarding morph combinations at the phrase, the sentence, or the speech level. In other
words, the conditions discussed below do not account for what is permitted/not permitted by the
phonology or morphology, but rather they describe restrictions on larger levels beyond the scope
of the present investigation.
Consider the following context-sensitive conditions1 (28a-e) that rank the diglossic variants
under consideration based on the learner’s experience with Faifi diglossic speech inputs and the
generalizations the learner makes about the phonetic details.
(28) External context-sensitive conditions in Faifi diglossic grammar2
(28a) Emphatic/non-emphatic [sˤ/s͡t] condition
∀[sˤ/s͡t]: [[s͡t >> sˤ]LOW ∧ [sˤ >> s͡t]HIGH]
(For all [sˤ/s͡t] variation, the non-emphatic outranks the emphatic in Low contexts, and the
emphatic outranks the non-emphatic in High contexts)3
Examples: Between [s͡tarf]/[sˤarf] ‘money change’, the former is used in Low contexts, and the
latter is used in High contexts. To put them in context, consider the following two sentences:

Low sentence:
[s͡tarafL-anL

ʔimL-du:la:ra:t]

Exchange-3FSG.PFV The-dollars
‘she exchanged the dollars (Low)’

1

Context-sensitive in the present work denotes speech context such as Low and High, and it should not be confused
with ‘context-sensitive’ denoting the context of the sound among its neighbors within a stem or phonological word.
2 One limitation of the present study is the absence of large corpora of spoken Faifi. Large corpora, if extant, would
have been a reliable source of information to turn what I call here “context-sensitive conditions” into statistical
patterns of correlations between the diglossic sounds and the speech contexts. For example, when we have two
words such as [s͡tarf]/[sˤarf], what exactly is the statistical correlation between each form and the two speech
contexts (High/Low)? Only large corpora such as COCA would give reliable answers.
3
This is typical in all diglossic situations in Arabic. The Low elements outrank the High elements in Low and vice
versa).
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High sentence:
ʔadH-du:la:ra:t]

[sˤarafH-atH
Exchange-3FSG.PFV

The-dollars

‘she exchanged the dollars (High)’
Note that in addition to the [s͡t/sˤ] variation, the two sentences exhibit two differences
between Low and High: 1) the suffix pronoun [-an]L /[-at]H ‘3FSG’, and 2) the definite marker
prefix [ʔim-]L /[ʔal-]H ‘the’. These areas of differences will be addressed in detail in Chapter 5.
It should be noted that the differences between Low and High on the sentence level
(demonstrated above) create constraints on the syntactic level (AKA intra-sentential
codeswitching constraints, see Chapter 3, Section 3.5). For example, the Low sound [s͡t] and the
High definite marker [ʔal-] cannot occur in the same clause, e.g., *[s͡taraf-an ʔad-du:la:ra:t].
However, the sentence level conditions are beyond the scope of this dissertation (see the
conclusion chapter for future studies).
(28b) Velar/non-velar [k/tʰ] condition
∀[k/tʰ]: [[tʰ >> k]LOW ∧ [k >> tʰ]HIGH]
(For all [k/tʰ] variations, the non-velar outranks the velar in Low contexts, and the velar
outranks the non-velar in High contexts)
Examples: Between [tʰabi:r] and [kabi:r] ‘big.SGM’, the former is used in Low contexts and
the latter is used in High contexts. To put them in context, consider the following two
sentences.
Low sentence:
[ʔaraytL

ʔimL-madrasa

ʔimL-tʰabi:raL]

see-1SG

the-school.F

the-big.F

‘I saw the big school (Low)’

High sentence:
[raʔytH

ʔalH-madrasa

ʔalH-kabi:raH]

see-1SG

the-school.F

the-big.F

‘I saw the big school (Low)’
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In addition to the [k/tʰ] variation, the two sentences (above) exhibit two differences
between Low and High: 1) the verb structure [ʔarayt]L/[raʔayt]H ‘I saw’ and 2) the definite marker
prefix [ʔim-]L/[ʔal-]H ‘the’.
(28c) Aspirated/non-aspirated [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] condition
∀[d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]: [[d͡ʒʰ >> d͡ʒ]LOW ∧ [d͡ʒ >> d͡ʒʰ]HIGH]
(For all [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] variations, the aspirated outranks the non-aspirated in Low contexts, and the
non-aspirated outranks the aspirated in High contexts)
Examples: Between [d͡ʒʰamal]/[d͡ʒamal] ‘camel’, the former is used in Low contexts, and the
latter is used in High contexts. To put them in context, consider the following two sentences.

Low sentence:
[ʔarayt L

ʔimL-d͡ʒʰamalL

ʔimL-tʰabi:rL]

see-1SG

the-camel.M

the-big.M

‘I saw the big camel (Low)’

High sentence:
[raʔytH

ʔalH-d͡ʒamalH

ʔalH-kabi:rH]

see-1SG

the-camel.M

the-big.M

‘I saw the big camel (Low)’
In addition to the [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] variation, the two sentences (above) exhibit three differences
between Low and High: 1) the verb structure [ʔarayt]L/[raʔayt]H ‘I saw’, 2) the definite marker
prefix [ʔim-]L/[ʔal-]H ‘the’, and 3) the diglossic variation [tʰ/k] in the adjective ‘big’.

(28d) Pre-velar/uvular [g/q] condition
∀[g/q]: [[g >> q]LOW ∧ [q >> g]HIGH]
(For all [g/q] variations, the pre-velar outranks the uvular in Low contexts, and the uvular
outranks the pre-velar in High contexts)
Examples: between [galam]/[qalam], the former is used in Low contexts, and the latter is used
in High contexts. To put them in context, consider the following two sentences.
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Low sentence:
[ʔarayt L
see-1SG

ʔimL-galamL
the-pen.M

ʔimL-maħmarL]
the-red.M

‘I saw the red pen (Low)’

High sentence:
[raʔytH
see-1SG

ʔalH-qHalamH
the-pen.M

ʔalH-ʔaħmarH]
the-red.M

‘I saw the red pen (Low)’

In addition to the [g/q] variation, the two sentences (above) exhibit three differences
between Low and High: 1) the verb structure [ʔarayt]L/[raʔayt]H ‘I saw’, 2) the definite marker
prefix [ʔim-]L/[ʔal-]H ‘the’, and 3) the lexical variation of the color ‘red’ [maħmar]L/[ʔaħmar]H.

We could summarize the specific conditions presented in (28a-d) and group them together
under the abstract condition shown in (29), which basically summarizes the bottom-up learning
results of diglossic variants forms in Faifi.
(29) ∀[Low/High]: [[Low >> High]LOW ∧ [High >> Low]HIGH]
(If there are two correct morphs or combinations of morphs that are not excluded by the
phonology and morphology of the language, and they are only distinguished by the
diglossic variation sounds in question, then the morph variant labeled as LOW outranks the
other variant labeled as HIGH in Low contexts and vice versa)

The context-sensitive conditions demonstrated in (28) and (29) select the appropriate forms
in Low or in High after all other deterministic conditions rule out all ungrammatical forms leaving
only two diglossic variants (e.g., [s͡tabar-a]L/[sˤabar-a]L/H ‘be patient-3MSG’). This means that the
context-sensitive conditions make their selection after the phonological, morphophonological and
morphological conditions have all applied (see, for example, the assessment of ‘we rode’ below).
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To illustrate the role of the context-sensitive conditions, let us consider the four
assessment examples in (30a-b) and (31a-b). We have seen these assessment examples earlier in
(27), but, in this section, we add to them the context-sensitive conditions.
The assessment in (30a) is for the passive ‘it.3MSG was broken’ in Low, whereas the
assessment in (30b) is for the same passive in High. First, as we saw earlier, the ungrammatical
combination *[tʰusir-a] gets eliminated by the condition *XLOW]MORPH.HIGH in all contexts,
whether Low and High. The remaining three grammatical combinations, namely [tʰisr-a], [kisr-a]
and [kusir-a], are evaluated by the context-sensitive conditions. The condition [Low >>
High]LOW assigns violations when the passive verb is in the Low context as in (30a). The
condition [High >> Low]HIGH assigns violations when the passive verb is in the High context as
in (30b). For example, the combination [tʰisr-a] ‘was broken’ does not take any violation in Low,
but it takes two violations in High: one for the sound [tʰ] and the other for the passive marker
vowel [i]. Note that the passive verb [kisr-a] in (b) is ruled out in High because it contains the
Low vowel [i], but [k] in [kisr-a] can be Low or High. The remaining combinations follow a
similar elimination pattern. Finally, none of the combinations get eliminated by the condition
*CCC (since none of them contain a cluster of three consonants), the condition Onset (since none
of them contain an onsetless syllable), or the condition *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH (since none
of them contain the sounds [q]H.INFRQ or [d͡ʒ]H.INFRQ).
(30a) Assessment of ‘it.3MSG was broken (Low)’
Morph sets: {tʰisr, kisr, tʰusir, kusir}BREAK.PFV-{a}3MSG
Other conditions (for comparison): (A) *CCC (B) Onset (C) *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH
BREAK.PFV-3MSG (Low)
→ a. tʰisr-a

([tʰ]L [i]L)

→ b. kisr-a

([k]L/H [i]L)

c. tʰusir-a

([tʰ]L [u]H)

d. kusir-a

([k]L/H [u]H)

*XLOW]MORPH.HIGH

[Low >> High]Low

(A)

(B)

(C)

*1
*!

*!
*! *!

This violation is not vital because [kisr-a] ‘break-3MSG’ is still a correct form in Low since it contains [k] L/H, but
the variant [tʰisr-a] is a better form in Low since [tʰ]L occurs exclusively in Low.
1
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(30b) Assessment of ‘it.3MSG was broken (High)’
Morph sets: {tʰisr, kisr, tʰusir, kusir}BREAK.PFV-{a}3MSG
Other conditions (for comparison): (A) *CCC (B) Onset (C) *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH
BREAK.PFV-3MSG (High)

*XLOW]MORPH.HIGH

[High >> Low]HIGH

a. tʰisr-a

([tʰ]L [i]L)

*! *!

b. kisr-a

([k]L/H [i]L)

*!

c. tʰusir-a

([tʰ]L [u]H)

→ d. kusir-a

*!

(A)

(B)

(C)

*!

([k]L/H [u]H)

The assessment in (31a) is for the passive verb ‘it.3MSG was cut’ in Low, whereas the
assessment in (31b) is for the same passive in High. Since the passive verb contains the
infrequent sound [q]H.INFRQ, the condition *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH eliminates two
ungrammatical combinations: *[qitˤʕ-a] and *[gutˤiʕ-a], regardless of speech context. The
remaining two grammatical combinations, namely [gitˤʕ-a] and [qutˤiʕ-a], are evaluated by the
context-sensitive conditions. The condition [Low >> High]LOW assigns violations in the Low
context (see 31a), and the condition [High >> Low]HIGH assigns violations in the High context
(see 31b). For example, the combination [gitˤʕ-a] ‘was broken’ does not take any violation in the
Low assessment, but it takes two violations in the High assessment: one for the sound [g] and the
other for the passive marker vowel [i]. Finally, none of the combinations get eliminated by the
condition *CCC (since none of them contain a cluster of three consonants), or the condition
Onset (since none of them contain an onsetless syllable). The combination [gutˤiʕ-a] gets another
vital violation due to the condition *XLOW]MORPH.HIGH (since [g]L occurs in a High passive
structure).
(31a) Assessment of ‘it.3MSG was cut (Low)’
Morph sets: {gitˤʕ, qitˤʕ, gutˤiʕ, qutˤiʕ}BREAK.PFV-{a}3MSG
Other conditions (for comparison): (A) *CCC (B) Onset (C) *XLOW]MORPH.HIGH
BREAK.PFV-3MSG (Low)

*[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH

[Low >> High]LOW

→ a. gitˤʕ-a

([g]L [i]L)

b. qitˤʕ-a

([q]H [i]L)

*!

*!

c. gutˤiʕ-a

([g]L [u]H)

*!

*!

d. qutˤiʕ-a

([q]H [u]H)

*! *!
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(A)

(B)

(C)

*!

(31b) Assessment of ‘it.3MSG was cut (High)’
Morph sets: {gitˤʕ, qitˤʕ, gutˤiʕ, qutˤiʕ}BREAK.PFV-{a}3MSG
Other conditions (for comparison): (A) *CCC (B) Onset (C) *XLOW]MORPH.HIGH
BREAK.PFV-3MSG (High)
a. gitˤʕ-a

([g]L [i]L)

b. qitˤʕ-a

([q]H [i] L)

c. gutˤiʕ-a

([g]L [u]H)

d. qutˤiʕ-a

([q]H [u]H)

*[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH

[High >> Low]HIGH

(A)

(B)

(C)

*! *!
*!

*!

*!

*!

*!

Section Summary
While MSRs guide the learner to infer multiple unencountered morph members based on
the systematic relationships among the already learned morphs, conditions emerge to rule out all
ungrammatical morphs or morph combinations when there are multiple possible combinations to
be considered. In this section, I discussed two types of emergent conditions: Internal conditions
that emerge from a single input (Low or High) and external conditions that emerge from
experiencing the interplay between two inputs (Low and High) (see the summary in Figure 4.5).
Some of these external conditions were frequency sensitive, e.g., *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH that
regulates the usage of [q] and [d͡ʒ] but not [sˤ] and [k].
Furthermore, two types of external conditions have been discussed. First, we discussed
conditions that prevent a mismatch between sounds and morphs, such as when the High passives
do not accept Low variants. For example, the passive form of ‘got cut-3MSG’ in the High context
is [qutˤiʕ-a], but it cannot be either *[gutˤiʕ-a] or *[gutˤʕ-a] due to the mismatch between Low [g]
and High [u] since they violate *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH. Second, the context-sensitive
conditions, which prioritize diglossic variants with respect to the speech context that they are
mostly associated with. These conditions assign violations that are beyond the control of
phonology, morphophonology, and morphology of the language. For example, the word ‘finger’
has two diglossic variation forms, but the variant [ʔis͡tbaʕ] is used in Low, and the variant [ʔisˤbaʕ]
is used in High. Figure 4.5 summarizes all types of conditions discussed in the chapter.
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Phonology-morphology
Conditions

Beyond phonology-morphology

Internal

External (*diglossic OCP)

External context-sensitive

*CCUPPER FAIFI

*[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ] MORPH

[s͡t] >> [sˤ] (Low)

Upper Faifi

A Low sound and a High

The non-emphatic is more

prohibits all CC

sound that is labeled as

appropriate than the emphatic in

clusters with one

infrequent cannot occur

Low speech contexts.

exception, final [-t]

together in a morph.

Family:
Condition
Example:
Prose:

‘1SG’.
Example:

*[kta:b] ‘book’

*[qitˤʕ-a] ‘got cut-3MSG’

[s͡taumna] >> [sˤaumna] ‘our

[kita:b]

([q]H, [i]L)

fasting (Low)’

Figure 4.5 Types of emergent conditions in Faifi diglossic grammar

Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a variety of concrete examples of diglossic variation at the
phonemic level, namely [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k], [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ,d͡ʒ]. The chapter offered an EG account for
these types of diglossic variation.
There are at least two stages or points of language development (i.e., Low and High)
during which the learner of the Faifi sound system makes significant partition regarding the
diglossic variation in the sound system, as follows:
Stage I (during the acquisition of Low speech from birth). At this stage, the learner establishes
the following partitions regarding the diglossic variants in question:
1) The learner discriminates the sounds [sˤ, s͡t, k, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L.
2) The learner relates [sˤ]L to [s͡t]L, and [k]L to [tʰ]L.
Stage II (when High becomes dominant in specific speech contexts):
1) The learner discriminates the sounds [q]H and [d͡ʒ]H.
2) The learner relates [q]H to [g]L and [d͡ʒ]H to [d͡ʒʰ]L.
3) The learner also realizes that the sounds [sˤ] and [k] (that he/she learned in Low) occur
in High as well.
As a result, the learner establishes three diglossic variation labels for these sounds:
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[s͡t, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L
[q, d͡ʒ]H

(these sounds are necessarily Low)

[sˤ, k] L/H

(these sounds can be Low or High)

(these sounds are necessarily High since they do not occur in Low)

Furthermore, some sounds such as [d, x, h, b, …] do not have to be labeled because they
are the same in Low and High and do not exhibit diglossic variation (unlike [sˤ]L/H and [k]L/H
mentioned above). Any diglossic variations involving one or more of the unlabeled sounds
happen at the lexical level, but the unlabeled sounds remain the same in all contexts whether
Low or High.
The chapter also discussed building MSRs in Faifi diglossic grammar. Four systematic
MSRs were established for diglossic morph sets, two bidirectional and two unidirectional. The
bidirectional MSRs were for the sound pairs [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k] since [sˤ] and [k] exist in Low and
High. The unidirectional MSRs were for the sound pairs [g/q] and [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] since the High sounds
[q] and [d͡ʒ] can be pronounced in Low as [g] and [d͡ʒʰ], respectively, but not vice versa (i.e., [g]L
cannot be pronounced [q]H, and [d͡ʒʰ]L cannot be pronounced as [d͡ʒ] H.
The chapter discussed two types of emergent conditions: Internal conditions that emerge
from a single input (Low or High) and external conditions that emerge from experiencing the
interplay between two inputs (Low and High) (see the summary in Figure 4.5). Some of these
external conditions were frequency sensitive, e.g., *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH that regulates the
usage of [q] and [d͡ʒ] but not [sˤ] and [k].
Furthermore, two subtypes of external conditions have been discussed. First, we
discussed conditions that prevent a mismatch between sounds and morphs, such as when the
High passives do not accept Low variants. For example, the passive form of ‘got cut-3MSG’ in
the High context is [qutˤiʕ-a], but it cannot be either *[gutˤiʕ-a] or *[gutˤʕ-a] due to the mismatch
between Low [g] and High [u] since they violate *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH. Second, the
context-sensitive conditions, which prioritize diglossic variants with respect to the speech
context that they are mostly associated with. These conditions assign violations that are beyond
the control of phonology, morphophonology, and morphology of the language. For example, the
word ‘finger’ has two diglossic variation forms, but the variant [ʔis͡tbaʕ] is used in Low, and the
variant [ʔisˤbaʕ] is used in High (see Figure 4.5 for a summary of all types of conditions
discussed in this chapter).
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Chapter 5
Learning diglossic variation of morphemes

Chapter overview
This chapter builds on what has been discussed in Chapter 4. It demonstrates the emergence
of the Faifi morpho-phonemic system using two types of inflectional morphology: the perfective
verb inflections (suffixes) and the definite marker (prefixes). The chapter demonstrates how the
interplay between the Low and High speech categories in Faifi yields to a grammar system that is
split into three category types: Low, High, and shared (Low/High) categories between the Low
and High speech forms1. Each category has a set of emergent conditions and MSRs that regulate
its morph combinations. The chapter makes the argument that this type of grammar emerges from
the learner’s experience with the Low and High forms of the Faifi language.
This chapter is divided into four sections. Section 5.1 introduces the abstract conditions for
the emergent grammar principles to be discussed in this chapter. This is followed by two major
sections that demonstrate the two types of inflections: suffixes and prefixes. Section 5.2 is devoted
to the alternation problem in the perfective verbs suffix system and discusses the diglossic
variation between Low and High speech forms regarding this type of alternation. Section 5.3 is
devoted to the diglossic variation in the definite marker system: {ʔim-, -im-, -m-} in Low and {ʔal, -al-, -l-} in High. Finally, section 5.4 provides a summary of the EG model discussed in this
dissertation and shows how various parts of it work together.
Sections 5.2 and 5.3, which discuss the perfective verbs and the definite marker, follow the
same organizational format. Each section begins with an EG analysis of the problem under
consideration in Low and, then, it turns to the analysis of the diglossic variation in both Low and
High. Each formal condition and MSR introduced in this chapter is immediately followed by a
brief description (in prose) and some examples.
5.1 General conditions regulating diglossic morpheme combinations
The discussion in this chapter revolves around the following general morpho-phonotactic
conditions shown in (1 a-b) that govern morpheme combinations in Faifi diglossic grammar. These
general conditions are never violated in surface forms.

1

Chapter 4 deals with sound categories. Chapter 5 deals with morphophonemic categories.
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(1) General diglossic conditions
(a) *[Stem LOW ∧ Affix HIGH]
(Assign a violation to a combination between an affix labeled as High and a stem
containing a Low exclusive sound, see (25a) in Chapter 4 for the same condition on the
sound level)
Examples: *[ʔalH-tʰabi:rL] ‘the-big’. See more examples in (2c).
(b) *[Stem HIGH.INFREQ ∧ Affix LOW]
(Assign a violation to a combination between an affix labeled as Low and a stem
containing a High sound with a low frequency, see (25b) in Chapter 4 for the same
condition on the sound level)
Examples: *[ʔimL-qitˤʕaH] ‘the-piece’. See more examples in (2d)

The affix in these conditions could be a suffix like the perfective verb inflection (detailed
in Section 5.2), a prefix like the definite marker (detailed in Section 5.3), or stem internal
modification like the passive marking discussed in Chapter 4. Consider the following examples in
(2). Note that in (2c), the High definite marker [ʔal-]H does not precede a stem containing the low
sounds [s͡t], [tʰ], [g] and [d͡ʒʰ]. In (2d), the Low definite marker [ʔim-]L does not precede a stem
containing the High sounds [q]H and [d͡ʒ]H (which are only labeled as High because they occur in
High and are infrequent in Low, unlike [sˤ]L/H and [k]L/H). These examples are further discussed in
Section (5.3), which provides an EG account for these examples.

(2) Examples of grammatical and ungrammatical combinations in the definite system
‘the-big’

‘the-prayer’

‘the-piece’

‘the-camel’

a. [ʔalH -kabi:rL/H]

[ʔasˤH -sˤalaL/H]

[ʔalH -qitˤʕaH]

[ʔalH -d͡ʒamalH]

b. [ʔimL -tʰabi:rL]

[ʔimL -s͡talaL]

[ʔimL -gitˤʕaL]

[ʔimL -d͡ʒʰamalL]

c. *[ʔalH -tʰabi:rL]

*[ʔalH -s͡talaL]

*[ʔalH -gitˤʕaL]

*[ʔalH -d͡ʒʰamalL]

d. [ʔimL-kabi:rL/H]

[ʔimL -sˤalaL/H]

*[ʔimL -qitˤʕaH]

*[ʔimL -d͡ʒamalH]
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From the Matrix Language Frame perspective (Myers-Scotton, 1992, 1997, 2001, see
Chapter 3), the ungrammatical examples in (2c and d) are the result of mismatch combinations
between elements of the embedded and the matrix language (i.e., the dominant language). The
conditions presented earlier in (1) account for two types of language dominance that block
combinations between Low and High. First, the dominance of the Low speech (Faifi) as the native
language that is acquired from birth over the late acquired High speech (MSA). Second, the
frequency dominance, which can be realized in the different behaviors of the frequent variants in
Low [sˤ]L/H and [k]L/H in comparison to the infrequent variants in Low [q]H and [d͡ʒ]H (see (11) in
Chapter 4). We will see the impact of the two types of language dominance throughout the
discussion in this chapter, both in the definite system and in the perfective verb alternations.
These general conditions presented in (1a-b) characterize the major abstract forces that
emerge from the learner’s cognitive organizations of Low and High categories. This chapter
provides a step-by-step demonstration of how these conditions emerge from the learner’s cognitive
processes that are not specific to language, such as categorization, finding relations, and making
generalizations about the observed patterns. I shall make my demonstration using an example from
two affixation type in Faifi: the suffixes (using the inflections of the perfective verb) and the
prefixes (using the definite markers). The following section is devoted to the perfective verbs and
their suffixes.

5.2 Diglossic variation in the perfective verbs and their suffixes
Section 5.2.1 begins by laying out an EG analysis for the morphophonological alternations
in Faifi (Low) perfective verbs. Section 5.2.2 discusses the diglossic variation between Low and
High in the perfective verbs and demonstrates the impact of language experience in diglossic
speech communities on the grammar system that is built from bottom-up.

5.2.1 Alternations in the perfective verb suffix in Faifi (Low)
Consider the alternation problem shown in (3) as an example of the alternative structures
that emerge from the general constraints on the syllable shape in Faifi. The data set in (3) compares
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conjugations of three different types of perfective verbs in Faifi: regular verbs, irregular/defective1
verbs, and geminate verbs. Furthermore, the perfective verb inflections in Faifi exhibit two suffix
types: vowel-initial (given in Set a) and consonant-initial (given in Set b). Note that between (3a)
and (3b), two types of alternations in the verb stem occur depending on the verb type (defective,
or geminate) and the suffix type (vowel-initial vs. consonant-initial) (Section 2.6 in Chapter 2
offers a descriptive perspective on this problem). In (3), the regular verb does not exhibit
alternation, whether it is followed by a vowel-initial or a consonant-initial suffix [katab-a] ‘he
wrote’, [katab-t] ‘I wrote’. The defective verb exhibits the alternation [daʕ-a]~[daʕai-t] ‘he~I
called’. The geminate verb exhibits the alternation [ʕadd-a]~[ʕadda:-t] ‘he~I counted’. In the
discussion below, we begin by focusing on the verb alteration. We will return to discuss the
‘3MPL’ suffix alternation [u]~[au] at the on this section.

(3) Verb alternations in Faifi perfective verbs
Regular verb2

Defective verb

Geminate verb

‘wrote’

‘called’

‘counted’

[katab-a]

[daʕ-a]

[ʕadd-a]

3FSG

[katab-an]

[daʕ-an]

[ʕadd-an]

3MPL

[katab-u]

[daʕ-au]

[ʕadd-u]

[katab-t]

[daʕai-t]

[ʕadda:-t]

1PL

[katab-na]

[daʕai-na]

[ʕadda:-na]

2MSG

[katab-ta]

[daʕai-ta]

[ʕadda:-ta]

2FSG

[katab-ti]

[daʕai-ti]

[ʕadda:-ti]

2MPL

[katab-tim]

[daʕai-tim]

[ʕadda:-tim]

2FPL

[katab-tinnæ]

[daʕai-tinnæ]

[ʕadda:-tinnæ]

a. V-initial suffix 3MSG

b. C-initial suffix 1SG

1

There are different types of irregular verbs, such as defective, hollow, and assimilated (Holes, 2004). For the sake
of brevity, I only address the defective verbs in the present demonstration, but the general principles of EG analysis
should be the same regarding the other types of irregular verbs.
2
Regular verbs are those with three radical sounds and no final glide i.e. /C 1VC2VC3-/. They are the most common
types of verbs. Verbs with more than three radical sounds such as quadrilateral and cinqueliteral are not common in
Faifi, but they behave like the regular verbs with respect to the stem alternations. They do not exhibit alternation
whether they are followed by a vowel-initial or a consonant-initial suffix, e.g., [galʕab-a] ‘he rolled’ [galʕab-t] ‘I
rolled’, [saʕbab-a] ‘he drooled’ [saʕbab-t] ‘I drooled’. Verbs with more than three radical sounds in MSA (Faifi
High) exhibit the same behavior.
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Following the same procedure in Chapter 4, we begin the EG analysis of the present
problem of perfective verb alternation by decomposing the large chunks of data into smaller units
that make up the members of our morph sets based on their shared similarities, as shown in (4).
Each morph set in (4) is labeled with specific phonetic, morpho-syntactic, and semantic properties
based on the exposure experienced in the language input that is acquired at home (i.e., Low).
(4) Faifi perfective verb morph sets (initial)1
a.

{{katab}WROTE, …}REGULAR.VERB

g. {t}1SG

b.

{{daʕ, daʕai}CALLED, …}DEFECTIVE.VERB

h. {na}1PL

c.

{{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNTED, …}GEMINATE.VERB

i.

{ta}2MSG

d.

{a}3MSG

j.

{ti}2FSG

e.

{an}3FSG

k. {tim}2MPL

f.

{u, au}3MPL

l.

{tinnæ}2FPL

As more exposure to the perfective verb becomes available, these morph sets become
established categories in the grammar that are clearly discriminated by their structural behaviors.
With respect to the type of verb stem, three different morph sets must be established in this specific
case based on the different patterns observed: a morph set for the regular verbs, a morph set for
the irregular verbs (in this demonstration I used verbs traditionally known as the defective verb2
labeled as such in the morph sets), and a morph set for the geminate verbs as illustrated in (4a-c),
respectively. The three verb morph sets are open sets that include other verbs with the same
behaviors in the language, as showing in the examples in (5).

1

There are multiple ways to draw the stem-suffix boundaries for the defective verb problem presented here. In the
present analysis, I draw the morpheme boundary between the defective verb and its suffixes after /ai-C/ for the Cinitial suffix and after the second radical /C1VC2-V/ for the V-initial suffix, e.g. [daʕai-t] ‘called-1SG’ and [daʕ-a]
‘called-3MSG’. Choosing this boundary is the most economical analysis because it keeps the alternations in the verb
stems rather than the suffixes. Forming additional allomorphs in the suffix morph sets would create unnecessary
conditions for the other types of verbs when combining with multiple suffix allomorphs.
However, EG mechanisms offer two other possibilities for drawing the morpheme boundary in this problem: either
[daʕa-it] or [daʕ-ayt], but these boundaries are harder to justify with conditions. For more on the defective verbs in
Arabic see Watson (2000, Section 6.5.6.1 Final-weak verbs), Chekayri & Scheer (2003), Holes (2004, Section 3.6),
among many others.
2
Traditionally, defective verbs in Arabic are those verbs whose last radical is either a [w] or [y] (Holes, 2004).
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(5) Additional examples of regular, defective and geminate (Low)

a. C-initial suffix

b. V-initial suffix

Regular

Defective

Geminate

[katab-t] ‘I wrote’

[daʕai-t] ‘I called’

[ʕadda:-t] ‘I counted

[daxal-t] ‘I entered’

[ʔarai-t] ‘I saw’

[radda:-t] ‘I returned’

[ragad-t] ‘I slept’

[rawai-t] ‘I told’

[fakka:-t] ‘I opened’

[saħab-t] ‘I dragged’

[lawai-t] ‘I twisted’

[kabba:-t] ‘I spilled’

[katab-a] ‘he wrote’

[daʕ-a] ‘he called’

[ʕadd-a] ‘he counted

[daxal-a] ‘he entered’

[ʔar-a] ‘he saw’

[radd-a] ‘he returned’

[ragad-a] ‘he slept’

[raw-a] ‘he told’

[fakk-a] ‘he opened’

[saħab-a]‘he dragged’

[law-a] ‘he twisted’

[kabb-a] ‘he spilled’

Furthermore, some verbs in Faifi, let us call them defective-geminates, appear on the
surface as geminates, but they trigger the same structural alternations as the defective verbs when
they are followed by a consonant-initial suffix, as shown in (6a). In other words, the defectivegeminate verbs appear with geminate consonants, but they act like defective verbs in the
alternation patterns, as seen in (6a). Table (6b) summarizes the verb alternations introduced thus
far.

(6a) Defective-geminate verbs with the surface form CVC2C2ai-C ~ CVC2C2-V
Gloss

C-initial suffix ‘1SG’

V-initial suffix ‘3MSG’

‘filled’

[ʕabbai-t] *[ʕabba:-t]

[ʕabb-a] *[ʕab-a]

‘smeared with accusation’

[xatˤtˤai-t] *[xatˤtˤa:-t]

[xatˤtˤ-a] *[xatˤ-a]

‘assisted/gave a hand’

[ʕatˤtˤai-t] *[ʕatˤtˤa:-t]

[ʕatˤtˤ-a] *[ʕatˤ-a]
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(6b) Verb types and alternations (Low)
Verb type

Consonant-initial suffix

Vowel-initial suffix

Geminate

C1VC2C2a:-t

C1VC2C2-a

[radda:-t] ‘I returned’

[radd-a] ‘he returned’

C1VC2ai-t

C1VC2-a

[daʕai-t] ‘I called’

[daʕ-a] ‘he called’

C1VC2C2ai-t

C1VC2C2-a

[ʕabbai-t] ‘I filled’

[ʕabb-a] ‘he filled’

Defective

Defective-geminate

Regular

C1VC2VC3- in all cases
[katab-t] ‘I wrote’, [katab-a] ‘he wrote’

In EG, the defective-geminate verbs are grouped with the defective verbs, considering the
structural similarities between them (see the updated morph sets in 7). Therefore, EG accounts for
the distinction between a defective-geminate verb such as [xatˤtˤai-t] ‘I smeared with accusation’
and a geminate verb such as [xatˤtˤa:-t] ‘I wrote in calligraphy’. Based on their different structural
behaviors before a consonant-initial suffix, the former belongs to the defective verb set, and the
latter belongs to the geminate verb set. The two verbs, however, have the same stem when the
suffix is vowel-initial so that [xatˤtˤ-a] ‘3MGS’ is labeled for two different meanings (see 7).
Similarly, the verbs [ʕaddai-t] ‘passed-1SG’ and [ʕadda:-t] ‘counted-1SG’ belong to two different
morph sets, but they share the same allomorph when followed by a vowel-initial suffix, e.g. [ʕadda] ‘passed-3MSG’ and [ʕadd-a] ‘counted-1SG’.
Based on what we have introduced thus far, we can update our earlier morph sets of the
perfective verbs to include the new information introduced thus far, as shown in (7). EG assumes
a similar process happens during language development in which the established morph sets
expand as new language input occurs or repetitions happen.
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(7) Faifi perfective verb morph sets (updated)
a.

{{katab}WROTE, {daxal}ENTERED, {ragad}SLEPT, {saħab}DRAG …}REGULAR.VERB

b.

{{daʕ, daʕai}CALLED, {ʔar, ʔarai}SAW, {raw, rawai}TOLD, {law, lawai}TWISTED, {ʕabb,
ʕabbai}FILLED, {xatˤtˤ, xatˤtˤai}SMEARED, {ʕadd, ʕaddai}PASSED … }DEFECTIVE.VERB

c.

{{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNTED, {radd, radda:}RETURNED, {fakk, fakka:}OPENED, {kabb,
kabba:}SPILLED, {xatˤtˤ, xatˤtˤa:}WROTE.IN.CALLIGRAPHY, …}GEMINATE.VERB

From the morph sets in (7), we have two types of perfective verb morph sets: the regular
verbs morph set with one member in each verb set (7a), and the geminate and defective verbs
morph sets with two members (i.e., allomorphs) in each verb set (7b-c). The members of each
morph set are systematically related, and they must be formally connected.
Under the EG framework, MSRs are needed for the morph sets with two (or more)
members to establish the systematic relations among the members once enough of them are
learned. The MSRs in (8) are established for the productive relations in the perfective verb morph
sets. Note that these MSRs are taken directly from the representative data set discussed above, and
they apply across all perfective verb conjugations in Faifi (Low). Each MSR listed below is
followed by a brief description and examples.

(8) Some emergent MSRs for the perfective verb alternations in Faifi (Low)
(8a) An MSR for the defective morph set
[CaC-] VERB ↔ [CaCai-] VERB
(Encountering the defective verb form [CaC-] implies the alternative form [CaCai-] and vice
versa)
Morph set examples: {daʕ} → {daʕ, daʕai} or {daʕai} → {daʕ, daʕai}. What this means for
the morph set {daʕ, daʕai}CALLED is that if the learner hears {daʕ}, then the learner hypothesizes
{daʕ, daʕai} CALLED; and if the learner hears {daʕai}, the learner hypothesizes {daʕ, daʕai}.
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(8b) An MSR for the geminate morph set
[C1aC2C2a:-] VERB → [C1aC2C2-] VERB
(Encountering the geminate form [CaC2C2a:-] implies the alternative form [CaC2C2-], but not
vice versa1)
Morph set examples: {ʕadda:} →{ʕadd, ʕadda:}. What this means for the morph set {ʕadd,
ʕadda:}COUNTED is that if the learner hears {ʕadda:}, the learner hypothesizes {ʕadd, ʕadda:}.

(8c) An MSR for the defective-geminate verbs
[C1aC2C2ai-] VERB → [C1aC2C2-] VERB
(Encountering the geminate form [CaC2C2ai-] implies the alternative form [CaC2C2-], but not
vice versa)
Morph set examples: {ʕaddai} →{ʕadd, ʕaddai}. What this means for the morph set {ʕadd,
ʕaddai}PASSED is that if the learner hears {ʕaddai}, the learner hypothesizes {ʕadd, ʕaddai}.

With respect to the suffix morph sets, all suffix morph sets have one member in them,
whether there are C-initial such as{t}1SG or V-initial such as {an}3FSG (see 4d-l). There is only one
exception. The morph set for the ‘3MSG’ has two members {a, au}3MPL (but more on this morph
set below). For the suffix morph sets, there is only one choice to be selected for combination
regardless of the preceding verb. This means that when we have a verb set containing a single
morph such as the regular verb set, one combination is logically possible, e.g., {katab}WROTE{an}3FSG → [katab-an] ‘wrote-3FSG’. However, for the verb sets with two members, there will be
two logical combinations to be considered. For example, the geminate verb ‘returned-1SG’ has
two logical combinations *[radd-t] and [radda:-t] from combining the morph sets {radd,
radda:}RETURNED-{t}1SG. Also, the defective verb ‘saw-1SG’ has two logical combinations: *[ʔart], and [ʔarai-t] from combining the morph sets {ʔar, ʔarai}SAW-{t}1SG. The morph set
combinations are summarized in (9). The combinations marked with an asterisk (*) are ill-formed,
but they are logical combinations given the morph sets involved. However, all ill-formed
combinations are ruled out by emergent conditions discussed below.

1

The MSR must be unidirectional because if the learner hears {ʕadd}, he/she may hypothesize the geminate {ʕadd,
ʕadda:}COUNTED as in (8b) or the defective-geminate {ʕadd, ʕaddai}PASSED as in (8c).
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(9) Logical combinations
{radd-, radda:-}RETURN.PFV

{ʔar-, ʔarai-}SEE.PFV

{katab-}WRITE.PFV

{-an}3MSG

[radd-an], *[radda:-an]

[ʔar-an], *[ʔarai-an]

[katab-an]

{-ta}2MSG

*[radd-ta], [radda:-ta]

*[ʔar-ta], [ʔarai-ta]

[katab-ta]

The conditions in (10a-c) eliminate all incorrect morph combinations between the
perfective verb sets and the suffix sets. Each condition discussed below is followed by a brief
description and examples that motivate its usage.
(10) Some emergent MSRs and conditions1 for the perfective verb alternations in Faifi (Low)
(10a) *CCC
(Assign a violation to CCC clusters, see (22) in Chapter 4)2
Example: When a geminate verb that ends in /C2C2/ is followed by a consonant-initial suffix,
the combination creates a CCC cluster, which is not acceptable anywhere in Faifi. For example,
for ‘returned-2MSG’, there are two possible combinations considering our morph sets: one is
acceptable [radda:-ta], and the other is ruled out by the *CCC condition *[raddta].

(10b) Onset
(All syllables must have an onset. Assign a violation to an onsetless syllable, see (22) in
Chapter 4)
Example: When a vowel-initial suffix such as [an] ‘3FSG’ follows a geminate verb, two
combinations are possible. One is acceptable [radd-an] ‘returned-3SGF’, and the other is ruled
out by since it contains an onsetless syllable *[radda:-an].

(10c) *C]σ NoCoda
(Assign a violation to a closed syllable)
Example: When a consonant-initial suffix such as [ta] ‘2MSG’ follows a defective verb, two

1

In addition to all phonotactic conditions discussed in Chapter 4.
The condition *CC may handle the cases in (10a) and (10c), but further exploration is needed in future research.
Keep in mind that Upper Faifi allows CCs only in verb-final position with the suffix [-t] ‘1sg’ e.g., [ka.tab-t] ‘wrote1SG’ (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1). Lower Faifi does the same, but it also allows CCs word initially, e.g., [kta:.bin]
‘book, (Lower Faifi)’. (Compare to [ki.ta:.bin] ‘book (Upper Faifi), and [ki.ta:b] ‘book (MSA/High speech).
2
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combinations are possible. One is acceptable [ʔa.rai.-ta] ‘saw-2MSG’ (i.e. open syllables), and
the other is ruled out by the condition NoCoda [ʔar.-ta] ‘saw-3’. This applies to all defective
verb allomorphs of this shape /CVC-/, e.g., *[daʕ-ta] ‘you called’, *[raw-ta] ‘you tell’, etc.
Regarding its ranking, the condition NoCoda is dominated by *CCC and Onset, as the
assessments in (11) demonstrate.

The assessment tableaux in (11a-d) illustrate what has been discussed thus far. The
assessments in (11a-b) illustrate the geminate verb when followed by a C-initial vs. a V-initial
suffix. The assessments in (11c-d) illustrate the defective verb when followed by the two suffix
types. With respect to the regular verb, there is only one possible combination regardless of the
suffix type, e.g.{katab}WRITE/PFV-{t}1SG → [katab-t] and {katab}WRITE/PFV-{an}3MSG → [katab-an].

(11) Assessments examples of perfective verb suffix alternations in Faifi (Low)
(11a) Assessment of ‘I counted’ (Low)
{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNT.GEMINATE.PFV-{t}1SG
a. ʕadd-t

*CCC

Onset

*!

NoCoda
**

→ b. ʕadda:-t

**

(11b) Assessment of ‘she counted’ (Low)
{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNT.GEMINATE.PFV-{an}3FSG

*CCC

Onset

→ a. ʕadd-an

NoCoda
**

b. ʕadda:-an

*!

**

(11c) Assessment of ‘you called’ (Low)
{daʕ, daʕai}CALL.DEFECTIVE.PFV-{ta}2MSG

*CCC

a. daʕ-ta

Onset

NoCoda
*!

→ b. daʕai-ta
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(11d) Assessment of ‘she called’ (Low)
{daʕ, daʕai}CALL.DEFECTIVE.PFV-{an}3FSG

*CCC

Onset

→ a. daʕ-an

NoCoda
*

b. daʕai-an

*!

The assessments in (12) demonstrate the advantage of using a morph-based approach such
as EG in the analysis of Faifi perfective verb alternations. Consider the two assessments in (12ab) of the geminate verb [ʕadd-an] ‘counted-3FSG’ and the defective-geminate verb [ʕadd-an]
‘passed-1FSG1’. The morph [ʕadd-] is shared by the geminate verb set {ʕadd,
ʕadda:}COUNT.GEMINATE and the defective verb set {ʕadd, ʕaddai}PASSED.DEFECTIVE. As seen in the
assessments below, the condition Onset eliminates the incorrect combinations *[ʕadda:-an] and
*[ʕaddai-an]. EG, however, makes the distinction between these verbs in the morph sets. The two
allomorphs of these verbs must be encountered before they are labeled and paired off with the
members of the defective set or the geminate set.

(12) Assessments examples of perfective verb suffix alternations in Faifi (Low)
(12a) Assessment of the geminate verb ‘she counted’ (Low)
{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNT.GEMINATE.PFV-{an}3FSG *CCC

Onset

→ a. ʕadd-an

NoCoda
**

→ b. ʕadda:-an

*!

1

**

Similar words that demonstrate the difference between the geminate and the defective-geminate verbs are:
Geminate
Defective-geminate
[hadda:t] ‘went down-1SG’
[haddai-t] ‘slowed/calmed down-1SG’
[daff-a:t] ‘pushed-1SG’
[daffai-t] ‘covered with sheet-1SG’
[xatˤtˤ-a:t] ‘wrote-1SG in calligraphy’ [xatˤtˤai-t] ‘smeared-1SG with accusation’
[tˤarr-a:t] ‘threw-1SG strongly’
[tˤarrai-t] ‘amused-1SG’
[tˤaff-a:t] ‘jumped-1SG strongly’
[tˤaffai-t] ‘put out fire-1SG’, etc.
All these examples are in Faifi Low. High only exhibits geminate verbs and does not exhibit the defective-geminate
type of verbs. See Section 5.2.2 in this Chapter for the defective verb alternations in High.
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(12b) Assessment of the defective-geminate verb ‘she counted’ )Low)
{ʕadd, ʕaddai}PASS. DEFECTIVE.PFV-{an}3FSG

*CCC

Onset

→ a. ʕadd-an

NoCoda
**

b. ʕaddai-an

*!

**

Now we turn to discuss the case of ‘3MPL’ suffix morph set {u, au}3MPL. This suffix
stands out among the other suffixes since it has two allomorphs. The allomorph [au] follows the
defective verbs, and [u] follows the other verbs (regular and geminate). Consider the following
examples:

(13) Examples for the morph set {u, au}3MPL
Post regular verb

Post defective verb

Post geminate verb

[katab-u] ‘they wrote’

[ʕadd-au] ‘they passed’

[ʕadd-u] ‘they counted’1

[daxal-u] ‘he entered’

[daʕ-au] ‘they called’

[radd-u] ‘they returned’

[ragad-u] ‘he slept’

[raw-au] ‘they told’

[fakk-u] ‘they opened’

[saħab-u]‘he dragged’

[law-au] ‘they twisted’

[kabb-u] ‘they spilled’

We do not need to establish an MSR for the morph set {u, au}3MPL since this alternation
occurs only in this suffix and does not generalize to other suffixes in the language. The only way
to figure out the alternation between [u] and [au] is to hear them both. Therefore, once the two
allomorphs are learned, the condition in (14) is established for this type of specific alternation.

1

As we see from these examples, the suffix {u, au}3MPL acts like other suffixes with respect to the defectivegeminate problem discussed earlier, e.g., [ʕadd-au] ‘they passed’ (defective-geminate) vs. [ʕadd-u] ‘they counted’
(geminate).
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(14) An emergent condition for the ‘3MPL’ suffix alternation
*X NON-DEFECTIVE-au (X = Verb)
(Assign a violation to the suffix allomorph [-au] following any verb that is not labeled as
defective)

Consider the following assessments in (15a-c), which demonstrate some verb-suffix
combinations involving the morph set {u, au}3MPL. First, the assessment in (15a) shows two
possible combinations between the regular verb set and ‘3MPL’. The condition *X NON-DEFECTIVEau eliminates the incorrect combination *[katab-au]. Second, the assessment in (15b) shows four
possible combinations between the geminate verb set and ‘3MPL’. The condition Onset (discussed
earlier) eliminates *[ʕadda:-u] and *[ ʕadda:-au], and the condition *X NON-DEFECTIVE-au eliminates
*[ʕadd-au]. Third, the assessment in (15c) also shows four possible combinations between the
defective verb and the ‘3MPL’ set. the condition Onset eliminates *[ʕaddai-u] and *[ʕaddai-au],
and the condition *X NON-DEFECTIVE-au eliminates *[ʕadd-u].

(15) Assessment examples of {u, au}3MPL
(15a) Assessment of ‘they wrote’ (Low)
{katab}WRITE .PFV-{u, au}3MPL

*CCC

Onset

*X NON-DEFECTIVE-au

NoCoda

→ a. katab-u
b. katab-au

*!

(15b) Assessment of ‘they counted’ (Low)
{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNT.GEMINATE.PFV-{u, au}3MPL

*CCC

Onset

*X NON-DEFECTIVE-au

→ a. ʕadd-u

NoCoda
*

b. ʕadd-au

*!

*

c. ʕadda:-u

*!

*!

*

d. ʕadda:-au

*!

*!

*
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(15c) Assessment of ‘they passed’ (Low)
{ʕadd, ʕaddai}PASS.DEFECTIVE.PFV-{u, au}3MPL

*CCC

Onset

a. ʕadd-u1

*X NON-DEFECTIVE-au

NoCoda

*!

*

→ b. ʕadd-au

*

c. ʕaddai-u

*!

*!

*

d. ʕaddai-au

*!

*!

*

The following section shows that the same suffix alternation and condition are found in
High perfective verbs as well. In addition, the following section presents an EG analysis of the
complex problem of diglossic variation in the perfective verb suffix (i.e., the interaction between
Low and High categories). First, the section lays out the similarities and differences between Low
and High with respect to the perfective verbs and their suffixes. Then, the section discusses how
the diglossic variation in the sound system blocks certain stem-suffix combinations.
.
5.2.2 The perfective verb-suffix alternations in High (MSA)
Similar to the process of building a bottom-up grammar in Low, the High grammar gets
developed as the input becomes sufficient, which is different from person to person depending on
the time and the amount of exposure to the High input. During the early years of language
development in the Faifi speech community, although the input of the High speech may be
accumulated gradually from various sources (mainly from TV, children cartoons, and games), it
does not become frequent nor does it dominate specific contexts until early school years (five years
and above in pre-schools, elementary schools and beyond) (Khamis-Dakwar et al. 2012).
Let us consider the same alternation problem of the perfective verb suffixes in High. The
data set in (16) shows the perfective verb conjugations in High using the same verbs we discussed
for Low: the regular verb [katab] ‘wrote’, the defective verb [daʕ-] ‘called’ and the geminate verb
[ʕadd-] ‘counted’. However, there are three main differences between Low and High that can be
seen in (16). The first difference is in the geminate verb stem. In Low, the consonant-initial suffix
is separated from the verb stem by the long low vowel [a:] as in [ʕadda:-t] ‘counted.1SG’. In High,
1

Note that while the string [ʕadd-u] is eliminated in the defective assessment, it is the winner in the geminate
assessment in (15b).
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the geminate consonant is broken by a vowel, e.g. [ʕadad-t] ‘counted.1SG’, a process referred to
as “antigemination” (McCarthy, 1986) (see 16b). The second difference is that certain suffixes
have different forms between Low and High, e.g., [-at] in High vs. [-an] in Low for the ‘3FSG’.
Third, the defective verb stem exhibits free variation when followed by a C-initial suffix, e.g.,
[daʕai-ta/daʕau-ta] ‘you called’ (see 16b). In Low, it is only [daʕai-]. (the bold text in the data set
below indicates the differences between High and Low).

(16) Suffix alternations in MSA (High) perfective verbs

a. V-initial suffix

b. C-initial suffix

Regular verb

Defective verb1

Geminate verb

‘wrote’

‘called’

‘counted’

3MSG

[katab-a]

[daʕ-a]

[ʕadd-a]

3FSG

[katab-at]

[daʕ-at]

[ʕadd-at]

3MPL

[katab-u]

[daʕ-au]

[ʕadd-u]

1SG

[katab-t]

[daʕai-t]/[daʕau-t]

[ʕadad-t]

1PL

[katab-na]

[daʕai-na]/[daʕau-na]

[ʕadad-na]

2MSG

[katab-ta]

[daʕai-ta]/[daʕau-ta]

[ʕadad-ta]

2FSG

[katab-ti]

[daʕai-ti]/[daʕau-ti]

[ʕadad-ti]

2MPL

[katab-tum]

[daʕai-tum]/[daʕau-tum]

[ʕadad-tum]

2FPL

[katab-tunna]

[daʕai-tunna]/[daʕau-tunna]

[ʕadad-tunna]

The data set in (16) yields to the following morph sets for the High perfective verb
alternations shown in (17), which resemble the morph sets of Low except in the geminate verb set,
some suffixes (e.g., ‘3FSG’), and the free variation in the defective verb stem.

1

High does not have defective-geminate verbs like the verbs in Low discussed in the previous section (e.g., in Low
[ʕadd-a]~[ʕaddai-t] ‘he~I passed’). They occur only in Low.
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(17) High (MSA) perfective verb morph sets
a.

{{katab}WROTE, …}REGULAR.VERB

g.

{t/tu}1SG

b.

{{daʕ, daʕai/daʕau}CALLED, …}DEFECTIVE.VERB

h.

{na}1PL

c.

{{ʕadd, ʕadad}COUNTED, …}GEMINATE.VERB

i.

{ta}2MSG

d.

{a}3MSG

j.

{ti}2FSG

e.

{at}3FSG

k.

{tum}2MPL

f.

{u, au}3MPL

l.

{tunna}2FPL

From these morph sets, we formulate the systematic MSRs in (18a-b) for the High
alternations in the geminate and in the defective verb sets.

(18) MSR for the High geminate verb set
(18a) […CxCx]VERB ↔ […CxaCx]VERB
(Encountering a verb stem ending in the string /…CxCx/ (geminate) implies the alternative
form /…CxaCx/. The opposite is also true because the implicational relation is bidirectional)
Morph set examples: {ʕadd}COUNTED → {ʕadd, ʕadad} or {ʕadad} → {ʕadd, ʕadad}. What
this means for the learner of High is that hearing [radd-a] ‘returned-3MSG’ implies the
allomorph [radad-]. Also, hearing [radad-ta] ‘returned-2MSG’ implies the allomorph
[radd-].

(18b) An MSR for the High defective morph set
[CaC-] VERB ↔ [CaCai-]/[CaCau-]VERB
(Encountering the defective verb form CaC- in High implies the alternative forms CaCai-/
CaCau- (CaCai- and CaCau- are in free variation in High). The opposite is also true because
the implicational relation is bidirectional)
Morph set examples: {daʕ}CALLED → {daʕ, daʕai/daʕau} or {daʕai/daʕau} → {daʕ,
daʕai/daʕau}.

The same emergent conditions and assessments we saw in Low apply in High as well since
the structural properties that trigger the alternations are the same in the two speech forms (i.e., the
types of verb stems and suffixes). Therefore, similar to Low, the conditions *CCC, Onset, and
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NoCoda (see 10) and *X NON-DEFECTIVE-au (see 14) eliminate incorrect combinations between the
perfective verb allomorphs and their suffixes in High. For example, the condition Onset eliminates
all combinations between the vowel-initial suffix allomorphs and the defective verb allomorphs
ending in a vowel *[daʕau-a/daʕai-a] ‘called-3MSG’.
The following section is devoted to the diglossic variation in the perfective verbs and their
suffixes, which offers a direct comparison between the perfective verbs in Low and High.

5.2.3 Diglossic variation in the perfective verb-suffix alternations
Based on the observable similarities and differences between Low and High, we can
compile the morph sets of both varieties into larger ones, i.e., diglossic morph sets for the
perfective verb suffix alternations (see 19). The labels LOW and HIGH distinguish different categories
of Low and High. Unlabeled members/morph sets are the same in Low and High1.

(19) Diglossic morph sets for Faifi Low and High perfective verb morph sets
a.

{{katab}WROTE.LOW/HIGH, …}REGULAR.VERB

g.

{t, {tu}HIGH}1SG

b.

{{{daʕ, daʕai}LOW, {daʕ, daʕai/daʕau}HIGH}CALLED,

h.

{na}1PL

i.

{ta}2MSG

…}DEFECTIVE.VERB
c.

{{{ʕadd, ʕadda:}LOW, {ʕadd, ʕadad}HIGH}COUNTED,
…}GEMINATE.VERB

d.

{a}3MSG

j.

{ti}2FSG

e.

{{an}LOW,{at}HIGH}3FSG

k.

{{tim}LOW, {tum}HIGH}2MPL

f.

{u, au}3MPL

l.

{{tinnæ}LOW, {tunna}HIGH}2FPL

Some productive MSRs and regulating conditions can be established once these larger
(diglossic) morph sets are recognized, which will differ from a speaker or a group of speakers to
another based on the amount and time of exposure to the High input.
Let us begin by considering the diglossic MSRs shown in (20) as an illustration of the
possible MSRs that can be formed from the given data sets above. This type of MSR connects

Not labeling some of the morphs/morph sets in (19) is like not labeling the sounds [d, x, h, …]. In Chapter 4. we
explained that the sounds [d, x, h, …] are the same in Low and High, and they do not exhibit diglossic variation.
Hence, they are not labeled. This is different from labeling the sounds [k] L/H and [sˤ]L/H because they exhibit
diglossic variation. We saw in Chapter 4 that [k] and [sˤ] have a complex system since they are learned together with
their counterparts [k]L/H/[tʰ]L and [sˤ]L/H/[s͡t]L. For this reason, I keep labeling [k]L/H and [sˤ]L/H throughout the
dissertation for representation clarity and the distinction between them and the non-diglossic sounds [d, x, h, …].
1
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morph set members of Low and High to generate new assemblies in the form of novel diglossic
variants or code-switching utterances, as illustrated in (20). These MSRs are generalizations over
the generalizations we have seen in Low and High independently. In other words, the diglossic
MSRs below are not novel generalizations that involve a separate level of learning.

(20) Examples of Diglossic MSRs for the perfective verb suffix alternation
(20a) Diglossic MSR for the geminate verb alternation (from the morph set in 19c)
[…CXCX]LOW/HIGH ↔ […CXaCX-]HIGH /[CXCXa:-]LOW
(Encountering a geminate verb stem that exhibits diglossic variation implies all other
alternations of the same geminate verb in Low and in High1)
Morph set examples:
{ʕadd}LOW/HIGH → {ʕadd LOW/HIGH, ʕadda: LOW, ʕadad HIGH} or
{ʕadda: LOW, ʕadad HIGH} → {ʕadd

LOW/HIGH,

ʕadda: LOW, ʕadad HIGH}.

(20b) Diglossic MSR for the defective verb stem alternation (see 19b)
[CaC-]LOW/HIGH ↔ [CaCai-]LOW/HIGH/[CaCau-]HIGH
(Encountering a defective verb stem that exhibits diglossic variation implies all other
alternations of the same defective verb in Low and in High)
Morph set examples:
{daʕ}LOW/HIGH → {daʕ LOW/HIGH , daʕai LOW/HIGH , daʕau HIGH}
{daʕai LOW/HIGH/daʕau HIGH} → {daʕ LOW/HIGH , daʕai LOW/HIGH , daʕau HIGH}

However, there must be limits on the number of combinations that these diglossic MSRs
are capable of assembling. Therefore, two types of conditions eliminate incorrect diglossic
combinations. First, the internal conditions that emerge from Low or High independently eliminate
incorrect combinations in these speech forms (e.g., *CCC, Onset, or the other conditions discussed
1

Note that since High does not have the defective-geminate type of verbs, the generalizations in (20a-b) apply only
for the geminate or defective verbs that are encountered in Low and High (i.e., labeled as LOW/HIGH). The MSRs in (20)
do not apply for the defective-geminate verbs in Low such as [ʕadd-a]L~[ʕaddai-t]L ‘he~I passed’ because it is not
labeled as HIGH. In High, usually a different lexical item corresponds to the defective-geminate type of verbs. For
example, Low includes [hadda:t] ‘went down-1SG’ vs. [haddai-t] ‘slowed/calmed down-1SG’ while High includes
[nazal-t] ‘went down-1SG’ vs. [haddaʔ-t] ‘slowed/calmed down-1SG’. Another example is that Low includes [daffa:t] ‘pushed-1SG’ vs. [daffai-t] ‘covered with sheet-1SG’ while High includes [dafaf-t]/[dafaʕ-t] ‘pushed-1SG’ vs.
[ɣatˤtˤai-t] ‘covered with sheet-1SG’ etc.
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above). The second type is the external conditions that emerge from learning the interaction
between Low and High categories (see the general diglossic conditions discussed in (1) at the
beginning of this chapter). The diglossic conditions eliminate all unwanted diglossic combinations
that may be implied by the diglossic MSRs, as illustrated in (21a-c) below. We saw the same
conditions earlier in Chapter 4 (see 25a-b in Chapter 4). In Chapter 4, these conditions were
discussed in the context of morph building (i.e., the usage of Low and High sound variants within
a morph). In this chapter, the conditions are discussed in the context of morphs combination (codeswitching among Low and High sound and morpheme mixture). We will also see the same
diglossic conditions apply in the definite marking system later in this chapter, see (41).

(21) Some diglossic Conditions
(21a) *[Stem HIGH.INFREQ ∧ Affix LOW]
(Assign a violation to a combination between a suffix labeled as Low and a High verb
containing an infrequent High sound, namely [q] and [d͡ʒ])
Examples: Consider the following list of possible combinations. Note that only the
combination (High INFRQ-Low) is blocked.
Combination type

‘cut-3FSG’

(High INFRQ-Low)

*[qatˤʕ-an]

‘added-3FSG’
*[d͡ʒamʕ-an]

(High INFRQ-High)

[qatˤʕ-at]

[d͡ʒamʕ-at]

(21b) *[Stem LOW ∧ Affix HIGH]
(Assign a violation to a combination between a Low verb followed by a High suffix)
Examples: While the grammar allows [tʰasarL-anL]/[kasarL/H-anL]/[kasarL/H-atH]
‘broke.3FSG’, it blocks the combination *[tʰassarL-atH] since [tʰ] is a Low sound and [-at]
is a High suffix. Similar blocking applies with the verb stems containing the Low sounds
[s͡t], [d͡ʒʰ], and [g]. However, combinations such as [tʰasar-an]/[kasar-an]/[kasar-at]
‘broke.3FSG’ are phonologically and morphologically correct, and they cannot be further
eliminated by the type of internal/external conditions we have discussed. Therefore, the
condition in (21c) describes restrictions/eliminations on larger levels than phonology and
morphology (such as at the phrase, sentence, or speech level). These levels are beyond the
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scope of the present investigation (see the sentence-level examples in Chapter 4, the
examples in (28).
(21c) ∀[Low/High]: [[Low >> High]LOW ∧ [High >> Low]HIGH]1
(If there are two correct morphs or combinations of morphs that are not excluded by the
phonology and morphology of the language, and they are only distinguished by the
diglossic variants in question, then the variant labeled as

LOW

outranks the other variant

labeled as HIGH in Low contexts and vice versa)
Examples: In the suffix diglossic variation [-an/-at] ‘3FSG’, the suffix [-an] outranks the
suffix [-at] in Low contexts, and the suffix [-at] outranks the suffix [-an] in High contexts.
Therefore, between the diglossic variants [katab-an]/[katab-at] ‘wrote-3FSG’, the former
is for Low and the latter for High. Similarly, the suffix [-tim] ‘2MPL’ outranks its High
variant [-tum] ‘2MPL’ in Low contexts and vice versa. Therefore, between the diglossic
variants [daras-tim]/[daras-tum] ‘studied-2MPL’, the former is for Low and the latter for
High. Examples like these are abundant in Faifi.

5.2.4 Summary
This section offered an EG account of the perfective verb suffix alternations in Faifi
diglossic speech. The grammar was constructed based on the observable surface alternations of
perfective verb suffixes with no reference to underlying forms or UG constraints. The grammar
was based on the learner’s ability to detect the alternation patterns, to detect the differences
between the types of verbs (regular, defective, geminate), to detect the suffix types (vowel-initial
and consonant-initial) and to assess frequency distributions of the sounds in Low and High.
The section discussed two types of morph sets, MSRs, and conditions: one that emerges
from a single input (Low or High) and another that emerges from the interplay between the Low
and High inputs. Take, for example, the two conditions *CCC and *[Stem HIGH.INFREQ ∧ Affix LOW].

1

This generalization is the same external context-sensitive generalization discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.2.2,
item 29). The condition in (21c) describes generalizations that are beyond the phonological, morphophonological,
and morphological levels. The condition describes restrictions regarding morph combinations at phrase, sentence, or
speech level. In other words, it does not account for what is permitted/not permitted by the phonology or
morphology, but rather it describes restrictions on larger levels beyond the scope of the present investigation. See
more examples of the diglossic variation on the sentence level in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2.2, items (28a-d).
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The condition *CCC emerges from Low independent from High. The child does not need to learn
High to generalize *CCC in Low. When the child learns High, he/she finds the same condition
applies for High as well so that *CCC operates now in both varieties.
This, however, is not the case regarding the condition *[Stem

HIGH.INFREQ

∧ Affix

LOW],

which prohibits any combination between a verb stem containing a High infrequent sound and a
Low suffix. Every component of this abstract condition is the result of bottom-up learning
processes. The processes include detecting the distinction between Low and High categories
(verbs, suffixes, sounds, and structural alternations) and assessing the frequencies associated with
sound variations, among other general cognitive processes underlying the emergence of this
condition and others like it discussed above.
While this section demonstrated EG using the verb-suffix alternations, the following
section demonstrates EG using prefix alternations in the definite system of Faifi diglossic
grammar. We will see the same general diglossic conditions operate in the definite system, as well.

5.3 Diglossic variation in the definite system
Section 5.3.1 begins by laying out an EG analysis of the definite marker in Faifi (Low),
which is the prefix {ʔim-, -im-, -m-}. Section 5.3.2 lays out an EG analysis of the definite marker
in the High speech form (MSA), which is the prefix {ʔal-, -al-, -l-}. Then the discussion focuses
on the diglossic variation and codeswitching between Low and High in the definite system
marking, i.e., High nouns preceded by the Low definite marker and vice versa. This section also
highlights the impact of sound frequency on the grammar, and how the lack of frequency causes
certain Low and High combinations to be blocked.

5.3.1 Definite marker alternations in Faifi (Low)
The definite marker in Faifi is the prefix {ʔim-, -im-, -m-}, and the indefinite marker is the
suffix [-in] except for nouns that are marked for the feminine, which do not take an indefinite
marker, as illustrated in (22). (See Chapter 2 for a detailed description of the definite/indefinite
system). In what follows, the definite marker {ʔim-, -im-, -m-} will be referred to sometimes as
the ‘labial-definite marker’ to distinguish it from the ‘coronal-definite marker’ [-l-] in Faifi and in
MSA. The examples in (22) are for the coronal-definite marker, and the examples in (23-24) are
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for the labial-definite marker in Faifi. The High (MSA) definite marker is discussed in Section
(5.3.2).

(22) Examples of the labial-definite marker in Faifi
Masculine:

Feminine:

‘a house’

[bait-in]1

‘the house’

[ʔim-bait]

‘a door’

[ba:b-in]

‘the door’

[ʔim-ba:b]

‘sand’

[tira:bin-in]

‘the sand’

[ʔim-tira:b]

‘a tree’

[hayd͡ʒʰa]

‘the tree’

[ʔim-hayd͡ʒʰa]

‘a paper’

[waraga]

‘the paper’

[ʔim-waraga]

‘bread’

[xubza]

‘the bread’

[ʔim-xubza]

There are two important sub-patterns with respect to the Low definite marker {ʔim-, -im-,
-m-} in Faifi. The first sub-pattern has to do with specific types of lexical items (nouns and
adjectives) that always take the coronal-definite marker and never occur with the labial-definite
marker (see 23). The coronal-definite marker in Faifi is {ʔil-, -il-, -l-}, which systematically
alternates with {ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-, -CCOR-} where CCOR matches the following coronal consonant
if the definite stem begins with a coronal consonant2 (to be discussed below).

1

As described in detail in Chapter 2 (Section 2.5.1), the indefinite marker [-in] in Faifi could be an archaic residue
in the language that resembles a key “synthetic” feature found in Classical Arabic and Proto-Semitic which
designates case inflection and indefiniteness (i.e. [-un] ‘nominative indef.’, [-an] ‘accusative indef.’, and [-in]
‘genitive indef.’ (Holes, 2004). According to Holes, the case inflection has been lost in all modern dialects of
Arabic, but the indefinite marker -n survived only in a small number of spoken dialects in specific types of syntactic
structures (p.174). However, in this Chapter, I focused my analysis on the definite markers.
2
The coronal-definite marker alternation [-l-]~[-CCOR] is common across Arabic dialects in which the coronal-definite
marker is found (Holes, 2004). The coronal-definite marker alternation is traditionally referred to in the Arabic
grammar books and school textbooks as the Sun-letters (for the nouns that begin with coronal consonants) vs. the
Moon-letters (for the nouns that begin with non-coronal consonants). The terms (sun and moon) are used to refer to
the two classes of words because the Arabic word for ‘the-sun’ [ʔaʃ-ʃams] is used to represent the coronal-class effect,
and the Arabic word for ‘the-moon’ [ʔal-qamar] is used to represent the non-coronals effect.
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(23) Coronal-definite words (memorized words)
Type of word

Examples

Days of the week

[ʔiθ-θanu] ‘Monday’, [ʔiθ-θalu:θ] ‘Tuesday’, [ʔir-rabu:ʕ]
‘Wednesday’, [ʔil-xami:s] ‘Thursday’, [ʔil-d͡ʒʰimʕa] ‘Friday’, [ʔissabit] ‘Saturday’, [ʔil-laħħad] ‘Sunday’.

Specific time references1

[ʔil-yaum] ‘the present day’, [ʔil-layla] ‘tonight’, [ʔil-ʕasˤir] ‘this
afternoon’, [ʔəsˤsˤubiħ] ‘the morning’, [ʔis-sa:ʕa] ‘the present hour’.

Some discourse markers

[ʔil-mihim] ‘the-most important’, [ʔil-hina] ‘the other day’

Some direction words

[ʔil-maʃrig] ‘east (lit. the sunrise direction)’ [ʔil-maɣrib] ‘west (lit.
the sunset direction)’, [ʔiʃ-ʃa:m] ‘north (lit. the Levant direction)’.

The coronal-definite words in (23) never take the labial-definite {ʔim-, -im-, -m-}
because using {ʔim-, -im-, -m-} with these nouns is either ungrammatical or completely changes
the meaning. For example, the noun [ʔis-sa:ʕa] means ‘the present hour’ while the noun [ʔimsa:ʕa] means ‘clock/watch (tool)’. This has nothing to do with the nouns starting with a coronal.
If the noun starts with a coronal, then there is an alternation in the prefix, but many items in these
classes do not start with a coronal. Furthermore, some of the coronal-definite words can be used
without the definite marker, e.g., [ʔil-xami:s] ‘Thursday’, [xami:s-in] ‘one Thursday’, [ʔil-yaum]
‘the present day’, [yaum-in] ‘this day’. Other words from (23) cannot be used without the
definite marker, e.g., [ʔil-hina] ‘the other day’, and [ʔiʃ-ʃa:m] ‘north (lit. the Levant direction)’.
The second sub-pattern to the labial-definite marker in Faifi is the deictic construction, i.e.
[deictic word + the + word]. In the deictic construction, all definite words take the coronal-definite
marker instead of the labial-definite. Consider the following examples in (24).

Other time reference words take the labial-definite such as [ʔim-dagi:ga] ‘the-minute’, [ʔim-θa:nya] ‘the-second’
[ʔim-misbu:ʕ] ‘the week’, [ʔim-ʃahir] ‘the-month’, [ʔim-sana] ‘the-year’, etc.
1
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(24) Deictic construction (deictic word + the + noun/adj.) (systematic alternation)
Deixis

Examples:

[ði-] ‘this.M’

[ði-l-bait] ‘this house’,

[ði-r-raba] ‘this boy’

[ti-] ‘this.F’

[ti-l-mara] ‘this woman’,

[ti-r-raba:ya] ‘this girl’

[ða:k] ‘that.M absent’

[ða:k-il-bait] ‘that house’,

[ða:k-ir-raba] ‘that boy’

[ta:k] ‘that.F absent’

[ta:k-il-mara] ‘that woman’,

[ta:k-ir-raba:ya] ‘that girl’

[ða:la-] ‘that.M present’

[ða:la-l-bait] ‘that house’,

[ða:la-r-raba] ‘this boy’

[ta:la-] ‘that.F present’

[ta:la-l-mara] ‘that woman’,

[ta:la-r-raba:ya] ‘that girl’

The two sub-patterns of the labial-definite marker demonstrate that while the coronaldefinite marker occurs predictably in the deictic constructions1, as illustrated in (24), it also
precedes specific nouns in the language in an unpredictable manner, as illustrated by the examples
in (23). In other words, there is no such rule that can predict the usage of the coronal-definite
marker in words such as [ʔil-yaum] ‘the present day’, [ʔil-layla] ‘tonight’, and [ʔil-maʃrig] ‘east’,
and other words like them in the language listed in (23). Other words that fit into some of these
classes take the labial-definite, for example [ʔim-masfal] ‘the lowest’, [ʔim-naha:r] ‘the morning
time’, [ʔim-layl] ‘the evening time’ [ʔim-yama:n] ‘south (lit. the Yemen direction)’, etc.
Therefore, the restriction of certain lexical items to the coronal-definite marker appears to
be arbitrary and not governed by any linguistic rule. In Chapter 3, I mentioned that previous studies
have argued that such arbitrary exceptions are expected and normal in the EG view (Archangeli,
& Pulleyblank, 2015a).
Therefore, in the EG view, the language learner of Faifi (Low) makes the following two
generalizations about the definite system:
I. Almost all words in the language take the labial-definite marker (e.g., [ʔim-bait] ‘the
house’. However, these words systematically take the coronal-definite marker every time
they follow a deictic word (e.g., ði-l-bait] ‘this house’);
II. A small number of words always take the coronal-definite marker (e.g., [ʔil-layla]
‘tonight’). The number of these words is finite, and they must be memorized.

1

All definite nouns in the deictic construction must take the prefix [ʔil-]. Using the Faifi definite marker [ʔim-] in this
case is ungrammatical, for example, *ði-m-bait ‘this house’ *ða:k-im-bait ‘that house’ (cf. examples in 25).
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Therefore, the learner establishes the morph sets in (25) for the definite system along with
the MSRs in (26) that describe the observable relations among the morph set members. Regarding
the morph sets, there are three types of morph sets for the definite system. First, the labial-definite
morph set shown in (25a), which has three members. Second, the coronal-definite marker morph
set shown in (25a), which has several members. For brevity, I use CCOR to refer to the coronal
consonants [θ, ð, ðˤ t, tˤ, d, s, sˤ, z, n, r, ʃ] that systematically alternate with [l] when the definite
marker precedes a stem with an initial coronal consonant (to be discussed below). The third type
of morph set, illustrated in (25b), is the morph set for the arbitrary lexical items that never take the
labial-definite marker and must be memorized with the coronal-definite marker. Let us refer to this
set as β-class set.

(25) Morph sets of Faifi (Low) definite system
a. {{ʔim-, -im-, -m-}LABIAL.DEFINITE., {ʔil-, -il-, -l-, ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR, -CCOR
}CORONAL.DEFINITE}}DEFINITE
b. {{sa:ʕa}THE.PRESENT.HOUR, {yaum}THE.PRESENT.DAY, {layla}TONIGHT, {mihim}MOST.IMPORTANT,
{θanu}MONDAY, …}β-CLASS

From these morph sets, the MSR in (26) can be formed for the systematic alternations in
the definite marker morph sets above.

(26) MSRs for the prefix alteration
[ʔiC-] ↔ [-iC-] ↔ [-C-]
(Encountering a prefix of this shape [ʔiC-] implies the corresponding prefixes [-iC-] and [-C]. This MSR is bidirectional, which means that the prefix [-iC-] implies [ʔiC-] and [-C-]. Also,
the prefix [-C-] implies [ʔiC-], [-iC-])

Morph set examples:
Labial-definite morph set:

{ʔim} → {ʔim, -im-, -m-}
{-im-} → {ʔim, -im-, -m-}
{-m-} → {ʔim, -im-, -m-}
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Coronal-definite morph set1: {ʔil} → {ʔil, -il-, -l-}
{-il-} → {ʔil, -il-, -l-}
{-l-} → {ʔil, -il-, -l-}
β-class morph set:

{ʔiθ-θanu}MONDAY → {ʔiθ-θanu, -iθ-θanu, -θ-θanu}MONDAY

(Nouns that always take the

{-iθ-θanu}MONDAY → {ʔiθ-θanu, -iθ-θanu, -θ-θanu}MONDAY

coronal-definite marker, see 25b)

{-θ-θanu}MONDAY → {ʔiθ-θanu, -iθ-θanu, -θ-θanu}MONDAY

What this means for the learner is that encountering the definite noun [ʔim-bait] ‘thehouse’, implies [faug-im-bait] ‘on-the-house’ [fi-m-bait] ‘in-the-house’. Similarly, the
generalization applies to the β-class nouns that always take the coronal-definite marker. For
example, encountering the coronal-definite noun [ʔiθ-θanu] ‘Monday’ implies [ði-θ-θanu] ‘this
Monday (lit. this-the-Monday)’, and [w-iθ-θanu] ‘and Monday (lit. and-the-Monday)’. We will
see later (in Section 5.3.2) that the same MSR is formed for the High definite marker prefix, as
well.
As mentioned earlier, when stems take the coronal-definite marker, whether in the deictic
construction or the β-class nouns, the coronal-definite marker exhibits another type of systematic
alternation between [l]~[CCOR] based on the initial consonant of the stem. Stems that begin with a
non-coronal consonant such as [bait] ‘house’ take the definite marker {ʔil-, -il-, -l-} (see 27a), and
stems that begin with a coronal consonant such as [sayyara] ‘car’ take the definite marker {ʔiCCOR, -iCCOR-, -CCOR-} (where CCOR of the definite marker is the same as the initial CCOR of the stem)
(see 27b). The same alternations occur with the β-class nouns such as [ʔiθ-θanu] ‘Monday’ and
[ʔil-yaum] (see 27c-d). The following examples illustrate the coronal-definite marker alterations
with different types of nouns.

1

Recall from the earlier discussion (see 24) that every noun in the language that takes the labial-definite marker
must also take the coronal-definite marker due to the deictic situation. Hence, the MSR for the coronal alternation
needs to be established for the deictic situation and for the various forms in the β-class. For example, with respect to
the β-class, if the learner encounters [l-yaum], ‘today’, the morph {yaum} can be assigned to β-class, and the other 2
forms {ʔil-yaum], il-yaum} immediately follow.
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(27) Sentence examples of the definite marker alternations
a) A stem beginning with non-coronal sound [bait] ‘house’:
[ʔim-bait zainin]

‘the house.M is beautiful.M’

[ða:k-il-bait zainin] ‘that.M house.M is beautiful.M’
[ði-l-bait zainin]

‘this.M house.M is beautiful.M’

b) A stem beginning with a coronal sound [sayyara] ‘car’:
[ʔim-sayyara zaina] ‘the car.F is beautiful.F’
[ta:k-is-sayyara zaina] ‘that.F car.F is beautiful.F’
[ti-s-sayyara zaina] ‘this.F car.F is beautiful.F’
c) A stem beginning with non-coronal sound from the β-class [θanu] ‘Monday’:
[ʔiθ-θanu tˤawi:lin] ‘Monday.M is long.M’
[ða:k-iθ-θanu tˤawi:lin] ‘that.M Monday.M is long.M’
[ði-θ-θanu tˤawi:lin] ‘this.M Monday,M is long.M’
d) A stem beginning with a coronal sound from the β-class [yaum] ‘day’:
[ʔil-yaum tˤawi:lin] ‘today.M is long.M’
[ða:k-il-yaum tˤawi:lin] ‘that.M day.M is long.M’
[ði-l-yaum tˤawi:lin] ‘this.M day,M is long.M’

Before introducing the conditions, let us sum up what has been discussed thus far. We have
discussed three predictable alternations in the definite marking system of Faifi Low. These
alternations arise due to structural restrictions, summarized as follows:
I.

the alternation [ʔim]~[im]~[m], which arises due to the restrictions on the syllable
structure, i.e., constraints on consonant clusters in the syllable margins or the *CC
constraint (see Chapters 2 for more details. Also see the conditions in (28) below);

II.

the alternation [l]~[CCOR], which arises when the initial consonant of the following
stem is coronal;

III.

and the alternation [labial-definite]~[coronal-definite], which is predictable from
the deictic construction.
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In addition to the three predictable alternations, a small number of words always take the
coronal-definite marker (β-class, see 23). These words must be tracked and memorized as they
occur in the input. The coronal-definite marker in this type of words exhibits the same systematic
alterations in (I and II) above: [ʔil-β]~[-il-β]~[-i-β] and [ʔil-β]~[ʔiCCOR-β], see examples in 27c
and d, respectively.
Now let us discuss the conditions. Since morphs are organized into sets, and some sets have
more than one morph, there can be several logical morph combinations to consider when defining
a word. For example, in creating the definite noun ‘this house (lit. this-the-house’), there are
several logical combinations to consider: *[ði-ʔim-bait], *[ði-im-bait], *[ði-m-bait], *[ði-il-bait],
[ði-l-bait], *[ði-is-bait], *[ði-z-bait]… etc. The last two combinations are from [CCOR], which is a
symbol for a list of coronal allomorphs. Among these possible combinations, only one is correct
[ði-l-bait] ‘this house’. All incorrect combinations must be eliminated by emergent conditions.
Therefore, there are three types of conditions that regulate morph combinations when
definite markers are involved. First, some conditions select among the three prefix allomorphs
[ʔiC]~[iC]~[C] (see 28a-c). Second, some conditions select among the coronal-definite marker
allomorphs, i.e., between [-l-]~[-CCOR-] (see 30a-c). Third, some conditions select between the
coronal-definite morphs and the labial-definite morphs (see 32). Let us, in the following
paragraphs, discuss each condition type with some assessment examples.
First, in order to select among the prefix allomorphs [ʔiC]~[iC]~[C], we must consider the
four conditions in (28a-c), which emerge from learning the restrictions on the syllable margins and
the glottal stop [ʔ] in Faifi.

(28) Conditions selecting among prefix allomorphs [ʔiC]~[iC]~[C]
(28a) Onset
(All syllables must have an onset. Assign a violation to an onsetless syllable, see (22) in
Chapter 4 and (10b) in the present chapter)

(28b) *[σ CC
(Onsets are simple. Assign a violation to a syllable with CC cluster in the onset)
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(28c) *Xʔ (X = any segments before ʔ)
(Assign a violation to the glottal stop [ʔ] in word medial and final positions. The glottal [ʔ] is
limited only to the word-initial position in Faifi. This is a generalization that applies to all
words in Faifi without exception including the definite marker1)

Consider the following three assessments in (29a-c), which illustrate different alternations
in the definite prefix. First, the assessment of ‘the house’ in (29a) has three possible combinations:
[ʔim-bait], *[im-bait] and *[m-bait]. The Onset condition eliminates *[im-bait] since it begins with
a vowel, and the condition *[σ CC eliminates *[m-bait] since it contains the initial consonant
cluster. The combinations do not contain any violations of Onset (since none of them contain an
onsetless syllable) or *Xʔ (since none of them contains a non-initial [ʔ]).
(29a) Assessment of ‘the house’
Morph sets: {ʔim, im, m}LABIAL.DEFINITE-{bait}HOUSE
LABIAL.DEFINITE-HOUSE

Onset

*[σ CC

*Xʔ

→ a. ʔim -bait
b. im-bait
c. m-bait

*!
*!

The assessment of ‘in the house’ in (29b) also has three possible combinations *[fim-ʔimbait], *[fi-im-bait] and [fi-m-bait]. The condition *Xʔ eliminates *[fim-ʔim-bait] to avoid the
medial glottal, and the condition Onset eliminates *[fi-im-bait] because it contains an onsetless
syllable [-im-]).

1

We will see later in Section 5.3.2 that the limitations on the medial glottal in High (MSA) are different from Low,
but the condition *Xʔ is crucial in Low and High grammars. In Low, the glottal [ʔ] is limited to the word-initial
position since there is no medial or final [ʔ] in Low. In High, the glottal [ʔ] occurs commonly in word-medial and
final positions such as [saʔal-a] ‘asked-3MSG’ and [ʃaiʔ] ‘a thing’ because it is part of these words. However, in High,
the limitations on medial/final [ʔ] are on the affix level. The affix allomorph with the glottal [ʔ] is used to keep correct
syllabification in non-continuous speech. For example, the definite marker prefix {ʔal-, -al-, -l-} is used for the definite
words that stand along, e.g., [ʔal-bait] ‘the-house’. Section 5.3.2 includes more details regarding the High definite
marker.
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(29b) Assessment of ‘in the house’
Morph sets: {fi}IN -{ʔim, im, m}LABIAL.DEFINITE-{bait}HOUSE
IN-LABIAL.DEFINITE-HOUSE

Onset

*[σ CC

a. fi-ʔim-bait
b. fi-im-bait

*Xʔ
*!

*!

→ c. fi-m-bait

The assessment of ‘under the house’ in (29c) has three possible combinations *[ʕizz-ʔimbait], [ʕizz-im-bait] and *[ʕizz-m-bait]. The condition *[σ CC eliminates *[ʕizz-m-bait] to avoid
the CC clusters at the syllable edge, and the condition *Xʔ eliminates *[ʕizz-ʔim-bait]1.
(29c) Assessment of ‘under the house’
Morph sets: {ʕizz}UNDER -{ʔim, im, m}LABIAL.DEFINITE-{bait}HOUSE
UNDER-LABIAL.DEFINITE-HOUSE

Onset

*[σ CC

a. ʕizz-ʔim-bait

*Xʔ
*!

→ b. ʕizz-im-bait
c. ʕizz-m-bait

*!

The next type of condition to consider is the one regulating the alternation between the
lateral consonant in the definite prefix and its alternative coronals {ʔil-, -il-, -l-}~{ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR, -CCOR-} AKA regressive assimilation in the traditional terminology (Meyer, 2005, 130; Ryding,
2014, 25). Consider the three conditions in (30a-c). These conditions select the correct
combination between the stem and the prefix allomorphs of the coronal-definite marker [l]~[CCOR].
Recall that [CCOR] stands for any of the following consonants [θ, ð, ðˤ, t, tˤ, d, s, sˤ, z, n, r, ʃ].

1

We do not need the condition *CCC in the assessments of the definite marker, but it would also eliminate the
combinations *[ʕizz-m-bait] and *[ʕizz-ʔim-bait]. See (10a) in the present Chapter for *CCC.
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(30) Conditions selecting among the coronal-definite marker allomorphs [-l-]~[-CCOR-]
(30a) *[lLAT-CCOR]1
(Assign a violation to a lateral before a coronal, i.e., the definite marker [-l-] does not precede
a coronal-initial stem)

(30b) *[CCOR-CNON-COR]
(Assign a violation to a coronal followed by non-coronal, i.e., the lateral define marker [-l-]
must precede all stems with initial non-coronal sounds2)

(30c) Agree [COR]
(Assign a violation to a sequence of non-identical coronals, i.e., the consonant of the coronaldefinite marker and the following coronal sound must be identical)

Consider the following two assessments in (31a-b), which illustrate how the conditions
above select among several alternations in the coronal-definite marker. First, the assessment of
‘this house’ in (31a) includes several possible combinations *[ði-il-bait], [ði-l-bait], *[ði-iCCORbait], and *[ði-CCOR-bait]. The condition Onset eliminates the combination *[ði-il-bait], and the
condition *Xʔ eliminates *[ði-ʔil-bait] and *[ði-ʔiCCOR-bait]. The condition *[CCOR-CNON-COR]
eliminates both *[ði-iCCOR-bait] and *[ði-CCOR-bait]. As mentioned, the CCOR stands for all coronal
sound allomorphs in the set. This means that the combination *[ði-iCCOR-bait], for example, stands
for all coronal sound possibilities i.e. *[ði-is-bait], *[ði-iz-bait], *[ði-it-bait], … etc., which are
eliminated by *[CCOR-CNON-COR]. Regarding the other conditions introduced above (in 28 and 30),
the combinations in (31a) do not contain any violations of the following conditions: *[σ CC (since
none of them contains a syllable with CC cluster in the onset), *[lLAT-CCOR] (since none of them
contains a lateral before a coronal, i.e., a definite marker {ʔil-, -il-, -l-} followed by a coronalinitial stem), and Agree [COR] (since none of them contains CCOR-CCOR sequence, i.e., a definite
marker {ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-, -CCOR-} followed by a coronal-initial stem).

1

The lateral~coronal alternation is well-known in MSA and across the spoken varieties of Arabic (Holes, 2004).
The difference between the conditions in (30a) and (30b) is that *[l LAT-CCOR] rules out {ʔil-, -il-, -l-} before any
stem with initial coronal such as *[ʔil-sa:ʕa] ‘the-hour’. The condition *[CCOR-CNON-COR] rules out {ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-,
-CCOR-} before any stem with initial non-coronal consonants such as *[ʔis-bait] ‘the-house’. See the assessments
below for a demonstration of the two conditions.
2
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(31a) Assessment of ‘this house’
Morph sets: {ði}THIS-{ʔil-, -il-, -l-, ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR, -CCOR}CORONAL.DEFINITE-{bait}HOUSE
THIS-CORONAL.DEFINITE-HOUSE

*[CCOR-CNON-COR]

Onset

a. ði-ʔil-bait

*Xʔ
*!

b. ði-il-bait

*!

→ c. ði-l-bait
d. ði-ʔiCCOR-bait

*!

e. ði-iCCOR-bait

*!

f. ði-CCOR-bait

*!

*!
*!

The assessment of ‘this knife’ shown in (31b) also includes several possible combinations.
The condition *[lLAT-CCOR] eliminates *[ði-il-sikki:n] and *[ði-l-sikki:n] since both have the [l]
preceding [s]. The condition Agree [COR] eliminates all other coronal-sound allomorphs of the
definite marker except [s]. Finally, the condition Onset eliminates the combination *[ði-is-sikki:n],
and the condition *Xʔ eliminates *[ði-ʔil-sikki:n], *[ði-ʔis-sikki:n], and *[ði-ʔiCCOR-sikki:n].
Therefore, the only winning combination is [ði-s-sikki:n] ‘this knife’. Regarding the other
conditions, the combinations in (31b) do not contain any violations of the following conditions:
Onset, *[σ CC, (for the reasons discussed in the previous assessment), and *[CCOR-CNON-COR] (since
none of them contains a coronal followed by non-coronal, i.e., a lateral define marker {ʔil-, -il-, l-} followed by a stem with initial non-coronal sound).
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(31b) Assessment of ‘this knife’
Morph sets: {ði}THIS-{ʔil-, -il-, -l-, ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR, -CCOR}CORONAL.DEFINITE -{sikki:n}KNIFE
THIS-CORONAL.DEFINITE-KNIFE

*[lLAT-CCOR]

a. ði-ʔil-sikki:n

*!

b. ði-il-sikki:n

*!

c. ði-l-sikki:n

*!

Agree [COR] Onset

*Xʔ
*!

*!

d. ði-ʔis-sikki:n

*!

e. ði-is-sikki:n

*!

→ f. ði-s-sikki:n
g. ði-ʔiCCOR-sikki:n

*!

h. ði-iCCOR-sikki:n

*!

i. ði-CCOR-sikki:n

*!

*!
*!

The final condition to consider is the one regulating the selection between the coronaldefinite and the labial-definite markers. For this alternation, the condition in (32) emerges to
basically limit the usage of the coronal-definite marker to the deictic construction. This condition
must be specific to this construction only since Faifi phonology does not predict why the labialdefinite is prohibited in the deictic construction.

(32) deictic-XCOR.DEF

(X = any morph in the coronal-definite set)

(Assign a violation to the labial-definite marker after a deictic word, i.e., only the coronaldefinite marker is allowed after deictic words)
Consider the assessment of ‘this house’ in (33). This assessment includes several possible
combinations but only one correct form [ði-l-bait]. First, the condition deictic-XCOR.DEF eliminates
all labial-definite marker allomorphs from consideration. Next, the conditions Onset, *[CCORCNON-COR], and *Xʔ eliminate all other forms leaving only the winning combination [ði-l-bait] ‘this
house’. Regarding the other conditions, the combinations in (33) do not contain any violations of
the following conditions: Onset, *[σ CC, *[lLAT-CCOR], and Agree [COR].
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(33) Assessment of ‘this house’
Morph sets: {ði}THIS-{{ʔim-, -im-, -m-}LABIAL.DEFINITE.,
{ʔil-, -il-, -l-, ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR, -CCOR}CORONAL.DEFINITE}}DEFINITE -{bait}HOUSE
THIS-DEFINITE-HOUSE

deictic-XCOR.DEF

a. ði-ʔim-bait

*!

b. ði-im-bait

*!

c. ði-m-bait

*!

*[CCOR-CNON-COR]

Onset

*Xʔ
*!

*!

d. ði-ʔil-bait

*!

e. ði-il-bait

*!

→ f. ði-l-bait
g. ði-ʔiCCOR-bait

*!

h. ði-iCCOR-bait

*!

i. ði-CCOR-bait

*!

*!
*!

The following section includes discussion regarding the definite marker in High (MSA)
and the diglossic variation between Low and High in the definite system.

5.3.2 Diglossic variation in the definite marking system
The definite marker in the High speech (MSA) is always the coronal-definite marker {ʔal, -al-, -l-}~{ʔaCCOR-, -aCCOR-, -CCOR-}, as illustrated in (34). High does not have a labial-definite
marker like {ʔim-, -im-, -m-} in Low. In (34), the Low definite marker examples in the deictic
consecution are offered for comparison between the High definite marker {ʔal-, -al-, -l-}~{ʔaCCOR, -aCCOR-, -CCOR-} and the Low definite marker {ʔil-, -il-, -l-}~{ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-, -CCOR-}. Note
the alternation similarities between Low and High when stems begin with coronal vs. non-coronal
sounds.
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(34) Examples of definite/indefinite markers in High (MSA) and comparison with Low
a. Non-coronal:

b. Coronals:

Regarding

High

Low

‘a house’

[bait]

‘the house’

[ʔal-bait]

[ði-l-bait]

‘a door’

[ba:b]

‘the door’

[ʔal-ba:b]

[ði-l-ba:b]

‘a book’

[kita:b]

‘the book’

[ʔal-kita:b]

[ði-l-kita:b]

‘a car’

[sayya:ra]

‘the car’

[ʔas-sayya:ra]1

[ti-s-sayya:ra]

‘a picture’

[sˤu:ra]

‘the picture’

[ʔasˤ-sˤu:ra]

[ti-sˤ-sˤu:ra]

‘a phone’

[talafu:n]

‘the phone’

[ʔat-talafu:n]

[ði-t-talafu:n]

its

syllabification,

the

High

definite

marker

exhibits

the

same

alternations/restrictions we discussed earlier for Low. The definite marker allomorphs in High are
[ʔal]~[al]~[l]. In a single word, the High definite marker precedes its noun as a /CVC-/ syllable,
e.g., [ʔal-bait] ‘the house’. In continuous speech, the definite marker is incorporated into the
preceding word. For example, [ʔal-kita:b] ‘the book’ → [siʕru-l kita:b] ‘the book’s price’, which
syllabifies as [siʕ.ru-l ki.ta:b]. Unlike Low, the High grammar does not require the indefinite stems
to be marked (i.e., zero markers); however, an archaic suffix [-Vn] is optionally used sometimes
to mark indefinite stems (i.e., as a type of free variation2).
Now, let us consider the High definite marker from the Faifi learner’s perspective. When
a sufficient input of the High speech is acquired (around the early school years), the learner
establishes the morph set for the High definite marker shown in (35), which resembles the morph
sets in the Low speech, including the systematic alternations. The alternations in High arise due to
the same restrictions on the syllable structure and the type of stem-initial consonant we saw earlier
in Low, as illustrated below.

1

Gender agreement does not play a role in the discussion of the definite marker. The gender in Low and High is
manifested in two principal ways: nouns can be marked for gender with a suffix to the noun, e.g. [ʔal-mudarris] ‘the
teacher.M’, and [ʔal-mudarris-a] ‘the teacher-F’. However, many nouns can be either masculine or feminine
arbitrarily, e.g. [ʔal-bait] ‘the house.M], and [ʔal-qahwa] ‘the coffee.F’. In both cases, gender does not influence the
shape of the prefix definite markers.
2
For example, the word [kita:b] ‘a book’ can optionally be articulated in different grammatical cases as: [kita:bun/kita:b-an/kita:b-in] for the nominative case, the accusative case and the genitive case, respectively (Holes, 2004).
However, I will not discuss this archaic suffix in this dissertation since it is a type of free variation which is beyond
the scope of this study.
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(35) Morph set for High definite marker
{ʔal, -al-, -l-, -ʔaCCOR-, -aCCOR-, -CCOR-}DEFINTE.HIGH
Examples:
a. Non-coronal:

b. Coronals:

[ʔal-bait]

‘the-house’

[min-al-bait]

‘from-the-house’

[ʕala-l-bait]

‘on-the-house’

[ʔas-sayya:ra]

‘the car’

[min-as-sayya:ra]

‘from-the-car’

[ʕala-s-sayya:ra]

‘on-the-car’

Considering the similarities and differences between the definite markers of Low and High,
the learner compiles the knowledge acquired from the two speech varieties under the diglossic
morph set {…}DEFINITE shown in (36), which includes labels for Low/High distinction.

(36) Diglossic morph set for definite markers in Faifi
{{{ʔim-, -im-, -m-}LABIAL.DEFINITE,
{ʔil-, -il-, -l-, ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR, -CCOR }CORONAL.DEFINITE}DEFINITE.LOW,
{ʔal, -al-, -l-, - ʔaCCOR-, -aCCOR-, -CCOR-}DEFINTE.HIGH}DEFINITE

Similar MSRs and conditions that regulate the Low morph set alternations also regulate
the High morph set alternations. However, the condition regarding the restrictions on the noninitial glottal stop [ʔ] requires special commentary since there are some differences between Low
and High regarding the non-initial [ʔ], see (37).
(37) *Xʔ (X = any segments before ʔ) (repeated from 28e)
(Assign a violation to the glottal stop [ʔ] in word medial and final positions)

While the condition in (37) assigns volitions to non-initial [ʔ] in Low and High, the
limitations on the medial glottal are different between the two speech forms. In Low, the glottal
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[ʔ] is limited to the word-initial position, and there is no medial or final [ʔ] in Low words. In High,
the case is different. The glottal [ʔ] occurs in all positions including medial and final in words such
as [raʔ-a] ‘saw-3MSG’, [saʔal-a] ‘asked-3MSG’, and [sama:ʔ] ‘sky’. The glottal [ʔ] in these words
is part of the stem, and it is also part of their alternative forms (if any), e.g., [raʔ-a]~[raʔai-t] ‘he-I
saw’ (this is the defective verb alternation). Hence, the condition *Xʔ has no effect in High except
on the affix level, as we will see below. When [ʔ] is part of an affix such as in the definite marker
{ʔal-, -al-, -l-}, the condition *Xʔ eliminates the affix form containing [ʔ] in non-initial position.
For example, the combination [ʕala-l-bait] ‘on the house’ is acceptable, but not *[ʕala-ʔal-bait]
due to *Xʔ, see the assessments below.
Now, consider the two assessments below regarding the High definite marker. Note that
the combinations and conditions and are not different from the ones discussed earlier in Low. The
assessment in (38a) has only one winner form, [ha:ða-l-bait] ‘this house’, among several possible
combinations. The assessment in (38b) also has one winner combination [ha:ða-s-sikki:n] ‘this
knife’. Regarding the other conditions introduced earlier (see 28 and 30), the combinations in (38a)
do not contain any violations of the conditions Onset, *[σ CC, *[lLAT-CCOR], and Agree [COR].
The combinations in (38b) do not contain any violations of the conditions Onset, *[σ CC, and
*[CCOR-CNON-COR].
(38a) Assessment of ‘this house’ (High)
Morph sets: {ha:ða}THIS{ʔal, -al-, -l-, - ʔaCCOR-, -aCCOR-, -CCOR}DEFINITE.H-{bait}HOUSE
THIS-DEFINITE.H-HOUSE (High)

*[CCOR-CNON-COR]

a. ha:ða-ʔal-bait

*Xʔ

Onset

*!

a. ha:ða-al-bait

*!

→ c. ha:ða-l-bait
d. ha:ða-ʔaCCOR-bait

*!

e. ha:ða-aCCOR-bait

*!

f. ha:ða-CCOR-bait

*!

*!
*!
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(38b) Assessment of ‘this knife’ (High)
Morph sets: {ha:ða}THIS{ʔal, -al-, -l-, - ʔaCCOR-, -aCCOR-, -CCOR}DEFINITE.H-{sikki:n}KNIFE
THIS-DEFINITE.H-KNIFE (High)

*[lLAT-CCOR]

Agree [COR]

*Xʔ

a. ha:ða-ʔal-sikki:n

*!

*!

*!

a. ha:ða-al-sikki:n

*!

*!

c. ha:ða-l-sikki:n

*!

*!

d. ha:ða-ʔas-sikki:n

Onset

*!

*!

e. ha:ða-as-sikki:n

*!

→ f. ha:ða-s-sikki:n
g. ha:ða-ʔaCCOR-sikki:n

*!

h. ha:ða-aCCOR-sikki:n

*!

i. ha:ða-CCOR-sikki:n

*!

*!
*!

In addition, certain restrictions apply when the definite markers of Low or High are
combined with the diglossic morph sets for the sound variants [sˤ/s͡t], [th/k], [d͡ʒh/d͡ʒ] and [g/q], as
discussed in the following section.

5.3.3 The interaction between the definite markers and the sound diglossic variants
Before discussing the diglossic conditions that regulate the interaction between the definite
markers and stems containing the sound diglossic variants in question, let us consider the three
diglossic variation problems shown in (39a-c). These data sets demonstrate a variety of diglossic
combinations involving the definite markers of Low and High. The first data set in (39a)
demonstrates definite nouns that are the same in Low and High such as [kita:b] ‘book’. The second
data set in (39b) demonstrates definite nouns that are shared between Low and High, but they
involve diglossic variants with high frequency in Low, i.e., sounds that are labeled as LOW/HIGH. In
this demonstration, I use the diglossic variants [sˤ/s͡t]L/H. The third data set in (39c) demonstrates
definite nouns that involve diglossic variants with low frequency, i.e., one variant is necessarily
HIGH,

and the other is necessarily LOW. In this demonstration, I use the diglossic variants [g]L / [q]H.
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I shall first present the three data sets and then discuss what generalizations and emergent
conditions can be taken from the consideration of all three data sets combined.

(39) Diglossic variation in the definite marking system in Faifi

(39a) Defining the same stem in Low and High
[ʔim-]LOW

[ʔal-]HIGH

Gloss

Low speech

High speech

‘the book’

ʔim-kita:b

ʔal-kita:b

‘the car’

ʔim-sayya:ra

ʔas-sayya:ra

‘the house’

ʔim-bait

ʔal-bait

(39b) Defining diglossic variants (high frequency [sˤ])
Gloss

[ʔim-]LOW
[s͡t]LOW

[ʔal-]HIGH
[s͡t]LOW

[sˤ]LOW/HIGH

[sˤ]LOW/HIGH
ʔasˤ-sˤala

ʔim-sˤabir

*[ʔal-s͡tala]
*[ʔal-s͡tabir]

ʔim-sˤarf

*[ʔal-s͡tarf]

ʔasˤ-sˤarf

*[ʔal-s͡tirfa]
*[ʔal-s͡tawar]

[ʔar-raff]

‘the noise’

ʔim-s͡tirfa
ʔim-s͡tawar

‘the hit’

ʔim-s͡tafga

*[ʔal-s͡tafga]

[ʔal-dˤarba]

ʔim-sˤala

‘the patience’

ʔim-s͡tala
ʔim-s͡tabir

‘the change (money)’

ʔim-s͡tarf

‘the rack’

‘the prayer’

ʔasˤ-sˤabir

[ʔal-ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ]

‘the picture’

ʔim-sˤu:ra

ʔasˤ-sˤu:ra

‘the missile’

ʔim-sˤaru:x

ʔasˤ-sˤaru:x

‘the newspaper’

ʔim-sˤaħi:fa

ʔasˤ-sˤaħi:fa
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(39c) Defining diglossic variants (low frequency [q])
[ʔim-]LOW

[ʔal-]HIGH

Gloss

[g]LOW

[q]HIGH

[g]LOW

[q]HIGH

‘the frying pan’

ʔim-migla

*[ʔim-miqla]

*[ʔal-migla]

ʔal-miqla

‘the nickname’

ʔim-lagab

*[ʔim-laqab]

*[ʔal-lagab]

ʔal-laqab

‘the mask’

ʔim-gina:ʕ

*[ʔim-qina:ʕ]

*[ʔal-gina:ʕ]

ʔal-qina:ʕ1

‘the cloud’

ʔim-ginif

*[ʔal-ginif]

[ʔal-ɣaim]

‘the lower back’

ʔim-gimiʕ

*[ʔal-gimiʕ]

[ʔasfal-ʔaðˤ-ðˤahir]

‘the milk’

ʔim-ħagi:na

*[ʔal-ħagi:na]

[ʔal-ħali:b]

These data sets do not only illustrate the possible combinations between the Low and High
morph sets for the definite markers, but equally importantly, they illustrate the ungrammatical
combinations. Therefore, the following four generalizations (listed in 40) can be expressed from
considering the patterns in three data sets above:

(40) Generalizations from the diglossic variation in the definite marking system
•

The Low definite marker {ʔim-, -im-, -m-} precedes all nouns that are classified under the
emphatic/non-emphatic [sˤ/s͡t] morph set, whether in the set +EMPH, the set -EMPH, or the set
-/+EMPH.

For example, [ʔim-sˤu:ra] ‘the picture’, [ʔim-s͡tirfa] ‘the rack’ or [ʔim-s͡tabir/ʔim-

sˤabir] ‘the patience’, respectively. (See Chapter 4 for details on the emphatic/nonemphatic morph set and other diglossic variants’ morph sets).
•

The High definite marker {ʔal-, -al-, -l-} (or its coronal alternative) only precedes nouns
that are classified under the morph set +EMPH or the subset {…}HIGH }-/+EMPH. For example,
[ʔasˤ-sˤu:ra] ‘the picture’ and [ʔasˤ-sˤabir] ‘the patience’, respectively.

1

It is important to mention that, sometimes, the definite stem may contain two diglossic variants, a frequent sound
such as [sˤ] and an infrequent sound such as [q]. In these cases, code-switching is not allowed because the

infrequent sound blocks the prefix definite of the other variant. For example,
[ʔim-sˤadaga]LOW/[ʔasˤ-sˤadaqa]HIGH ‘charity’ (but not *[ʔim-sˤadaqa]/ [ʔasˤ-sˤadaga])
[ʔim-gisˤsˤa]LOW/[ʔal-qisˤsˤa]HIGH ‘story’
(but not *[ʔim-qisˤsˤa]LOW/*[ʔal-gisˤsˤa]HIGH)
These examples suggest that [sˤ] is now behaving like a Low sound, though [s͡t] is a better Low sound in
certain lexical items that exhibit diglossic variation.
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•

The High definite marker is blocked from preceding nouns that are classified under the
morph sets {…}-EMPH or the subset {…}LOW }-/+EMPH. For example, *[ʔil-s͡tirfa] ‘the rack’
*[ʔal-s͡tabir] ‘the patience’, respectively.

•

The Low definite marker {ʔim-, -im-, -m-} is blocked from preceding a stem containing
an infrequent variant such as [q] (see 39c). Similar patterns occur with the infrequent
diglossic variant [d͡ʒ].
Therefore, the Faifi speaker learns these generalizations about the diglossic speech inputs

and establishes the diglossic conditions illustrated in (41a-b). These conditions regulate the
combinations between the Low and High morphs and the definite markers. These conditions are
familiar from the earlier discussion of the diglossic combinations between the perfective verbs and
their suffixes (see also the general diglossic conditions in (1) at the beginning of this chapter).

(41) Emergent diglossic conditions for the definite markers in Faifi
(41a) *[Stem HIGH.INFREQ ∧ Affix LOW]
(Assign a violation to a combination between a Low affix such as the prefix {ʔim-, -im-, -m-}
and a High stem containing an infrequent sound, namely [q] and [d͡ʒ])
Examples of blocked combinations: *[ʔim-qalib]/*[ʔim-qalb] ‘the heart’ and *[ʔim-d͡ʒisir]/
*[ʔim-d͡ʒisr] ‘the bridge’, etc. The correct forms are [ʔim-galib] and [ʔim-d͡ʒhisir].
(41b) *[Stem LOW ∧ Affix HIGH]
(Assign a violation to a combination between a High affix such as the prefix {ʔal-, -al-, -l-}H
and a stem that is labeled as LOW)
Examples of blocked combinations: *[ʔal-s͡tirfa] ‘the rack’ and *[ʔal-s͡tarif] ‘the change
(money)’, etc. The correct forms are [ʔim-s͡tirfa]/[ʔar-raf]/[ʔim-raff] ‘the rack’.

5.3.4 Summary
This section addressed the issue of the diglossic variation in the definite marking system
in Faifi. It demonstrated the learning processes required to get to the symbolic grammar system of
the definite markers in Low, High, and any combination between the two. The section began by
discussing the necessity of building separate morph sets for the systematic and non-systematic
definite markers in the Low grammar. The section, then, distinguished the three types of definite
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nouns: (I) nouns that are systematically preceded with the labial-definite marker {ʔim-, -im-, -m} such as [ʔim-sa:ʕa] ‘the-clock’, (II) nouns that are systematically preceded with the coronaldefinite marker such as [ti-s-sa:ʕa] ‘this-hour’, and (III) nouns that are randomly preceded with the
coronal-definite marker such as [ʔil-layla] ‘tonight’.
Furthermore, the section discussed in detail three types of systematic alternations in the
definite marker prefixes of Low: (I) [ʔiC]~[iC]~[C]; (II) [l]~[CCOR]; and (III) [labialdefinite]~[coronal-definite]. These alternations are regulated by MSRs and conditions that emerge
from learning the patterns in the Low input.
After discussing the definite system of Low, the section demonstrated how a similar
symbolic system emerges from learning the High definite marker system and the diglossic
variation patterns between Low and High. Therefore, larger morph sets were established based on
the similarities and differences between Low and High categories. Furthermore, diglossic
conditions were proposed to regulate the morph set combinations and codeswitching between Low
and High (e.g., *[Stem HIGH.INFREQ ∧ Affix LOW]).
The section also demonstrated the impact of frequency on the emergent diglossic grammar.
For example, although the sounds [sˤ], [k], [q] and [d͡ʒ] are all associated with High, only the noun
stems containing [sˤ]L/H or [k]L/H can be defined using the Low definite marker {ʔim-, -im-, -m-}.
Noun stems that contain [q]H or [d͡ʒ]H are blocked due to their low frequency in Faifi (Low). For
example, the definite nouns [ʔimL-sˤu:raL/H] ‘the-picture’ and [ʔimL-kulliyaL/H] ‘the-collage’ are
grammatical, but utterances such as *[ʔimL-qalibH]/*[ʔimL-qalbH] ‘the heart’ and *[ʔimLd͡ʒisirH]/*[ʔimL-d͡ʒisrH] ‘the bridge’ are ungrammatical.
Before moving to Chapter 6, which includes the EG/OT comparison, the following section
briefly sums up the various parts of the grammar discussed in chapters 4 and 5 to see how they all
work together.

5.4 Summary: EG and diglossic variation
This dissertation discussed the EG properties of diglossic variation on two levels, sound
and morpheme. On the sound level, there are at least two stages or points of language
development (i.e., Low and High) during which the learner of the Faifi sound system makes
significant partition regarding the diglossic variation in the sound system, as follows:
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Stage I (during the acquisition of Low speech):
1) The learner discriminates the sounds [sˤ, s͡t, k, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L.
2) The learner relates [sˤ]L to [s͡t]L, and [k]L to [tʰ]L.
Stage II (when High becomes dominant in specific speech contexts):
1) The learner discriminates the sounds [q]H and [d͡ʒ]H.
2) The learner relates [q]H to [g]L and [d͡ʒ]H to [d͡ʒʰ]L.
3) The learner also realizes that the sounds [sˤ] and [k] (that he/she learned in Low) occur
in High as well.
As a result, the learner establishes three diglossic variation labels for these sounds:
[s͡t, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L (these sounds are necessarily Low)
[q, d͡ʒ]H

(these sounds are necessarily High since they do not occur in Low)

[sˤ, k] L/H

(these sounds can be Low or High)

Furthermore, some sounds such as [d, x, h, b, …] do not have to be labeled because they
are the same in Low and High and do not exhibit diglossic variation (unlike [sˤ]L/H and [k]L/H
mentioned above).
On the morpheme level, the diglossic variation develops in a similar way, as follows:
1) Some morphs are labeled as {…}L such as [s͡tirfa]L ‘rack’, [-an]L ‘3SGF’, and the definite
marker {ʔim-, -im-, -m-}L.
2) Some morphs are labeled as {…}H such as [raff]H ‘rack’, [-at]H ‘3SGF’, and the definite
marker {ʔal-, -al-, -l-}H.
3) Some morphs are not labeled because they are the same in Low and High, and they do not
exhibit diglossic variation on the sound level, such as [bait] ‘house’, [-a] ‘3SGM’, and [u, au]
‘3MPL’.
The dissertation shows that in EG, most of these labels are assigned systematically by the
MSRs once enough items are learned to generalize the pattern. For example, the MSR [q]H →
[g]L generates [galam]L ‘pen’ from [qalam]H. Also, a morph containing one of the Low sounds
[s͡t, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L is necessarily labeled as Low, and a morph containing one of the High sounds [q,
d͡ʒ]H is necessarily labeled as High.
The dissertation also shows that the interplay between the Low and High categories is
systematic. The following are the most significant generalizations discussed in this dissertation:
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1) Do not combine L-H (i.e., combining morph H with morph L is ungrammatical), e.g., *[qatˤaʕan]H-L or *[gatˤaʕ-at]L-H ‘cut-3SGF’.
2) The following combinations are acceptable:
[s͡tarafL-anL]
‘got.chaned-3SGF’
• L&L
•

H&H

[qatˤaʕH-atH]

‘cut-3SGF’

•

L & L/H

[ʔimL-basˤalL/H]

‘the-onion’

•

H & L/H

[ʔalH-basˤalL/H]

‘the-onion’

•

L & unlabeled

[ʔimL-bait]

‘the-house’

•

H & unlabeled

[ʔalH-bait]

‘the-house’

This section summarized the key properties of Faifi diglossic grammar. The following
chapter contains an EG/OT comparison, conclusion, and suggestions for future studies.
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Chapter 6
An OT approach, conclusion and future work
This chapter is divided into three sections: Section 6.1 briefly discusses diglossic variation
from an OT perspective and demonstrates why EG is superior to OT in accounting for the diglossic
variation patterns under consideration. Section 6.2 includes the conclusion and summary of the
previous chapters. Section 6.3 sketches some potential areas of future work to be done regarding
EG in the Arabic context, including multiglossic situations, irregular plurals, root-based vs. stembased approaches to non-concatenative morphology, and diglossia at the phrase level.
6.1 An OT approach
Before making the comparison with OT, it is relevant to the discussion below to repeat a
quote from Chapter 3 regarding EG that “the starting point for Emergent Grammar is to minimize
the role of an innate Universal Grammar and maximize the role of general human cognition,
learning language from the bottom up” (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, (2015c, p. 140). The failure of
EG means that innate principles would be posited. OT embodies universality, and it has a topdown design. Therefore, EG and OT are fundamentally different models that have different designs
(see Section 3.2 in Chapter 3), with different starting points of analyses when examining data sets,
and different research questions and objectives about language investigation (see Section 3.4).
Drawing a direct comparison between OT and EG in the topic of diglossic variation would not be
a fruitful approach, mainly because the two models seek different outcome results of a given
language problem (i.e., OT asks what the data tell us about the UG, and EG asks what the data tell
us about the regulatory principles that must emerge from the learner’s consideration of the data).
However, if we attempt to use OT to account for the data sets discussed in Chapters 4 and
5, then positing universal conditions would largely be unsuccessful since the diglossic variation
phenomenon in question is situated in the lexical entries of particular words in the language, see
(1) below. Therefore, a lexical entry that involves a diglossic sound (say [sˤ/s͡t]) must be
encountered first then classified as Low, High, or Low/High based on occurrences in different
sources of speech inputs. Once a lexical entry is classified (as Low, High, or Low/High), it will be
regulated by the emergent MSRs and conditions for that specific category. These processes
(memory, classification, generalizing, etc.) are not part of the OT design. They are domain-general
processes that work together to create grammar without being language-specific.
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Another complication of using OT in the present analyses derives from the fact that the
diglossic variation data represent a continuum of categories between Low and High. Therefore, in
order to keep diglossic grammar truly in line with OT requirements, one must assume that the High
and Low poles of the diglossia continuum are entirely separate grammar systems, each with its
own internal conditions and hierarchal ranking, schematically represented in Figure 6.1. This topdown approach has low prediction power over how the Low and High speech forms influence each
other, as discussed below.

Figure 6.1 Low and High grammars from OT vs. EG perspective. On the left, the grammars of
High and Low are conceived of under OT as two separate grammars with some shared properties
between them. In the OT’s view. Low and High are two separate languages that have similar
sound/morphological structures, but the influence of one variety on the other is largely lost in the
grammar. This dissertation has established that Low and High interaction is significant and can
not be overlooked in a theoretical framework. On the right, the grammar is conceived of under EG
as a holistic system of language experience that also includes Low and High grammar interaction.
In EG’s view, we still have two independent grammars, but the influence of one variety on the
other is built up from the beginning of language development through experience.
Let us now consider the data set in (1) as an example of the analysis of diglossic variation
from an OT perspective. This is the same emphatic/non-emphatic problem that was discussed in
Chapters 2 and 4 (repeated below for convenience).
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(1) Distribution of the diglossic variants [s͡t] and [sˤ] in Faifi
I. Synonyms

II. Single form

III. Related

Low 1

High

Gloss

Low/High

Gloss

Low

High

Gloss

[s͡tirfa]

[raff]

‘rack’

[sˤuːra]

‘picture’

[s͡tala]

[sˤala]

‘prayer’

[s͡tawar] [ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ] ‘noise’

[sˤadaɡa]

‘charity’

[s͡taum]

[sˤaum]

‘fasting’

[s͡tafɡa]

‘hit’

[sˤaːruːx]

‘missile’

[s͡tabir]

[sˤabir]

‘patience’

[ʕas͡ti:m] [d͡ʒilid]

‘skin’

[sˤuffa:ra]

‘whistle’

[ʔas͡tlaʕ]

[ʔasˤlaʕ] ‘bold’

[ʕas͡tal]

‘muscle

[sˤaut]

‘voice’

[s͡taiħa]

[sˤaiħa]

[dˤarba]
[ʔalam-

‘scream’

mafa:sˤil] sore’
Looking at the diglossic variation problem between [sˤ] and [s͡t] in (1) through an OT lens,
the correspondence between the diglossic variants [sˤ/s͡t] cannot entirely be captured by the OT
framework. Whether we view Low and High as one grammar or separate grammar systems,
something will be missing earthier way if we use OT. Let us look at each approach (separate
grammars vs. one grammar) and explain why they do not capture the diglossic variation example
above.
If we approach Low and High as one grammar, Gen will create possible candidates for
evaluation that include [sˤ] and [s͡t]. For example, for the word ‘onion’, Gen correctly creates
[basˤal] and [bas͡tal] ‘onion’, but it incorrectly creates *[sˤirfa] and *[s͡tuːra] in the cases of [s͡tirfa]
‘rack’ and [sˤuːra] ‘picture’. Gen will also overgenerate all the time in the case of words under I.
synonyms and II. single form in (1). Any conditions that ruled out the overgenerated forms in I.
synonyms and II. single form (such as *[sˤirfa] and *[s͡tuːra]) will create problems for words such
as [basˤal]/[bas͡tal] ‘onion’ and other words under the category III. related.
An alternative approach is to treat Low and High as separate grammar systems. In this case,
we miss a significant part of the grammar system because the relation between [sˤ] and [s͡t] cannot
be established. Under the separate grammars’ view, nothing is interesting or unique about the data
set in (1) because the groups I and III are formally the same (e.g., [s͡tirfa] ‘rack’ and [s͡tala]
‘prayer’), and the correspondences in III are lost.
Since the usage of [s͡t] is limited to Low, the lexical items in the right column are the counterparts in High. They
represent what the native Faifi speakers use in High contexts in place of [s͡t] words.
1
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The issue that faces OT with respect to diglossic variation is that learned phonetic details
are associated not just with Low and High, but even with specific words in the lexicon of a given
speech form. For example, there is no rule/constraint that can predict why the word [sˤaut] ‘voice’
only appears with [sˤ] while the words [s͡tala]/[sˤala] ‘prayer’ appear using both sounds. Such
phonetic detail must be tracked and learned on a word-by-word basis and, consequently, any OT
condition is expected to overgenerate all the time. For this reason, EG has the advantage over OT
when considering the diglossic variation since EG has the power to build morph sets that are
labeled as {…}+X, {…}-X, {…}+/-X, and makes generalizations out of these sets in the form of
MSRs and conditions, as demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5.
Let us, in the following paragraphs, directly compare the way OT and EG handle some of
the data discussed in this dissertation to show how EG can be applied to a wider range of
phenomena than OT (for more on the theoretical background of EG prediction power see Section
3.1 in Chapter 3). Below, I briefly demonstrate how EG’s regulatory principles outperform OT
using three different examples from what has been discussed in this dissertation. Although these
examples were discussed earlier in different parts of this dissertation, I will briefly repeat them
below, along with the differences between EG and OT’s way of handling these language problems.
The first example is with respect to the definite marker alternation in the deictic
construction. EG accounts for the alteration in the deictic construction, whereas OT falls short in
this regard. To illustrate, consider the MSR and condition shown in (2a-b) for the definite marker
alternation.
(2a) MSRs for the prefix alteration
[ʔiC-] ↔ [-iC-] ↔ [-C-] (see (26) in Chapter 5)
(Encountering a prefix of this shape [ʔiC-] implies the corresponding prefixes [-iC-] and [-C]. This MSR is bidirectional, which means that the prefix [-iC-] implies [ʔiC-] and [-C-]. Also,
the prefix [-C-] implies [ʔiC-], [-iC-])
(2b) deictic-XCOR.DEF

(see (32) in Chapter 5)

(Assign a violation to the labial-definite marker after a deictic word, i.e., only the coronaldefinite marker is allowed after deictic words)
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In the EG analysis, the MSR and condition in (2a-b) always produce the correct forms of
the definite marker alternation between the labial-definite [ʔim-] and coronal-definite [-l-]/[CCOR], as discussed in Section 5.3. From the observed patterns in the language, EG generalizes
that any definite word that is preceded by [ʔim-] in the language must also be preceded by [-l-]/[CCOR] after deictic words such as ða:k, ta:k, ða:la, ta:la, ði, ti and vice versa, as the following
examples show.
(3) Some examples of the [labial-definite]~[coronal-definite] alternation
[ʔim-bait] ‘the house’

↔

[ða:k-il-bait] ‘that house’

[ʔim-kita:b] ‘the book’

↔

[ði-l-kita:b] ‘this book’

[ʔim-galam] ‘the pen’

↔

[ða:la-l-galam] ‘that pen (in front of you)’

In comparison, we cannot justify an OT constraint (i.e., universal grammar propriety) that
predicts this [labial-definite]~[coronal-definite] alternation and bans the combination between the
definte prefix [ʔim-, -im-, -m-] and a noun after deictic words, e.g., *[ða:k-im-bait] ‘that house’.
To the best of my knowledge, there is no legitimate typological motivation to propose such a UG
constraint. Therefore, the empirical data from Faifi are consistent with EG and pose problems for
OT.
However, both OT and EG equally predict the alternation in the coronal-definite marker
when it precedes a word with a coronal-initial consonant [ʔil-, -il-, -l-]~[ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-, -CCOR], e.g., [ti-s-sayya:ra] ‘this-the-car (Low)’ [ti-sˤ-sˤu:ra] ‘this-the-picture (Low)’, etc. (i.e.,
assimilation in the traditional terminology, Meyer, 2005, 130; Ryding, 2014, 25). This type of
alternation is equally predictable by EG and OT since it arises from the coronal natural class
generalization.
Furthermore, both OT and EG equally predict the alternations in the definite marker
[ʔim]~[im]~[m] which occur due to restrictions on the syllable structure, e.g., [ʔim-bait] ‘thehouse’, [faug-im-bait] ‘on-the-house’, and [fi-m-bait] ‘in-the-house’. In both models, the definite
marker is [m-] has the allomorphs [ʔim] or [im] to facilitate pronunciation, i.e. [ʔim] to avoid
beginning with a vowel or a CC cluster, and [im] to avoid CC cluster at the syllable edges.
To sum up the first example, EG accounts for the three alternations in the definite marker,
which are [labial-definite]~[coronal-definite], [ʔil-, -il-, -l-]~[ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-, -CCOR-], and
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[ʔim]~[im]~[m], whereas OT accounts for only two, [ʔil-, -il-, -l-]~[ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-, -CCOR-], and
[ʔim]~[im]~[m]. OT does not account for the alternation in the deictic construction.
The second example has to do with the arbitrary exceptions in the Faifi definite marker (the
coronal-definite words, i.e., memorized words). These words in Faifi never take the labial-definite
[ʔim-, -im-, -m-] and always appear with the coronal-definite marker, as the following examples
illustrate 1:
Gloss

Correct

Incorrect

‘east’

[ʔil-maʃrig]

*[ʔim-maʃrig]

‘Monday’

[ʔiθ-θanu]

*[ʔim-θanu]

‘this hour’

[ʔis-sa:ʕa]

*[ʔim-sa:ʕa] (see more examples in (23) Chapter 5)

As explained earlier in this chapter, there is no phonological or morphological property
that could be used to explain why these words must take the coronal-definite marker. However,
since EG prioritizes learning from language experience, such exceptions to the rule are expected
and normal under this framework. Therefore, EG builds a new morph set (β-class set) that is
labeled for the semantic meaning of each exceptional word related to this pattern including its
systematic allomorphs, e.g., {{maʃrig}EAST, {θanu,}MONDAY, {sa:ʕa}THIS.HOUR, …}β-CLASS.CORONAL
DEFINITE

(see (25) in Chapter 5).
In comparison, arbitrary exceptions in the Faifi definite system are troubling under OT

because OT is a categorical model. Theoretically, exceptions are not expected under OT.
Furthermore, it is not possible to motivate a UG constraint that rules out surface forms such as
*[ʔim-maʃrig] ‘east’, *[ʔim-θanu] ‘Monday’, and *[ʔim-sa:ʕa] ‘this hour’ since exceptions like
these can not be structurally motivated, and they are not typologically significant from an OT
perspective.
The third example is with respect to the diglossic condition that prohibits any mismatch
between diglossic variants of Low and High in the same morph, as demonstrated in (4).

This has nothing to do with the nouns starting with a coronal. If the noun starts with a coronal, then there is an
alternation in the prefix, but many items in these classes do not start with a coronal.
1
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(4) *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFRQ]MORPH. (see also (25b) in Chapter 4)

(Assign a violation to a morph containing a Low sound and a High sound that is labeled as
infrequent, namely [q] and [d͡ʒ])
In Chapters 4, we saw a demonstration of the type of learning and categorization processes
that must precede the emergence of this diglossic condition in Faifi. We have seen that this
condition blocks an (expected) ungrammatical passive variants such as the following examples:
Gloss

Blocked forms

Correct forms

Reason

‘was cut-3MSG’

*[qitˤʕ-a]
*[d͡ʒimʕ-a]

[gitˤʕ-a]/[qutˤʕ-a]
[d͡ʒʰimʕ-a]/[d͡ʒumiʕ-a]

*[qH …iL]STEM
*[d͡ʒH …iL]STEM

‘was added-3MSG’

The reason for blocking these passive forms is that the High infrequent sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ]
occur in the same morph with the Low sound [i], which marks the Low passive. Recall that the
same emergent condition does not block passive forms that contain the frequent sounds [sˤ]L/H and
[k]L/H even though they exhibit similar diglossic variation, as the following examples illustrate:
Gloss

Correct diglossic variation

‘was eating-3MSG’

[ʔikl-a]/[ʔitʰl-a]
[sˤirf-a]/[s͡tirf-a]

‘was exchanged-3MSG’

From an EG perspective, the reason for allowing/blocking the diglossic variants above is
simple. Language learning leads to making categories (morph sets), making generalizations about
the established categories, forming implicational relations among categories (productive MSRs),
and establishing conditions that block illegal combinations, as demonstrated in detail in chapters
4-5.
In comparison, OT does not have the explanatory power to make the distinction between
the diglossic variants [q/g], [d͡ʒ/d͡ʒʰ], [k/tʰ], [sˤ/s͡t], and [i/u] in the passive verbs illustrated above
and elsewhere in the language. For example, it is difficult to explain the reason for blocking [q]
and [i] in *[qitˤʕ-a] using universal (OT-style) constraints, especially when we have words such as
[qima:ma] ‘trash’, [qisˤsˤa] ‘story’ and many words like them in the language that have the sounds
[q] and [i] being in the same stem.
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Summary of OT vs. EG
Table (5) below summarizes what has been discussed in this section regarding OT vs. EG
and the way they handle different types of data. The examples in (5a-b) illustrate the problems in
which the two models equally account for the given data, and the examples in (5c-e) illustrate the
problems in which EG outperforms OT. In the table below, YES = the model can account for the
data, NO = the model cannot account for them. Each example is followed by a brief reminder of
the reason why each example took YES/NO for each model. All examples in the table are taken
from the earlier discussion in the present section.
(5) Summary of the way OT and EG handle data
Surface forms

OT

EG

a
[ði-l-bait] ‘this-the-house’, [ði-s-sikki:n] ‘this-the-knife’
Reason: The effect of the coronal-initial words after the coronal-definite marker can be

YES YES

b.

YES YES

justified from OT and EG perspectives. For example, both models can justify
eliminating *[ði-l-sikki:n] ‘this-the-knife’. All coronal-initial sounds do not follow
the lateral definite [ʔil-, -il-, -l-].

[ʔim-bait] ‘the-house’, [faug-im-bait] ‘on-the-house’, and [fi-m-bait]
‘in-the-house’

Reason: Syllable restrictions such as Onset, *[σ CC, ... etc., which account for the alternation
[ʔim-]~[-im-]~[-m-], can be justified from OT and EG perspectives.

c.
[ʔim-bait] ‘the-house’ [ði-l-bait] ‘this-the-house’
Reason: Using the coronal-definite marker (the alternative to the labial-definite marker) with

NO

YES

d.
*[ʔim-maʃrig] ‘east’, *[ʔim-θanu] ‘Monday’, *[ʔim-sa:ʕa] ‘this hour’
Reason: Nouns such as [ʔil-maʃrig] ‘the-east’, [ʔiθ-θanu] ‘Monday’, [ʔis-sa:ʕa] ‘this-hour’,

NO

YES

all words in the deictic construction can be accounted for under the EG framework
but not under the OT framework. In other words, it is difficult to justify a condition
such as deictic-XCOR.DEF within OT.

…etc. are arbitrary exceptions to the definite marker system in Faifi (Low) because
they must take the coronal-definite marker all the time, and they never take the
labial-definite marker. Such arbitrary exceptions are not governed by any linguistic
rule, and they are expected and normal in the EG’s view. Arbitrary exceptions are
problematic for OT.
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e.
*[qitˤʕ-a] ‘was cut-3MSG’ *[d͡ʒimʕ-a] ‘was added-3MSG’
Reason: It is possible, form an EG’s perspective, to assign violations to *[qH …iL]STEM and

NO

YES

*[d͡ʒH …iL]STEM. In comparison, it is difficult to justify such violations within the OT
framework because the language has many words in which [q …i]STEM and [d͡ʒ
…i]STEM occur, e.g., [qima:ma] ‘trash’ and [d͡ʒiba:l] ‘mountains’. Tagging [q]H as
High and [i]L as Low is a necessary step to establish such generalizations and assign
violations to *[qitˤʕ-a] ‘was cut-3MSG’ *[d͡ʒimʕ-a] ‘was added-3MSG’.

These were a few examples among many areas discussed throughout this dissertation in
which EG has the advantage over OT. The following chapter includes conclusion and future
studies.
6.2 Conclusion
This dissertation has answered the following important questions regarding grammar in
diglossic speech communities:
•

What is “diglossic variation”? And what distinguishes diglossic variation from other types of
variation in Arabic, such as free variation and dialectal variation? And how can this variation
be modeled in a theoretical framework of phonology and morphology?

•

How can the code-switching between the Low and High speech forms be modeled in a
theoretical framework of phonology and morphology?

•

Regarding speakers in diglossic speech communities, how do they set up conditions and
establish relations that capture generalizations in their language, both within and across the
varieties they use?

The following paragraphs briefly summarize the answer to these questions and discuss some
potential areas of investigation for future studies on EG.
Diglossic variation was defined as the optional use of two or more varieties of sounds or
morphemes that are strongly associated with different speech contexts (i.e., Low and High) in the
same language, e.g., [galamLOW/qalamHIGH] ‘pen’. Diglossic variation is different from free
variation in that diglossic variation has systematic distribution between Low and High (e.g.,
between [g/q], [g] is Low while [q] is High). Free variation has to do with two or more forms being
used optionally in the language, but it does not have diglossic distribution or association to Low
or High. Diglossic variation is also different from regional variation in that diglossic variation
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occurs between Low and High speech forms within the same speech community. Unlike regional
variation, diglossic variation has nothing to do with geography or neighboring dialects (see Section
1.3 in the introduction for the definition of diglossic variation, examples, and the distinction from
other types of variations).
The two central objectives of this dissertation have been: (a) to document aspects of Faifi
that have not been previously detailed, with a focus on the diglossic variation in the sound system,
and (b) to offer a framework for this phenomenon based on the problems that the empirical data
present. Chapter 2 accomplishes the documentation part, and Chapters 3 to 5 accomplish the
framework and analyses part. The general conclusion of this dissertation is that the EG framework
is capable of accounting for the complex phonological and morph-phonological diglossic variation
in the Faifi system with no reference to innate human language faculty or underlying language. In
addition, using EG is beneficial for incorporating synchronic variation and gradual diachronic
change that is the nature of any diglossic grammar.
The dissertation showed that diglossic variation is significant to the linguistic theory since
the choice between Low, High, or mixed elements of both is highly predictable and reflects the
learning and cognitive organization of one’s experience with the language. The dissertation
presented various examples of grammar properties from Faifi diglossic speech that do not have
any universal basis or typological significance, and they are clearly a distinction that the human
cognitive apparatus can deal with. For example, prohibiting the variants *[ʔalH-bas͡talL] from [ʔalHbasˤalL/H] ‘the onion’ or *[ʔimL-laqabH] from [ʔimL-lagabL] ‘the-nickname’ cannot be accounted
for without considering the bottom-up learning processes that include detecting the distinction
between Low and High categories and labeling sounds and morphemes for their appropriate speech
contexts (i.e., [ʔalH-/ʔimL-] ‘definite marker’, [s͡tL/sˤL/H], and [gL/qH]). Plenty of examples like these
were discussed throughout the entire dissertation.
For the documentation part of this dissertation, a wide range of previously undetailed topics
and linguistic properties of Faifi were described in Chapter 2, including, but not limited to, the
followings:
I. Although the genetic affiliation of Faifi was debated in previous research, this dissertation argues
that Faifi is better classified as a branch of Arabic, and not a branch of South Arabian languages
or Himyaritic, as previously suggested.
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II. Diglossic variation in Faifi occurs in the consonant and vowel systems such as [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k],
[d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ], [g/q] and [i/u], which are the result of an intensive contact with Arabic.
III. There is a sound-to-semantic association in the Faifi lexicon. For example, between the
diglossic variants [s͡t/sˤ], words that appear with only [s͡t] are associated with native/primitive
concepts such as food, water, plants, farming, and actions in the surrounding environment whereas
words that appear with only [sˤ] are associated with new inventions, modern lifestyle, scientific
terms, formal education, world politics, and proper nouns. Consider, for example, the following
examples of [s͡t/sˤ]. Other diglossic variants exhibit similar sound-to-semantic association (see the
consonant section in Chapter 2)
[s͡t] only (native/primitive concepts)

[sˤ] only (modern concepts)

[s͡tamma]
[s͡tahi:rin]

‘roof ‘

[fasˤil]

‘classroom’

‘food fat’

[sˤarra:f]

‘ATM’

[s͡tami:lin]

‘thick stick’

[misˤawwir]

‘photographer’

IV. The phonemic vowel [æ] in Faifi marks the gender distinction in a few words in the
language. To the best of my knowledge, marking the feminine gender with [æ] is a linguistic
feature that is unique to Faifi and does not exist in other varieties of Arabic. For example, [ʔa.hæ] ‘is she...?’ vs. [ʔa.-ha] ‘is he…?’
The list (above) summarizes some of Faifi grammar properties that were sketched in
Chapter 2. All analyses in Chapter 2 were intentionally descriptive and not theory-driven since it
is the documentation part of the dissertation. Chapter 2 also includes a review of the previous work
on Faifi, which varies from scholarly work to non-scholarly work that was done by public
intellectuals.
For the theory-driven part of this dissertation, the analyses were grounded in the core of
the Emergent Grammar framework (EG) (Archangeli, Mielke & Pulleyblank, 2012a, b; Archangeli
& Pulleyblank 2012; 2013; 2014a, b; 2015a, b, c; 2016; 2017; 2018 among others). This
framework was selected because it maximizes the role of the cognitive capabilities and what a
speaker must learn in driving research questions and the way of interpreting data. The benefits of
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using EG in the analysis of Faifi diglossic grammar were discussed throughout this dissertation,
but the main benefit was that it accounts for different types of diglossic variation in Faifi with no
need for underlying forms or UG constraints. The EG analysis in this dissertation demonstrated
that diglossic patterns in Faifi can be learned in a bottom-up fashion, which results in an abstract
symbolic system for Low and High, an emergent grammar.
Chapter 4 demonstrated the learning processes of the Faifi sound system including the
following diglossic variants [s͡t/sˤ], [tʰ/k], [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ], [g/q] and [i/u]. It showed how the cognitive
organization of these diglossic variants result in an emergent grammar with the following
components: diglossic morph sets, diglossic MSRs, and diglossic conditions. Firstly, partitions
(i.e., categorization of the sound patterns) divide diglossic variant sounds into two types. The first
type includes the diglossic variants that are frequent sounds in Low, namely [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k]. These
sounds exhibit three morph sets: related (e.g., {bas͡tal L, basˤal L/H}ONION), synonyms (e.g., {s͡tirfa
L,

raff H}RACK and single form (e.g., {sˤu:ra

L/H}PICTURE).

The second type includes the diglossic
variants with some infrequent sounds in Low, namely [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [g/q]. These sounds exhibit two
morph sets: related (e.g., {galam L, qalam H.INFRQ}PEN), and synonyms (ginfin L, ɣaim H}CLOUD).
The diglossic variants [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ] and [g/q] do not exhibit the single form type of morph sets because
all words containing the High sounds [q] and [d͡ʒ] can be articulated using the Low sounds [g] or
[d͡ʒʰ], respectively. Blocked forms that contain [q] and [d͡ʒ] are always predictable and accounted
for by EG.
Secondly, Chapter 4 discussed MSRs and demonstrated how the MSRs work with diglossic
vs. non-diglossic morph sets. Let us take the MSR [C1aC2aC3-]ACTIVE ↔ [C1iC2C3-]PASSIVE as an
example. For the non-diglossic morph set, the MSR generates the passive verb [dixl-a] ‘was
entered-3MSG’ from encountering the active verb [daxal-a] ‘entered-3MSG’ and vice versa; the
passive [dixl-a] implies the active [daxal-a]. With respect to the diglossic morph set, the same
MSR implies the diglossic variation as well. For example, the active morph set {tʰasar, kasar}BROKE
implies the passive morph set {tʰisr, kisr}WAS.BROKEN and vice versa; the passive morph set {tʰisr,
kisr}WAS.BROKEN implies the active morph set {tʰasar, kasar }BROKE.
Thirdly, Chapter 4 discussed some internal and external conditions that emerge from the
learning experience to regulate the logical combinations between members of different morph sets.
The internal conditions emerge from learning a single speech input (Low or High), and the external
conditions emerge from learning the two speech inputs together (Low and High interplay). For
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example, the internal condition *CCC is learned from Low with no need for the High input, but
the condition *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFREQ]MORPH emerges after experiencing the interaction between

Low and High sound categories. The condition *CCC eliminates the logical combination *[ʕaddta] and only allows the correct combination [ʕadda:-ta] ‘counted-2MSG’ (from the morph sets
{ʕadd, ʕadda:}COUNTED-{ta}2MSG). The condition *[XLOW ∧ YHIGH.INFREQ]MORPH eliminates
incorrect forms such as *[qitˤʕ-a] ‘was cut-3MSG’ *[d͡ʒimʕ-a] ‘was added-3MSG’ which are
logical results of the MSR [C1aC2aC3-] ACTIVE ↔ [C1iC2C3-]PASSIVE. They are eliminated because
the sounds [q H.INFREQ ∧ i L] and [d͡ʒ H.INFREQ ∧ i L] cannot occur together in a morph. Plenty of

examples for these conditions and others were discussed in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 demonstrated the emergence of the Faifi morpho-phonemic system using two

types of inflectional morphology: the perfective verb inflections (suffixes), and the definite
markers (prefixes). Regarding the perfective verb, the grammar was based on the learner’s ability
to detect the alternation patterns in the perfective verb input. The dissertation demonstrated how
the learner can figure out the alternations system by dividing the verb type into regular, defective,
and geminate, and the suffix type into vowel-initial and consonant-initial, e.g., [katab-a]~[katab-t]
‘he~I wrote’ (regular), [daʕ-a]~[daʕai-t] ‘he~I called’ (defective), and [ʕadd-a]~[ʕadda:-t] ‘he~I
counted’ (geminate). When enough of these alternations are learned, and the patterns are
recognized, the MSRs emerge, and they generate full morph sets by encountering parts of them.
For example, by encountering the geminate [radda:-t] ‘I returned’, the MSR [C1aC2C2a:-] VERB →
[C1aC2C2-] VERB implies the morph set {radd, radda:}RETURNED. We also saw that the emergent
conditions *CCC, Onset, and NoCoda eliminated all unwanted (but logical) combinations between
the perfective verb allomorphs and the suffixes.
When the High form is acquired, similar learning processes of the defective verb
alternations apply, which make Low generalizations apply to High as well (due to similar morph
sets labels, MSRs, and conditions). In addition to learning the High grammar, some diglossic
generalizations about Low and High categories are made. For example, an emergent
generalization is *[Stem LOW ∧ Affix HIGH], which prohibits any combination of an affix labeled
as High and a stem containing a Low exclusive sound (e.g.,*[s͡tallL-atH] ‘prayed-3FSG’).
The other half of Chapter 5 was devoted to the definite marker system (prefixes). The

grammar was also based on the learner’s ability to detect three alternation patterns in the definite
marker system of Low: the alternation [ʔim-]~[-im-]~[-m-], the alternation [ʔil-, -il-, -l-]~
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[ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR-, -CCOR-], and the alternation [labial-definite]~[coronal-definite]. In addition to
the three predictable alternations, a small number of words always take the coronal-definite
marker all the time (β-class), e.g., [ʔil-yaum] ‘today’. When the High form is acquired, the
learner figures out that the coronal-definite marker in High exhibits two alternations that are the
same as Low, the alternation [ʔal-]~[-al-]~[-l-] and the alternation [ʔal-, -al-, -l-]~[ʔaCCOR-, aCCOR- , -CCOR-]. Therefore, generalizations about the similarities between Low and High are
made in the form of MSRs (e.g., [ʔVC-] ↔ [-VC-] ↔ [-C-]) and conditions (e.g., Onset, *[σ CC ,
and *Xʔ).
These conditions and others discussed in Chapter 5 decide among many possible
combinations. For example, for the semantic meaning of ‘the-house (Low)’, two morph sets are
considered: {{ʔim-, -im-, -m-}LABIAL.DEFINITE.,{ʔil-, -il-, -l-, ʔiCCOR-, -iCCOR,
CCOR}CORONAL.DEFINITE}}DEFINITE-{bait}HOUSE., and only the utterance [ʔim-bait] ‘the house’ is
grammatical among all the logical combinations between the two morph set members, e.g., *[imbait], *[m-bait], *[ʔil-bait], …etc.
Furthermore, certain restrictions apply when the definite markers of Low or High are
combined with the diglossic morph sets for the sound variants [sˤ/s͡t], [th/k], [d͡ʒh/d͡ʒ] and [g/q]. The
restrictions on combining Low and High definite markers’ categories are similar to the restrictions
on combining Low and High in the perfective verbs. The emergent diglossic conditions that apply
to the perfective verbs apply to the definite markers as well. For example, the diglossic condition
prohibits any combination of an affix labeled as High and a stem
containing a Low exclusive sound (e.g.,*[ʔalH-bas͡talL] ‘the onion’ and *[ʔalH-gina:ʕ] ‘the mask’).
*[Stem

LOW

∧ Affix

HIGH]

To sum it all up, on the sound level, there are at least two stages or points of language
development (i.e., Low and High) during which the learner of the Faifi sound system makes
significant partitions regarding the diglossic variation in the sound system, as follows:
Stage I (during the acquisition of Low speech):
1) The learner discriminates the sounds [sˤ, s͡t, k, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L.
2) The learner relates [sˤ]L to [s͡t]L, and [k]L to [tʰ]L.
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Stage II (when High becomes dominant in specific speech contexts):
1) The learner discriminates the sounds [q]H and [d͡ʒ]H.
2) The learner relates [q]H to [g]L and [d͡ʒ]H to [d͡ʒʰ]L.
3) The learner also realizes that the sounds [sˤ] and [k] (that he/she learned in Low) occur
in High as well.
As a result, the learner establishes three diglossic variation labels for these sounds:
[s͡t, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L (these sounds are necessarily Low. They never occur in High)
[q, d͡ʒ]H

(these sounds are necessarily High. They are extremely infrequent in Low)

[sˤ, k] L/H

(these sounds can be Low or High)

Furthermore, some sounds such as [d, x, h, b, …] do not have to be labeled because they
are the same in Low and High and do not exhibit diglossic variation (unlike [sˤ]L/H and [k]L/H,
mentioned above, which have diglossic variants in Low [s͡t/sˤ] and [tʰ/k]).
On the morpheme level, diglossic variation develops in a similar way to the sound system
development, as follows:
1) Some morphs are labeled as {…}L such as [s͡tirfa]L ‘rack’, [-an]L ‘3SGF’, and the definite
marker [ʔim-, -im-, -m-]L.
2) Some morphs are labeled as {…}H such as [raff]H ‘rack’, [-at]H ‘3SGF’, and the definite
marker [ʔal-, -al-, -l-]H.
3) Some morphs are not labeled because they are the same in Low and High, and they do not
contain the diglossic variation on the sound level, e.g., [bait] ‘house’ [ba:b] ‘door’, [-a] ‘3SGM’,
and [u, au] ‘3MPL’.
The dissertation shows that under the EG framework, most of these labels are assigned
systematically by the MSRs once enough items are learned to generalize the pattern. For
example, the MSR [q]H  [g]L generates [galam]L ‘pen’ from [qalam]H. Also, a morph
containing one of the Low sounds [s͡t, tʰ, g, d͡ʒʰ]L is necessarily labeled as Low, and a morph
containing one of the High sounds [q, d͡ʒ]H is necessarily labeled as High, even if they have not
been encountered before.
The dissertation also shows that the interplay between the Low and High categories is
systematic. The following are the most significant generalizations discussed in this dissertation:
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1) Do not combine L & H (i.e., combining a Low morph and a High morph is ungrammatical),
for example:
*[qatˤaʕH-anL], *[gatˤaʕL-atH] ‘cut-3SGF’ (Perfective verb)
*[ʔimL-qitˤʕaH], *[ʔalH-gitˤʕaL] ‘the-piece’

(Definite marker)

2) The following combinations among Low and High categories are acceptable:
L&L

Definite marker
[ʔimL-s͡tarafL]

‘the-change’

Perfective verb
[s͡tarafL-anL]

‘got.chaned-3FSG’

H&H

[ʔalH-qitˤʕaH]

‘the-piece’

[qatˤaʕH-atH]

‘cut-3FSG’

L & L/H

[ʔimL-basˤalL/H]

‘the-onion’

[katabL/H-anL]

‘wrote-3FSG’

H & L/H

[ʔalH-basˤalL/H]

‘the-onion’

‘wrote-3FSG’

L & unlabeled

[ʔimL-bait]

‘the-house’

[katabL/H-atH]
[s͡tarafL-a]

H & unlabeled

[ʔalH-bait]

‘the-house’

[qatˤaʕH-a]

‘got.chaned-3MSG’

‘got.chaned-3MSG’

The following section includes suggestions for future research.
6.3 Future studies
Future research should involve the application of EG in other linguistic areas or diglossic
varieties of Arabic to further explore the model and examine what range of data EG can handle. In
this section, I briefly describe four potential areas of future EG exploration regarding Faifi and
Arabic. These areas are multiglossia, irregular plurals system, root-based vs. stem-based
morphology, and diglossic variation at the phrase level.
6.3.1 Multiglossia
In many speech communities around the Arab world, speakers grow up in a multiglossic
situation in which three or more varieties of Arabic are used due to a complex interaction of
historical, socioeconomic, and demographic factors (see more on the topic in Albirini, 2016,
Section 2.6). The multiglossic speech communities are speakers of small varieties of Arabic in a
region that is dominated by another politically and economically powered spoken variety, which
is usually viewed as the prestigious spoken variety in its region. This is in addition to MSA
dominance as the formal variety across the Arab world. For example, Cairene in Egypt, Damascene
in Syria, and Najdi in Saudi Arabia are the dominant varieties in their regions. The media outlets
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in a given region usually reflect this dominance. In the case of multiglossic situations, the three
forms of closely-related inputs contribute to shaping the emergent grammar.
Let us consider a brief example from Faifi. As I discussed in the introductory chapter (see
Section 1.2), the diglossic situation of Faifi and MSA can be described as “diglossia with
bilingualism”, but the diglossic situation of Faifi and Najdi is better described as “diglossia without
bilingualism”. Therefore, while diglossia is maintained between Faifi and Najdi, bilingualism is
generally absent, and the proficiency level of Najdi is generally low among most Faifi speakers.
However, the few Faifi speakers who are proficient in Najdi, whether for job requirement
or for spending significant time in the Najd region, could be described as possessing multiglossic
grammar that includes Faifi, MSA, and Najdi. I consider myself one of them. To illustrate the
multiglossic situation with a concrete example, consider the passive verb problem shown in (6),
which includes the same passive verb stems but with different marking processes. While Faifi and
MSA mark the passive by modifying the stem internally, Najdi uses the prefix [ʔin-] to mark the
passives.
(6) Multiglossic passive verbs (Faifi (Low), MSA, and Najdi)
Faifi

MSA

Najdi

Active

Passive

Active

Passive

Active

Passive

‘write.PFV-3MSG’

katab-a

kitb-a

katab-a

kutib-a

katab

ʔin-katab

‘break.PFV-3MSG’

kasar-a

kisr-a

kasar-a

kusir-a

kasar

ʔin-kasar

‘count.PFV-3MSG’

ʕadd-a

ʕidd-a

ʕadd-a

ʕudd-a

ʕadd

ʔin-ʕadd

‘overturn.PFV-3MSG’

galab-a

gilb-a

qalab-a

qulib-a

galab

ʔin-galab

In Section 5.3, I demonstrated how EG handles two sources of input (Low/Faifi and
High/MSA) regarding the passive verbs. Adding an additional source of input (Najdi in this case)
to the existing two would be handled well by the EG model, thanks to its bottom-up grammar
building. First, a problem like the one in (6) would require establishing an additional morph set for
Najdi (i.e., as a subset to the active and passive verb morph sets discussed in Section 5.3). Also,
the implicational MSRs would be expanded to connect the systematic relations among the three
subsets (Faifi, MSA, and Najdi). In addition, more regulating conditions would be required to
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eliminate the additional logical morph combinations resulting from expanding the verb and affix
morph sets. Future research should consider similar EG analysis for multiglossic grammars.
6.3.2 Irregular plurals problem
The irregular plural system in Faifi is semi-predictable like the system of MSA and other
Arabic varieties (Hammond, 1988; McCarthy & Prince, 1990; Ratcliffe, 1998, among others). Faifi
has two types of plurals: regular (AKA sound plurals) and irregular (AKA broken plurals), both
are illustrated in (7) and (8), respectively.
(7) Examples of regular plurals in Faifi (suffixes)
‘teacher’

‘SGM’

‘SGF’

‘PLM’

‘PLF’

midarris-in

midarris-a

midarris-i:n

midarris-a:tin

‘car’

sayya:r-a

‘computer’

sayya:r-a:tin

kumbiyu:tar

kumbiyu:tar-a:tin

(8) Examples of irregular plurals in Faifi (in bold text)
‘SGM’

‘SGF’

‘PLM’

‘PLF’

‘student’

tˤa:lb-in

tˤa:lb-a

tˤilla:bin

tˤa:lb-a:tin

‘worker’

ʕa:ml-a

ʕimma:lin
d͡ʒʰahlin

ʕa:ml-a:tin

‘boy’

ʕa:ml-in
d͡ʒʰa:hl-in

‘window’

lahd͡ʒʰ-in

‘cat’

lihu:d͡ʒʰin
hirara

hurr-a

‘snake’

ħannayʃa

ħanaʃ-in

‘ant’

ʕatˤni-ya
s͡tahla:-yya

ʕatˤnin
s͡tahla

‘wall’

ħarr-a

ħira:rin

‘game’

liʕb-a

liʕabin

‘white cloud’

The examples in (7) illustrate the regular plurals in which the stem between the singular
and the plural remains intact (e.g., [midarris-in] ‘a teacher’, [midarris-i:n] ‘teachers’). Plurals are
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formed by attaching the suffix [-i:n] for the masculine plural and the suffix [-a:tin] for the feminine
plural.
The irregular plurals illustrated in (8) have a complex system since they are not formed by
the regular means of affixation. It has been suggested that one or more of the following criteria is
relevant when describing the relation between the singular and irregular plural forms in Arabic:
prosodic structure of the singular stem, presence of the gender marker, quality of the singular stem
vowels, word class, and the presence of the glide in the stem (see detailed description in Ratcliffe,
1998). It is important to mention that the irregular plural system is common and is a productive
process in Faifi as evidenced by the novel plural creation in the language which can be seen in
loan-word plurals sometimes, e.g. [bankin]  [bunu:kin] ‘bank/s’, and [lifttin]  [ʔalfa:tin]
‘elevator/s’.
Regarding EG, the irregular plural system in Faifi and other Arabic varieties is definitely a
potential area of exploration. The EG framework is equipped to account for the irregular plural
system, and it is expected to perform well against other models that assume rich human language
faculty (see Chapter 3) since the irregular plural knowledge would be organized cognitively under
EG. Also, implicational relations would link the signaler forms to the irregular plural forms and
vice versa with no need for the singular to be the assumed underlying form.
6.3.3 The root vs. the stem
Faifi, Arabic and other Semitic languages are known for their non-concatenative
morphology (see, for example, McCarthy, 1979;1981;1993; Yip, 1988; Ratcliffe, 1998; Ussishkin,
2000;2006; Watson, 2002; Holes, 2004, among others). However, the status of the lexical relations
and the nature of the word-formation processes, whether they are root-based or stem-based, is a
controversial topic among scholars. Some argue that the consonantal roots and patterns are the
basis of word-formation processes. Others argue for a stem-based approach, which takes the stem
as a basic unit.
In the root-based view, new words can be derived through internal modifications of a stem
by mapping out the consonantal roots on patterns, see the illustration in (9a) from Faifi. In this
view, the consonantal root (or C-root), which holds the abstract semantic meaning, is considered
a separate morpheme and an indispensable part of word-formation. The stem of most content
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words consists typically of three discontinuous morpheme tiers: a C-root, a vocalic melody, and a
templatic pattern, in addition to affixation (if any).
Let us take the verb [da.xa.l-a] ‘entered-3MSG’, which is one of the examples illustrated
in (9a), as an example to explain how root and pattern morphonology works. Under this view, the
verb [daxal-a] ‘entered-3MSG’ consists of four parts (or morpheme tiers). The first part is the
pattern /C1VC2VC3-/, which is the common pattern for the basic perfective verb (perfective =
PFV). Other verbs appear in this pattern in their basic perfective form e.g., [katab-a] ‘wrote3MSG’, [falat-a] ‘fell-3MSG’, [fataħ-a] ‘opened-3MSG’, …etc. The second part of [daxal-a]
‘entered-3MSG’ is the vocalic melody (V-melody). The first vowel [a] in [daxal-a] /CaCVC-/
denotes that the verb is active. The passive, for example, has different V-melody, which is the
vowel [i] as in [dixl-a] ‘was entered-3MSG’. The third part is the C-root. The C-root of the verb
[daxal-a] is /d…x…l/ which carries the abstract meaning of ‘entering’. When the same C-root
/d…x…l/ is used in different words/patterns, the semantics of these words will generally be related
to ‘entering’, e.g., [madxal] ‘entrance’, [da:xil] ‘someone entering’, [duxu:l] ‘the action of
entering’, [daxli] ‘my income (lit. The income that enters to my position’, [tadaxxal] ‘involves in
else’ business (lit. entering someone’s personal life)’…etc. The fourth part of the verb [da.xa.l-a]
‘entered-3MSG’ is the affixation, which is the suffix [-a]. These parts (or morpheme tiers) are
illustrated in (9a) with two different roots (/d-x-l/ ‘entering’ and /r-ɡ-d/ ‘sleeping’) and two
different patterns for comparison (basic vs. intensive/extensive verbs).
(9a) Illustration of root-and-pattern morphology in Upper Faifi (Alfaifi et al. to appear)
Pattern

/CVCVC-/ basic verb.PFV

/CVCCVC-/ intensive/extensive

V-melody

/CaCVC-/ active verb

/CaCCVC-/ active verb

Affixation

/-a/ 3MSG

/-a/ 3MSG

C-root

/d-x-l/ enter

Surface form [da.xa.l-a]

/r-ɡ-d/ sleep /d-x-l/ enter

/r-ɡ-d/ sleep

[ra.ɡa.d-a]

[raɡ.ɡa.d-a]

[dax.xa.l-a]

entered-3MSG slept-3MSG caused.to.enter-3MSG caused.to.sleep-3MSG
On the contrary, the lexical items in the stem-based approach are viewed as being built
around processes that take the whole stem as a basic unit from which new words are formed. The
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stem-based approach does not recognize the consonantal roots as autonomous morphemes, as
illustrated in (9b).
(9b) Illustration of the stem-based morphology (in this view, the whole stem is the input)
Basic verb:

/daxal/+/-a/ → [da.xa.la] ‘entered. 3MSG’
/ragad/+/-a/ → [ra.ɡa.da] ‘slept.3MSG’

intensive/extensive

/daxal/+/-a/ → [dax.xa.la] ‘caused.to.enter.3MSG’
/ragad/+/-a/ → [raɡ.ɡa.da] ‘caused.to.sleep.3MSG’

As seen from the examples above, the root-based approach in (9a) recognizes the C-roots
/d-x-l/ ‘enter’, and /r-g-d/ ‘sleep’ as autonomous morphemes whereas the stem-based approach in
(9b) denies the C-roots an independent morpheme status and takes the whole stem /ragad/ and
/daxal/ as the basic unit. For an overview of the topic, see Prunet, Beland & Adrissi (2000), and
Berent, Vaknin & Marcus (2007).
Considering this debate, EG includes the best insights of each of the root-based and stembased approaches. EG is a morph-based model. In this way, it aligns with the stem-based view
since EG takes the whole stem material into consideration, i.e., any stem in the language is a
morph set member in EG. The notions, however, are fundamentally different since EG does not
advocate for underlying forms (see 10 below). Furthermore, learning a language in the EG view
is a patterndetection process searching just for the right information to characterize the pattern
as a rule. Theoretically, if (and only if) the consonantal roots make a detectable pattern in the
language, then the pattern would be generalized to encode how the allomorphs relate to each
other regarding the roots. This topic, however, requires further investigation.
For example, the lexical relation between the verbs [daxal-a] ‘entered-3MSG’ and [daxxala] ‘caused to enter-3MSG’, illustrated above for the two models, would be expressed in a
bidirectional MSR such as the one in (10).
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(10) Illustration of the EG approach
Step 1. Building morph sets:
I. {{daxal}ENTER, {daxxal}CAUSE.TO.ENTER}ENTER.VERB.PFV
II. {{ragad}SLEEP, {raggad}CAUSE.TO.SLEEP}SPEEP.VERB.PFV
III. {a}3MSG

Step 2: Forming an MSR
[C1VC2VC3-]VERB/PFV ↔ [C1VC2C2VC3-]CAUSE.TO.VERB/PFV
(Encountering a perfective verb of this shape C1VC2VC3- implies another verb
of this shape C1VC2C2VC3- that denotes the causative and emphatic notions)
{daxal} → {daxal, daxxal}
{daxxal} → {daxal, daxxal}
{ragad} → {ragad, raggad}
{raggad} → {ragad, raggad}
Step 3: Combining morphs
‘entered. 3MSG’ {daxal}ENTER-{a}3MSG → [daxala]
‘slept.3MSG’ {ragad}SLEEP-{a}3MSG

→ [ragada]

‘caused.to.enter.3MSG’{daxxal}CAUSE.TO.SLEEP-{a}3MSG → [daxxala]
‘caused.to.sleep.3MSG’ {raggad}CAUSE.TO.SLEEP-{a}3MSG → [raggada]

By using EG, we could eliminate any need for underlying references in the nonconcatenative morphology and rely solely on surface forms and how lexical knowledge is
organized cognitively. This topic requires future investigations.
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6.3.4 Diglossic variation at the phrase level
This dissertation mainly focused on the morpho-phonological and morph-syntactic levels
of diglossic variation. However, the diglossic variation at the phrase level requires exploration to
examine whether certain phrases impose certain requirements on the selection of diglossic variants.
Consider the examples shown in (11) as an illustration of [tʰ/k] diglossic variation at the phrase
level. When there is an adjective that exhibits diglossic variation such as [tʰabi:rin]/[kabi:rin] ‘big’,
we could also have three types of diglossic variant nouns that can be modified by this adjective,
which gives us six logical phrase-level combinations, e.g. [kita:bin tʰabi:rin] ‘big book’ [kita:bin
kabi:rin] ‘big book’, etc.
(11) Examples of possible phrase combinations: nouns + the adjective ‘big’
k-only nouns:

[kita:bin] ‘book’
[kursi:n] ‘chair’

tʰ-only nouns:

[tʰa:hna] ‘lady’
[tʰanaħa] ‘eyebrow’

k/tʰ nouns:

+

[tʰabi:r-]/[kabi:r-] ‘big’

[kalbin][tʰalbin] ‘dog’
[kahfin][tʰahfin] ‘cave’

All these combinations are grammatical, i.e., any noun variation from the left column can
take any adjective variant from the right column. Although these combinations are all grammatical,
I expect that language users in real-life conversations would not use them freely. Their usage will
depend on the existence of certain factors such as speech context, interlocutor background. This
is, however, a topic for future investigations. Future studies should consider putting these logical
combinations to the test in experimental research design to examine whether the sound
match/mismatch between the noun and the adjective affects the selection process in a significant
way. Such an investigation would also provide insight into what an EG model would look like at
the phrase level.
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Appendix 1 – Native speakers’ profiles
 This appendix includes four different tables that include native speakers’ profiles who
participated in different parts of the study (see the methodology section in Chapter 3). The
four tables are: Table A includes profiles for speakers who were involved in the data
elicitation/assessment sessions; Table B includes speakers who assessed all the data sets after
they were obtained; Table C includes speakers who were involved in the corpus project; and
Table D includes speakers who were recorded for the phonetic detail analysis (Praat and
ultrasound).
 Each table includes three columns: the left column, which includes the reference code that
replaces the speaker’s real name (Speaker A1, Speaker A2 … etc.), the middle column,
which includes the speaker’s gender and approximate age, and the right column, which
includes some background information about the speaker.
 When a speaker is involved in two or more tasks (e.g., elicitation and corpus), the first code
that they were given will remain in the other tables.
Table A. Speakers’ profiles in data elicitation/assessment sessions
Code
Gender,
Background information
approx. age
Speaker A1
Female, 40 A native speaker of Faifi. She was born and raised in Faifa.
She lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. She has a college degree and
works as an elementary school staff. She knows MSA and
use it frequently at work for various written exchanges for
school business. She does not speak other languages.
Speaker A2
Male 38
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He has lived and worked in a nearby city around 100 miles
from Faifa for the last 18 years. He has a college degree in
media studies and currently works as a police officer. He is
proficient in MSA but does not use it much for writing
purposes.
Speaker A3
Female, 43 A native speaker of Faifi. She was born and raised in Faifa.
She lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. She has a college degree in
religious studies. She works in the local office of public
education. She knows MSA and uses it frequently at work
for various written exchanges for office business. She does
not speak other languages.
Speaker A4
Male, 29
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. He has a high school degree and
works at the city hall in Faifa. He knows MSA and but does
not use it much for writing purposes. He does not speak
other languages.
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Speaker A5

Male, 22

Speaker A6

Male, 37

Speaker A7

Male, 34

Speaker A8

Female, 19

A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi, but in the last three years, he moved to
Jeddah for his collage degree. He has a high school degree,
and he is currently a college student pursuing a degree in
Law. He knows MSA and use it extensively for writing
purposes as a student. He is intermediate in English.
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa. In
the last 8 years, he moved back and forth between the USA
and Faifa. He has a master’s degree in biology and currently
pursuing his PhD in environmental science in the USA. He is
proficient in MSA and uses it frequently in writing. He is
proficient in English as well.
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa. In
recent years, he moves back and forth between the USA and
Faifa. He has a master’s degree in general linguistics and
currently pursuing his PhD in linguistics at a USA
university. His master’s degree was a language
documentation of Lower Faifi. He is proficient in MSA and
uses it frequently in writing. He is proficient in English as
well.
A native speaker of Faifi. She was born and raised in Faifa.
She has a high school degree and has left the community
recently to pursue her college degree in a nearby city. She
knows MSA and use it frequently for school purposes. She
has an intermediate proficiency in English.

Table B. Consultants profiles.
The two consultants in this table are naïve native speakers, who I have been consulting during
the writing process of this dissertation. They assisted me with data set assessments whenever I
needed. They have evaluated all the data sets used this dissertation. The two consultants were not
involved in the data elicitation sessions.
Code
Gender,
Background information
approx. age
Speaker B1
Female, 40 A native speaker of Faifi. She was born and raised in Faifa.
She lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant of time. She has a high school degree. She works
in her own family business as a chief. She knows MSA, but
she does not use it frequently in writing.
Speaker B2
Male, 55
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. He has a college degree in
religious studies and has worked as an elementary school
teacher for about 25 years. He is proficient in MSA and use
it on regular basis.
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Table C. Corpus speakers
Code
Gender,
approx. age
Speaker C1
Male, 35

Speaker C2

Male, 42

Speaker C3

Male, 70

Speaker C4

Male, 60

Speaker C5

Male, 70

Background information
The author of this dissertation. A native speaker of Faifi. He
was born and raised in Faifa. In recent years, he moves back
and forth between the USA and Faifa. He has a master’s
degree in Linguistics and currently working on His PhD in
the US. He is proficient in MSA and English. He has
intermediate proficiency in Modern Hebrew. He reads and
writes mainly in MSA and English.
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. He has a college degree in
historical studies and currently works as a high school
history teacher. He is proficient in MSA, and he uses it on a
regular basis at school.
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. He did not have formal education,
but he received some informal education between 7-15 years
old. He has a passive knowledge of MSA (i.e. he understands
it but never produces it), which he mostly obtained from
watching the news and attending religious prayers/speeches.
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. He had 5 years of formal
education (no degree obtained) and had received some
informal education between 5-10 years old. He works in his
small business selling basic farming equipment. He has a
passive knowledge of MSA (he understands it perfectly but
never produces it).
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. He does not have formal
education, but he received some informal education between
7-10 years old. He works mostly at his family owned farm.
He has a passive knowledge of MSA (he understands it but
never produces it), which he mostly obtained from regularly
hearing news broadcasts and attending religious prayers.
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Speaker C6

Female, 75

Speaker A2

Male 38

A native speaker of Faifi. she was born and raised in Faifa.
She lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. She does not have formal
education, but recently she involved in a semi-formal literacy
school for about 5 years at the age of 65 years. She works
mostly at her family owned farm. She has passive knowledge
of MSA (she understands it but never produces it), which she
mostly obtained from the literacy school, watching the news,
attending religious prayers.
(see Table A above)

Table D. Phonetic details (Praat and ultrasound analysis)
Code
Gender,
Background information
approx. age
Speaker D1
Male, 23
A native speaker of Faifi. He was born and raised in Faifa.
He lives in Faifi and has not left the community for a
significant period of time. He has a high school degree, and
he is currently a college student at majoring in English. He
knows MSA and uses it extensively for writing purposes. He
has advance proficiency in English.
Speaker C1
Male, 35
(see table C)
Speaker A7
Male, 34
(see table A)
Speaker A5
Male, 22
(see table A)
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Appendix 2 – Samples of raw data sets
Diglossic variations in Faifi: Raw data sets

Key points regarding the following raw data sets:
• All data in this document are obtained from Faifi diglossic speech community. They were obtained through
elicitation sessions from eight native speakers during fieldwork in Faifa (see methodology section in Chapter 3).
• Two additional native speakers, who were not involved in the elicitation sessions, assessed the data sets after they
were compiled from various field notes and and organized in the tables below (see speakers’ profiles appendix).
• The data exhibit a verity of diglossic variation phenomena in Faifi. Each data set is preceded by a brief introduction
that gives an overview of what the data set represents with respect to diglossic variations. Some data sets may exhibit
other important grammar phenomena, but they are not highlighted here since the focus is solely on diglossic
variations.
• Throughout these data sets, Low indicates Faifi dialect (home speech), and High indicates Standard Arabic as it is
used in Faifa at schools and the media. A slash punctuation ( / ) marks ‘free variation’ within High or Low speech.
A slash ( / ) DOES NOT indicate diglossic variation.
• The data sets are simplified so that the difference between High and Low stems is only with respect to the target
diglossic variants. For example, most of targeted sounds/features appear in the left edge of the stems. However, this
does not suggest in any way that the variation is limited to left edge only. Similar examples can be given with the
targeted sounds in word medial and final positions, unless otherwise stated.

• Throughout this document: 1,2,3 = first, second, third person; M = masculine; F = feminine; * = ungrammatical.

Also, conventional IPA is used in the transcriptions. However, the following notations may be less familiar to some
readers: the sound [tʰ] is a voiceless post-alveolar affricate, the sound [s͡t] is a voiceless reverse affricate dental, and
the sound [d͡ʒʰ] is an aspirated voiceless post-alveolar affricate.

(1) Distribution of the diglossic variants [k] and [tʰ] in Faifi
This data set basically shows that while the velar [k] and post-alveolar [tʰ] appear in diglossic variation (1a-d), it is
not always the case. Certain stems that belong originally to the Low speech allow only [tʰ] (1e-g) while other stems
that belong originally to the High speech allow only [k] (1h-j). There is no conceivable rule that predicts such
distribution. The only way to know the distribution is to hear and memorize the stems that allow free variation, stems
that allow only [tʰ] or stems that allow only [k]. Note that the data set in (1) is limited to [k] and/or [tʰ] in word initial
position for illustration purpose only. The same distribution occurs word medially and finally, as well.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Gloss
‘dog’
‘big’
‘cave’
‘how much’

[k] (High)
kalb
kabi:r
kahf
kam

[tʰ] (Low)
tʰalb
(see 2 below)
tʰabi:r
(see 3 below)
tʰahf
tʰam

e.
f.
g.

‘chest’
‘give it’
‘coarse’

sˤadir
d͡ʒi:bu
ramil

tʰiħba
tʰa:hu
tʰadar

h.
i.
j.

‘generous’
‘book’
‘chair’

kari:m
kita:b
kursi:

kari:m
kita:b
kursi:
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(2) Blocking [k] or [tʰ] in specific derived and inflected forms (C-root: k/tʰ-l-b ‘dog’)
This data set shows several derived and inflected forms of the root for ‘dog’. Words in (2a-c) are examples of diglossic
(free) variation in which [k] = High and [tʰ] = Low. Examples (2d-f) illustrate [k] blocking, and examples (2g-i)
illustrate [tʰ] blocking. All utterances in parentheses marked with asterisk (*) are ungrammatical pronunciations. The
aim of this data set is to demonstrate two facts [tʰ/k]. First, diglossic variation between [tʰ/k] is far from being free.
Although all words in (2) are from the same root, they exhibit different behaviors when diglossic variation is
considered. Second, blocking a variant form happens sometimes for a variety of structural reasons, such as the
affixation in (2d, g-i). Also sometimes blocking happens because the ‘possible’ variant has not been registered in
memory before as a real word i.e. never encountered in the language as an actual word (2e, f).
Gloss
a. ‘dog’
b. ‘dogs.F’
c. ‘my dog’

[k] (High)
kalb
kalba:t
kalbi:

[tʰ] (Low)
tʰalb
tʰalba:t
tʰalbi:

[k]
blocking

d. ‘dogs.M’
e. ‘develop inappropriate act.3SGM’
f. ‘act inappropriately.3SGM’

kilaab (*kila:bin)
*ʔistaklaba
*tikaylaba

tʰila:bin
ʔistatʰlaba
titʰaylaba

[tʰ]
blocking

g. ‘our dogs’
h. ‘your.SGM dog’
i. ‘your.SGF dog’

kila:bna/kila:buna
kalbak/kalbuk
kalbik/kalbuki:

tʰila:bna (*tʰila:buna)
tʰalbitʰa (*tʰalbak/*tʰalbuk)
tʰalbitʰi: (*tʰalbik/*tʰalbuki:)

Free
variation

(3) Blocking [k] or [tʰ] in specific derived and inflected forms (C-root: k/tʰ-b-r ‘large’)
This data set is similar to (2) above. However, all derived and inflected forms here are related to the root for ‘large’.
Data set in (2) shows that while diglossic variation is allowed generally, certain stem-affix combinations block
allophonic variations between High and Low (3d-i).
Gloss
a. ‘big’
b.‘make.1SG_big.3SGM’
c. ‘bigger than’

[k] (High)
kabi:r
kabbart
ʔakbar

[tʰ] (Low)
tʰabi:r
tʰabbart
ʔatʰbar

[k]
blocking

d. ‘arrogance’
e. ‘getting old.3PLM’
f. ‘making bigger.3SGM’

kibr (*kaba:rin)
kiba:r (*ka:bri:n)
mukabbir (*mikabbirin)

tʰaba:rin
tʰa:bri:n
mitʰabbirin

[tʰ]
blocking

g. ‘arrogant.3SGM’

mitka:bbir/mutakabbir

h. ‘was_proud.3SGM’
i. ‘the biggest.F’

ʔistakbar
kubra

maʕau tʰaba:rin ‘lit. he has arrogance’
(*mittʰa:bi:r/*mutatʰbabbir)
titʰaybara (*ʔistatʰbar)
tʰibra (*tʰubra)

Free
variation
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(4) Additional data for blocked diglossic variations between [tʰ/k] elicited from native speakers
The left column lists additional examples of blocked [tʰ] and right column includes additional examples of blocked
[k]. Note that for each inflected word in the list below such as ‘1SG’ or ‘3SGM’, all other inflections for person,
number and gender of the same word would probably exhibit the same blocking restriction. Also perfective,
imperfective and imperative forms of any verb in the examples below would probably exhibit the same blocking
restrictions.
Blocked [tʰ]
*tʰafar [kafar] ‘car tire’
*tʰulliya [kulliya] ‘collage’
*tʰusu:f [kusu:f] ‘eclipse’
*tʰahrab [kahrab] ‘electricity’
*matʰtaba [maktaba] ‘library’
*tʰahrabaʔi [kahraba:ʔi] ‘electrician’
*matʰbu:s [makbu:s] ‘type of cooked rice’
*ra:tʰibin [ra:kib] ‘a rider.SGM’
*ritʰtʰa:bin [rikka:bin] ‘riders.PLM’
*matʰaru:na [makaru:na] ‘spaghetti’
*matʰab [maktab] ‘desk/office’
… etc.

Blocked [k]
*kananin [tʰananin] ‘cover from rain’
*ka:hu [tʰa:hu] ‘give it.SGM to me’
*ka:ha [tʰa:ha] ‘give it.SGF to me’
*ʕala:ka [ʕala:tʰa] ‘on top of you.SGM’
*ʕakba [ʕatʰba] ‘stuck on lock (tools)’
*fiħka [fiħtʰa] ‘laugh.3MSG’
*birakin [biratʰin] ‘underground water storages’
*liħka [liħtʰa] ‘licked.3SGM’
*salaka [salatʰa] ‘sharpened.3SGM’
*kadarin [tʰadarin] ‘coarse’
… etc.

(5) Distribution of the diglossic variants [sˤ] and [s͡t] in Faifi
This data set is similar to (1) but with respect to the emphatic [sˤ] and the non-emphatic ‘reversed affricate’ [s͡t]. While
[sˤ] and [s͡t] appear in diglossic variation in (5a-d), it is not always the case. Examples in (5e-g) exhibit only [s͡t] while
the examples in (5h-j] exhibit only [sˤ]. As has been mentioned in (1), there is no conceivable rule that predicts the
distribution in (5). The only way for language learner to figure out such distribution is by committing these words to
memory. Note that the data set in (5) is limited to word initial position for illustration purpose only. Similar diglossic
variation of [sˤ] and [s͡t] occurs word medially and finally, as well.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Gloss
‘prayer’
‘fasting’
‘patience’
‘change (money)’

[sˤ] (High)
sˤala
sˤawm
sˤabir
sˤarfin

[s͡t] (Low)
s͡tala (see 6 below)
s͡tawm
s͡tabir
s͡tarfin

e.
f.
g.

‘rack’
‘noise’
‘hit’

raff
ʔizʕa:d͡ʒ
dˤarba

s͡tirfa
s͡tawar
s͡tafga

h.
i.
j.

‘picture’
‘charity’
‘missile’

sˤu:ra
sˤadaga/sˤadaqa
sˤaru:x

sˤu:ra
sˤadaga
sˤaru:x
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(6) Blocking [sˤ] or [s͡t] in specific derived and inflected forms (C-root: w-sˤ/s͡t-l ‘arriving’)
This data set shows several derived and inflected forms of the root for ‘arriving’. It shows that while diglossic variation
between [sˤ] and [s͡t] is generally allowed, certain stem-affix combinations block allophonic variations between High
and Low (6d-i).
Gloss
a. ‘arrive.3SGM’
b. ‘arrive.3PLM’
c. ‘it is delivered.3SGM’

[sˤ] (High)
wasˤla
wasˤlu
wa:sˤil

[s͡t] (Low)
was͡tla
was͡tlu
wa:s͡til

[sˤ]
blocking

d. ‘arriving’
e. ‘they.F arrived’
f. ‘they.F are arriving’

wusˤu:l (*wasˤala:nin)
wasˤalna (*wasˤilna)
wasˤila:t (*was͡tla:tin)

was͡tala:nin
was͡tilna
was͡tla:tin

[s͡t]
blocking

g. ‘airport terminal’
h. ‘delivery’
i. ‘she arrived’

wusˤu:l
tawsˤi:l
wasˤalat

wusˤu:l (*wus͡tu:l)
tawsˤi:l (*taws͡ti:l)
was͡tlan (*was͡talat)

Free
variation

(7) Blocking [sˤ] or [s͡t] in specific derived and inflected forms (C-root: sˤ/s͡t-l ‘praying’)
This data set shows several derived and inflected forms of the root for ‘praying’. It shows that while diglossic variation
between [sˤ] and [s͡t] is generally allowed, certain stem-affix combinations block allophonic variations between High
and Low (7e-j).

Free
variation

[sˤ]
blocking

[s͡t]
blocking

[s͡t] (Low)
s͡talla
s͡tala
s͡talawa:tin

Gloss
a. ‘he prayed’
b. ‘prayer’

[sˤ] (High)
sˤalla
sˤala

c. ‘prayers (action)’

sˤalawa:tin

d. ‘prayers (people)’

misˤalli:n

mis͡talli:n

e. ‘prayer’s rug’
f. ‘prayer’s rugs’
g. ‘prayers (people)’

sad͡ʒd͡ʒa:da (*misˤla)
sad͡ʒd͡ʒa:da:t (*masˤa:lin)
musˤalli:n (*misˤalliyia)

mis͡tla
mas͡ta:lin
mis͡talliyia

h. ‘place to pray’
i. ‘places to pray’
j. ‘she prayed’

misˤalla/musˤalla
misˤallaya:t/musˤallaya:t
sˤallat

misˤalla (*mis͡talla/mus͡talla)
misˤallaya:t (*mis͡tallaya:t/mus͡tallaya:t)
s͡tallan (*s͡tallat)
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(8) Additional data for blocked diglossic variations between [s͡t/sˤ] elicited from native speakers
The left column lists additional examples of blocked [s͡t] and right column lists additional examples of blocked [sˤ].
Note that for each inflected word in the list below such as ‘1SG’ or ‘3SGM’, all other inflections for person, number
and gender of the same word would probably exhibit the same blocking restriction. Also perfective, imperfective
and imperative forms of any verb in the examples below would probably exhibit the same blocking restrictions.
Blocked [s͡t]
*fas͡tl [fasˤl] ‘classroom/season of the year’
*mis͡tawwir [misˤawwir] ‘photographer.SGM’
*s͡tubħ [sˤubħ] ‘morning’
*s͡tadi:q [sˤadi:q] ‘friend.3SGM’
*s͡taqr [sˤaqr] ‘falcon’
*s͡ti:niyya [sˤi:niyya] ‘china bowl’
*s͡taħra [sˤaħra] ‘desert’
*las͡tga [lasˤga] ‘duct tape’
*yals͡tag [yalsˤag] ‘sticked.3SGM’
*s͡taħin [sˤaħin] ‘plate’
*yis͡taffiq [yisˤaffiq] ‘claps.3SGM’
*ʕus͡tfu:r [ʕusˤfu:r] ‘small bird’
*ʕas͡ta:fi:r [ʕasˤa:fi:r] ‘small birds’
*s͡takk [sˤakk] ‘contract’
… etc.

Blocked [sˤ]
*tiʕasˤa [tiʕas͡ta] ‘uses.3SGM a stick to walk’ (cf.
[ʕasˤa/ʕas͡ta] ‘a stick’.
*masˤfu:gin [mas͡tfu:gin] ‘mad/insese.SGM’
*sˤahla [s͡tahla] ‘ants’
*ʕasˤi:min [ʕas͡ti:min] ‘skin’
*ʕisˤmin [ʕis͡tmin] ‘skins’
*ʔibsˤim [ʔibs͡tim] ‘stop-talking.2SGM’
*tirasˤasˤa [tiras͡tas͡ta] ‘jumps.3SGM up and down’
*sˤarfaga [s͡tarfaga] ‘made.3SGM noisy activity’
*sˤahi:rin [s͡tahi:rin] ‘type of fat in food’
*tisˤawwaxa [tis͡tawwaxa] ‘listened.3MSG’
*lasˤba [las͡tba] ‘unfamed earth’
*fasˤħa [fas͡tħa] ‘temporary stop of rain’
*ʔisˤa [ʔis͡ta] ‘be quiet’
… ect.

(9) Distribution of the diglossic variants [q] and [g] in Faifi
This data set is similar to (1) and (5) but with regard to the uvular [q] and pre-velar [g]. While [q] and [g] appear in
diglossic variation in (9a-d), it is not always the case. Examples in (9e-g) exhibit only [g] while the examples in (9hj] exhibit only [q]. As has been mentioned earlier, there is no conceivable rule that predicts the distribution in (9). The
only way for language learner to figure out such distribution is by committing these variations to memory. Note that
the data set is limited to word initial position for illustration purpose only. Diglossic variations between [q] and [g]
occurs word medially and finally, as well.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Gloss
‘pen’
‘heart’
‘he said’
‘grave’

[q] (High)
qalam
qalib
qa:la
qabir

[g] (Low)
galam
galib
ga:la
gabir

e.
f.
g.

‘lower back’
‘clouds’
‘hill’

θˤahr
ɣi:m
qimma

gimʕin
ginu:fin
gilla

h.
i.
j.

‘form’
‘two continents’
‘read.3MSG’

qa:lab
qa:rrata:n
qaraʔa

*ga:lab
ga:rratayn (*ga:rrata:n)
gara (*garaʔa)
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(10) Blocking [q] or [g] in specific derived and inflected forms in Faifi (C-root: q/g-l-b ‘overturn’)
This data set shows several derived and inflected forms of the root for ‘overturn’. It shows that while diglossic variation
between [q] and [g] is generally allowed, certain stem-affix combinations block allophonic variations between High
and Low (10e-k).
Gloss
a. ‘he overturned’
b. ‘they.M overturned’
c. ‘we overturned’
d. ‘overtunted.3SGM’

[q] (High)
qalaba
qalabu
qalabna:
maqlu:b

[g] (Low)
galaba
galabu
qalabna:
maglu:b

[q]
blocking

e. ‘overturned.3SGM repeatedly’

tadaħrad͡ʒ (*tiqallab)

tigallab

f. ‘she overturned’
g. ‘dump truck’
h. ‘type of food’

qalabat (*galaban)
trila (*qallabin)
(*maqlu:ba) maglu:ba

galaban
galla:bin
maglu:ba

[g]
blocking

i. ‘will overturn’
j. ‘I overturned it.3SGM’
k. ‘it.3SGM was overturned’

sayaqlib
qalabtuh
qulib/ʔinqalab

(*sayaglib) bigidha ga:lbin
galabtu (*galabtuh)
gilba (*qulib/*ʔinqalab)

Free
variation

(11) Additional data for blocked High speech diglossic variants [q] and [d͡ʒ] elicited from native speakers
The left column lists examples of blocked [q] and right column lists examples of blocked [d͡ʒ]. Note that for each
inflected word in the list below such as ‘1SG’ or ‘3SGM’, all other inflections for person, number and gender of the
same word would probably exhibit the same blocking restriction. Also perfective, imperfective and imperative forms
of any verb in the examples below would probably exhibit the same blocking restrictions.
Blocked [q]
*ħiqqa [ħigga] ‘pocket tin can’
*qimʕin [gimʕin] ‘lower back’
*bindiqin [bindigin] ‘refile gun’
*qiftˤa [giftˤa] ‘got-caught.3SGM’
*maqlu:ba [maglu:ba] ‘type of food’
*qumra [gumra] ‘rock’
* miqmara [migmara] ‘rock throwing tool’
*faqwa [fagwa] ‘water spring’
*miqʕada [migʕada] ‘small seat made of wood’
*miqarribin [migarribin] ‘getting-x-closer.1MSG’
*miqbilin [migbilin] ‘returning (verbal noun)’
*miqalqal [migalgal] ‘type of meat dish’
*ħaqqi [ħaggi] ‘mine.3MSG’
*qu:tˤa [gu:tˤa] ‘tomatoes’
*masqan [masgan] ‘surface to harvest rainwater’
… etc.

Blocked [d͡ʒ]
*d͡ʒahlin [d͡ʒʰahlin] ‘boys’
*mad͡ʒmad͡ʒa/mad͡ʒmad͡ʒ [mad͡ʒʰmad͡ʒʰa/mad͡ʒʰmad͡ʒʰ]
‘rinsed.3SGM mouth with water’
*d͡ʒihfin [d͡ʒʰihfin] ‘long hair/mullet’
*d͡ʒirawa [d͡ʒʰirawa] ‘puppies’
*tila:d͡ʒaʕa [tila: d͡ʒʰaʕa] ‘made.3SGM funny face’
*mid͡ʒannibin [mid͡ʒʰannibin] ‘passing-by.3SGM’
*d͡ʒu:ra [d͡ʒʰu:ra] ‘old round house’
*mird͡ʒama [mird͡ʒʰama] ‘throwing tool’
*miʕd͡ʒana [miʕd͡ʒʰana] ‘a dough-making bowl’
*find͡ʒa:nin [find͡ʒʰa:nin] ‘Arabic-coffee cup’
*ʔad͡ʒhartani [ʔad͡ʒʰhartani] ‘it.3SGM dazzled me’
*ħad͡ʒalya [ħad͡ʒʰalya] ‘chukar bird’
*ʕila:d͡ʒa [ʕila:d͡ʒʰa] ‘getting grossed out’
*lad͡ʒaɣa [lad͡ʒʰaɣa] ‘chewed.3SGM loudly’
…etc.
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(12) Definite article construction in Faifi diglossic grammar

This data set illustrates some phonotactic violations that arise when stems that exhibit free variations are proceeded by the two
different definite articles of High and Low. The data set in (12) shows two general patterns. First, the definite article of Low speech
in Faifi [ʔim-] can precede any stem containing High allophone except for (12j). Second, the definite article of High speech, which
is underlyingly /ʔil-/, is more constraint since it cannot freely precede a stem containing a Low allophone. Note that the definite
article of High is /ʔil-/, but when it is followed by a stem with initial coronal, /l/ assimilates to it. However, the underlying-surface
properties of /ʔil-/ are irrelevant here.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Gloss
‘prayer’
‘fasting’
‘patience’
‘change (money)’

/ʔil-/ (High. Def. Prefix)
[sˤ] (High)
[s͡t] (Low)
ʔisˤsˤala
*ʔils͡tala
ʔisˤsˤawm
*ʔils͡tawm
ʔisˤsˤabir
*ʔils͡tabir
ʔisˤsˤarif
*ʔils͡tarf

e.
f.
g.

‘rack’
‘noise’
‘hit’

----------

h.
i.
j.

‘picture’
‘missile’
‘charity’

ʔisˤsˤu:ra
ʔisˤsˤaru:x
ʔisˤsˤadaqa
(*ʔisˤsˤadaga)

*ʔils͡tirfa
*ʔils͡tawar
*ʔils͡tafga
-------

[ʔim-] (Low. Def. prefix)
[sˤ] (High)
[s͡t] (Low)
ʔimsˤala
ʔims͡tala
ʔimsˤawm
ʔims͡tawm
ʔimsˤabir
ʔims͡tabir
ʔimsˤarf
ʔims͡tarf
---------ʔimsˤu:ra
ʔimsˤaru:x
ʔimsˤadaga
(*ʔimsˤadaqa)

(13) Indefinite article [-in] construction in Faifi diglossic grammar

ʔims͡tirfa
ʔims͡tawar
ʔims͡tafga
-------

The indefinite article in Faifi Low speech is the suffix [-in]. This indefinite marker does not exist in Arabic (both standard or
spoken) except for a few isolated dialects in Oman (Holes, 2004). Arabic dose not mark indefinite nouns. The indefinite article [in] in Low speech predictably follows stems ending in a closed syllable (see 13b-d). It does not, however, follow feminine nouns
that end in an open syllable (13a, e, g, h, j). Two predictable patterns in the data set below. First, indefinite stems containing High
allophones can appear optionally with either [-in] or [no-mark] (13b-d, i). Second, indefinite stems containing Low allophones
must always be followed by the indefinite marker [-in] (13b-d, f). The [no mark] variants in Low are ungrammatical.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Gloss
‘prayer.F’
‘fasting’
‘patience’
‘change (money)’

[-in] (Low. Indef. suffix)
[sˤ] (High allophone) [s͡t] (Low allophone)
sˤala
s͡tala
sˤawm/sˤawmin
s͡tawmin (*s͡tawm)
sˤabir/sˤabirin
s͡tabirin (*s͡tabir)
sˤarf/sˤarfin
s͡tarfin (*s͡tarf)

e.
f.
g.

‘rack.F’
‘noise’
‘hit.F’

-------

s͡tirfa
s͡tawarin
s͡tafga

h.
i.
j.

‘picture.F’
‘missile’
‘charity.F’

sˤu:ra
sˤaru:x/sˤaru:xin
sˤadaga

-------
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(14) Active-Passive verb stems in Faifi
The table below illustrates eight different patterns of active and passive verb stems in Faifi. There are two kinds of
verbs illustrated in this table. First, the perfective stem (left column) which is followed by a set of discontinuous
bound suffixes (for person, number and gender). Second, the imperfective stem (right column) which is has prefixes
and suffixes based on different agreements for person, gender and number. Furthermore, the table illustrates that the
active-passive distinction is made primarily by internal vocalic modification to the verb stem.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Perfective stem
active
passive
CaCaCCiCCa
CaCCaCCiCCiCCa:CaCCi:CiCʔaCCaCʔiCCiCt(i)CaCCaCt(i)CiCCiCtiCa:CaCtiCi:CiCa
ʔiCtaCaCʔiCtiCCstaCCaCstiCCiC-

Imperfective stem
active
passive
-aCCiC-iCCaC
-iCaCCiCiCaCCaC
same as b passive
-iCa:CiC-iCCiC-iCCaC-itCaCCaCitCiCCiC
-itCa:CaC-itCi:CiC
same as b passive
-iCtaCaC-istaCCiC
-istiCCiC

(15) Arabic Jeopardy transcription text (Season 1, Episode 11)
Each transcribed line consist of four layers: 1) the IPA transcription, 2) the MSA equivalent below each
instance of code-switching from MSA to Lebanese, 3) Gloss morpheme by morpheme, and 4) the English
equivalent of the Arabic text.
IPA

taħiyy-e

kbe:r-e

li-dʒami:ʕ

l-muʃahid-i:n

wi-l-l-ħudˤu:r

bi-l-studu:

to-all

the-viewer-s

and-to-the-attendees

in-the-studio

MSA

taħiyy-a

kabi:r-a

Gloss

greeting.F

great-F

English

‘greetings to all who are watching us and to the people in the studio’

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English
IPA
MSA
Gloss
English
IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

wə-?ahla.wsahla

fi:ku-n
biku-m
and-welcome
you-PL
'and welcome to Jeopardy'
barnamedʒ

bi-dʒabirdi

ʔal-maħakk

in-jeopardy

the-test (program Arabic name)

l-maʕluma:t

wa-s-saʔaafe
wa-θ-θaqaafa
program
the-information
and-the-knowledge.F
‘the program of information and knowledge on MBC'
bi-ha
l-barnamedʒ
ʔawa:ni:n
l-lʕbe
bi-haða
l-barnamadʒ
qawa:ni:n
l-luʕba
in-this
the-program
rules
the-game.F
'the rules of the game on this program are little different'
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ʕal-ʔim.bi:.si:
on-MBC (tv channel)

mixtelf-e
muxtalf-a
different-F

ʃwayy
qali:la
little.bit

wala:kin
basˤi:tˤ-a
but
simple-F
'but they are very simple'

IPA
Gloss
English

raħ
na-ʕtˤi:-kum
ʔal-dʒawa:b
wa-ʕalay-kum
sa/sawfa
nu-ʕtˤi:-kum
will
1PL-give-2PL
the-answer
and-you.must-3PL
we will give you the answer, and you will find the question'

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

dʒiddan
very

ʔal-muʃtarki:n

raħ
yiʕtimd-u
sa/sawfa
yaʕtamd-u
the-contestants
will
rely-3PL
'the contestants will rely on their knowledge’

ʕla
on

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

la-ysˤi:ɣ-u
ʔas-suʔa:l
l-muna:sib
li-yasˤi:ɣ-u
to-make-3PL
the-question
the-appropriate
‘to make the appropriate question in the appropriate context'

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

ʔel-ʔadʒwebe
muwazzaʕa xalf-i:
ʔal-ʔadʒwiba
the-answers.FPL
distributed
behind-me
the answers are distributed on the screen behind me'

IPA
Gloss
English
IPA

wa-kull
dʒawa:b
huwa
and-all
answer
it.M
‘every answer (you see) is practically a hint'
ʕala

l-muʃtariki:n

taħli:l

bi-l-maka:n

ʔal-muna:sib

in-the-place

the-appropriate

ʕala

ʃ-ʃa:ʃe
ʃ-ʃa:ʃa
the-screen.F

on

dali:l
hint

d-dali:l

wa-ʔi:dʒa:d

ʔas-suʔa:l

the-hint

and-find

the-question

Gloss

on (must)

English

‘the contestants must analyze the hint (answer) and find the question'

the-contestants

analyze

IPA
Gloss
English

fa-maθalan
ʔad-dali:l
for-example
the-hint
for example, if the answer is'

IPA
Gloss
English

hiya
ʔaʃ-ʃadʒara
it.F
the-tree.F
this tree symbolizes peace'

IPA
Gloss
English

the-question

ha:ða

MSA

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

ʔas-suʔa:l

maʕlu:ma:t-un
maʕlu:ma:t-hum
knowladge-3PL

ʕamaliyyan
practically

ha

bitlaʔ-u
tadʒid-u
2.will.find-PL

this

huwa
it.M

ʔallati:
that.F

tarmuz
symbolize

ʔal-ʔidʒabe
ʔasˤ-sˤaħi:ħ-a
lazim
tku:n
bi-sˤi:ɣat
ʔal-ʔidʒaba
taku:n
the-answer.F
the-correct-F
must
be.F
in-form
‘the correct answer must be in a question form as the following'
ma:
hi-ya
what
is-F
‘what is the olive tree?'

ʃadʒarat
tree

ʔaz-zaytu:n
the-olive
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li-s-sala:m
to-the-peace

ʔas-suʔa:l

ʕala

ʃ-ʃakli

t-tali

the-question

on

the-form

The-following

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

IPA
MSA
Gloss
English

ʔamma

hallaʔ
(ʔa)lʔa:n

faħa:na

as.for
now
PARTICLE (time)
‘and now, it is time to meet’

l-muʃtariki:n

ʔat-tla:te
ʔaθ-θla:θa
the-participants
the-three
‘the three participants in today's episode

l-waqt

li-t-taʕarruf

ʕala

the.time

to-the-meeting

with

bi-ħalʔit-na
bi-ħalqati-na
in-episode-our
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l-yawm
the-today

Appendix 3 – Samples of written Faifi materials
This appendix includes samples of Ali Alfaifi’s book. The first page demonstrates poetry section
of the book, and the second page demonstrates proverbs section.
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Appendix 4 – Materials used in the elicitation phase
The materials include images, general and specific questions.
1. Images
Image set 1: Some images used to elicit the diglossic variants [s͡t/sˤ]

Images from left to right are used to elicit the following stems along with their derivatives and inflected
forms: [s͡tala/sˤala] ‘prayer’, [bas͡tal/basˤal] ‘onion’, [mafs͡til/mafsˤil] ‘joint’, [ʔis͡tbaʕ/ʔisˤbaʕ] ‘finger’,
[s͡tawm/sˤawm] ‘fasting’.
Image set 2: Some images used to elicit the diglossic variants [tʰ/k]

Images from left to right are used to elicit the following stems along with their derivatives and inflected
forms: [tʰahf/kahf] ‘cave’, [tʰalb/kalb] ‘dog’, [tʰabi:r/kabi:r] ‘big’, [rutʰba/rukba] ‘knee’, [tʰam/kam] ‘how
much’.
Image set 3: Some images used to elicit the diglossic variants [g/q]

Images from left to right are used to elicit the following stems along with their derivatives and inflected
forms: [galam/qalam] ‘pen’, [gima:ma/qima:ma] ‘trash’, [ginaʕ/qina:ʕ] ‘mask’, [ga:rib/qa:rib] ‘boat’,
[gatˤaʕ/qatˤaʕ] ‘cut’.
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Image set 4: Some images used to elicit the diglossic variants [d͡ʒʰ/d͡ʒ]

Images from left to right are used to elicit the following stems along with their derivatives and inflected
forms: [d͡ʒʰisr/d͡ʒisr] ‘bridge’, [d͡ʒʰabal/d͡ʒabal] ‘mountain’, [d͡ʒʰamal/d͡ʒamal] ‘camel’, [d͡ʒʰabha/d͡ʒabha]
‘forehead’ , [d͡ʒʰana:ħ/d͡ʒana:ħ] ‘wing’.
2. General questions
- Question 1: Can you think of some words in Faifi that have two or more pronunciations? Examples to
aid brainstorming were only when needed from other dialects of Arabic that were family to the speakers
such as Egyptian and Hijazii. For example, in Egyptian Arabic they say [zahab/ðahab] ‘gold’, in Hijazii
Arabic they say [tala:ta/θala:θa] ‘three’, in some Gulf Araibc they say [rad͡ʒd͡ʒa:l/rayya:l] ‘man’. There
were no examples from Faifi at this early phase of the elicitation session.
- Question 2: Can you think of other words that follow the same pattern of variation in the same sounds or
different sounds? Speakers were shown some of the images (above) to elicit responses for specific words.
Note: As discussed in the methodology section (see Chapter 3, Section 3.8), the general
questioning round served two purposes: (i) to ease the speakers into the context/purpose of the

study and the type of targeted data without revealing the direct purpose of the data gathering and
(ii) to let the speaker naturally think of words and patterns without much involvement from the
principal investigator (i.e., implicit elicitation).
3. Specific questions

- Question 1: Can you think of words that you pronounce sometimes with [s͡t] and sometimes with [sˤ]?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [s͡tarf/sˤarf] ‘money change’ [s͡taif/sˤaif] ‘summer’.
- Question 2: Can you think of words that you pronounce sometimes with [tʰ] and sometimes with [k]?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [tʰam/kam] ‘how much’ [tʰitf/katf] ‘shoulder’.
- Question 3: Can you think of words that you pronounce sometimes with [d͡ʒʰ] and sometimes with [d͡ʒ]?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [d͡ʒʰabal/d͡ʒabal] ‘mountain’ [ʕid͡ʒʰl/ʕid͡ʒl] ‘calf’.
- Question 4: Can you think of words that you pronounce sometimes with [q] and sometimes with [g]?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [qalam/galam] ‘pen’ [qalb/galb] ‘heart’
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- Question 5: Can you think of words that you pronounce sometimes with [i] and sometimes with [u]?
Examples to aid brainstorming: [kitba/kutiba] ‘wirtten’, [dirsa/durisa] ‘it was studied’.
- Question 6: a follow up to questions 1-5: Can you give me other related words to this word you
mentioned (i.e. derivations)? Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [sˤala/s͡tala] ‘a prayer’,
[s͡talla/sˤalla] ‘he prayed’.
- Question 7: a follow up to question 6: Are the two pronunciations the same for you? Which one do you
use at home and which one do you use at school?
- Question 8: Can you think of words that are sometimes pronounced with either [s͡t] or [sˤ], but not both?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [s͡tirfa] ‘rack’ [fasˤil] ‘classroom’ (cf. *sˤirfa *fas͡til).
- Question 9: Can you think of words that are sometimes pronounced with either [tʰ] or [k], but not both?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [tʰati:bin] ‘wall’ [kita:b] ‘book’ (cf. *kati:bin *tʰita:b).
- Question 10: Can you think of words that are sometimes pronounced with either [d͡ʒʰ] or [d͡ʒ], but not
both? Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [d͡ʒʰahlin] ‘boys’ [d͡ʒaʔa] ‘came.3SGM’ (cf.
*d͡ʒahlin *d͡ʒʰaʔa).
- Question 11: Can you think of words that are sometimes pronounced with either [g] or [q], but not both?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [giħtˤa] ‘bit.3SGM’ [qa:ʔil] ‘who-says.3SGM’ (cf.
*qiħtˤa *ga:ʔil).
- Question 12: Can you think of words that are sometimes pronounced with either [i] or [u], but not both?
Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: [niʃra-bu] ‘got taken at night’ [suʔila] ‘was questioned’
(cf. *niʃra-bu *siʔila).
- Question 13: a follow up to questions 8-12: Can you give me other related words to this word you
mentioned (i.e. derivations)? Examples to aid brainstorming only when needed: e.g., [s͡tirafin] ‘racks’ and
[fusˤu:l] ‘classrooms’ but not *sˤiraf or *fus͡tu:l
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